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HANFORD WASTE VITkIFICATIONSYSTEMS RISK ASSESSMENT - FINAL REPORT

W. C. Miller
D. W. Hamilton
L. K. Holton
J. W. Bailey

ABSTRACT

A systematicRisk Assessment was performed to identify the technical,

regulatory, and programmaticuncertainties and to quantify the risks to the

Hanford Site double-shell tank waste vitrificationprogram baseline (as

defined in December 1990). Mitigating strategies to reduce the overall

program risk were proposed.

All major program elements were evaluated, includingdouble-shell tank

waste characterization,Tank Farms, retrieval,pretreatment, vitrification,

and grouting. Computer-basedtechniqueswere used to quantify risks to

proceeding with constructionof the Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant on the

present baseline schedule. Risks to the potential vitrificationof single-

shell tank wastes and cesium and strontium capsules were also assessed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Uncertainty in the chemical compositionsof defense nuclear wastes stored

in tanks at the Hanford Site, delay in the startup of the U.S. Department of

Energy's (DOE) waste vitrificationplant located at the Savannah River Site,

and technical, regulatory, and programmatic issues have challenged plans to

vitrify high-level and transuranic (TRU) tank wastes at the Hanford Site. As

a result, a Risk Assessment was performed to identify the technical, regula-

tory, and programmaticuncertaintiesand to quantify the attendant risks to

the double-shelltank (DST) waste treatment program baseline as it was defined

in December Iggo.

All major elements of the DST waste treatment program were addressed in

the Risk Assessment, includingwaste chalracterization,Tank Farms, retrieval,

pretreatment,vitrificationof the high-level and TRU wastes, and, to a lesser

extent, grouting of the low-levelwaste. The capability of the Hanford Waste

Vitrification Plant (HWVP) to process single-shelltank (SST) wastes and

cesium and strontiumcapsules as future missions was also addressed.

This Risk Assessment was the first comprehensiveattempt to identify and

evaluate the uncertaintiesand risks associatedwith all elements of the DST

waste treatment program.

A companion in-depth review of alternativesto resolve the risks iden-

tified in this document is currently underway and will be documented in con-

junction with this report as a revision to the tank waste disposal strategy.

That document will evaluate the findings from the Risk Assessment, as well as

program options identified separately,and recommenda new strategy for the

treatmentof tank wastes that will reduce th_ overall risk to the program.
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FINDINGS

The baseline plan (December1990) to process high-levelwaste and TRU

wastes stored in DSTs at the Hanford Site contains a number of uncertainties.

Though many of these have minor consequences,the cumulative impact of all

uncertaintieshas major potential consequencesthat result in substantial risk

to the program. The viability of B Plant as a mixed waste treatment facility

for waste pretreatment is questionabledue not only to a regulatory compliance

issue but also due to facility integrityconcerns. Significant additional

waste characterizationdata are needed to complete the developmentof

retrieval, pretreatment, and vitrificationprocesses. Schedule delays associ-

ated primarily with uncertainties in characterization,retrieval, and

pretreatmentactivities could prevent startup of the HWVP in December 1999 and

result in severalyears of outage during its operating lifetime.

A number of uncertaintiesassociatedwith waste characterization,the

development and implementationof waste retrieval and pretreatmentprocesses

and facilities, and constructionand operation of the HWVP have the potential

to cause significant schedule delays and to increase total costs of the

program. The most probable collective impact of these uncertaintiesis a

delay of up to 7 yr to complete vitrificationof the DST Wastes. A total

life-cycle cost increase of up to $2 billion (in 1991 dollars) for the DST

waste treatment program was estimated to result from these combined

uncertaintiesand associated schedule delays, assuming B Plant is used. If

B Plant is not used, the cost of the program could increase significantlyto

accommodatean alternative pretreatmentcapability.

These _nd other uncertainties identified in the Risk Assessment must be

addressed in the development of a revised program strategy for the treatment

of DST wastes to mitigate the program risks. Constructionof the HWVP on the

baseline schedule is appropriateonly if the program redefinitionresolves the

most significant risks in a manner that will ensure timely and nearly

continuous feed to the HWVP.

lt is highly probable that HWVP will be capable of supporting future

processing missions for SST wastes and cesium and strontium capsules based on
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scoping assessmentsperformed to date. The plant has been designed with suf-

ficient capacity assumingwaste pretreatmentcapabilities such as TRU extrac-

tion are developed and implemented.

Additional DSTs are needed to store wastes to be generatedduring DST and

SST waste stabilization,treatment, and disposal to avoid major delays in the

pretreatmentand vitrificationoperations.

Lack of integrationof the DST and SST waste treatment programs could

extend the time necessary for final cleanup of the Hanford Site and result in

substantial costs, which may be avoidable. The current schedule for prepara-

tion of environmentaland regulatorydocumentationwill, most likely, not

support closure of the SSTs by the year 2018 as currently identified in the

Hanford Federal Facllity Agreement and Consent Order (also known as the Tri-

Party Agreement).I If the SST wastes are vitrified, costly and redundant

pretreatmentfacilities may need to be constructed. Operation of the HWVP

also may have to be curtailed up to 10 yr between the DST and SST vitrifica-

tion campaigns. Recovery from an outage of this length could be difficult and

costly due to the potential for changing regulatory requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Pretreatmentoptions that do not require the use of B Plant or AR Vault

should be investigateddue to the uncertaintiesin obtaining dangerouswaste

permits for these facilities. Alternatewaste types, such as SST I06-C, which

can be pretreatedwith mature, simple processes, should be evaluated as feed

options to minimize HWVP standby during the DST campaign.

Constructionof the HWVP should not be initiated until a revised tank

waste disposal program strategy is accepted by all responsible agencies

because implementationof some pretreatmentoptions could substantiallydelay

IHanfordFederal Facility Agreement and Consent Order, Vols. I and 2,
Washington State Department of Ecology, U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency,
and U.S. Department of Energy, Olympia, Washington, 1990.
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supplying feed to HWVP. At the extreme, delivery of pretreated feed to HWVP

could be delayed up to 10 yr if all waste types are to be processed in a new

facility.

Delaying the start of HWVP hot operationsmay be appropriate if the like-

lihood of substantial interruptionsin the supply of feed to the HWVP cannot

be eliminated through the implementationof alternatepretreatment strategies

or technologies. A delay of 2 to 4 yr would reduce, and perhaps eliminate,

the HWVP standby periods identified in the December 1990 baseline plans.

Integratedplanning for characterizationof tank wastes to resolve tank

safety issues and supportwaste stabilizationand remediation should be expe-

dited. New sampling and support equipment should be procured, and additional

laboratory capabilities should be made available.

Activities necessary to retrieve the initialwaste type to support the

startup of pretreatmentprocessing should receive higher priority. Labora-

tory- and full-scale retrievalpro_ess testing of subsequent waste types

should be expedited.

The supplementalenvironmentalimpact statement for the closure of the

SSTs should be targeted for completion earlier than currently planned. This

will improve the probabilityof completing the milestone for closure of the

tanks by 2018 and assist in the integrationof the DST and SST waste treatment

programs.

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

Section 1.0 provides a program overview, and a summary of the scope,

approach, and findings from the Risk Assessment, together with the principal

recommendations. Section 2.0 contains definitions of the purpose and scope of

the assessment. Section 3.0 presents a descriptionof the wastes, processes,

and facilities,which were the baseline for the Risk Assessment. Section 4.0

contains definitions of the methodology and findings for the assessment of DST

wastes, including the computer modeling techniques and results. Sections 5.0

and 6.0 present the methodology and findings for the assessments of SST wastes
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and cesium and strontium capsules,respectively. Section 7.0 provides a

discussion of the assessmentof DST space utilization.
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1.0 SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Uncertainty in the chemical compositionsof defense nuclear wastes stored
in tanks at the Hanford Site, delay in the startup of the U.S. Department of
Energy's (DOE) vitrificationfacility located at the Savannah River Site
(SRS), and technical, regulatory,and programmaticissues have raised
questions about the ability of processesand facilities to treat high-level
radioactivewastes stored at the Hanford Site as planned in the December 1990
baseline. As a result, a Hanford Waste VitrificationSystems Risk Assessment
(Risk Assessment)was performed to determine if there are significantpro-
grammatic risks due to technical, regulatory,or programmatic uncertaintiesin
the program to treat the high-level and transuranic (TRU) tarlkwastes at the
Hanford Site. This report documents the scope, approach, findings, and
recommendationsfor the Risk Assessment. Potentialmitigatino strategies and
suggested additional investigationsto diminish the risks are included in the
recommendations.

Programmaticrisk assessment involvesdetermining the unfavorableout-
comes that could occur due to uncertaintiesand evaluating the likelihood and
consequencesof those outcomes. The Risk Assessment identified the uncertain-
ties associated with the double-shelltank (DST) waste treatment program and
quantified risks to the development,design, permitting, construction,and
operation of the processes and facilities needed to implement the program
plan.

The assessment was performed from November 1990 through April 1991 and
reflects the status of the program to remediateHanford Site DST wastes at
that time. The program continues to evolve based on input from many sources,
includingthis Risk Assessment. An in-depth review of alternativesto resolve
the risks identified in this document is currently underway and will be docu-
mented separately as a revision to the tank waste disposal program strategy.
That document will evaluate the findings from the Risk Assessment, as weil as
options identifiedseparately, and recommend a preferred strategy for the
treatment of DST wastes, which will reduce the overall risk to the program.

I.2 BACKGROUND

A brief summary of the background for the DST waste treatment program is
presented in this subsection. A more detailed discussion is provided in
Section 3.0.

1.2.1 History

The Hanford Site, which is located near Richland,Washington, was
involved in the production of nuclear materials for national defense since the
mid-1940's. Production and interim waste management operations at the site
have resulted in the generation of tank wastes in the form of sludge, slurry,
saltcake, and liquid; encapsulatedcesium and strontium; solid wastes; and
contaminatedsoils and sediment from liquid effluents. Tank wastes are stored
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in both DSTs and single-shelltanks (SST). However, the SSTs are no longer in
active operating service.

The DOE defined a strategy for the cleanup of defense wastes produced and
stored at all its major sites in DOE/DP-O015,Defense Waste Management Plan
(DOE 1983). A programwas established to sequentiallydesign, construct, and
operate high-level waste (HLW) treatment plants at the Savannah River and
Hanford Sites and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.

The Record of Decision (ROD) (DOE 1988) from DOE/EIS-0113,Final
EnvironmentalImpact Statement: Disposal of Hanford Defense High-Level,
Transuranic,and Tank Wastes, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (HDW-EIS)
(DOE 1987), directed that DOE design, construct, and operate the Hanford Waste
Vitrification Plant (HWVP) to process existing and future waste from the
double-shellstorage tanks. The ROD further directed: (1) completion of
pretreatmentmodifications and operation of the pretreatmentfacility, planned
to be the B Plant at the time of the ROD; (2) vitrificationof the radioactive
HLW fraction into a borosilicateglass waste form for ultimate disposal in a
geological repository; (3) solidificationof the low-activityfraction as a
cement-basedgrout for permanentdisposal in near-surfacevaults located at
the Hanford Site; and (4) continued safe storage of encapsulatedcesium and
strontiumwaste until a geologic repository is ready to receive them.

The ROD deferred a decision on final disposal of SST wastes pending
additionaldevelopment and evaluation. The results of this development effort
were to be analyzed in a subsequentsupplement to the HDW-EIS. While not
specificallyaddressing final disposal of SST wastes, the ROD required that
the HWVP be capable of processing Hanford Site SST wastes should a decision be
made to vitrify these materials.

The Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (also known as
the Tri-Party Agreement) (Ecology 1990) established a timetable for imple-
menting the ROD. Major milestones defined in the Tri-Party Agreement included
completion of 14 grout campaigns (September 1994), initiation of B Plant
operations (October 1993), and initiation of HWVP operations (December 1999).
Milestones also were establishedto complete closure of all 149 SSTs
(June 2018).

The B Plant has been a key element in the program to vitrify the
Hanford Site DST wastes. This 47-yr old facility was being upgraded to
installprocesses to pretreat the DST wastes which would separate the small
volume of highly radioactive constituentsfrom the much larger volume of low-
level waste (LLW). A study performed in 1989 and documented in WHC-SP-0464,
Assessment of Double-ShellTank Waste PretreatmentOptions, Revision I
(WHC 1990), addressed issues relating to the viability of B Plant as well as
facility options for waste pretreatment. This evaluation favored the use of
B Plant for the pretreatmentmission because several of the planned processes
are similar to those previouslyperformed in the plant. The evaluation
suggested that B Plant could be modified at a reasonable cost to comply with
current regulatory standards and DOE Orders. Additionally,B Plant was the
only facility identified in the study that could be available in time to
support the milestone to initiate hot startup of the HWVP by December 1999.
The study recommended the use of another existing facility, the 244-AR Vault,
in conjunction with B Plant. Larger tanks in the AR Vault allowed the reloca-
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tion of certain process steps from B Plant and afforded the potential to
reduce the B Plant pretreatmentmission duration by more than 4 yr, thereby
minimizing the potential for HWVP standby. Acceptance of this recommendation
by the DOE Field Office, Richland, in late 1989 provided the basis for the
present baseline for disposal of DST w_stes.

1.2.2 Present Baseline

The DST wastes at the Hanford Site are classified as HLW, LLW, and TRU
wastes. Definitions are provided in Section 3.0. There are currently four
DST waste types planned to be treated and vitrified at the Hanford Site.
These waste types and their quantities are as follows"

• Neutralized current acid waste (NCAW) - 7,600 m3 (2.0 million gal)

• Neutralized cladding removal waste (NCRW) - 4,500 m3 (1.2 millioh gal)

• Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) waste - 3,000 m3 (0.8 million gal)

• Complexant concentrate (CC) waste - 18_200 m3 (4.8 million gal)

The NCAW and CC wastes are classified as HLWs while NCRW and PFP wastes
are classified as TRU wastes. These wastes, as well as the existing LLW, are
more fully described in Section 3.4.3. The quantities shown above include
wastes assumed to be generated by future operations to reprocess the remaining

e irradiatedreactor fuel and cleanup of existing processing plants at theHanford Site. A final decision on reprocessingthe remaining reactor fuel has
not been made.

The scope of the DST waste vitrificationprogram includes the characteri-
zation, retrieval, pretreatment,and disposal (vitrificationand grouting) of
approximately33,300 m3 (8.8 million gal) of radioactivewastes. These wastes
are stored in 3,800 m3 (1 million gal) underground storage tanks. A schematic
diagram of the major program elements is shown in Figure I-I.

The wastes are being sampledto characterizetheir chemical constituents
for the development of the pretreatmentand vitrificationprocesses and
sampling also will identify physical properties,such as shear strength of
sludges, needed to support the design of retrieval systems.

The tanks and their supporting infrastructureare to be upgraded to
resolve current safety issues, achieve compliancewith DOE Orders and environ-
mental regulations,and support the retrieval and pretreatmentoperations.

Retrieval systems will mobilize the liquids and solids in the tanks for
transportto the pretreatmentfacilities. Present plans are to retrieve the
wastes using mixer-pump technology developed at the SRS.

Pretreatmentprocesses will separate the small volume of highly radio-
active HLW from the much larger volume of LLW. This separation minimizes the
volume of waste to be vitrified. This process is necessary because the cost
of treatment and disposal by vitrification is estimated to be approximately
i0 times greater than treatment and disposal in grout. The technical baseline
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Figure I-I. Double-ShellTank Waste Disposal Elements.
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at the time the Risk Assessmentwas performed included processes for the
following: (I) sludge washing tu remove soluble chemicals from the radio-
active sludge, (2) ion exchange to remove cesium from the supernatant,
(3) dissolution of the sludges and transuranicextraction (TRUEX)to remove
the TRU elements from the dissolved sludges; and (4) organic destruction for
CC waste. The B Plant and the 244-AR Vault were planned to be the key pre-
treatment facilities.

The HLW separatedby the pretreatmentprocesseswill be mixed with glass-
forming materials and heated to high temperaturesto form borosilicateglass.
The molten glass will be poured into stainless steel canisters, cooled,
sealed, and then stored at the Hanford Site until a geological repository is
available for final disposal. The program baseline includes the construction
of the HWVP, which is modeled after the DefenseWaste Processing Facility
(DWPF) at the SRS, as the vitrificationfacility. Site preparation for HWVP
is currently scheduledto begin in April 1992.

The LLWs are mixed with cementitiousmaterials and pumped into large,
near-surfacevaults where the grouted materials solidify. Once filled and
solidified, the vaults are sealed and closed as landfills for permanent
disposal. Disposal of several million gallons of existing LLW is required to
provide tank space needed for retrieval and storage of the waste fractions
following pretreatment. The grout processing facilities have been
constructed;the first grout campaign has been completed; and 4 of the
remaining 43 vaults were under constructionwhen this report was issued.

Technology development needed to accomplishcharacterization,retrieval,
pretreatment,vitrificationof the HLW, and solidificationof the LLW is
included in the program scope.

The intent of the schedule baseline for the vitrification program was the
sequential accomplishmentof activities necessaryto initiate the start of
HWVP hot operations by December 1999. A summary level schedule is provided in
Figure 2-I. More detailed schedules are provided in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 (see
the pouches located at the back of this report).

1.2.3 Current Issues

Some phenomena in the DST wastes, such as the periodic release of poten-
tially flammablegases from tank I01-SY, are not well understood. In addi-
tion, only a limited number of waste samples from the 28 DSTs have been
analyzed due to necessarysafety precautions,the complexity of collecting
samples, and limited infrastructureavailablefor analyzing radioactivemate-
rials. Though there is fairly complete informationavailable for the first
waste type to be processed (NCAW),limited information is available for the
other waste types. This has led to questions about the adequacy of current
knowledge of chemical compositionof the wastes, and as a result, concern as
to the suitabilityof planned processes and equipment.

Difficultieshave been experienced in the startup of the first DOE vitri-
fication plant, the DWPF at the SRS. Problems have been encountered in the
DWPF distributed control, ventilation, and fire protection systems. Unexpec-
tedly high hydrogen generation rates during formic acid addition have been
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observed in the DWPF feed preparationsystem. Safety classificationrequire-
ments are being reassessed in light of requirementsin DOE Order 6430.1A,
General Design Criteria (DOE 1989), and startup planning has taken longer to
complete than originally expected.

The DWPF provides much of the technology and the design basis for the
HWVP. Many of the HWVP systems and equipment items are nearly identicalto
their counterparts in the DWPF. Delays in the startup of the DWPF have raised
concerns that DWPF changes could impact the HWVP design.

The viability of B Plant as a mixed waste treatment facility for waste
pretreatmenthas been questioned due to regulatory compliance and facility
integrityconcerns. Better understandingof the regulatory requirements and
interactionswith the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) and the
DOE suggested that the use of B Plant should be revisited because complex
modifications,such as lining all the process cells for secondary containment,
that were not currently planned might be required to achieve compliance.
Corrosionof embedded piping by some of the pretreatmentprocesses and the
potential inability to continuouslysupply feed to the HWVP were additional
concerns related to the use of B Plant.

The HWVP may be required to accommodatemissions other than treatment of
DST wastes. The ROD from the HDW-EIS required that HWVP be capable of
processing Hanford Site SST wastes should a decision be made to vitrify these
materials. In addition, recent studies have suggested that vitrificationmay
be a more suitable means of treatment for the cesium and strontium capsules
than over-packingprior to disposal in a geologic repository. The ability of
HWVP to process these SST wastes had not been assessed.

These issues formed the basis for a reexaminationof the technical,
regulatory, and programmaticpreparednessof the Hanford Site waste treatment
program to proceed with constructionof the HWVP.

1.3 SCOPE

All major elements of the DST waste treatment program were addressed in
the Risk Assessment, as follows:

• Characterizationof the wastes stored in the tanks

• Upgrades to the tanks and their supporting infrastructure

• Availability of storagetanks to supportwaste treatment and
disposal operations

• Retrieval of the wastes from the tanks

• Pretreatmentto separate the wastes into HLW (including TRU) and LLW
fractions

• Vitrification of the HLW and TRU wastes
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• Grouting of the LLW to the extent the Grout Program could delay or
otherwise impact the completion of vitrificationactivities.

Assessments included: (I) complexity of the processes, (2) maturity of
the technology, (3) compliancewith regulations, (4) level of design
definition, (5) capability to supportsafe and reliable operations, (6) state
of developmentof safety and environmentaldocumentation,(7) comparison with
other waste vitrificationprograms, (8) and storage tank availability.

In addition, the capability and capacity of the HWVP to process SST
wastes and cesium and strontiumcapsules were addressed in the Risk
Assessment.

The in-depth evaluation of options and selectionof a revised program
strategy were not included in the Risk Assessment scope. But they are being
accomplishedas part of the tank waste disposal program strategy revision
study, which will be documented separately.

A more detailed discussion of the scope of the Risk Assessment is
presented in Section 2.0.

1.4 APPROACH

The Risk Assessment was performed as a joint project of the Westinghouse
Hanford Company (Westinghouse Hanford) and Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL),
with contract support from Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC). The Risk Assessment team consisted primarily of individuals
knowledgeable of the program. Westinghouse Hanford performed most of the
engineering assessments and provided management of the project; PNL provided
technical leadership for the SST waste study and technical input on grout and
vitrificationissues; and SAIC performedthe computer risk analysis and
assessed compliance of the program activitiests DOE Order 6430.1A.

An Advisory Board consisting of senior-levelrepresentativesfrom
WestinghouseHanford, PNL, DOE, Ecology, and the U.S. EnvironmentalProtection
Agency (EPA) provided interim and final review of the status and findings.
Periodic technical reviews by WestinghouseHanford and PNL experts not
directly involved with the Risk Assessment also were held to provide
independentappraisals of the approach and progress of the Risk Assessment.

The Risk Assessment provided a macroscopic review of the entire program
to remediate DST wastes as it was defined at the time the assessment was
performed. The program baseline, includingscope, technical approach, cost,
and schedule as of December 1990, was the basis against which uncertainties
were identifiedand risks were estimated. As_noted earlier, program options
to mitigate the risks were not evaluated in this assessment but are under
developmentbased on the preliminaryresults from this Risk Assessment.

The DST waste treatment program has been underway for a number of years
and the elements of the program are well defined. Consequently,it was

possible to conduct a systematic and detailed assessment of the program. Theevaluation identified and assessed uncertaintiesand attendantrisks asso-
ciated with the more than 200 activities required to characterize,retrieve,
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pretreat, vitrify, and grout DST wastes, includingrelated technology develop-
mento Additionally,the program schedule was examined for completenessand
accuracy of the logic ties between activities.

A network model of the DST waste program activitieswas created, and a
computer analysis was performed to quantify the risks to the program. The
Venture Evaluation and Review Technique (VERT) software package developed by
the U.S. Army was used to estimate the programmaticrisks associatedwith each
element and to assess the overall risks to the program. The VERT results
provided the basis to quantify the risks and identify the critical issues.

The VERT software is a Project Evaluationand Review Technique (PERT)-
based program management tool that was used to model the program activities,
including their logical ties. Cost estimates and schedule durationswere
developed for optimistic,most likely, and pessimisticcases. Probabilities
of success were estimated for completing each activity within the most likely
schedule duration. The definition of activities and their logical ties were
derived mostly from existing program planning documents.

Estimates of probabilityof successwere established based on a set of
descriptive statements developed as part of the Risk Assessment (see
Table 4.1.) Probabilitieswere assigned to each statement based on the judg-
ment of the Risk Assessment management team. As such, the percentagesare
subjective,yet provide a consistent,relative measure of uncertainty for each
activity. The cost and schedule distributionswere developed by the program
and project engineers and managers responsiblefor performing the activities,
and they were reviewed by the Risk Assessment management team to minimize bias
and provide proper balance. The activities,probabilities of success, and
cost and schedule distributions are listed in Appendix A.

The VERT software package performs an iterative,Monte Carlo-type
probabilistic analysis of the cost and schedule distributions to develop
histograms of total program cost and duration as a function of probability
(see Figures 4.9 and 4.10). Post-processingof the VERT results was used to
quantify the relative risks for each activity and to aggregate these "relative
risk factors" for each of the major areas of the DST program (see
Section 4.6). lt is importantto note that these numerical quantities are
based on relative, but subjective, scales and therefore are appropriate in
comparing one activity or program area against another. But they are not an
absolute measure of risk.

Risks were quantified in terms of the following: (I) risk to success,
which is a measure of the perceived ability to resolve technical and regula-
tory uncertainties;(2) cost risk, which is a measure of the potential of not
completing the program activities within the baseline cost estimates; and
(3) schedule risk, which is a measure of the potential of not completing the
program activities within the baseline schedules. Although these three
measures of risks are not independent,this method of quantificationprovided
the means to identify the dominant sources of risk in the program. These
separate risk components provided a basis to help define the types of mitigat-
ing strategies needed to resolve the identifiedrisks.

The risks also were assessed qualitativelyusing the judgment of the Risk Q
Assessment management team and other technical and program experts to ensure
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that the numerical results representeda reasonable estimate of the state of
the program. The combinationof the numerical results and the qualitative
judgmentswas used to identify the most substantialrisks.

More detailed discussionsof the numericalmethods used to quantify
risks, including the VERT software and its implementationfor the Risk
Assessment, are presented in Section 4.0 and Appendix A.

The scope of the Risk Assessment for SST wastes and cesium and strontium
capsules was more limited because these materials are not currently part of
the vitrificationprogram, and plans for their disposal are still under
development. Therefore, the approach taken to assess the risks associated
with these materials focused on key issues and uncertaintiesthat could impact
the HWVP design. A less complexmethod of quantifyingthe risks was used for
these assessments;no computer model was created. A risk matrix that utilized
consequencesof each uncertainty,estimated in terms of program cost and
schedule impacts, and the probabilityof each uncertaintycausing significant
impactswas used to establishthe relative risk for each uncertainty (see
Section 5.0).

The risks identifiedby this assessment are those associated with the DST
waste treatment program as it was defined in December 1990. The quantifica-
tion of the risks does not attempt to account for the routine resolution of
uncertaintiesand mitigation of risks that occur during the normal progression
of a program. Therefore, these results are only relevant to the program as it
existed in late 1990.

All costs presented in this document are normalized to 1991 dollars,
i.e., they do not reflect escalation.

1.5 FINDINGS

The most significantuncertaintiesto the program and their potential
consequencesare summarized in this subsection. Uncertaintiesfor each major
program element, and recommendationsof potential mitigating strategies to
minimize the risks, are also discussed. Background and status informationare
provided as necessary to explain the uncertainties.

The DOE had requested that preliminaryresults from the Risk Assessment
be provided by December 1990 to support out-year budget planning. Many of the
uncertaintiesand associated risks identified in this document were defined in
the "preliminaryfindings"presented to the DOE, Ecology, and the EPA in
meetings held in December 1990 and January 1991. Potentialmitigating
strategies also were identified,some of which are included in the
recommendationsnoted below. These preliminaryfindings provided the basis
for the initiation of evaluationsof program options and the development of a
revision to the DST waste disposal program to resolve uncertainties and
associated risks in the program. Those evaluationshave been proceeding in
parallel with the completion of the Risk Assessment and will be documented
separately.

Q
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1.5.1 Major Uncertainties

The major uncertainties in the program are listed below. See
Sections 1.5.4, 1.5.5, and 1.5.6 for further discussions on these uncertain-
ties and the status of these resolutions. See Sections 4.3, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0
for a complete discussion of all program uncertainties. An explanationof the
major uncertaintiesfollows"

• Acceptability of B Plant

• Waste compositionvariability

• Waste retrieval

• Tank safety issues and Tank Farm upgrades

• Pretreatmenttechnology

• Lack of integrationof DST and SST waste programs

• Closure of SSTs by 2018

• Availabilityof DST space

• Availabilityof funding.

Acceptabilityof B Plant--Thedated design of B Plant and the potential
inability to unequivocallydemonstratecompliance to modern regulatory
requirementsis a significantuncertaintyto the baseline program. Planned
upgrades may not be sufficient to demonstrate compliance,and further upgrades
may be substantiallymore difficult and costly to implement. The cumulative
impact of other uncertainties,includingcorrosion of embedded piping and the
ability to accommodate future process operations, further challenges the
viability of using B Plant for the pretreatmentmission.

Waste CompositionVariability--Wastesstored in the DSTs have not been ade-
quately characterizedto bound the potential impacts on most retrieval and
treatment processes, particularlythose related to pretreatment. Though
valuable for developing many of the treatment processes, the available data
(except for NCAW) are insufficientto complete development activities. Waste
sampling operations were delayed nearly I yr due to tank safety concerns, and
competing priorities combined with limited resourcesmay cause further delays
in obtaining samples for the DST waste treatment activities.

Waste Retrieval--Thesubstantialvariation in physical properties of the four
waste types, the uncertain condition of the storage tanks and the potential
impacts those conditions could have on retrieval system designs, and delays in
retrieval process development are major uncertaintiesto the program. The
potential need to remove the existing sludge heel in the initial HWVP feed
tank could delay availabilityof feed to HWVP to support startup. Additional
time to resolve this issue could be available if in-tank sludge washing is
used.
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Tank Safety Issues and Tank Farm Upqrades--Unexplainedreleases of potentially
flammable gas releases highlightedthe uncertaintyin waste compositions.
These releases and other tank safety issues were a key reason for performing
the Risk Assessment because of the implicationsthese unresolvedconcerns
could have on the processes for retrievaland treatment of the wastes. Though
efforts are proceeding to resolve these issues,resolution could result in new
insights into chemical interactionsand processing requirementsfor these
wastes. Similarly, planned Tank Farm compliance upgrades may require
substantiallymore resources than currentlyenvisioned.

PretreatmentTechnoloqy--Technicallycomplex pretreatmentprocesses are
planned for three of the four waste types to dissolve the sludges and extract
TRU elements. Furthermore,an organic destructionprocess must be developed
for one of those three, the CC waste. Though these processeswill substan-
tially reduce the volume of wastes to be vitrified, and therefore the overall
cost of waste disposal, only the dissolutionand TRUEX processes have been
demonstrated, and only in laboratory-scaleexperiments. Delays already expe-
rienced in their development and scaling of these processes to pilot- and
full-scale plants represent uncertaintiesin the program.

Lack of Inteqrationof Double-Shelland Sinqle-ShellTank Waste Proqrams--Lack
of integrationof the planning for the DST and SST waste disposal programs
could extend the time to clean up the Hanford Site and result in substantial
costs, which may be avoidable. Planned processes, facilities,and processing
schedules for the treatment and disposal of the SST wastes have not been
sufficientlydeveloped to integratewith planning for disposal of DST wastes
(the HDW-EIS ROD deferred the decision on disposal of SST wastes). As a
result, redundant (and costly) pretreatmentfacilities may need to be con-
structed for DST and SST wastes. In addition,HWVP could be shut down for as
long as 10 yr between the DST and SST processingcampaigns. Recovery from an
outage of that duration could be difficult and costly due to the potential for
changing regulatory requirements.

Closure of Sinqle-ShellTanks by 2018--Thecurrent plan to prepare the supple-
mental environmentalimpact statement (SEIS) for the SST wastes and to receive
a permit for the SST treatment facilitieswill not supportclosure of the SSTs
by 2018 as required by the Tri-Party Agreement. Though not a direct risk to
the DST waste treatment program, this uncertainty is related to the lack of
integrationbetween the DST and SST waste programs.

Availabilityof Double-ShellTank Space--AvailableDST free volume is minimal
due to the amount of wastes in storage and the need to keep each waste type
separate. Pretreatmentoperations will increase the volume of the wastes.
Because the high- and low-level waste streams must be segregatedafter pre-
treatment, additional tank space must be available beginning in the mid- to
late-1990's. Grouting of the double-shellslurry (DSS) and double-shell
slurry feed (DSSF) wastes must proceed to provide the needed space. The
expected start date for grouting of DSS and DSSF wastes has been delayed
(currentlyprojected at 27 months) due to difficulties in developing a suit-
able grout formulation and the need to modify the grout vault diffusion
barrier to meet leachabilityperformancerequirements. Further delays in
grouting the DSS/DSSF wastes due to challenges to the amount of treatment
planned for these wastes would deny the DST waste treatment program the tank
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space needed to support pretreatmentof the HLWs and would result in a major
delay in the startup of HWVP.

The magnitude of the consequencesfrom the potential need to pretreat the
DSS/DSSF wastes, coupled with growing demands for tank space, indicate that
tank availabilityposes a significantrisk. Waste streams from existing
facilities,delays in restart of the 242A evaporator,required interim stabi-
lization of SSTs, remediationof both DST and SST safety issues, and retrieval
demonstrationsfrom SSTs all may require additional tank space in the mid- to
late-1990's. Results presented in Section 7.0 show there is a significant
risk that the DST capacity could be insufficientin the next 5 to 10 yr if
grouting operations do not proceed as planned. The potential DST program
impactsare severe if the recently planned four new tanks, plus four
additional tanks under consideration,are not constructed.

Furthermore,the DSTs are expected to be used to store SST wastes prior
to treatment. Sufficient DST capacity to support the timely retrieval and
pretreatmentof the SST wastes may not be availableto ensure closure of the
SSTs by the year 2018. Retrieval from a significantnumber of SSTs would
create a substantialvolume of waste that could easily exceed the total volume
of the existing DSTs.

Availabilit.yof Fundinq--Betterdefinition of the major DST waste program
elements and supporting and competing programs, such as Tank Farm safety issue
resolution and facility upgrades, continues to provide a clearer understanding
of the total resources required to perform all committed cleanup actions at
the Hanford Site. Total capital and expense costs for all the DST waste
treatment program activities necessary to begin operations of HWVP, including
constructionof HWVP and upgrades to the Tank Farms, are expected to be
$3.0 billion to $3.5 billion in 1991 dollars. These funds, plus several
hundred-milliondollars more to prepare for follow-on feeds to HWVP, will be
needed by 1999. Competitionfor funding will make completion of the DST waste
treatmentprogram within the baseline schedule a significant challenge. The
ability to obtain sufficientfunding in light of competing programs and other
Tri-Party Agreement commitments,as well as pressures to reduce government
deficits, is a significantuncertainty in the current program schedule.

1.5.2 Major Potential Consequences

The Risk Assessment Team identified a number of uncertaintieswith the
DST waste treatment program. Though many of these have minor consequences,
the major uncertaintiespresented in Section 1.5.1 and the cumulative impact
of all other uncertaintieshave major potentialconsequenceswhich result in
significant risks to the program. All the uncertaintiesfor each element of
the program are addressed in Sections 4.0 through 7.0. The potential conse-
quences of the major uncertainties include substantialcost increases and
extended schedule delays. Numerical results, which quantify the risks in the
DST waste treatment program, are presented in Section 4.5.
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The most significantpotentialconsequencesthat could result from the
uncertaintiesand which must be resolved in the replanningof the DST waste
treatmentprogram are as follows:

• Need for new pretreatmentcapability

• Lack of feed for HWVP startup

• Lack of feed continuity to HWVP

• Increased total program duration and cost.

Need for New PretreatmentCapability--Asnoted earlier, the acceptabilityof
B Plant and the resultant ability to obtain the necessary regulatory and
environmentalpermits was identifiedas the most significantuncertainty in
the DST waste treatment program as currently defined. Inabilityto use
B Plant would require the identificationof alternate facilities, and poten-
tially different processes, to provide pretreated wastes to the HWVP. lt may
be possible to define alternateprocesses and facilities that could be imple-
mented in time to proceed with the program in a timely manner. However,
alternativesthat require _ _ow pretreatmentfacility could result in a sub-
stantial cost increase for the program and severalyears delay in startup of
the HWVP. This could result in a substantialdelay in completing the cleanup
of the wastes stored in the DSTs.

Lack of Feed for Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Startup--Thereis a signi-
ficant probability that pretreatedwaste will not be available to support hot
startup of the HWVP by December 1999 and that startup could be delayed by as
much as 4 yr.

For the baseline program, the principal sources of delay are as follows:
(I) the possible need to remove the sludge heel from the initial feed tank for
the HWVP before it can be filled with pretreated waste, and (2) the postpone-
ment of waste retrieval system developmentdue to changes in funding source,
funding redistributionsin fiscal year (FY) 1991, and reduced funding guidance
for FY 1992.

If B Plant is determined to be unacceptable,alternativefacilities and/
or methods must be utilized for pretreatmentof the wastes prior to vitrifica-
tion. If a new pretreatmentfacility is constructed to provide all pretreated
wastes to HWVP, hot startup of HWVP could be delayed substantiallylonger (by
as much as 8 to 10 yr). Other alternative pretreatmentprocesses and/or
facilities, such as in-tank sludge washing and/or a simplified pretreatment
head-end to HWVP, might provide continuous feed to HWVP for several years
while a new, large pretreatmentfacility is designed and built. This could
minimize the delay to HWVP startup assuming the other causes of the delay were
mitigated.

Lack of Feed Continuity to Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant--Delays in the
development and implementationof retrieval and pretreatmentprocesses and
equipment could deny a continuous supply of feed to HWVP. This could cause a
significant increase in the life-cycle costs for this facility because the
HWVP will be costly (approximately$75 million/yr) to maintain in a standby
mode. Three or more years of HWVP outage after the NCAW campaign could result
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from a lack of feed to the plant. In addition, if the remaining N Reactor
fuel is not processed, the reduction in quantities of NCAW and NCRW could
increase the total outage to approximately4 yr.

IncreasedTotal Proqram Duration and Cost--Delaysin completing the DST waste
treatment program would not only extend the time to complete cleanup of these
wastes but also would introducethe risk of substantial cost increase for the
program. The baseline program to vitrify DST wastes was scheduled to be com-
pleted in 2009. The VERT model identifiedthe potential for delays of up to
7 yr to complete the program. Major sources of potentialdelay include.
(I) the development and implementationof retrieval systems; (2) pretreatment
processing; (3) waste characterization;(4) design, construction,and opera-
tion of the TRUEX pilot plant; and (5) HWVP. These items could also poten-
tially delay HWVP startup. With an average cost of approximately$100 million
to $150 million/yr (in 1991 dollars) to maintain the pretreatmentand vitrifi-
cation facilities in a standby mode as well as retain program management,
engineering,full operating, maintenance,and other support staff throughout
the life of the program, a 7-yr extension to the program could increase costs
from $700 million to $1.0 billion. The VERT model also indicated the
potential for an additional cost increase of up to $1.0 billion due to the
impacts of the inherent uncertaintiesin the program. These represent a
combined cost risk of $2.0 billion.

I.5.3 Future Processing Missions

The risk to the program that the HWVP will not be capable of supporting _D
future processingmissions is minimal due to the flexibilitydesigned into the
plant and the processing options available for preparing these materials for
vitrification. Specifically:

• The current HWVP design appears to be adequate for the vitrification
of the SST wastes. The production capacity will support the vitri-
fication of all 149 SSTs if the wastes are pretreated to concentrate
the HLW fraction. The process equipment planned for the DST wastes
is appropriate for the SST waste compositions (see Section 5.0).

• Vitrificationof the cesium and strontium capsules is feasible and
cost effective as an alternativeto the current plan to over-pack
the existing capsules for disposal in a geologic repository. No
significant uncertaintiesin the HWVP design were identified, based
on the assumption that capsule disassembly occurs in a facility
other than HWVP (see Sections 1.5.4 and 6.0).

1.5.4 Double-ShellTank Wastes

The DST waste program activities that have the greatest technical and
regulatory uncertainties (listedin the order of greatest risk) are: (I) the
pretreatmentfacilities (B Plant and AR Vault); (2) pretreatmenttechnology
development; (3) waste retrieval development;and (4) HWVP (waste acceptance
preliminary specifications). The greatest schedule risks to the program come
from waste retrieval and pretreatmentfacility activities, in that order. The
HWVP has the greatest cost risk, followed by retrieval and pretreatment facil-
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ities. Waste retrieval also has the greatest risk of delaying HWVP startup
beyond December 1999. A full discussionof the technical assessmentsand
findings is presented in Section 4.0. Quantificationof the risks is
presented in Section 4.5.

Significant results and recommendationsrelating to the assessment of
vitrificationof DST wastes are documented in the following subsections.

1.5.4.1 Results. Significant background information,uncertainties,and
status of key issues (where appropriate)are presented in this section for
each major element of the DST waste treatment program.

CharacteriIBtiQn--Historicalprocess data and the completion of approximately
25 percent of the planned sampling operations provide data needed to develop
the processes for the treatment of these wastes. Data available for NCAW,
plus experience with similarwastes at the Savannah River and West Valley
Sites, minimize the level of uncertaintyrelative to this waste type. Delays
in characterizingthe DST wastes due to resolution of tank safety issues,
limited availabilityof sampling and laboratory resources, competing charac-
terization priorities,and funding redistributionsare affecting the ability
to finalize the processes and plans for retrieval,pretreatment,vitrifica-
tion, and grout. The sampling program for these wastes was deferred nearly
I yr until a new sample was taken from tank I01-SY in May 1991 to support
resolution of the tank safety issues.

Delays in obtaining sufficient waste characterizationdata result in an
associated uncertaintythat changes to process systems or equipmentmay be
required once the waste compositionsare better known if the compositional
variability of the wastes is significantlydifferent than current data
suggest. Significantprogress was made in resolving the tank safety issues in
the first half of 1991 as evidenced by the renewal of tank sampling opera-
tions. Plans are being developed to expedite characterizationof the wastes
once tank sampling operations are fully resumed, but the priority of sampling
needs of retrieval, pretreatment,and vitrificationwill have to be balanced
against the other sampling needs at the Hanford Site.

Waste characterizationsupports the other elements in the program.
Because of the method used to quantify risks, the numerical results presented
in Section 4.5 understatethe magnitude of the risk related to characteriza-
tion. The impacts of delays in sampling and analysis, and the resultant
uncertaintiesin the treatment process designs due to waste compositional
uncertainties,are measured mostly with the affected activities, such as
retrieval, and not as a risk to characterization.

Retrieval--Preparationsfor retrieval of NCAW are based on SRS mixer-pump
technology and experience and are therefore reasonablywell defined. However,
due to the multiple waste types at the Hanford Site, applicationof this
technology to the other three waste types is a significantuncertainty.
Development and implementationof waste retrieval systems for DST wastes
present the most significant schedule risk and one of the most significant
technicalrisks to the program. This is due to: (I) technical challenges
from the substantialvariation in physical properties for the four waste types
and lack of detailed characterizationdata availableon those physical prop-
erties; (2) the uncertaincondition of storage tanks and the potential impacts
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those conditions could have on the retrieval system designs; (3) competition
for physical space and work force resources at the Tank Farms during construc-
tion and operations; and (4) changing the funding source for the retrieval
projects from expense to capital (which delayed availabilityof funds until
the conceptual design reports were completed), funding limitations in fiscal
year (FY) 1991, and anticipatedbudget shortfalls in FY 1992.

One of the primary sources of potential delay to the startup of HWVP is
the possible need to remove an existing sludge heel from the initial HWVP feed
tank before it can be filled with pretreated waste. The heel is a collection
of miscellaneouswastes resultingfrom using this tank as a receiver for
cross-site transfers. This sludge has a high chloride content, which could
cause acceleratedcorrosion of the stainless steel components in the HWVP.
Removal of the heel, should that be required,may not be completed in time to
support start of pretreatmentoperations. One of the new DSTs planned to be
built at the Hanford Site could be used as the initial feed tank for.HWVP if
the tanks are constructed in time to support HWVP startup or in-tank sludge
washing could provide additionaltime to resolve this issue.

PretreatmentTechnoloqy--Sufficientdevelopment and testing have been per-
formed to provide relatively high confidence in the sludge washing, filtra-
tion, and ion-exchangeprocesses required for NCAW, the first waste type to be
pretreated. However, developmentof the waste pretreatmentprocesses, partic-
ularly those involving sludge dissolution,TRUEX, and organic destruction for
the post-NCAWs is one of the most significanttechnical uncertainties in the
program.

A review of the Hanford Site waste pretreatmenttechnology activitiesby
an expert panel chartered by DOE-Headquartersindicatedthat a thorough job
had been done in identifyingand planning work needed to complete development
of the pretreatmentprocesses (sludgewashing, ion exchange, filtration,
TRUEX, and complexant destruction). Although much laboratorywork remains to
be done, especially for the post-NCAW processes, the panel found no signi-
ficant problems that would prevent successful development of the processes,
although the potential for scheduledelays was recognized. The tank waste
disposal strategy redefinitionstudy will address a solution to this schedule
concern.

However, implementationof the TRUEX and organic destruction processes
must undergo a substantial amount of developmentbefore they can be imple-
mented in a processing plant. The acid dissolutionand TRUEX processes have
only been demonstrated in laboratory-scaletests at this time, however, a
pilot-plant is being planned to demonstratethis technology. Uncertainties in
scaling these processes to pilot-scale,and ultimately full-scale,might
result in changes that could delay availabilityof this system to provide feed
to HWVP. Development of the organic destruction process is in its infancy;
process and facility requirementsare not well defined. The potential impacts
of this process on facility requirementsare not well understood.

The Risk Assessment model shows that the TRUEX process development falls
on the critical path schedule for the program and, as a result, introduces a
risk of program delay. Schedule delays already have occurred due to better
definition of the work scope for the TRUEX pilot-plantand funding redistribu-
tions in FY 1991 to resolve tank safety issues. In addition, the schedule to
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implementTRGEX in B Plant appears to be overly optimistic. Technology devel-opment for pretreatmentof the NCRW, and PFP and CC wastes may not be resolved
on a schedule that would permit the timely design and constructionof the
TRUEX equipment.

The final step in the verificationof the TRUEX technology is the opera-
tion of a pilot plant to be located in the Waste Encapsulationand Storage
Facility (WESF) annex to B Plant, as well as selected process cells in
B Plant. The pilot plant will be used to verify the waste processing flow-
sheets for the NCRW, and PFP and CC wastes, to confirmmaterials selectionfor
the process equipment, and to provide feed to the HWVP bench-scalemelter
tests required for qualificationof the glass waste form. Current planning
completes _esting with the first waste type (NCRW) in parallel with completing
the design of the TRUEX plant systems approximately3 yr before actual plant
operationwith NCRW is scheduledto commence. Significanttechnical issues
uncoveredduring pilot-planttesting could necessitateredesign of the plant
TRUEX system and jeopardize feed continuityto HWVP. Thus, it is prudent to
reexaminethe technical approach for development and implementationof the
TRUEX process.

Pretreatmentprocessing of CC wastes may tal(esubstantiallylonger than
previously assumed and could cause a I- to 2-yr delay in program completion if
process equipment sizing is not optimized for this waste type.

PretreatmentFacilities--TheB Plant is a large canyon-typefacility with

multiple process cells and a histor_ of processes similarto those planned forDST waste pretreatment. The planned upgrades to the facility were previously
estimated to be less costly and more readily implementedthan the construction
of a new facility. The B Plant has many attributes,such as process and oper-
ating flexibility,appropriatefor the pretreatmentmission. However, its
dated design developed to standardsless stringentthan those in use today
presents the most significantoverall risk in the baseline program.

The principal issues concerning B Plant are complia;Icewith current DOE
Orders and regulatory requirements,the ability to accommodatethe TRUEX and
organic destruction processes, and numerous other, lesser u_.certainties
related to its age. The abilityof the B Plant and the AR Vault to comply
with regulatory requirementsfor double containmentof radioactive and
hazardouswastes as contained in DOE Order 6430.IA and Washington Administra-
tive Code (WAC) 173-303, DangerousWaste Regulations (Ecology 1991), must be
demonstratedto the satisfactionof the DOE and Ecology. The objective has
been to demonstrate full complianceof B Plant to the technical requirements
of the applicable regulations. This has not been completed to date, though a
report, WHC-SD-HWV-TI-017,B Plant Secondary ContainmentSystem Description
and Analysis (Corcoran 1991), has been submitted to the DOE for their concur-
rence.

Unequivocal demonstrationof compliance to current DOE Orders and regula-
tory requirementsfor B Plant will be difficult unless the facility is modi-
fied to provide specific technical features identified in the regulations.
Current plans are to modify many, but not all, of the plant features to modern
requiremer,ts. For example, plans do not include lining all the process cells
to ensure double containment. Even if agreement can be reached it;the near

=_ future on the approach to secondarycontainment,compliancewill not be fully
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demonstrateduntil Ecology issues a dangerouswaste permit for the facility.
Preparation and approval of the permit application is not expected for several
years, which would maintain B Plant as an operlrisk in the program.

Additionally,B Plant piping may not be compatible with corrosive solu-
tions generated during pretreatmentoperations with the TRUEX process.
Process changes and/or replacementof some of the embedded pipes with corro-
sion-resistantmaterials could resolve this uncertainty if the changes are
shown to be feasible.

There are a number of other technical issues related to the use of
B Plant, includingseismic qualificationand a number of facility upgrades
(e.g., replacementof safety-classequipment and the canyon crane); that must
be completed to qualify the plant for its pretreatmentmission. (Recent
analyses indicate that seismic problems may not be severe, but the analyses
had not been independentlyreviewed when this report was issued.) Other
uncertainties,such as the need for closed-loop cooling, could result in addi-
tional modificationsnot currently in the baseline plan. The B Plant also has
experiencedsteam condensate and chemical leaks that, while not related to a
new pretreatmentmission, demonstratecumulative problems with the design of
B Plant. These uncertaintiesadd risk to the program.

The uncertaintiesassociatedwit;_B Plant also present potential risks to
the TRUEX pilot plant because the WESF is dependent on B Plant for support
services.

Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant--The HWVP will be a new, second-generation
canyon and hot-cell facility modeled after the DWPF. The development of the
HWVP process and facility design has benefitted from more than 20 yr of
vitrificationtechnology and pilot- and plant-scaleoperating experience in
the United States and foreign countries, including France, Germany, Belgium,
Japan, and Great Britain. Because of this experience, the basic technology
and plant design for HWVP are not considered to be major uncertainties in the
program.

However, a number of technical uncertaintiesthat could result in process
or facility changes remain to be resolved in implementationof the vitrifica-
tion process in the HWVP. These uncertaintiesinclude" (I) lack of an
approved set of waste acceptance criteria from the repository; (2) open tech-
nical issues under investigationat the SRS and Hanford Site such as hydrogen
generation in the waste feed formating process and noble metals deposition in
the glass melter; (3) lack of firm definition of feed composition to the plant
for three of the four waste forms; and (4) lack of acceptance of the supple-
mental environmentalanalysis for the facility. In addition, the plant capa-
city may be inadequateto process the increasedvolume of wastes within a
reasonable time if the TRUEX process is not successful in substantially
reducing the total amount of wastes to be vitrified.

The HWVP will be the largest constructionproject on the r;anfordSite in
many years. This $1.06-billionplant will be subject to the inherent uncer-
tainties of design changes, schedule delays, and cost increases experienced by
all large nuclear constructionprojects. Because of its substantialcost and
the noted uncertainties,it was identified as having the gr_t_t nv_r_ll mst
risk to the program.
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The HWVP Project has benefitted significantlyfrom the lessons learned at
DWPF and from technicalexchanges with the West Valley DemonstrationProject
(WVDP) and foreign countries. A close working relationshiphas been developed
and maintained with the DWPF Project Office. A Hanford Site manager has been
in residence at DWPF since 1988, and technicalexchange meetings between the
DWPF and HWVP Projects have been ongoing routinelysince 1985. Technical
issues with the DWPF related to the distributedcontrol, ventilation,fire
protection, and safety-classsystems have been resolved in the HWVP design as
a result of these exchanges.

Because it is a second-generationdesign, the risks associated with HWVP
are expected to be less significantthan for a comparably complex, first-of-a-
kind facility. The DWPF Project already has addressed, and will continue to
address, issues that otherwise would have had to be resolved by the HWVP.
Because of the scheduledifferences between the two plants, in all likelihood
these issues will be resolved by DWPF before HWVP could be adversely impacted.

One of the primary purposes of the Risk Assessment was to address the
risks associatedwith the start of constructionof HWVP. Though there are a
number of uncertaintiesto be resolved in the project, design features and
program circumstanceslimit the risk that inordinatedesign changes will occur
during the constructionphase. However, as noted earlier, without changes in
the baseline program planning there is a substantialuncertaintythat feed
will not be available to initiate hot operations. Long stand-by periods also
could be experiencedwhile waiting for the pretreated feed if construction
proceeds on its present schedule.

The possible inabilityto maintain continuous feed to the HWVP following
the NCAW campaign introduces a significantpotential to increase HWVP life-
cycle costs. Developmentand implementationof the waste retrieval and TRUEX
processes for NCRW may take substantiallylonger than assumed in the baseline
schedule, resulting in a potential 2 yr or more delay in providing NCRW feed
to HWVP. The HWVP will be costly (approximately$75 million/yr)to maintain
in a standby mode when feed is not available. Estimates from the VERT model
show a potential for a total of 3 or more yr of outage for HWVP after the NCAW
campaign as a result of a lack of feed to the plant for the DST waste program.

The baseline HWVP operations schedule includes the time required to
vitrify additional NCAW and NCRW resulting from plutonium-uraniumextraction
(PUREX) processing of the remaining irradiatedN Reactor fuel. If the PUREX
Plant does not resume operation, HWVP downtime could be increasedto 4 yr or
more due to the lower volume of waste to process and the resultant shorter
processing time in HWVP.

Double-ShellTank Farms--Wastecompositionuncert,_intieshighlightedby the
tank safety issues were one of the key reasons for performing the Risk Assess-
ment because of the potential implicationsthe compositional uncertainties
could have on retrievaland pretreatmentprocesses. Substantialprogress has
been made in planning a program to address the safety issues and upgrade
Tank Farm facilities to continue safe and environmentallysound storage of
wastes. Tank Farm activities also have been identified to support pretreat-
ment, vitrification,and grouting operations, further defining the scope of
Tank Farm modifications. As a result, activitiesand resource requirements
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for Tank Farm upgrades have been identified that were not fully understood
when the current DST waste treatmentprogram baseline was established•

Uncertainties in the Tank Farms present a risk to successfullycompleting
the upgrades as well as risks of cost increasesand schedule delays. Signifi-
cant uncertainties include: (I) the ability to resolve identified deficien-
cies with these older facilities; (2) the possibilitythat not all major
upgrades have been identifiedbecause of the condition of the facilities;and
(3) the total scope of the upgrades and the resultant competition for
resources in terms of funding, personnel, and ultimatelyphysical space that
could hamper progress in the completion of the DST mission.

Delays in resolvingtank safety issues, such as flammable gas releases,
and completing upgrades to the facilities could delay waste sampling and
characterizationactivities needed for the developmentof the DST waste
treatment facilities. In addition,waste retrieval operations could be
delayed. Delay in these activitieswould postpone the startup of HWVP and the
completion of the DST waste treatment program.

A review of DST waste volume projections shows that adequate tank space
will not be available to support the retrieval and pretreatmentof the NCRW
and PFP and CC wastes within the baseline schedule unless grout processing of
existing LLW proceeds or new tanks are constructed (see Section 7.0). Four
additional DSTs are currentlyplanned to be constructedand commissioned,with
four more under consideration. A lengthy delay in the grouting of the DSS and
DSSF wastes would significantlydelay the DST pretreatmentand vitrification
activities due to lack of tank space until additionalDSTs, beyond those
currently being planned, are constructed and commissioned.

Grout--Becausethe Grout Program is focused on the treatment of existing LLW
for the next several years, the potential impacts to HLW treatment from this
program are limited unless grout operations are delayed substantially.
Therefore, the Risk Assessment did not address the overall technical adequacy
of the Grout Program, but rather, it focused on potential impacts that could
substantiallydelay the program and thereby affect tank space availability.

Delays hav_.occurred due to uncertaintiesin the program. A 27-month
delay is currently being negotiated in the Tri-PartyAgreement milestones
because of technical uncertainties. These uncertaintiesinclude- (I) the
ability to establish a grout formulationwhich has suitable leachability
characteristicsfor hazardousmaterials while limiting heat of hydration that
can affect the grout performance;(2) structuralrequirementsand analysis of
an asphalt concrete diffusion barrier added to the vaults to limit leaching to
the groundwater; (3) lack of waste composition data for multiple tanks of LLW;
and (4) lack of formal acceptanceof the performanceassessment for the grout
vaults.

The current ruling of the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC) on the
Hanford Site tank wastes resulted in the designationof DSS and DSSF wastes as
LLW. However, the states of Washington and Oregon have submitted a petition
to the NRC requesting a revision to their ruling that would require the treat-
ment of all tank wastes to remove the largest technically achievable amount of
radioactivitybefore grouting. The NRC's resolutionof this petition could
_o_,,It in ,ho noo_ to n_o,_o_, _mo _ a! I of ,ho n_/n_ w_to s Ro_,,_

-
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these wastes were designated LLW, the baseline program was established on
direct grouting of the DSS and DSSF wastes with no pretreatment. No proces-
sing capacity currently exists to perform pretreatmentof the LLW, so a
substantialdelay in the grouting activities could result if pretreatmentis
required. This could impact the availabilityof tank space to perform
pretreatmentoperations for the DST HLW, and delay the vitrificationof those
wastes. The B Plant could be modified for an LLW pretreatmentmission, but
pretreatmentof the LLWs in B Plant would delay pretreatmentof the HLW, and
would have similar uncertaintiesas those associatedwith the HLW pretreatment
mission.

1.5.4.2 Recommendations. Recommendationsto resolve the major uncertainties
and mitigate the significant risks to successful completion of the vitrifica-
tion mission for DST wastes are noted. Those recommendationsbeing evaluated
when this document was issued are identified.

Characterization--Estimatesof waste compositionvariability for those
elements importantto the process designs should be establishedfor all DST
HLW and TRU wastes using process flowsheets from the plants that generated
these wastes, and from existing tank sample data. Correlationsshould be
drawn between the process and sample data to establish ranges of compositional
uncertaintyfor each waste type. This activity is partially underway in the
Tank Farms Projects organization.

Each of the process designs for retrieval, pretreatment,and vitrifica-
tion should be reviewed against the waste composition uncertaintiesto be
identified in the composition variabilitystudy. These results should be used
to revise tank sampling needs and update or identify compositionalvariability
requirementsfor the process designs. Problems due to compositionalvariabil-
ity should be anticipatedand evaluationsperformed to determine if current
designs will be adequate. Requirementsand/or designs should be modified
accordingly. This activity cannot be completed until the waste variability
study is completed.

Timely resolution of the Tank Farm safety issues is necessary to minimize
risks associatedwith waste characterization. This activity is proceeding.
Efforts to prioritize sampling and analysis of all Hanford Site tank wastes
and to assess sampling and analysis needs should be completed expeditiously.
Means to maximize use of existing sampling trucks and analytical laboratories
should be examined, including the use of multiple operating shifts.

Acquisition of a third sampling truck (currentlyplanned for FY 1994)
should be expedited. Additional sampling system spare equipment should be
procured and maintenance personneltrained to mitigate the high-failurerate
of the sampling equipment. Alternate designs for weather screens, which
perform more effectively than current designs, should be developed, and
additionalweather screens should be provided to allow sampling in inclement
weather.

The use of alternate sites or facilities for analysis should be consid-
ered to support the Hanford Site mission. Additional laboratorycapabilities

should be constructedor procured, if detailed planning shows they are neces-sary. Analytical laboratoriesand/or services may be a possible target for
privatization.
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Retrieval--Retrievalactivitiesnecessary to support the startup and contin-
uous operations of pretreatmentand vitrificationprocesses should receive
higher priority for funding and staffing resources. Laboratory-and full-
scale process testing of subsequent waste types should be expedited, including
the acquisitionof equipment, assessmentof in-tank components, and waste
characterizationto reduce the related uncertaintiesand associated schedule
risks. These recommendationsare being considered in developing the revised
program strategy, and they will be addressed in detail as the revised
schedules are developed.

Programmaticand technical constraintsto retrieval system design should
be reexamined. For example, a review of alternate retrieval techniques,such
as sluicing of some waste types, may be appropriatedepending on the outcome
of the DST program redefinitionefforts and the wastes selected for early feed
to HWVP. The program approach and/or priorities should be revised such that
retrieval is removed from the program critical path for follow-onwaste types
after the initial feed to HWVP. These recommendationswill be evaluated as
part of the detailed planning for revising the tank waste disposal strategy.

PretreatmentTechnoloqv--Atechnology plan for pretreatmentdevelopment should
be establishedthat includes: (I) developmentof pretreatmentalternatives
that close the gap in feed availabilityto HWVP prior to TRUEX being avail-
able; (2) alternate approaches for testing the TRUEX process to gain confi-
dence in the implementationof TRUEX prior to the constructionof the pilot
plant; and (3) investigationof alternate, fall-backtechnologies for
pretreatmentof the post-NCAWs should significanttechnical problems be iden-
tified with the use of TRUEX. Development of alternate processes should begin
on a small scale. Investigationof alternateor supplementaryprocesses to
TRUEX are a key element of the tank waste disposal strategy revision currently
underway.

The schedule for the TRUEX pilot plant should be reevaluatedbased on the
results of revised planning to test the TRUEX process and to evaluate alter-
nate pretreatmenttechnologies. If the revision to the DST waste disposal
strategy requires the TRUEX process to provide early feed to HWVP, testing of
the TRUEX process should be accelerated.

Permitting issues with locating the TRUEX pilot plant in the WESF and
B Plant should be expeditiously investigatedand resolved, particularlyif
B Plant is unacceptablefor the HLW pretreatmentmission.

Because post-NCAW pretreatmentoperations are consistentlyon the program
critical path, with CC pretreatmenthaving the longest duration of the three
waste types, CC waste processing rates should be reexamined and appropriate
process requirements (e.g., equipment sizing) defined to minimize the schedule
duration for pretreatmentof this waste.

Pretreatment Facilities--TheDOE and Ecology review and determinationon the
adequacy of the study intended to demonstratecompliance of B Plant with
double-containmentrequirementsshould be completed expeditiously.

If B Plant is demonstratedto comply with both DOE and WAC requirements
for double-containment,the integrityof the resulting design should be
assessed and preparationof the B Plant Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
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of 1976 (RCRA) Part B permit application and safety analysis report should be
expedited to identify any other significant issueswith the plant design not
presentlydocumented.

As a fall-back position, alternate pretreatmentprocess and facility
options should be developed that do not require the use of B Plant or
AR Vault.

The modificationor replacementof selected B Plant piping with corro-
sion-resistantmaterial should be evaluated.

Methods to avoid the generation of corrosive solutions during
pretreatmentoperations should be investigated.

All except the second recommendationnoted under PretreatmentFacilities
are proceeding.

In addition, an integratedpretreatmenttechnicalbaseline should be
establishedto clearly define the technicalprocess and facility requirements
for implementationof the waste pretreatmenttechnology. The identification
of these requirementswill allow their appropriatemanagement and resolution.
Where required, the scientificneeds should be clearly identified such that
the science and technology program resources at the Hanford Site can be
deployed to resolve technical uncertainties.

If B Plant is accepted,an early-on, detailed examination of the spatial
requirementswithin the plant to implement the TRUEX process also should be
completed to ensure pretreatmentequipment design issues and additional
B Plant upgrades are identified. This will ensure that the CC waste proces-
sing rate is optimized within the confines of B Plant.

Management responsibilitiesfor the success of all the pretreatment
activities are currently distributed among at least three group managers; no
one individual other than the division manager has complete responsibilityfor
the successful planning and implementationof the pretreatmentprogram.
A single Westinghouse Hanford manager should be establishedas the overall
project/programmanager for development and implementationof the pretreatment
processes, as exists for HWVP at this time. This organizationalchange will
ensure that program priorities are consistentlyestablished and maintained,
and is being evaluated for implementationat this time.

Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant--Becauseof the significantrisk associated
with the use of B Plant and the potential impacts some pretreatmentoptions
could have on the timely supply of initial feed to HWVP, constructionof HWVP
should not be initiateduntil the recommendationfrom the tank waste disposal
program strategy revision study is accepted by the DOE. Recent agreements
between the DOE and Ecology have deferred the Tri-Party Agreement milestone
for start of constructionof HWVP until April 1992. This should provide
sufficient time to complete the study and obtain DOE acceptance.

Delaying the start of HWVP hot operations may be appropriate,particular-
ly if an alternativeto B Plant is required and the likelihood of substantial
interruptionsin the supply of feed to the HWVP cannot be eliminated through
the implementationof alternatepretreatmentstrategies or technologies.
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A delay of 2 to 4 yr would reduce, and perhaps eliminate, the HWVP standby
periods projected for the December 1990 baseline plans. Longer delays may be
necessary if B Plant is not utilized for pretreatmentand waste retrieval
activities cannot be accelerated.

However, delays in proceedingwith the HWVP Projectwill adversely affect
the current momentum in the DST waste disposal program, and may lead to cost
increases and schedule delays that could be avoided through prudent program
changes. These potential impactsmust be addressed in the revision to the
tank waste disposal program strategy.

Single-shelltank wastes that require simple pretreatmentprocesses, such
as sludge washing and ion exchange, should be considered for treatment during
the DST campaign to minimize HWVP stand-by time. Wastes, such as those from
tank retrievaldemonstrationsand from the resolution of tank safety issues,
[e.g., tank I06-C stabilization (remediation)to alleviateproblems associated
with its high heat content], should be investigated. These wastes could be
used to reduce or eliminateHWVP downtime during the DST vitrificationcam-
paign or between the DST and SST vitrificationcampaigns. These investiga-
tions are proceeding as part of the developmentof a revised program strategy.

Increasedemphasis should be placed on obtaining approved waste accep-
tance preliminary specifications(WAPS) for borosilicateglass to be produced
in the HWVP. The DOE-Office of Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management is
currently developing a unified WAPS that will be applicable to all U.S. vitri-
fication facilities. This document has been drafted and is expected to be
issued in early 1992.

The HWVP Project should, and is continuing to, participate in the resolu-
tion of the DWPF and the WVDP issues.

Double-ShellTank Farms--Resolutionof the tank safety issues should, and is
continuing to, proceed expeditiouslyto conclusion. Resolution of these
issues should be coordinatedwith plans for retrieval and treatment of the
wastes to ensure compatibilityof the mitigating strategieswith the treatment
requirementsfor the wastes. This effort has begun. A detailed integrated
Tank Farm and DST processing schedule should be developed that identifies all
significant interfaces. More closely coupled planning and management review
avenues should be established to ensure consistency and compatibilitybetween
the programs. Constructionof all eight new DSTs currently in the initial
planning or considerationstage should begin as soon as practical.

Grout--Resolutionof the uncertaintiesrelated to grout formulation and the
performanceassessment should, and is, being expedited. Resolution of the
petition to the NRC on definition of waste types is critical to progressionof
the Grout Program. Efforts should, and are continuing to_ support closure of
this issue. Constructionof the additional DSTs will alleviate, but not fully
resolve, some of the risks to the DST waste treatment program from the Grout
Program.
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1.5.5 Single-ShellTank Wastes

The examination of uncertaintiesassociatedwith the potentialvitrifica-
tion of the SST wastes in the HWVP considered technical compatibilitywith the
HWVP processes. This evaluation also assessed the ability to integratethe
DST and SST processing scheduleswithin the HWVP baseline schedule and HWVP
design life and evaluated the programmaticchanges needed to ensure successful
integrationof the DST and SST remediationschedules. The assessment did not
include a complete evaluation of all uncertaintiesand associated risks with
the treatment and disposal of SST wastes, such as the ability to retrieve
saltcake from these tanks. These issues are being considered in separate
system engineeringstudies.

The major results and recommendationsfrom this assessment are noted in
the following paragraphs. The complete assessmentof SST wastes is presented
in Section 5.0.

1.5.5.1 Results. The risk to successfullyvitrifying SST wastes in the HWVP
is low. The HWVP production capacity is properly sized to support the vitri-
fication of all 149 SSTs within the HWVP design life if the wastes are pre-
treated to significantlyconcentrate the HLW fraction with a TRUEX or similar
process. The HWVP process equipment planned for the DST vitrificationmission
for feed preparation,vitrification,and offgas abatement appears appropriate
for an SST vitrificationmission, based on present knowledgeof waste composi-
tions.

The presence of relatively high concentrationsof phosphate in the SST
wastes will require the developmentof a waste pretreatmentprocess to reduce
the level of phosphate in the high-level fraction of these wastes. The
reduction in phosphate concentrationsin the HWVP feed is needed to produce an
acceptable borosilicateglass waste form. The TRUEX process is expected to
substantiallyreduce the phosphateconcentrationin the HLW. However, because
of the high concentrationsin the SST wastes, there is a moderate risk that
suitable methods to control the phosphatesmay not be found. This would
require the development of alternatetreatment processes or the production of
a lead-iron-phosphateglass, either of which could have significantuncertain-
ties in their developmentor qualificationfor repository acceptance.

A preliminaryexamination indicatedthat B Plant does not have sufficient
cell space to pretreat the much larger volume of SST wastes in a reasonable
time period. Thus, a different facility will be required.

There is a major risk that the necessaryenvironmental and regulatory
documentationto support the retrieval,pretreatment, and vitrificationof the
SST wastes will not be availableon a schedule to support the efficient
integrationof the DST and SST vitrificationmissions. A potential schedule
gap of up to 10 yr could occur between the DST and SST vitrificationcampaigns
unless the preparation and approval of the SEIS and the permitting doculaenta-
tion needed for facilities to retrieve and pretreat the SST wastes and
complete closure of the SSTs are performedearlier than defined in the Tri-
Party Agreement. The time to complete environmentaldocumentationalso poses
a significant risk to the closure of the SSTs by the year 2018 as required by
the Tri-PartyAgreement.
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The need for additionalDSTs to support the potential retrieval, pre-
treatment, and vitrificationof the SSTs was evaluated. The review showed
that the need for additional DSTs is dependenton the schedule for retrieval
and pretreatmentof the SST wastes and the decision on the number of SSTs to
be retrieved. This review assumed that closure of the SSTs is completed by
2018 as agreed to in the Tri-Party Agreement and that the SEIS for closure of
the SSTs can result in an ROD by 1996 (not currently planned until 2002).
Under optimum conditions, B DSTs would be required for the retrieval of
22 SSTs, and 21DSTs would be required for the retrieval of all 149 SSTs.
Under less-favorableconditions, a total of up to 53 DSTs (some of which could
be existing tanks depending on their condition at the time of SST waste
retrieval) could be required to support the retrieval of all 149 SSTs. These
cases also assume that the waste can be retrievedwithin 10 yr, which may not
be practical for the 14g-tankretrieval case.

1.5.5.2 Recommendations. The following actions should be undertaken to
reduce the risks to the Hanford Site mission associatedwith the potential
vitrificationof the SST wastes in the HWVP.

The completion of the SEIS for the closure of the SSTs should be expe-
dited from its current plan to better support the milestone for closure and to
support integrationof the DST and SST waste treatment programs. Waste
characterizationis the key factor in the current approach to the SEIS. An
SEIS with an ROD targeted for the mid-1990's should be prepared. This accel-
eration could minimize or eliminate the potentiallylarge schedule gap between
the DST and SST vitrificationcampaigns. A proposal has been forwardedto
DOE-Headquartersto initiate the SEIS early.

There is a possibilitythat up to 53 DSTs, some of which could be exist-
ing tanks, will be required to support the retrieval and immobilizationof the
SST wastes. The number of DSTs required to support these efforts is dependent
on the following: (i) the number of SSTs retrieved; (2) the rate at which the
SST waste is retrieved, pretreated,vitrified, and grouted; (3) the schedule
for the start of waste retrieval; and (4) the closure date for the single-
shell Tank Farms. A trade-off study should be completed that considers these
factors, and others, to define an optimum program and schedule for the
remediation of the SST wastes.

Vitrificationof the SST wastes will require aggressive pretreatment
processes to reduce the HLW fraction to a reasonable level. A preliminary
examination indicatedthat B Plant does not have sufficient cell space to
support the required processing operations for pretreatmentof the SST wastes
in a time period consistentwith the HWVP lifetime. A_ engineering study
should be completed to examine alternate facilities,both existing and new, to
support the potential pretreatmentof the SST wastes. Such a study is
proceeding.

Development of the SST remediation activities has evolved to the point
where a program office for the remediationof the SSTs should be established.
The office would provide integrationof this expanding program to ensure that
resources are appropriatelyallocated. The initial activities of this program
office should be to establish a technology baseline for remediation of the
SSTs, provide input to an integrated schedule for the DST and SST remediation
efforts, and establish a cost and schedule baseline for the completion of all
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tasks needed to ensure timely closure of the SSTs. A program office is
planned to be established in FY 1992.

An SST technology program should be establishedalong with the SST
remediationprogram office to complete the necessary development of concepts
and processes for the dispositionof the $ST wastes. Initial developmentof
pretreatmentflowsheets should occur in parallel with the tank characteriza-
tion efforts. Initial developmentof borosilicateglasses for SST wastes
should be undertaken to ensure an acceptable waste form can be developed
during the next decade.

Potential schedule delays within the DST waste treatment program, coupled
with the possibilityof a multi-decadeprogram to dispose of SST wastes, could
ultimately exceed the 40-yr design life of HWVP. An assessment of the impacts
of increasing the HWVP design life to 50 or 60 yr should be made to determine
if there are changes that can be readily implementedat this time without
significantimpact to the current design effort to avoid significantcosts in
the future. If the impacts are minor, serious considerationshould be given
to implementingthem in the current HWVP design. Substantialchanges are not
warranted at this time due to the lack of a decision regarding the disposal of
SST wastes.

A survey of the SST wastes should be performed to identify candidate
wastes that can be effectivelypretreatedwith minimal processing before
vitrification. These wastes could be used to reduce or eliminate a potential
HWVP feed gap within the DST vitrificationcampaign or between the DST and SST
vitrificationcampaigns. This activity is underway as part of the program
strategy revision.

1.5.6 Cesium and Strontium Capsules

This section summarizesthe significant results and recommendations
related to the potential vitrificationof the cesium and strontium capsules.
The complete assessment is presented in Section 6.0.

1.5.6.1 Results. Preliminarytechnical assessmentsdemonstratedthat vitri-
fication of the cesium and strontiumcapsules is both feasible and cost
effective as an alternativeto the current plan to over-pack the existing
capsules for disposal in the geologic repository.

An initial examination indicatedthat the WESF could be a suitable
location for performing the capsule dismantling should a decision be made to
vitrify their contents. The WESF has hot-cell facilities and is the current
location of the capsules. However, competing missions and/or regulatory
considerationscould require the use of another facility for this function.
The HWVP could be used to perform the dismantlingprocess, but currently has
no requirement to provide space for that function. The capability also could
be incorporatedinto other future facilities, such as a new pretreatment
facility for SST wastes.

1.5.6.2 Recommendations. Developmentof appropriatesupplementalenviron-
mental documentation should be initiated to reassess the disposal options for
the cesium and strontium capsules and to establish a preferred position.
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The feasibilityof using the WESF for capsule dismantling,particularly
because of its dependence on B Plant, should be examined further as part of
the supplementalenvironmentaldocumentation. Space requirementsfor disman-
tling the capsules in HWVP also should be examined, but no space should be
reserved for that function until such time as a decision is rendered.

1.5.7 Other Observations

The DST waste treatment program should be reexamined based on known
competition for resources and achievable funding profiles. Existing estimates
should be updated for all activitiesto complete cleanup of the Hanford Site,
and these should be integrated into a composite funding profile. The revision
to DST waste treatment program planning should be based on realistically
achievable funding profiles and overall ability to manage and execute work.
Discussion of reasonable budget profiles to use in long-range planning assump-
tions for the Hanford Site should continue with the DOE, Ecology, and the EPA.
Program plans and Tri-Party Agreement commitmentsthen can be validated
consistent with this planrDingbase. The Hanford Site integratedplanning
activitieswill help achieve this planning base.

The Risk Assessment of the DST waste treatment program was the first
attempt to simultaneous]yidentify and evaluate the uncertaintiesand risks
associatedwith all elements of the program. The systematic approach that was
utilized defined and integrated allthe key elements of the program, including
interfacingfacilities. An initialestimate of resources required throughout
the life of the program also was developed.

The use of the VERT software was a key element of the Risk Assessment.
The network model of the program establishedfor the Risk Assessment could be
a useful tool in the management of the program once the model is modified to
reflect the new program strategy. This software also may have applicationto
other Hanford Site programs or projects.

1.5.8 Revised Information

A number of activities were completedduring the course of performing
this Risk Assessment. Some of the most significant items, such as collecting
a sample of waste from tank I01-SY,are recorded in this document and were
considered in the findings. However, a number of other activitieswere also
completed, but could not be effectively incorporatedin the Risk Assessment.
The most significant items are listed below. These activities are not
expected to change the major uncertaintiesor resultant risks identified by
this study.

The important activities completedsince the assessmentsdescribed in
Section 4.0 were performed and that were not considered in the computer-based
analyses include the following"

• Seismic analyses for B Plant were completed which demonstrate this
facility could survive a design basis earthquake.
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• Several separate B Plant upgrade projects were combined into on
Major Line Item (ProjectW-207) for B Plant upgrades.

• Constructionof the Tank Waste Retrieval Equipment, Handling, and
Operation facility was begun.

• The advanced conceptual design for the TRUEX pilot plant was
completed.

• The decision was made to construct four new DSTs, and to consider
four additional new tanks.

• A waste acceptance preliminaryspecificationapplicable to HWVP was
drafted.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 AUTHORIZATION

The Hanford Waste VitrificationSystems Risk Assessment (Risk Assessment)
was authorized by the U.S. Department of Energy Field Office, Richland (RL) by
letter from John D. Wagoner to R. C. Nichols (Wagoner 1990) (see Appendix D).
WestinghouseHanford Company (WestinghouseHanford) was directed to perform a
systems engineeringrisk assessment to evaluate the technical, safety, and
regulatory uncertaintiesof all related elements of the Hanford Waste Vitrifi-
cation Program (Program). The letter defined the purpose and scope of the
assessment. The Program elements to be consideredwere waste characteriza-
tion, retrieval from the storage tanks, pretreatmentto separate the high- and
low-level components of the waste, vitrificationof the high-levelwaste (HLW)
fraction, and grouting of the low-levelwaste (LLW) fraction.

The Risk Assessment was to address the viability of successful completion
of the Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP)mission, includingpotential
performance,cost, and schedule impacts. The results of the study were
intended to be used in the reevaluationof planning for the HWVP. This report
documents the approach and findings.

The objectives and scope of the Risk Assessment were developed and set
forth in WHC-EP-0391,Hanford Waste VitrificationSystems Risk Assessment
Action Plan (Miller 1990), which was subsequentlyapproved by Westinghouse
Hanford, the Pacific Northwest Laboratory,and RL.

2.2 BASIS

Recent events indicated the need to conduct an assessment of the
uncertainties and risks associated with proceedingwith the planned Program.
These include the following:

• The limited knowledge of the chemical composition of HLW in the
storage tanks

• The technical- and programmatic-relateddelays that have occurred in
the Defense Waste Processing Facility Project, delaying the resolu-
tion of technical issues that could impact the design of HWVP

• The undeterminedscope of potential future vitrificationmissions,
single-shelltank (SST) wastes, and cesium and strontiumcapsules.

The schedule for the performanceof the Hanford Site waste disposal
mission is defined in the Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order
(Ecology 1990). The scheduled start date for hot operations of the HWVP to
vitrify double-shelltank (DST) wastes is December 1999 and the scheduled date
for closure of the SSTs is June 2018. The baseline schedule for the DST
program as of September 1990 is shown in Figure 2-I.

W
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This Risk Assessment evaluates the uncertaintiesassociatedwith the
Program to identify significantrisks resulting from the uncertainties,and to
quantify programmaticrisks and potentialconsequencesif constructionof the
HWVP were to proceed accordingto the fiscal year (FY) 1991 budget Case 2
baseline and with the existing design. The timing of this report is critical
to any programmaticrestructuringof the DST program.

2.3 PURPOSE

The Risk Assessment was performedto identify and evaluate all signi-
ficant uncertaintiesassociatedwith the vitrificationof Hanford Site high-
level and transuranic (TRU) wastes. This study quantifies potential conse-
quences resulting from the uncertaintiesand assesses their impacts on the
successful startup of HWVP and completionof the Hanford Site vitrification
mission within existing Program cost and schedule restraints. Recommendations
for mitigating the more significantuncertaintiesand for further investiga-
tions of specific uncertaintiesare included.

The risks and mitigating strategies identified by this studywill be used
in the concurrent DST program redefinitionstudy. This report also will
provide technical background for modificationsto existing planning or
schedules that may result from this study.

Documented in this report are the process and methodology used to develop
the uncertaintiesand assess the risks, quantificationof potential conse-
quences from the uncertainties,conclusionsresulting from the analysis of the
risk assessment, and recommendationsfor the mitigation of the more signifi-
cant risks.

The record informationused as bases for the assessments,and background
informationused during the analysis of the assessments,are included in a
separate document, WHC-EP-0427,Hanford Waste VitrificationSystems Risk
Assessment - Final Report Supporting Information (Milleret al. 1991).

2.4 SCOPE

2.4.1 Scope Defi ni ti on

This Risk Assessment specificallyassessed the risks associated with the
successful completion of the followingProgram objectives"

• Compliance with environmentaland safety regulations

• Constructionand startup of the waste retrieval and pretreatment
projects and the HWVP Project on schedule and within budget;
achievement of the required operational performancewithout major
process or design changes resulting from new or emerging data from
other U.S. vitrificationsites or the Defense High-Level Waste
Technology Program(s)
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• Pretreatmentof the wastes to meet the composition limits defined in
the HWVP feed specification

• Provision of pretreated feed for hot startup of HWVP, and mainte-
nance of continuous or nearly continuous feed of pretreatedDST
wastes to HWVP

• Production of a glass waste form that meets waste acceptance
criteria

• Ensurance that the HWVP design does not preclude the vitrification
of other waste types not currentlywithin the HWVP Project scope,
such as SST wastes and cesium and strontium capsules.

The major activities associatedwith the vitrificationof Hanford Site
wastes considered in this assessment included the following-

• Characterizationof the wastes stored in the tanks

• Upgrades to the tanks and their supporting infrastructure

• Availabilityof storage tanks to support waste treatment and
disposal

• Retrievalof wastes from the storage tanks

• Development of pretreatmenttechnology

• Pilot plants and pretreatmentto separate the waste into high- and
low-level fractions

• Vitrificationof the high-level and TRU waste fractions

• Relate_Jactivities, such as grouting of the LLWs, and processing of
strontium and cesium capsules to the extent that they could delay or
otherwise impact the completion of the vitrification activities.

A systems analysis of the major vitrificationactivities was performed,
assessing and quantifyingthe potential impactsof the uncertaintieson
meeting mission objectives. The time required to resolve these uncertainties
was evaluatedwith respect to the current schedules (FY 1991 budget Case 2) to
identify potentialchanges that would reduce attendant risks. Alternatives to
the currentlydefined technical approachesfor the vitrification activities
were not explicitly identified in the study, but selected program elements
were identified for further evaluation and optimization.

Specific assessmentswere performed to ensure all known major uncertain-
ties were identified for consideration. The planning and status for waste
characterizationactivitieswere considered by assessing the ability of
pretreatmentprocesses to meet HWVP feed requirements. In addition,the
following evaluationswere performed" complexity of the chemical processes;
maturity of the technology;compliance of the current design criteria to
existing DOE, federal, and state requirements;level of design definition;
_h_ I_ty_____,,. t_._._upport ..,_o .,,_-d_oI i ab!e,_, _ !ity,_, _o_. ___, _, _,,_ ; _,,_ st _.o_ of
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development of safety and environmentaldocumentation(e.g., safety analysis
reports, environmentalpermit applications,and National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 documents).

Other specific assessments included comparison of the waste vitrification
activities and facilitiesat the Savannah River, West Valley (limited),and
Hanford Sites. The goal of these assessmentswas to identify potential
impacts on the Hanford Site vitrificationactivities from problems identified
at the other vitrificationfacilities. Risks associatedwith the use of
existing Hanford Site facilities for major vitrificationactivities were
analyzed. Also, the possible impacts of potential future missions (including
vitrificationof Hanford Site SST wastes and cesium and strontium capsules) on
the HWVP design were identified. The study also addressed uncertaintiesasso-
ciated with the availabilityof DST storage space to support delays in the
vitrificationactivities.

To the maximum extent possible, the study made use of existing documenta-
tion and previous or current assessments. For example, DOE's independent
review team assessment of the pretreatmentactivitiesperformed in October and
November of 1990 was used as a key element in the evaluation of the
pretreatmentprogram.

2.4.2 Scope Limitations

Recommendationsto refine the schedule were developed. Recommendations
for assessments of technical alternativesfor activities that posed substan-
tial potential risks also were developed. However, recommendationson the
implementationof specific process or design alternativeswere considered
beyond the scope of this study.

Because vitrificationis a prime candidate for ultimate disposal of
Hanford Site wastes other than those currentlycontained in the double-shell
storage tanks, such as SST wastes and the cesium and strontium capsules, this
study assessed the possible impacts of these potential future missions on the
HWVP design and glass technology. However, no decision has been made to
include these additional wastes in the vitrificationmission. Therefore, the
assessment of these waste types only addressed the capability and related
uncertaintiesassociatedwith the vitrificationof these waste types in the
HWVP, and did not include an assessment of all aspects or alternativesfor
disposal of the SST wastes and cesium and strontiumcapsules. Potentialmajor
modificationsto the HWVP design to accommodatethese future missions were
evaluated.

The schedule for grouting of the low-level fraction of the liquid wastes
affects the availabilityof double-shell storage tank space and could impact
the vitrificationactivities. Therefore, the Grout Program was included in
the study. However, coverage of the Grout Program was limited to an assess-
ment of tank space and pretreatmentimpacts resulting from uncertainties in
the waste composition in the storage tanks, uncertainties in the feed speci-
fication for grout due to environmentalregulationconsiderations,and uncer-
tainties in the schedule for the program. Uncertainties in grout formulation,
production, and disposal related to the technology,process, and design were
excluded from the study.
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The interim storage of vitrifiedwaste in sealed canisters at the Hanford
Site was not addressed by the study because the uncertaintiesrelated to
storage of the canisters are estimatedto be insignificantcompared with the
other vitrificationactivities. Uncertaintiesassociated with the final
closure of vitrificationfacilities,vitrificationsupport facilities, and
empty tanks were excluded from the assessment scope (Miller 1990).
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3.0 BACKGROUND

3.1 WASTEGENERATION

The Hanford Site near Richland,Washington, is a U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) installationthat has been involved in the production of nuclear
materials for the national defense of this country. In 1943, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers selected the _rea, which encompasses562 square miles, to
build the first plutonium production reactors and processing facilities to
assist in ending World War II. Since that time, the Site has been dedicated
to defense nuclear materials production,research, and defense nuclear waste
management.

Production and interimwaste management operations at the Hanford Site
have resulted in the generationof many different types of waste, including
the folIowing:

• Single-shelltank (SST) and double-shelltank (DST) wastes in the
form of sludge, slurry, saltcake, and liquid

• Encapsulatedcesium and strontium

• Solid wastes in drums and burial boxes

• Contaminated soils and sediment from liquid effluents disposed of in
cribs, ponds, and ditches.

The use of tanks to store radioactivewaste generated by the operation of
processingplants began in the 1940's. Until the early 1970's, most process-
ing wastes were stored in underground,concrete-encasedSSTs. A total of 149
SSTs, having capacities from 200 meto 3,800 m3 (55,000 to I million gal),
were constructed between 1943 and 1964. While these tanks are no longer in
active service, they contain 141,000m3 (37 million gal) of radioactivewastes
that may require retrieval, pretreatment,and solidificationfor disposal.
Since 1971, newly generated processingwastes have been stored in underground,
concrete-encasedDSTs. Twenty-eightDSTs were _onstructed between 1970 and
1985, each having a nominal capacity of 3,800 me (I million gal). Four tanks
(I01-AZ, I02-AZ, I01-AY, and I02-AY) are equippedwith airlift circulators and
used for storage (aging) of high-heat wastes from the plutonium-uranium
extraction (PUREX) process. By 1981, large quantities of liquid wastes had
been removed from SSTs and placed in DSTs.

From 1968 to 1985, high-levelwastes (HLW) from SSTs were reprocessed to
remove heat-generatingradionuclides. The radionuclideswere solidified in
the form of cesium and strontiumsalts, sealed in capsules, and stored in
water basins in the Waste Encapsulationand Storage Facility (WESF) adjacent
to B Plant. Some capsules were leased for beneficial use but are being
returned to the Hanford Site as the result of concern about potential capsule
failures.
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3.2 FINAL ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTSTATEMENT

In April 1988, the Record of Decision (ROD) (DOE 1988a) on DOE/EIS-0113,
Final EnvironmentalImpact Statement: Disposal of Hanford Defense High-Level,
Transuranic,and Tank Wastes, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (HDW-EIS)
(DOE 1987) was handed down as follows.

"DECISION

The decision is to implementthe "PreferredAlternative" as discussed in
DOE/EIS-0113 (hereafterreferred to as the HDW-EIS). The Department of
Energy (DOE) has decided to proceedwith disposal activities for the
followingdefense wastes at the Hanford Site: double-shelltank wastes,
retrievably stored and newly generated transuranic (TRU) waste, the only
pre-lg70 buried suspect TRU-contaminatedsolid waste site outside the
central (200 Area) plateau, and strontium and cesium encapsulatedwastes.

To process existing and future wastes from the double-shellstorage tanks
at Hanford for final disposal, the DOE will design, construct, and
operate the Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP);complete the
necessarypretreatmentmodificationsand operate the pretreatment
facility,currently planned to be the Hanford B-Plant; and utilize the
Hanford TransportableGrout Facility. The radioactive high-level waste
fraction will be processed into a borosilicateglass waste form and
stored at the HWVP until a geologic repository is built and ready to
receive this waste. The low-activityfraction will be solidified as a
cement-basedgrout and disposed of near surface at Hanford in precon-
structed, lined concrete vaults. Existing and future double-shelltank
waste will be characterizedfor hazardous chemical constituents,as well
as other chemical constituentsthat might affect glass or grout formula-
tion, before processing."

"Encapsulatedcesium and strontiumwastes will continue to be stored
safely until such time as a geologic repository is ready to receive this
waste for disposal. Prior to shipment to a geologic repository,these
wastes will be packaged in accordance with repositorywaste acceptance
specifications.

For the remainder of the waste classes covered in the HDW-EIS (single-
shell tank wastes, TRU-contaminatedsoil sites and pre-lg70 buried
suspect TRU-contaminatedsolid waste within the 200 Area plateau), the
DOE has decided to conduct additionaldevelopment and evaluation before
making decisions on final disposal. This development and evaluation
effort will focus both on methods to retrieve and process these wastes
for disposal as well as to stabilize and isolate the wastes near surface.
Results from this work will be publicly available. Prior to decisions on
final disposal of these wastes, the alternativeswill be analyzed in
subsequentenvironmentaldocumentation,including a supplement to the
HDW-EIS for decisions on disposal of the single-shelltank wastes."
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With regard to the Hanford Site vitrificationprogram, the ROD accom-
plishes the following:

• Establishesthe bases for final disposal of existing and future DST
wastes

• Necessitatesthe continued storage of encapsulatedcesium and
strontiumpending availabilityof a geologic repository (the
repository waste acceptance criteria and potential for capsule
failureswere not known in April 1988)

• Defers the decision on final disposal of SST wastes pending addi-
tional development and evaluation efforts and preparationof a
supplementto the HDW-EIS.

The ROD also states that "the HWVP, in addition to vitrifying double-
shell tank waste, will be designed with sufficient flexibilityto accommodate
all single-shelltank waste should the decision be made to recover the waste."

3.3 HANFORDFEDERALFACILITY AGREEMENTANDCON£ENTORDER

In May 1989, the DOE, U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA), and
Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology)signed the Hanford Federal
Facility Agreement and Consent Order (a.k.a.,Tri-Party Agreement), which was
revised in Iggo (Ecology 1990). The Tri-PartyAgreement established
enforceablemilestones for specific cleanup actions identified in the ROD.
Major milestones esteblishedfor the disposal of DST wastes are shown in
Table 3-I.

The Tri-PartyAgreement establisheda timetable for implementingthe ROD
and milestones for closure of SSTs, as shown in Table 3-2.

3.4 DOUBLE-SHELLTANKWASTEDISPOSAL

3.4.1 Objective

The objective of the DST waste disposal program is the retrieval, pre-
treatment, and solidificationof existing and future DST wastes. Retrieval
will be effected by the installationof mixer pumps to mobilize settled solids
and sludges into a homogeneousmixture followed by the transfer of wastes to
pretreatmentfacilities. Pretreatmentwill reduce the volume of solids for
vitrificationthrough dissolution and separate the wastes into high-level,
transuranic (TRU), and low-level fractions. Solidificationwill be accom-
plished by vitrifying the high-level and TRU fraction for disposal in a
geologic repository and converting the low-level fraction to grout for dis-
posal in near-surfacevaults. Certain DST waste types can be retrieved for
disposal in grout without pretreatment.
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Table 3-I. Double-ShellTank Waste Major Milestones.

Number Milestone Due date
ii

M-01-OO" Complete 14 grout campaigns of double-shell September 1994
tank waste by September 1994 and maintain
currency with waste feed thereafter

M-01-01* Complete 3 grout campaigns of double-shell September 1991
tank wastes (includesone campaign of phos-
phate/sulfatewaste) Ill

M-01-02m Complete 6 grout campaigns of double-shell September 1992
tank wastes

M-01-03" Complete 10 grout campaigns of double-shell September 1993
tank wastes

M-01-04m Complete 14 grout campaigns of double-shell September 1994
tank wastes

llll

M-01-05" Commitmentsfor additional grout campaigns Biannually
after September 1994 will be incorporatedas beginning
interimmilestones September 1994

M-02-O0 Initiate B Plant operations for pretreatment October 1993
of double-shelltank waste

M-02-01 Initiate pretreatmentof neutralizedcurrent October 1993
acid waste

M-02-02 Commitmentsfor pretreatmentof additional Biannually
tank wastes will be incorporatedas interim beginning
milestones calendar year

1992
,li

M-03-O0 Initiate Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant December 1999
operations

M-03-01b Initiate Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant July 1991
construction

M-03-02 Complete Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant" June 1998
construction

,i

"Thesemilestones have been renegotiatedwith 14 campalgns to be
completed by December 1996.
_This milestone was renegotiatedto April 1992.
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Table 3-2. Single-ShellTank Waste Milestones.

Number Milestone Due date I

M'09-O0 complete closure of all 149 single-shell June 2018
tanks

Closure and removal of reo'_iredwaste from
the 149 single-shelltank will be affected
in accordancewith the _'.Jrovedclosure
plan(s). As stated in the Disposal of
Hanford Defense High-Level, Transuranic,and
Tank Wastes, Hanford Site, Richland,
Washington;Record of Decision,* a supple-
mental environmentalimpact statementwill
be prepared before making a_: _inal deci-
sions regardingdisposal of _ingle-shell
tank waste. The final closure plan(s)will
address the recommendationsof the supple-
mental environmental impact statement.

M-09-01 Complete preparationof the supplemental June 2002
environmentalimpact statement and issue a
draft for public review

*Disposal of Hanford Defense High-Level, Transuranic, and Tank Wastes,
Hanford Site, Richland, Washington; Record of Decision, U.S. Department
of Energy-Headquarters, Washington, D.C., 1988.

3.4.2 Elements

The principal elements of the DST waste disposal program are as follows"

• Double-shelltanks for storage of existing wastes and interim
storage of pretreatedwastes, together with retrieval systems to
mobilize and transfer the waste (242-A Evaporator is provided for
waste volume reduction)

• Pretreatmentfacilities,presently identified as the 244-AR Vault
and B Plant

• HWVP

• Grout Treatment Facility (GTF).

- The interrelationshipof mission elements is shown in Figure 3-I. Each
of these elements will be discussed in more detail following the discussion of
waste types and technology.

0
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Figure 3-I. Double-ShellTank Waste Disposal Elements.
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3.4.3 Waste Types

Past and present waste managementpractice at the Hanford Site is to
separate HLWs, TRU, and low-level wastes (LLW), which are defined as follows.

Hiqh-Level Waste--The highly radioactive waste material that results from
the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced
directly in reprocessing and any solid waste derived from the liquid, that
contains a combination of TRU waste and fission products in concentrations
requiring permanent isolation.

Transuranic Waste--Without regard to source or form, waste that is
contaminatedwith alpha-emittingTRU radionuclideswith half-livesgreater
than 20 yr and concentrationsgreater than 100 nCi/g.

4ow-Level Waste--Wastethat contains radioactivityand is not classified
as high-level waste, TRU waste, spent nuclear fuel, or 11e(2) byproduct
material as defined in DOE Order 5820.2A, RadioactiveWaste Management
(DOE 1988b). Transuranic elements are limited to concentrationsbelow
100 nCi/g.

First-cycleraffinates from the PUREX process are stored in aging waste
tanks equipped with airlift circulators. Waste from th_ Plutonium Finishing
Plant (PFP) is stored in one of the three DSTs available nearby in the
200 West Area. Wastes from past cesium and strontium recovery operations
contain chelating agents which solubilizeplutonium and are isolated to
control dispersion of TRU elements. The LLW types are separated according to
physical and radionuclideproperties. There are a total of seven waste types.
The current plan is to maintain this separationof waste so as not to preclude
the disposal of vitrifiedTRU wastes in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
located in Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Four waste types have been identifiedas feed for vitrification. Each of
these four waste types has certain chemical properties and constituentsthat
require specializedpretreatmentto reduce the disposal cost. Pretreatmentis
accomplishedby separatingthese wastes into a low-volume, high-level,and TRU
waste fraction, and a relatively high-volumeLLW fraction. The waste types
and quantities for pretreatmentare described as follows.

• Neutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW) is a high-heat, first-cycle
waste from the PUREX process, principally,an iron-hydroxidesludge
(20 percent volume) contaminatedwith actinides and strontium. The
supernate also contains aluminum and sodium salts. The alkaline
supernate is contaminatedwith 137Cs. Present inventory is 5,300 m3
(1.4 million gal). Future PUREX operations could generate 2,300 m3
(0.6 million gal) of additionalwaste if the decision is made to
process the remaining N Reactor fuel.

• Neutralizedcladding removalwaste (NCRW) is waste from the PUREX
fuel cladding dissolution cycle. The NCRW is a zirconium-containing
sludge contaminatedwith TRU. The alkaline supernate is an LLW.

A Tk_ _._ee_'l" 4v, ln,,'._'l'nv, I. "le "_ Ahl'l m] lh CI m-_ll'inn n}l_ n_c ¢llIAn_
IIIr._ _1 _,,_lllk_ IIII_IIQVI 1JT l,,,,lm _)'-lrvv 01In ILv..o UllW m o mvlm _,_l,i / vi ,._, , _,,,.dm_,_,o.

Future operationscould generate 1,140 m] (0.3 million gal) of
additionalwaste sludge.
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• The PFP waste is a low-heat, high-TRU waste from PFP operations.
The sludge is principallymetallic compounds. The TRU elements are

present in the sludge in insoluble compounds. The a_kaline
supernate is an LLW. The present inyentory is 400 m (100,000gal)
of sludge with an additional 1,140 me (300,000gal) of sludge to be
generated during future operations.

• Comp]exant concentrate (CC) comes from previous strontium and cesium
recovery operations. The sludge contains metal compounds, degraded
complexants, and precipitatedTRU elements. The chemical and
physical properties of CC waste vary considerablyfrom tank to tank.
The alkaline supernatecontains cesium and TRU solubilized with
complexants. Tank I01-SY, which is known to generate hydrogen,
contains CC waste. The present inventory is 16,300 m3 (4.3 million
gal). Future saltwell pumping of complexedwaste from SSTs will add
1,go0 m3 (0.5 million gal).

Additionally, three LLW types have been identifiedas being suitable for
feed to grout without pretreatment. The LLW types are as follows°

• Double-shellslurry feed (DSSF)--LLWfor disposal in grout. The
DSSF is a dilute non-complexedwaste that has been evaporated up to,
but not past, the aluminate phase boundary and normally separates
into sludge and supernatelayers. Dilute non-complexedwaste is any
dilute LLW that does not contain sufficient organic materials to be
a complexedwaste.

• Double-shellslurry (DSS)--LLW similar to DSSF, which has been
evaporated past the aluminate phase boundary. This waste stream is
high in aluminates,highly viscous, gelatinous, and does not
normally separate into sludge and supernatelayers. Retrieval
equipment will have to be installed in-tank to mobilize this waste
before transfer.

• Phosphate/sulfatewaste (PSW)--wastefrom N Plant decontamination.
The PSW has a low radionuclidecontent and no chemically hazardous
wastes. The total inventoryof PSW was solidified in the first
grout campaign,which was completed in July 1989.

The volume of DSSF and DSS varies depending on the quantity of wastes
generated and operationof the waste volume reduction facilities. A total of
43 3,800 m3 (I million gal) grout campaigns are planned for completing the
disposal of DST waste (the PSW campaign, completed in 1989, is not one of
these planned campaigns).

3°4.4 Technology Development

Disposal of DST wastes requires specific technologiesto be developed and
demonstrated. Characterizationof existing and future DST wastes, development
of waste retrieval and transfer technology, and development of waste pretreat-
•_"+ .........._j ............._ ...............e inl on wiJlJllw..... process _rhn,_ln,_v m,,_+ .,,.h"=rrnmnli_h,,A h_en_ th "ti_+_. of
retrieval and pretreatmentactivities. Similarly,glass and grout formula-

- tions must be developed and conformance to waste form qualification (WFQ) and
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performanceassessment criteria must be demonstratedbefore full-scale
solidificationoperations can commence.

Vitrificationand grout technologydevelopment is being accomplished as
part of those programs, respectively. Vitrificationtechnology for disposal
of HLW has been successfullydemonstratedand used in other countries. The
process of grouting LLW has been demonstratedat the Hanford Site.

3.4.4.1 Characterization. Waste characterizationis necessaryto determine
the chemical and physical propertiesof DST wastes as the basis for developing
and designing retrieval systems, pretreatmentprocesses, final disposal (i.e.,
glass or grout) processing systems, and WFQ criteria. Major tasks include the
development of sampling and analyticalmethods, acquisitionand analysis of
samples, and maintenance of the characterizationdatabase. Sampling methods
and most of the analyticalmethods have been developed and implemented.

Of the 28 DSTs, 10 contain wastes designated for pretreatmentand vitri-
fication. An additional tank, which is designated as the HWVP feed tank,
contains a heel with a high chloride content that could have an adverse impact
to stainlesssteel components in the HWVP, particularlyin the receipt and lag
storage tank. This heel must be analyzed to determine if pretreatmentor tank
cleanout is required. The need for tank cleanout is not a presently scheduled
activity and could result in a delay to HWVP operations. Project W-236 will
provide four new DSTs. Upon project validation, one of these tanks will be
designated as the HWVP feed tank if the tanks are available in time to support
HWVP startup, replacing the above tank.

Approximately 25 percent of the planned core samples had been acquired
through fiscalyear (FY) 1990. No core sampling is planned for FY 1991
pending the resolution of safety issues resulting from flammable gas generated
in some DSTs.

3.4.4.2 Retrieval. Developmentand demonstrationof retrieval systems for
certain DST wastes are required. While existing pumping techniques and equip-
ment are suitable for transfer of dilute wastes, these techniques will not be
adequate for NCAW, NCRW, CC and PFP wastes, DSS, and pretreated sludges stored
as HWVP feed. Characteristicsof CC waste stored in the west area (SY) Tank
Farms vary significantlyfrom CC waste stored in the east area (AN, AY) Tank
Farms.

Development activities will be performed to ensure the solids from each
waste type (NCAW, NCRW, and CC and PFP wastes), can be mobilized, homogenized,
and transferredto a pretreatmentfacility. Mixer pumps will be used for NCAW
mobilization;other DST waste types will be evaluated for mobilization
requirementsand methods. Pump configurationsmay differ for the various DST
waste types.

The NCAW is stored in tanks I01-AZ and I02-AZ. A prototype retrieval
system (ProjectW-151) using two mixer pumps will be tested in tank I01-AZ to
determine if such a system will adequately suspend NCAW solids for retrieval.

l
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Figure 3-2 shows the planned mixer pump installationfor tank I01-AZ. If the
two-pump system does not mobilize sufficient solids to support production
processing of NCAW, two additional pumps will be installed in Project W-148.

The baseline plan for CC sludge removal involves installationof mixer
pump prototype retrieval systems in tanks 241-SY-I01and 241-AN-I07. Demon-
strations will be performed to determine the adequacy of retrieval systems to
mobilize and suspend CC solids. A DST must be emptied before starting the CC
retrieval demonstration. This tank will be used to store CC supernate and
retrieved solids. Data acquired from the retrieval demonstrationswill be
used to design the remaining CC retrieval systems.

The NCRW is stored in tanks 241-AW-I03 and -105. A process test, similar
to that for CC waste, will be performed in tank 241-AW-I03.

Future analyticalwork may show the characteristicsof PFP waste stored
in tank 241-SY-I02 are not similar to other waste types. The PFP waste will
require a process test if the waste characteristicsdo not fall within the
characteristicsenvelope established for NCAW, NCRW, and CC waste.

Retrieval system characterizationdata have been obtained for eight
tanks, and jet forces static testing on tank components is complete. Corro-
sion-erosionstudies on NCAW are complete, a small-scaletest tank apparatus
is operational,and a conceptual design report (CDR) has been completed for
the NCAW full-scale retrieval system. This retrieval system has been vali-
dated as a Igg2 line item project. Engineeringstudies are in progress for
NCRW and DSS retrieval systems.

3.4.4.3 Pretreatment. Preliminaryrequirementsfor acceptable feeds to the
vitrificationprocess have been establishedfor NCAW. Requirementsfor NCRW,
and PFP and CC waste types will be defined at a later date. l'hetechnical
bases for the disposal of grouted NCAW supernatanthave also been established
and grout criteria for land disposal of restricted wastes are being developed.
The waste pretreatmentprocess technology development efforts are directed
toward providingwaste treatment processes that are economicallyachievable
and will meet the grout and glass requirements. The waste pretreatmentpro-
cess objective is to provide feed-stock to grout and vitrificationprocesses
that are within the required chemical "envelopes,"minimize process upsets,
maximize waste throughput, and minimize the volume of glass requiringexpen-
sive disposal in a geologic repository. In actual processing situations,
pretreated wastes may occasionallyfall outside the desired bounds and require
additional pretreatment,blending,or specialmeasures during disposal opera-
tions (e.g., reduced waste loading in glass), to make a suitable waste form.
The final determinationwill be based on appropriatetechnical and economic
evaluations.

The pretreatmentprocess for NCAW differs considerablyfrom the pretreat-
ment process for the other DST waste types. The pretreatment processes for
NCRW and PFP and CC wastes, often referred to as post-NCAWs, will require the
development of dissolutionand separationmethods and suitable offgas treat-
ment systems. Pretreatmentof CC waste may require destruction of organic
constituents. Technology for pretreatmentof NCRW and PFP and CC wastes will
h_ t_ted in a pilot plant in the WESF and B Plant°
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The NCAW consists of sludge and supernatantresulting from neutralization
of current acid wastes generatedby the PUREX process. The NCAW sludge is a
feed to the vitrificationfacility. A process for separating sludge and
supernatantliquid in NCAW has been tested in B Plant. The sludge must be
washed to remove sulfate, aluminum,and sodium salts. The supernatant liquid
from the NCAW, followingremoval of cesium, together with salts removed from
the sludge, constitutes feed to the GTF. An ion-exchangesystem, based on a
nitric acid eluant for the removal and concentrationof cesium, is undergoing
laboratory testing to determine resin life expectancy and eluant concentra-
tions. Cesium from the ion-exchangeprocess will be combined with the NCAW
sludge as feed for the vitrificationprocess. The NCAW pretreatmentflow
diagram is shown in Figure 3-3.

The NCRW consists of sludge and supernatantresulting from neutralization
of PUREX process cladding removalwaste. The NCRW sludge produced to date
contains concentrationsof TRU elements that preclude disposal as grout. The
supernatantliquid is an LLW that can be immobilized in grout. The baseline
plan involves retrieval of the sludge and dissolution in nitric acid to pre-
pare it as a transuranic extraction (TRUEX)process feed. The TRUEX process
will be used to produce a concentratedTRU fraction suitable for vitrifica-
tion. The remaining LLW volume will be suitable for disposal in grout. The
NCRW pretreatmentflow diagram is shown in Figure 3-4.

The PFP wastes are neutralizedand stored in a DST. The sludge portion
of the neutralizedwaste contains concentrationsof TRU elements that preclude
grout disposal. The supernatantliquid is an LLW that can be immobilized in
grout. As with NCRW, the baseline plan involves sludge retrieval and dissolu-
tion in nitric acid. This will be followed by the TRUEX process to produce a
concentratedTRU fraction suitable for vitrificationand an LLW fraction
suitable for disposal in grout. The PFP pretreatmentflow diagram is shown in
Figure 3-5.

Because of past B Plant operations,waste liquors in some DSTs (CC and
potentially some DSS and DSSF waste) contain significantconcentrationsof
organic materials that form chemical complexantswith TRU elements. The TRUEX
process is being developed to remove TRU components from CC waste liquors.
Methods are also being developed to destroy organic complexantspresent in the
TRUEX process raffinates because complexed species in grouted wastes may be
unacceptablymobile. Regardless of radionuclideproperties,destruction of
organic components may be required to prepare suitablegrout formulations.
Additionally,organic destructionmay be mandated by regulatory criteria for
permissibleconcentrationsof organic materials in disposed radionuclide
wastes. The required degree of destruction of the organic components is
unknown. (Environmentalregulationsestablish the disposal limits for organic
components. As a result of the lack of characterizationdata, the initial
concentrationsare not known, hence the required degree of destruction cannot
be determined.) Multiple approaches to organic destruction are being inves-
tigated to select the one that will best provide the required degree of
destruction. The pretreatmentflow diagram for CC waste is shown in
Figure 3-6.
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Figure3-5. PlutoniumFinishingPlantWaste
PretreatmentFlow Diagram.
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Negotiationsbetween the DOE and the U._ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) have resulted in a decision to remove _ percent or more 137Csfrom CC
to allow disposal of CC as LLW (Rizzo 1989; Bernero 1989). The impactsof
this requirementon the processing rates for CC waste are being determined.

The NCAW pretreatmentprocess is documented in two separate flowsheets.
One flowsheet describes pneumatic hydropulsefiltration and ion exchange in
B Plant; the other describes settle-decantationand solids washing in the
244-AR Vault.

The NCAW solids-liquidseparation and solid washing employing the settle-
decantation and filtration process steps were demonstrated in B Plant in 1987.
Recovery of cesium from supernateby means of an ion-exchangeprocesswas
performed in B Plant from 1968 to 1985. The resin used in that process is no
longer available and technology is being directed to process rate testing of
the preferred replacementresln. Technology is also being directed to the
development of analytical methods for pretreatedwastes and process control
equipment.

PreliminaryTRUEX flowsheets have been prepared for NCRW and PFP waste.
Preliminarydissolutiontests on actual NCRW and CC waste have been success-
fully completed. Higher-than-anticipateddissolution percentageswere
achieved suggesting that further reduction in the number of glass canisters
may be achievable. The TRUEX process distributioncoefficientshave been
confirmed using actual NCRW and CC waste. The functional design criteria and
CDR for the TRUEX pilot plant are complete. The definitive design has been
initiated.

Screening studies are being performedto identify candidate organic
destruction processes. The process for removal of cesium from CC waste
(acidifiedas a result of the dissolutionprocess) may differ substantially
from the ion-exchangeprocess used for cesium recovery from NCAW supernate.
Candidate technologiesremain to be identified.

3.4.4.4 Vitrification. Technology support of the HWVP Project encompassesa
wide range of activities that collectivelyprovide data required for HWVP
detailed design, operation, and WFQ compliance. Development activities
related to glass formulationand process verification,including vitrification
testing, are described in WHC-EP-0350,Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant
Applied Technology Plan (Kruger 1990). Vitrificationtesting and glass evalu-
ation have been in progress for many years at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL), WestinghouseSavannah River Company (WSRC),West Valley Nuclear
Services, and in Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and France. Therefore,
the primary focus of the work for the HWVP is to provide data specific to the
various Hanford Site DST waste types. Much of the site-to-site information
flow is by periodic technology informationexchanges.

A glass compositionenvelope is being developed for the HWVP pretreated
feeds (NCAW, NCRW, CC, and PFP) that takes into account the major components
of each waste type and the frit which must be used to make an acceptable
glass. Preliminaryacceptable glass compositionboundaries that meet process
and waste acceptance criteria for the borosilicateglass waste form have been
established. FurCher refinement of the preliminaryenvelope is in progress
and will continue for severalyears. Graphical display of the data into a
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format capable of being utilized for HWVP operation is also an important and
continuing effort.

Feed processibilityassessment is accomplishedthrough continued inter-
action with waste management organizationsresponsiblefor flowsheet develop-
ment and waste tank characterization. The informationfrom the glass envelope
definition is essential to determining impactsof feed pretreatment alterna-
tives.

Nonradioactiveintegratedtesting of a prototypic full-scale feed prep_-
ration system in conjunctionwith a pilot-scaleceramic melter and offgas
system is a major activity planned to be continued at the Hanford Site until
start of the HWVP cold runs. These tests are initiallybeing conducted to
provide specific design data required by the architect-engineerand to verify
equipment performance and operation. Feed simulant compositions are based on
flowsheetcalculationsand analytical results from radioactive core samples.
Most of the integratedtesting to date has been performed on the NCAW
composition. Investigationsof post-NCAW feed composition are planned to
begin next fiscal year.

Vitrificationtesting is also being conducted at the integratedDefense
Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) melter system (IDMS) located at the Savannah
River Site (SRS) and at the KernforschungszentrumKarlsruhe (KfK) in
Karlsruhe, Germany. The IDMS test will provide design basis data from a
pilot-scalevitrificationsystem on hydrogen evolutionduring reaction of the
NCAW feed containing noble metals with formic acid. Testing of the HWVP NCAW
feed simulant with noble metals, in combinationwith the WSRC tests with
similar feeds, provides a data set for linkage to the DWPF cold runs and hot
operations. Additional informationon melter performancewith feeds
containing noble metals that could precipitate and reduce melter life
expectancy will be obtained fromthe IDMS tests. Noble metal studies also
includemelter performance testing at PNL and KfK and development of computer
models to predict melter life expectancy for pretreated NCAW vitrification.

Most of the follow-on vitrificationtesting will be directed toward
evaluation of process control methodology and determinationof operating para-
meters to be used during HWVP cold-qualificationruns. Current planning calls
for operation of the full-scalefeed system and pilot-scalemelter (similar in
design to the HWVP melter) under conditions identicalto those to be required
for the HWVP cold runs in order to provide a data set for plant operation
comparison.

A major part of the overall technology developmenteffort will be
expended toward activities associated with ensuring compliance to the waste
acceptance specifications(WAS). Although efforts to date have relied on the
waste acceptance preliminary specifications(WAPS),there has been consider-
able progress toward issuinga WAS that will be generic for all waste pro-
ducers in the near future. Development activities include process modeling to
demonstrate process control within bounds that will en_ure an acceptable glass
product, preparation of radioactiveglass from 3,800 m_ (I million gallon)
tank core samples and subsequentmeasurement of glass properties, and bench-
scale testing in the WESF to provide data for correlationwith simulant feed
results. As emphasis on HWVP shifts to preparationsfor the cold-qualifica-
tion runs, direction must be provided to Plant Operations staff regardingdata
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that will need to be taken to supportthe waste qualificationreport (WQR).
Developmentof the waste compliance plan (WCP) and implementationstrategy has
been underway for some time. Planning for the cold-run tests and data set
requirements,cold-run data evaluation,and compliancedocumentation are

_ importantsteps that are required in the future to obtain permission for HWVP
hot startup.

3 4.4.5 Grout The grout disposal technologywas successfullydemonstrated
in 198_ to 1989 with the processing of 3,800 me (I million gal) of PSW to form
5,300 m3 _I.4 million gal) of grout. For each of the remaining LLWs to be
grouted, grout formulationsmust be developed to meet all disposal regulatio;_s
and processing requirements. Technology for demonstratinggrout quality
within the vaults requires further development. Some technology activities
will be needed in support of safety and environmentaldocumentation
preparation and in support of future vault designs.

%

3.4.5 PretreatmentFacilities

An engineering study (Schulzet al. 1983) evaluated 3 facilities and 80
process options for the pretreatmentof DST wastes requiring vitrification.
The study selected B Plant as the preferred facility for pretreatment, citing
significanteconomic and technical advantages. This resulted in the initia-
tion of major facility upgrades and successfuldemonstrationof the NCAW
pretreatmentprocess steps in 1987. In April 1988, the ROD for the HDW-EIS
identified B Plant as the pretreatmentfacility. Concerns about aging facili-
ties within the DOE complex raised doubts about the ability of B Plant to
perform the DST pretreatmentmission without significantrisks to HWVP opera-
tions. These concerns resulted in preparationof an Assessment of Double-
Shell Tank Waste PretreatmentOptions (WHC 1989; WHC 1990). This assessment
confirmedthe viability of B Plant for pretreatmentand recommended a second
existing facility, the 244-AR Vault, for NCAW solids-liquidseparation and

sludge washin_ using the settle-decantationproces . The availabilityof
larger [160-m (40,O00-gal)]tanks in the AR VaultSwou al the settlld low e-

decantationprocess rate to be doubled, reducing the NCAW pretreatmentmission
from 4_ to 2_ yr. Further, cell space needed for sludge washing in B Plant
would be available for the TRUEX process installationduring NCAW pretreat-
ment. The net result in using the AR Vault was that pretre_tmentof post-NCAW
types could be acceleratedby 4 yr, potentiallyeliminatingHWV_.'standby
between the NCAW and post-NCAWcampaigns. The recommendationw;-saccepted by
the U.S. Department of Energy Field Office, Richland (RL) in November 1989.

B Plant Description--Originallyconstructedin 1943, B Plant was used to
process nuclear materials until 1956. The plant was modified and restarted in
1968 to recover cesium and strontium from stored waste, a mission that was
completed in 1985. Since that time, the facility has been undergoing upgrades
in preparation for the pretreatmentmission.

The B Plant is a reinforcedconcrete canyon structure260 m (850 ft)
• l^.,_ "_n 7 m IAQ _,_ w_rl,, _na 91 Q m (79 _ct_ hinh Th_ prnrp_ing pnrtion nf-- _,#II_ , f..V • I Ill _L_,¢V I k/ vV lUb) v,lu bah . -_ ,,a ILo t.- , v/ •, ._,,- ,..-- .............

the building (221-B) consists of a canyon and crane-way, 40 process cells
[4 m by 5.2 m by 6.4 m (13 ft by 17 ft by 21 ft) deep], a hot pipe trench, and
an air tunnel. The service portion of 221-B includes an operating gallery,
pipe gallery, and electrical gallery. Figure 3-7 shows the cell and gallery
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Figure 3-7. B Plant Cutaway.
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arrangement in B Plant. An attached service building (271-B)contains
offices, cold-side ventilation equipment, and aqueous makeup facilities. The
WESF, completed in 1968, extends the length of the B Plant complex [48 m
(157 ft)] and provides safe storage for the cesium and strontiumcapsules, lt
is important to note that B Plant providesessential services to the WESF in
support of this mission. In addition,the WESF is the only hot cell facility
on the Hanford Site connected by pipeline to the B Plant and the Tank Farms.

To achieve the milestones establishedby the Tri-Party Agreement, the
B Plant upgrades will be accomplishedas a series of 30 line item projects,
general plant projects, and miscellaneouscapital work orders totalling
$420 million. The most significantline item projects are the TRUEX process
installation ($320 million), safety class ventilation upgrade ($24.2million),
canyon crane replacement ($12.6 million), and radiologicaleffluent contain-
ment upgrades ($12 million). Additionally,the TRUEX pilot plant
($25 million) is expense-fundedand not included in the $420 million total.

The large number of small- to medium-sizedprojects results from the
length of the Congressionalfunding cycle, which requires a 4-yr lead time to
acquire capital funding in excess of $1.2 million, and the limited resources
available to prepare the extensive engineeringstudies, functional design
criteria, and CDR required for validationof a major project. Accordingly,
the approach to B Plant modernizationhad been to implementa sequence of
smaller, more manageable projects. This approach has been changed with many
projects being consolidatedin Project W-207, Major B Plant Upgrades. A more
detailed discussion of the activities for upgrading pretreatmentfacilities is

O provided in Section 4.2.4.

There are specificconcerns regardingthe ability to bring the 244-AR
Vault and B Plant into environmentalcompliance. The resolution of specific
issues regarding the performance of tank integrityassessments and tank
inspection and labeling in existing canyon facilities is difficult but assumed
to be achievable. Other issues, such as the acceptabilityof unlined concrete
vaults and a central cell drain header (in B Plant) as secondarycontainment
barriers, will require concurrence by regulatory agencies and the DOE that
B Plant is in compliancewith environmentalstatues and DOE Orders.

244-AR Vault Description--Thefacility was completed in 1968 to support
the cesium/strontiumrecovery and encapsulationoperations and was used in
that capacity until 1975. The facility served to (1) receive acid wastes from
the PUREX Plant, (2) sluice and receive tank wastes being retrieved,
(3) pretreat sludges before they were transferred to B Plant, and (4) receive
neutralized HLWs being transferred from B Plant to Tank Farms. The AR Vault
is a canyon facility located adjacent to the AY and AZ (agingwaste) Tank
Farms. The AR Vault is nominally 27.4 (90 ft) long and 6.4 m (2_Ift) wide
with three below-gradecells. Cells Nom. I and 2 each have a 160-m" (40,000-
gal) capacity stainless steel tank. Cell No. 3 is equipped with two 19 m3
(5,000-gal)stainless steel tanks. An elevation view of AR Vault is shown in
Figure 3-8. Other features include a control room, crane room, sample room,
canyon ventilation system filters and _:tack,vessel ventilation system,
_14"_ _nA ef_rlt _nH n_nnn_l nrrnmmnrlntinn_ Th_ farilitv wak nlarpd in.__

standby mode in 1978. In present operations,waste transfers from B Plant to
Tank Farms are routed through the facility.
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Figure 3-8. AR Vault ElevationView.
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O Numerous upgrades have been completed in the 244-AR Vault complex tosupport waste transfers through this facility. Ventilation system upgrades
have installednew high-efficiencyparticulate air filter assemblies, instru-
mentation and controllers,and control room ventilation systems. A closed-
loop cooling system was installedfor the four waste tanks. A standby diesel
generator, effluent monitoring system; air compressor,pumps, and agitators
complete the list of recent upgrades. The following process and facility
upgrades will be required to perform solids-liquidseparation and to achieve
environmentalcompllance:

• Aqueous makeup system and decontaminationpumps

• Vessel ventilationheater upgrade

• Secondary containmentupgrades for a ventilationseal pot, under-
ground diesel fuel tank, and approximately29 m (95 ft) of concrete-
encased pipe

• Control room modifications.

The cost of these modificationsis estimated to be $12 r;dillion.

3.4.6 R_nford Waste VitrificationPlant

Constructionof the HWVP is an integral part of DOE/DP-O015,Defense
Waste Management Plan (DWMP) (DOE 1983), which was submittedto Congress. To
achieve the most efficient use of availableresources, the DWMP called for a
sequential approach for the developmentof liquid HLW immobilizationfacili-
ties at two of the three DOE sites. The SRS would be the first to be devel-
oped, followed by the Hanford Site. An immobilizationfacility would then be
developed for calcined wastes at the Idaho National EngineeringLabor_tory.
lhis approach permits the experiencegained at the first site to be applied to
the other sites.

Consistentwith the DWMP, RL published DOE-RL 89-32, Hanford Site Waste
Management Plan (HWMP) (Merrick 1989) and its subsequent annual revisions, and
the companionWHC-EP-0212,Hanford Waste Management TechnologyPlan - Calendar
Year 1988 (Powers 1989). With these plans, an integratedstrategy for
permanentdisposal of Hanford Site defense wastes was established, involving
the considerationof a broad spectrum of alternatives,subject to satisfactory
completion of the appropriateNational EnvironmentalPolicy Act of 1969 steps.
Included as part of this strategy is the processing of high-level defense
wastes through a system that will ensure safe and acceptabledisposal in a
geologic repository. The process proposed for the Hanford Site HLW is the
vitrificationof waste in boros.lic2teglass in the HWVP. This process is
based on the technoi)gy being used at the SRS in South Carolina, at the West
Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) in New York, and at waste processing
plants in Mol, Belgium, and Tokai, Japan.

The HWVP process, material balance flowsheet, and product specifications

requirements for WFQas identified for the DWPF'_n OGR/B-8, Waste Acceptance
PreliminarySpecificationsfor the Defense Waste Processing Facility High-
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Level Waste Form (DOE-OCRWM 1986). Recently, a draft WAPS document based on
OGR/B-8 was preparerJ,which will be applicable to U.S. vitrificationplants.
These criteria acco_-_ntfor HWVP-specificglass product characteristics.

To minimize the processing periods and operating costs for processing of
DST wastes, and to provide the capabilityfor processing the SST wastes, the
HWVP melter capacity was established at 100 kg/h (220 Ib/h) of vitrified
product, the same as for the DWPF at the SRS. This processing capacity
permits the maximum use of the technology and equipment developed for the SRS.

The HWVP will have storage capacity for 2,000 vitrified waste canisters.
This capacity will allow the onsite storage of all vitrified waste from the
NCAW, NCRW, and CC and PFP waste tanks, providing these wastes are pretreated
as currently planned. The design will permit expansion for additional
canister storage.

The design life of the plant facilities is 40 yr, which will accommodate
the defense HLW vitrificationneeds at the Hanford Site during the next
several decades. Located about 1.6 km (I mi) west of B Plant, the HWVP site
has access to existing railroads, utilities, and pipelines connected to
B Plant. The estimated capital cost to construct the HWVP is $1,060 million.

The plant comprises nine buildingsthat will be used to house vitrifica-
tion process and support systems and store glass canisters. The facilities
will provide for remote operation and maintenanceof the process with appro-
priate biological shielding for operator safety. The VitrificationBuilding
is shown in Figure 3-9. Heating, ventilating,and air conditioning systems
will provide additional confinement barriers to limit the potential spread of
radioactive contaminants.

The process will comprise five major activities including feed prepara-
tion; vitrification;canister handling,decontamination,and welding; MOG and
vessel vent treatment; and process waste treatment. Process equipment asso-
ciated with these activities is remotely operated and maintained and will be
located within cells in the VitrificationBuilding. Cold chemical and utility
systems, and personnel support services required to support the vitrification
process, will be located within buildings adjacent to the Vitrification
Building. Wastes from the process and process support operationswill be
treated within the HWVP. The vitrificationprocess will be controlled by a
distributed control system.

The pretreated radioactive feed will be received from the double-shell
Tank Farm, treated with chemicals and concentrated,then mixed with frit and/
or glass-formingmaterials. This slurry will be fed to a joule-heatedglass
melter. The molten glass product will be poured into canisters that are then
sealed, decontaminated,and stored for future shipment to a waste repository.
Figure 3-10 shows the overall process flow for the HWVP.

3.4.7 Grout Treatment Facility

In accordancewith the ROD (DOE 1988a) for the HDW-EIS, the DOE con-
structed a GTF at the Hanford Site. The GTF is located partly in the 200 East
Area and partly in the adjacent 218-E-16 Area. The final EIS (DOE 1987)
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Figure 3-9. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Cutaway.
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Figure 3-10. Overall Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Process Flow.
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refers to the GTF as the Grout Facility,which includes the transportable
grout equipment (TGE), the Dry Materials Facility (DMF), the Grout Disposal
Facility (GDF), and the feed transfer system. The name TGE evolved due to the
modular nature of the units and equipment associatedwith the TGE. Initial
concepts were to relocate the TGE units to disposal areas throughout the site
as needed. The complexity of the systems and the current process mission
versus life =.xpectancyof the systemsmade the relocation concept impractical.
However, the modular design will allow for ease of decontaminationand decom-
missioning,when needed. The name of the TGE was changed to Grout Processing
Facility (GPF) to better define the long-term nature and mission of the TGE.
Constructionof the DMF was completed in 1986 at a cost of $3.8 million and
the GPF was completed in 1987 at a cost of $g million. The grout disposal
system is composed of the concrete vaults and associated barrier systems.
Four vaults are nearing completion;their constructioncosts are estimated at
$5.6 million per vault.

The DST waste is classified as an extremely hazardous waste because of
the characteristicsof the toxicity characteristicleaching procedure (TCLP)
and toxicity [40 CFR 261 (EPA 1990)] (book method) as defined in Washington
AdministrativeCode (WAC) 173-303-101,"Toxic Dangerous Wastes"
(Ecology 1991). The waste is characteristicallycorrosive because of the
hydroxide concentrationand is characterizedas toxic because of the high
concentrationsof nitrite and hydroxide ion. The waste is characterizedas
TCLP toxic because of the concentrationsof chromium and lead and the
detection-limitvalues for cadmium and silver.

Grout treatment is the process of mixing selected DST wastes with grout-
forming solids, and possibly with liquid chemical additives, to form a grout
slurry that is pumped into near-surfacelined concrete vaults for solidifica-
tion and permanent disposal. Timeradioisotopecontent of the liquid waste
places it in Class C or below the NRC waste classificationregulations
(NRC 1991a).

The GPF is a treatment facility,and the GDF (which consists of the grout
disposal vaults) is considered a disposal facility. The disposal vaults are
managed as surface impoundmentswhile the grout slurry is fluid and for a
period of time after the grout slurry has solidified,before the vaults are
closed as landfills.

Potentialgrout feed streams includethe low-level fraction of DST wastes
from past, current, and future Hanford Site operations. Waste from DSTs may
require processing before it is considered acceptable as feed to the grout
process.

Selected _ST wastes are disposed in batch sizes (campaigns)of approxi-
mately 3,800 m (Imillion gal). The total grout volume, when dry solids are
mixed with 3,800 m_ (_ million gal) of liquid waste for one campaign, is
approximately5,300 m" (1.4 million gal).

The disposal of current and projected inventoriesof DST waste may take

up to 25 _r to complete During this time, vaults containing approximately
163,000 m (43 million gal) of waste will be constructed,filled as surface
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impoundments,and closed as landfills, in accordance with WAC 173-303-650(6)
(a)(ii), "Surface Impoundments"(Ecology 1991). At most, four campaigns will
be conducted per year.

Sufficient quantities of DSS and DSSF have been identified to allow
completion of a minimum of 16 grout campaigns before the LLW fraction from
pretreatment is required for grout feed. During these campaigns, GTF oper-
ations are independentof the vitrificationprogram activities. The vitrifi-
cation program, however, depends on GTF operations to generate the DST space
needed for retrievaland pretreatmentoperations. If grout campaigns are
delayed, the vitrificationprogram may be impacted.

3.4.8 Double-Shell Tank Farms

The double-shellTank Farms, piping, and ancillary support systems serve
to interconnectthe pretreatment,vitrification,and grout treatment facili-
ties. The facility relationshipsare shown in Figure 3-I. There are 28 DSTs
in six Tank Farms. One Tank Farm, consisting of three tanks, is located in
the 200 West Area. The remaining tanks are located in the 200 East Area. The
AZ and AY farms have two tanks each, which are equipped with airlift circula-
tors for the storage of high-heat wastes such as first-cycle raffinates from
the PUREX process. The distributionof Tank Farms in the 200 East and
200 West Areas is shown in Figure 3-11.

The primary mission of the Tank Farms is the containment and storageof
tank wastes in a safe and environmentallycompliantmanner. In keeping with
this mission, the single- and double-shellTank Farms will undergo extensive
upgrades projected to cost more than $700 million through FY 1997. These
upgrades are focused primarily at bringing the facilities into environmental
compliance, safe continuity of operation, and resolution of safety issues
which include the following:

• The generation of flammable gases in some DSTs

• The presence of ferrocyanidein some SSTs and potential presence in
DSTs

• Uncontrolledtemperature and pressure buildup in tanks with the
potential for radionucliderelease.

While these upgrades are not part of the Hanford Site waste vitrification
program per se, they must be accomplished,permits obtained, and operational
readiness reviews completed in time to support the retrieval and transf_.rof
DST wastes.

In addition, the vitrificationprogram includes Tank Farm upgrades
required for the retrievaland transfer of tank wastes. The present plan
provides for the installationof SRS-type mixer-pump retrieval systems in up
to 26 DSTs to complete the disposal of DST wastes. Mixer-pump technology was
selected over sluicing, in part due to critical tank space limitations and the
need to minimize water addition. Retrieval system installationprojects will
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Figure 3-11. Tank F_rm Locations.
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includeelectrical and ventilationsystem upgrades, transfer pumps, instrumen-
tation and control systems, and provisions for removal and burial of abandoned
equipment. The development and demonstrationof full-scale prototype retriev-
al systems for the various waste types was previously discussed in
Section 3.4.4. These prototype systems, successfullydemonstrated,will be
used to effect retrieval for pretreatment. Retrieval systems for the
remaining DSTs will be procured and installedas a major project at an
estimated cost of $375 million. A total of 26 retrieval systemswill be
installedto accomplish the disposal of DST wastes.

3.5 SINGLE-SHELLTANKCLOSURE

The 149 SSTs, located in the 200 East _nd 200 West Areas of the Hanford
Site, have an estimated volume of 141,000 me (37 million gal). These tanks
contain various combinations of sludge, salt cake, and non-pumpable liquids
generated from the early nuclear fuels reprocessing activities at the Hanford
Site. The major waste types stored in the SSTs originated from the bismuth
phosphate (BiPO_) separations process (B and T Plants), uranium recovery
process (U Plant), reduction oxidation (REDOX) process (S Plant), and early
operations of the PUREXprocess (A Plant).

3.5.1 Single-Shell Tank Wastes

Early in the operation of the Hanford Site, the B and T Plants separated
plutonium from uranium and the bulk of the fission products in irradiated fuel
by co-precipitationwith BiPO4 from a uranyl nitrate solution. The plutonium
was then further separated from fission products by successive precipitation
cycles using BiPO4 and lanthanum fluoride (LaF3). The plutonium was isolated
as a peroxide and, after _issolving in nitric acid, was concentratedas
plutonium nitrate. Waste containing the uranium from which the plutonium had
been separatedwas made alkaline (neutralized)and stored in underground SSTs.
Other acid waste (which includedmuch of the fission products)generated by
this process was neutralized and stored in other SSTs. The specific volume of
neutralizedwaste stored in SSTs was large, up to 40 m3/ton (1,400 ft3/ton)of
irradiateduranium processed.

The B Plant was constructed between August 1943 and February 1945 and was
operated as a separations plant until 1956. The T Plant was constructed
between June 1943 and October 1944 and was operated until 1956.

Waste from the BiPO_ process was first stored in SSTs. Later, the waste
was mined by sluicing, dissolvedin nitric acid, and processed through a
solvent extraction process using a solvent consisting of tributyl phosphate
(TBP) in kerosene to recover the uranium. The process was similar to that
used later in the PUREX process except that plutoniumwas not recovered. The
acid waste from the uranium recovery process was neutralizedby the addition
of NaOH and returned to SSTs. The recovery process, which operated from 1952
to 1958, resulted in an increase in nonradioactivesalts and a smBll increase
in waste volume.

The REDOX process was the first process to recover both plutonium and
uranium, lt used a continuous solvent extraction process to extract plutonium
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and uranium from dissolved fuel into a methyl isobutyl ketone (hexone)
solvent. The slightly acidic waste stream contained the fission products and
large quantities of aluminum nitrate that were used to promote the extraction
of plutonium and uranium. This waste was neutralized and stored in SSTs. The
volume of HLW from this process was much smaller than that from the BiPO4
process, but larger than that from the PUREX process. The REDOX Plant was
built between May 1950 and August 1951 and was operated until July 1967.

The PUREX process is an advanced solventextraction process that uses a
TBP in kerosene solvent for recuvering uranium and plutonium from nitric acid
solutions of irradiateduranium, lt is the process generally used worldwide
for recovering uranium and plutonium. Nitric acid is used instead of metallic
nitrates (e.g., aluminum nitrate) to promote the extractionuf uranium and
plutonium from an aqueous phase to an organic phase. Most of the nitric acid
in the waste is recovered by distillationand reused. The waste, containing
residual nitric acid, is neutralizedand stored in underground tanks.
Initially, SSTs were used for this purpose. Double-shelltanks will be used
for storing any future PUREX Plant waste. The volume of HLW per unit amount
of fuel processed by the PUREX process is small compared to that from earlier
processes. The PUREX Plant was built betweenApril 1953 and October 1955 and
then operated until 1972. lt began operating again in November 1983.

3.5.2 Closure of the Single-Shell Tanks

The ROD (DOE 1988a) for the HDW-EIS (DOE 1987) did not make decisions
regarding the dispositionof the SST wastes. Thus, storage of SST waste will
be continued. Before a decision is made regarding the disposal of this waste,
additional developmentand evaluation will be performed as follows-
radioactive and hazardouswaste constituentswill be characterized;barrier
performancewill be demonstratedby both instrumentedfield tests and
modeling; the need and methods to improvethe stability of the waste form will
be determined, and destructionor stabilizationalternativesfor hazardous
constituentswill be evaluated; and methods for retrieving,processing, and
disposingof this waste will be evaluated. Following this additional
development and evaluation,alternativesfor final disposal will be analyzed
in a supplement to the HDW-EIS before the final disposal decision(s) are made.
This supplement will be issued in draft form for public review and comment.

However, the ROD for the HDW-EIS stated that the HWVP, in addition to
vitrifying DST waste, will be designed with sufficient flexibilityto accom-
modate all SST wastes, should the decision be made to recover these wastes.

Retrieval of all SST wastes for disposal in a geologic repository could
have greater short-term risks than for the readily retrievablewastes (DST).
Th,_SST wastes, includingtheir hazardous components,are not well character-
ized. The efficiency of possible methods of treating and disposing of these
wastes is not yet proven, and the consequencesof such actions are not yet
well defined. Therefore, additional waste characterizationand additional
engineering analysis of waste retrieval and disposal options are necessary
before decisions for final disposltion can be made. The SST wastes will
continue to be stored safe!y and monitored while waste characterization,
engineering development,and evaluation are completed.
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3.6 CESIUMAND STRONTIUMCAPSULES

The ROD for the HDW-.EISrequires that these wastes be packaged in
accordance wtth repository WAS's. In July 1985, the U.S. DOE-Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)established a waste acceptance
process (WAP) as the means by which HtW producers would be allowed to dispose
of wastes in a commercial repository. The WAP is generic because lt is
intended to accommodateany HtW form (other than spent fuel). The WAP
requires that OCRWMprepare WAPSfor each waste form. The MAPShave not been
prepared for the cesium and strontium capsule waste form.

Although the WAPS for borosilicateglass are tailored for that waste
form, much of their basis derives from the federal regulations or repository
handling capability limitations. Because the existing WAPS are based on legal
requirementsor repositorydesign constraints,they provide useful guidance
for the development of non-borosilicateglass waste forms. The DWPF WAPS
(DOE-OCRWM 1986) consist of 21 individual specifications. An overpack concept
for disposal of the cesium and strontiumcapsules can comply with all but the
following three specifications:

I. Radionucliderelease properties

2. Chemical and phase stability

3. Chemical compatibility (betweenwaste form and canister).

The overpacking concept will not comply with the statutory requirements
for chemical and phase stability defined by Title 10, Code of Federal Regula-
tions (CFR), Section 60.135(a)(2),or chemical compatibilitydefined by
10 CFR 60.135(a)(I) (NRC 1991). Thus, it will not be possible to dispose of
the overpacked cesium and strontium capsules without seeking a waiver to at
least these two repository disposal requirements.

In the overpack concept, four intact capsules would be placed in a
canister having the same external dimensions as the canister used by the HWVP.

- On a 4"I basis, the 1985 cesium and strontiumcapsules would result in
496 canisters for disposal in a geologic repository at an estimated repository
cost of $174 million. If the capsule contents were vitrified as a standalone
HWVP mission, 133 canisters would be required for capsule disposal at a cost
of $65 million. On the basis of glass composition,this number could be
further reduced if the halideswere removed before vitrification. However,
limitationson canister heat generation in the Canister Storage Building would
minimize or eliminate this potential reduction. Given the ability to blend
the cesium and strontium with NCAW or CC waste, as few as five additional
canistersmay be required and disposal costs will be in the range of
$10 million to $18 million. The constructionand dimension of the capsules is
shown in Figure 3-12.

Given the likelihood that the overpack concept will not meet WAS's and
the potential to significantlyreduce the number of canisters for disposal, it
is prudent, if not mandatory, to identify alternativesfor disposal of
encapsulatedwaste.
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Figure 3-12. Constructionand Dimensions of
Cesium and StrontiumCapsules.
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4.0 DOUBLE-SHELLTANKRISK ASSESSMENTS

4.1 METHODOLOGY

The goals of the Double-Shell Tank Risk Assessment (DSTRA) were to
identify and quantify the risks to successfulcompletion of the presently
specified (as of December 1990) double-shelltank (DST) waste disposal (DSTWD)
program, and to develop strategies for mitigating significant risks. The
Venture Evaluation and Review Technique (VERT) computer program was selected
as the means for quantifyingprogrammaticrisk. The VERT program requires the
following informationin order to calculate programmaticrisk"

• Identificationof individual program elements

• Definition of logical and time sequencerelationships between
program elements

• Determinationof the performance consequencesof each program
element (in terms of cost and schedule impacts)

• The probabilityof successfullycompleting each program element.

A panel of knowledgeableindividualswas formed to obtain this informa-
tion. These individualsrepresentedeach of the seven major activities
involved in the DSTWD program, specifically:

I. Sampling and characterization

2. Retrieval

3. Pretreatmenttechnology

4. Pretreatmentfacilities

5. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP)

6. Grout

7. Tank Farms.

The panel establisheda detailed procedure for gathering the information
required by the VERT, the technical base case, mission logic diagrams, top-
level schedule, and the DSTRA working teams. Figure 4-1 depicts the process
used during the DSTRA.

4.1.1 Technical Base Case Summary

The technical base case selected for the DSTRA, which was used to assess
risks, can be summarized as follows"

• Waste quantities for pretreatmentand vitrification
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Figure 4-I. Double-ShellTank Risk Assessment Process.
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- Neutralizedc_rrent acid waste (NCAW)--7,600m3 (2.0 m'llion
gal), 5,300 me (1.4 million gal) existing plus 2,300 mJ
(0.6 million gal) from future plutonium-uraniumextraction
(PUREX)operations

- Neutralizedcladding removalwaste (NCRW)--4,540m3
(1.2 million gal), 3,400 me (0.9 million gal) existing plus
1,140 me (0.3 million gal) from future PUREX operations

- PlutoniumFinishing Plant (PFP) waste--l,540m3 (0.4 million
gal), 400 m3 (O.1-milliongal) existing plus 1,140 m3
(0.3million gal) from future PUREX operations

- Complexaptconcentrate (CC) waste--18,200m3 (4.8 million gal),16,300 mJ (4.3 million gal) existing plus 1,900 ..3(0.5 million
gal) from f11turesingle-shelltank (SST) stabilizationand
isolation

• Retrievalprocess

- Savannah River Site (SRS) mixer-pump technology to minimize
waste volume growth in retrieval

• Pretreatmentprocesses

- NCAW Solid-liquidseparation using settle decantation
and pneumatic hydropulse (PHP) filtration, sludge
washing for solids dissolution,and ion exchange
for cesium removal from the supernate

- NCRW Solid-liquidseparation,acid dissolutionof
solids, and transuranic extraction (TRUEX) (solvent
extraction) process for removal of transuranics
(TRU)

- PFP waste Solid-liquidseparation,acid dissolution of
solids, and TRUEX process for removal of TRUs

- CC waste Solid-liquidseparation,acid dissolution of
solids, TRUEX process for removal of TRUs, organic
destruction,and ion exchange for removal of cesium

• Pretreatmentfacilities

- 244-AR Vault and B Plant

• Vitrificationfacility

- HWVP

• High-level and TRU waste disposal

- Borosilicateglass waste form
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• Low-levelwaste (LLW) disposal

- Grout waste form.

4.1.2 Schedule Base Case

The activities identified in fiscal year (FY) 1991 Budget Case 2
(December1990) were selected as the program elements that would be used in
the VERT computer model. Budget Case 2 was selected because it represented
the most complete and highly developed DSTWD program baseline in existence at
that time.

4.1.3 Mission Logic Diagrams

To clearly establish the logical relationship between the various program
elements, two DSTWD mission logic diagrams weredeveloped. One diagram
representedthe program elements necessary to process NCAW, while the second
representedthe program elements needed to process post-NCAWs (NCRW and PFP
and CC wastes). These diagrams are shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.

4.1.4 Top-Level Schedule

Review of the technical base case, mission logic diagrams, and schedule
base case revealed that the logic between some of the program elements could
not be defined. Additionally,while the activities necessary to reach startup
of HWVP were well defined, not all activities necessary to complete the vitri-
fication program were defined. For example, the schedule base case did not
include the activity "replace first HWVP melter." Therefore, approximately50
activities were added to the base case schedule. A new integrated schedule
showing ali the inter-relatedactivities was created for the Risk Assessment
and was designated the "top-level schedule." Program elements input into the
VERT program model were developed from the top-level schedule. A review of
the top-level schedule (see Figures 4-4 and 4-5 in pouches at the back of this
document) will show baseline performance periods for principal vitrification
activities as shown in Figure 4-6. The approach taken in providing the base
case for this Risk Assessment used the mission logic diagrams in conjunction
with the top-level schedule to define the analysis baseline.

4.1.5 Double-Shell Tank Risk Assessment Working Teams

To perform the DSTRA, a working team was established for each of the
seven DSTWD major activities. The individualschedule activities fell wholly
or mostly within one of these major activities. The working teams were
assigned the responsibilityof assessing all schedule activities,which fell
within their major activity, and coordinatingthe results of the assessments
with those of the other working teams.
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Figure 4-2. Mission Logic Diagram--NeutralizedCurrent Acid Wastes.
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Figure 4-3. Mission Logic Diagram--Post-Neutralized
CurrentAcid Wastes.
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Figure 4-6. Baseline Schedule for Double-ShellTank Waste Disposal.
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4.1.6 Assessments

, Each schedule activity was assessed againstone or more specifiedcate-
gories. The categories assessed as specifiedin WHC-EP-0391,Hanford Waste
VitrificationSystems Risk Assessment Action Plan (Miller 1990) were as
follows:

1. Technologicalcomplexity

2. Process technologicalmaturity

3. Adequacy of existing facilities

4. Compliance to orders and regulations

5. Compore programs and facilitiesto other vitrification facilities

6. Facility capability to operate reliably

7. Facility safety

8 Design definition

g. Safety and environmentaldocumentation.

Not all the assessmentcategories apply to each schedule activity. For
example, a schedule activitymight be assessed for Categories 1, 2, and 4, but
not 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. Determinationof the categories applicable to each
individual schedule activitywas made by the major activity working team
leader, with concurrenceby the Risk Assessment Management Team.

When assessing a schedule activity against a category, specific consider-
ations were addressed. These specific considerationswere as follows:

I. Complexity

a. Compared complexity with existing processes and technologies

b. Assessed the extent of prior use in nuclear or commercial
facilities

c. Assessed the number and uniquenessof major process elements

d. Assessed number and types (solid, slurry, etc.) of feed and
discharge streams

e. Assessed degree of automation.

2. Maturity

a. Evaluatedthe depth and breadth of technology that _upports the
major process elements

b. Assessed commercial availabilityof process equipmentJ
J
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c. Considered pilot-plant,bench-scale,reduced-scale,or end-
scale, prototype,and commercial experience

d. Considered experience at the SRS and the West Valley Demonstra-
tion Project (WVDP).

3. Existing Facilities

a. Reviewed existingdocumentation used to support the use of
existing facilities

b. Note that compliance to orders and regulations,specifically
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order 6430.IA, General Design
Criteria (DOE 1989), and environmentaland safety regulations,
codes, and standards are the topic of a separate assessment
(Category4). Reviews focused on uncertaintiesassociatedwith
systems or equipment items that are not planned to be upgraded
to comply with environmentalor safety regulations. The
control system may be adequate but outdated. Will maintenance
be difficult because of space constraints? Will it be possible
to add process equipment if difficultiesarise during initial
(cold or hot) operations?

4. Compliance

a. Reviewed design criteria for each major Hanford Site vitrifica-
tion facility to determine if appropriatesafety and environ-
mental regulationsare being used in the design process

b. Examined the design criteria documents for each of the major
vitrificationfacilities to determine if applicable DOE Orders
or federal and state regulations are properly referenced

c. Compared criteria to key DOE Orders and regulations,such as
DOE Order 6430.IA (which required compliance with all federal,
state, and local requirements),to assess their compliance with
the applicableOrders and regulations.

5. CompaFe Program

a. Identifiedmajor elements of SRS and WVDP vitrification
programs

b. Assessed similaritiesand differencesbetween Hanford Site
vitrificationprogram elements (facilitiesor key process
elements) and those at SRS and at WVDP

c. Identified any elements of the SRS or WVDP programs that are
missing from the Hanford Site program and justified the differ-
ences

d. Identified current and evolving problems in the SRS and WVDP
programs and identifiedtheir potential impacts to the program
at the Hanford Site.
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6. Reliable Operation

a. Assessed facility layout for efficient operations (assumed
identifiedmodificationsare complete)

b. Assessed condition of plant equipment and availabilityof
spares

c. Assessed facility availability,or Operating Efficiency
Analysis (if available).

7. Safety

a. Assessed condition of engineered safety systems, including
hazardous and radioactivematerial confinement barriers,
ventilation systems, etc.

b. Reviewed worker contamination,radiation exposure, and first
aid records

c. Assessed numbers and types of safety-relatedoccurrences or
audit findings [unusual occurrences,Tiger Team, Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA),Technical Safety
Appraisal (TSA), unreviewedor open safety issues]

d. Assessed redundancy and separation of safety equipment.

8. Design Definition

a. Assessed the level of design completion (designstatus) for
constructionor modificationof each major Hanford Site
facility

b. Reviewed design criteria, schedules, and planning documents to
ensure appropriateplanning is in place to complete design in
allotted time.

g. Documentation

a. Assessed status of required safety analysis reports (SAR),
National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA)of 1969 documentation,
Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology)and
U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency (EPA) documentation,and
environmentalpermit applications.

4.1.7 Documentation

In assessing each schedule activity, the working team gathered documen-
tation or interviewed responsible individuals as required to address the
questions or considerations associated with each assessment category. This
information is provided in WHC-EP-0427,Hanford Waste VitrificationSystems
Risk Assessment - Final Report Supporting Information (Miller et al. 1991)].
The documentationfor each schedule activity includes a Risk Analysis Results
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Form, an Input to Science Applications InternationalCorporation (SAIC) Form,
and one or more Uncertainty Report Forms, described as follows.

Risk Analysis Results Form--This form documents the assessmentsperformed
on a scheduled activity.

Input to SAIC Form--Forthe purpose of the Risk Assessment,risk was
defined as the product of probability and consequence. The consequence of
completing a schedule activity was quantified as cost and time. Based on the
documentation reviewed and discussion with knowledgeableindividuals,the
teams developed optimistic, pessimistic,and most likely estimates of the cost
and time required to complete each schedule activity. The teams were also
required to identify the fixed and variable portions of the aforementioned
cost estimates. If the schedule activity was an "initiatingactivity" (e.g.,
an activity that is not preceded by another activity), an estimate of the
start date was also made. This informationwas documented on the Input to
SAIC Form. With these estimates, it was _ossible to compare the cost and time
required to complete the DSTWD program against the base case schedule and
against models modified to include one or more mitigating strategies. These
estimates are also used to identify cost and time critical paths. The teams
were also required to determine the probabilityof the schedule activity being
successfullycompletedwithin the "most likely" duration.

Uncertainty Report Form--In assessing a schedule activity, uncertainties
associated with successful completion of the activity were identified. The
bases for the uncertaintieswere also identified. A summary of uncertainties
and additionaldiscussion is provided in Section 4.3.

4oi.8 Probabilityof Success

The probabilityof success of an activity is, generally, not independent
of the cost and schedule for that activity. To support the VERT program, a
separate probabilityof success value had to be developed. A table of
"descriptivephrases" was used to qualitativelydescribe the probabilityof
successfullycompleting each schedule activity based on the assessment of the
activities and the resulting uncertainties.

Table 4-I correlates a numeric probabilityof successfullycompleting an
activity to the descriptive phrases used in the assessments. Probabilities
were assigned to each of the statements in Table.4-I based on the judgment of
the Risk Assessmentmanagement team. As such, the percentages are subjective,
yet they provide a consistent, relative me_._ureof uncertainty for each
activity. These probabilitieswere used in the risk analysis model to define
the probabilityof an activity being ._Jccessfullycompletedwithin the "most
likely" cost and duration.

With these probability estimat;s, it is possible to compare the proba-
bility of successfullycompleting t_e DSTWD program against modificationsto
the program to include one or more l_itigatingstrategies.

The activity probability is docull,_ntedon an Input to SAIC Form.

r
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Table 4-1. Numeric Probabilityof Success.
i

Description ProbabiIity

A. Done or nearly complete 1.0

B. Sure that it will be done 1.0
i

C. Routinely done now, here 1.0i

D. Routinely done elsewhere 0.99

E. Sure that it can be done 0.99
i i

F. Routinely done in past 0.99
i i

G. Has been done here 0.98

H. Has been done elsewhere 0o98

I. Demonstrated in prototype facility tests 0.95

J. Demonstrated in pilot-plant tests 0.95
i i

K. Demonstratedin bench-scaletests 0.90

L. Demonstratedin Iraboratory-scaletests 0.80

M. Think that it will be done 0.70

N. Think it can be done 0.70

O. Not sure it will be done 0 50

P. Not sure it can be done 0.50
i|.,

Q. Doubt it will be done 0.20
ill

R. Doubt it can be done 0.20
i

S. Virtually certain it will not be done 0

T. V'irtuallycertain it cannot be done 0
U. Know it will not be done 0

i

V. Know it cannot be done 0

Special probability designaters Probability

A* Continuationof an activity where the 1.0
actual probabilityof success is carried on
the first part of the activity

M* A 0.70 rating, the lower probability 0.99
rating has been assignedto the related cold
test

N* A 0.70 probabiiity spread over three 0.90
activities

O* A 0.50 probability spread over five 0.87
activities

NOTE: Assignment of probabilitywas performed by members
of the Risk Assessment management team based on their
experience.
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4.1.9 Filter Input

In this step, the probabilityand consequencedata generated during the
assessmentswere reviewed. The review consisted of a management level review
and a review by the Risk Assessment management team. The purpose of the
review was to filter out inconsistentand inaccuratedata before these data
were input for the final model run. Partial model runs were used to study the
sensitivityof the model to the input data and to help identifydata that were
inconsistentor incorrect. The team members participatedto ensure that any
changes to the data to resolve inconsistenciesor inaccuracieswere accept-
able.

4.1.10 Model Development

Probability and consequence (scheduls and cost distributions) data gener-
ated for each of the schedule activities during the assessment process were
input into the VERT model. The development of the model, plus a post-
processing step, is described in Section 4.5.

4.1.11 Run Venture Evaluation and Review Technique
Model, and Indicate and Evaluate Results

Subsequent to review and final revision of the input data, the model was
used to identify program risks. The output of the model identified three
categories of program risk_ and listed those activitiesthat most influence
each of the risk categories. The three categories are defined as follows.

Cost Critical--Cost-criticalactivities are ranked according to a factor
derived by multiplying a constant by the difference between the most
likely and pessimisticcost, or most likely and the baseline cost,
whichever is greater. The potential increase in cost is utilized because
mitigating strategies applied to activitieswith a large potential
increase in cost have a better chance of decreasing overall program cost
than mitigating strategies applied to activities for which the potential
increase is initially small. The activities are ranked in descending
order.

Time Critical--Thestring of activities through the network that has the
greatest cumulative time is the time-criticalpath. The activities that
appear on the time-criticalpath are ranked accordingto a factor derived
by multiplying the frequencyof occurrence on the critical path by the
difference between the most likely and pessimisticduration, or most
likely and baseline duration,whichever is greater. The potential
increase in duration is included because mitigating strategies applied to
activitieswith a large potential increase in duration have a better
chance of decreasing overall program time than mitigating strategies
applied to activities for which the potential increase is initially
small. The activities are ranked in descending order.

ProbabilityCritical--Activitiesthat have probabilitiesof success less
than one are ranked according to a factor derived by multiplying their

" probabilityof failure (one minus probabilityof success) by a ratio that
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reflects how far in the future the activity is performed. The probabil-
ity critical factor was less the further an activity is in the future.
The intent was to reflect the fact that as the program progres:'_.s,the
likelihood of an activity being successful increasesdue to increased
knowledgeof the requirementsand improvedtechnology to satisfy the
requirements.

4.1.12 Identify Significant Risks

The three lists of high-risk activitiesgenerated by the VERT program and
post-processingwere consolidatedby Risk Assessment management review into a
single-rankedlist of significant risks. The risks are ranked accordingto
their potential impact on the DSTWD program. The risk-rankingprocess is
discussed in greater detail in Section 4.5.4.1 and in Appendix A.

4.1.13 Identify Future Studies and Develop Alternatives

Potential alternativesor mitigating strategies to the high-risk schedule
activities were investigated. These alternativesrequire additional study to
accurately define their probabilities,consequences,and overall impact on
programmaticrisk.

4.2 MA,]ORACTIVITYASSESSMENTS

4.2ol Characterization

4.2.1.1 Definition. Characterizationof double-shelltank (DST) waste is
required to provide fundamentaldata for Tank Farm operations, retrieval,
pretreatment,the Grout Treatment Facility (GTF), and HWVP. Important
physical and chemical properties need to be determined in order to identify
appropriatemethodology and equipment for retrieval of waste from DSTs to
provide a feed source to the pretreatmentfacility. The chemical and radio-
nuclide properties of the waste will dictate the appropriatewaste pretreat-
ment and facilitydesign requirementsfor B Plant, HWVP, and the GTF. The
acquisition of core samples also provides material for performing laboratory-
scale tests of the waste pretreatmentmethodology. Characterizationof DST
waste will provide informationfor performing appropriatevitrificationfeed
processibilitytests, performing waste form qualification (WFQ) activities,
designing vitrificationequipment, and receivingpermits for the vitrification
facility. Flowsheets,production records, transfer records, and miscellaneous
sample analyses have been used in conjunctionwith core sample results to
characterizethe waste.

The current tank waste compositionprojectionsfor each of the four
wastes to be vitrified, including data sources and uncertainty ranges where
available, are provided in Appendix C.

4.2.1.2 Activities. Core sampling and analysis of NCAW, NCRW, and PFP and CC
wastes is scheduled for FYs 1991 through 1996 (Table 4-2). The chemical,
physical, and radionuclideproperties of these wastes will be determined to
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Table 4-2. Double-ShellTank CharacterizationSampling Plan.
m.i ii

SampLes
Waste Tank Slq=Les taken FY FY FY FY FY FY
type required" through 1991 1992 1993 1994 1;95 1996

12/90
i

NCAW 101-AZ 5 2 - - 1 2 ......
102-AZ 5 1 -- 1 1 2 ....

Feed 102-AY 3 1 -- 1 ...... 1
tank

i

NCRW 103-AW 8 2 - - 1 2 1 1 1
105- AW 8 3 - - 1 1 1 1 1

PFP 102-SY 9 2 -- 1 1 2 1 2 iiiiII n

cc 101-sY 4 o b ..........
_oz-sY 4 _ ............
102-A. 4 I b 4 2 3 3 3
I07-A. 3 o ............
101-AY 2 0 ............

'The number of samples is based on funding and equipment
availability.
bSome sampleswill be acquired in 1991 to support resolution of

tank safety issues.

CC m Complexant concentrate
FY - Fiscal year
NCAW - Neutralizedcurrent acid waste
NCRW - Neutralizedcladding removal waste
PFP - PlutoniumFinishing Plant

supportwaste retrieval, pretreatment,HWVP waste form, and feed processi-
bility development. The activities evaluated in this Risk Assessment can be
categorized as (I) the near-term (FY 1991) characterizationwork for each of
the four waste types, and (2) the follow-on (FYs 1992 through 1996) core
sampling and characterizationwork for each of the four waste types.
Additionally, characterizationof double-shellslurry (DSS) and double-shell
slurry feed (DSSF) samples will be performedto support grout formulation
development,verification,and permitting activities.

4.2.1.3 Assessments. SafetY--Coresampling and characterizationof DST waste
has been delayed pending resolution of key tank safety issues. These delays
in sampling and characterizationincrease the program risks for the follow-on
activities (retrieval,pretreatmenttechnology, pretreatment,vitrification,
and GTF), which depend to varying extents on these data. The methodology used
in this assessment quantifies these lack of adequate waste characterization
data risks as risks to the follow-on activities rather than as characteriza-
tion risks.

One of the key tank safety issues, mentionedearlier, results from
organic complexants in some of the wastes, which degrade as a result of
radiolysis and unknown chemical reactions to produce flammable gases. There
is concern as to the potentialfor a combustion of these gases in the tanks.
Core-sampling activities are presently suspendedas a result of high tempera-
tures observed during recent drill-bit testing. Restart of core-sampling
activities depends on the ability to demonstratethat drill-bit temperatures
can be controlled to within acceptable limits and samples safely obtained.
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A phased approach involvingpush-mode sampling will be used to demonstrate
that core sampling continues to be a safe and viable form of sample retrieval.
More difficult methods of sample retrieval (rotation)then can be pursued at a
later date as development activities allow bit temperaturemonitoring to be
conducted in a rotational mode. A safety analysis and a readiness review will
be performedbefore sampling can proceed in the push mode. Core sampling
efforts resumed in May 1991 with tank I01-SY.

Certain DSTs and SSTs have been designated as Public Safety Law List
tanks and will receive high priority for sampling and characterizationand
thus will take priority over non-list tanks. These list tanks are those
containing either significantamounts of organic complexants (and thus poten-
tially generating hydrogen), ferrocyanides,or high-heat-producingisotopes.
Ferrocyanidecompounds have been shown to react exothermicallyunder certain
conditions. Some of these list tanks (e.g., tank I01-SY) contain CC wastes
and are thus candidates for retrieval and pretreatmentas part of the Hanford
Site waste vitrification program. Because these tanks will receive priority
sampling, it is anticipatedthat sampling and characterizationwill serve both
safety and vitrificationprogram needs. Sampling of these tanks, however, m_y
be delayed by waiting for optimum sampling 'windows'related to hydrogen gas
release.

Again, core samples can be taken only in the push mode until safety
issues are resolved. Sampling of other tanks resumed after completion of the
readiness review conducted in June 1991. Many of the other tanks (e.g., tanks
I01-AZ, I02-SY, and I03-AW) are candidates for the vitrificationprogram
mission. The priority for sampling these tanks will be reduced not only by
the need for sampling tanks with safety-relatedissues, but by the need to
sample SSTs to meet scheduledTri-Party Agreement (Ecology 1990) milestones.
Both factors have the potentialto adversely impact the vitrificationprogram.

Reliable Operation--Core samples are also needed to support the grout process
of DSS and DSSF wastes. Several core samples are needed during FYs 1991
through 1996. A reliable core-samplingmethod and adequate charact._rization
capabilitiesare needed to support developmentof systems requiring these
data.

Only one core-samplingtruck is currently available to sample both DST
and SST waste. The sampling requirementsfor SST wastes will increase greatly
in FY 1992. A second core-samplingtruck will be available in FY 1992 to
sample SST wastes; however, a third truck is not planned to be available until
FY 1994. Experience has shown high failure rates for sampling equipment.
Adequate spare parts and timely maintenancewill be needed to support the
aggressive sampling requirements. Procurementof additional equipment
(includingspare trucks) will likely be necessary to support the sampling
schedules. Additional weather screens must be availableto allow sampling
during inclementweather conditions.

Presently, inadequate laboratory instrumentationand spares are available
to allow development of key analyses (e.g., noble metals) on a required
schedule and to support the routine characterizationrequirements. In addi-
tion, there is insufficientlaboratory space availableto handle the large
projected sample loads. Effortsmust be made to obtain the equipment, labora-
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tory space, and personnel required to characterizeDST and SST wastes without
adverse impact to the vitrificationprogram or Tri-Party Agreementmilestones.

4.2.2 Retrieval

4.2.2.1 Definition. Retrieval is the mobilization and/or removal of in-tank
sludges for transfer to a treatment,disposal, or other storage facility.
Retrieval includes not only the activitiesnecessary to mobilize and remove
solids and supernate from the DST but also the support activities needed to
qualify, install, and operate the system. Also included are activities needed
to remove and dispose of the retrieval equipment, and any existing DST equip-
ment that must be modified or replaced to accommodatethe retrieval process.
Equipmentexamples include failed retrieval system components and instrument
trees.

4.2.2.2 Activities. Liqui_ and solid wastes stored in DSTs must be retrieved
and transferred to existing or new facilitiesfor treatment before the wastes
can be immobilized. The retrieval activitiesaddressed in this Risk
Assessment can be categorized as follows:

• Technology development

• Design, development,and installationof prototypicalretrieval
systems including the conduct of process tests

• Final design and installationof each full-scale retrieval system.

The design and development of small-scaleretrieval systems to obtain
representativewaste quantities for TRUEX pilot-plant operation (and pre-
treated wastes for WFQ testing) also were addressed. Considerableattention
was given to near-term activities related to development of the first proto-
type (NCAW) retrieval system.

Tank I01-AZ has been selected as the first location for development and
demonstrationof a retrieval system at the Hanford Site. The material stored
in tank AZ-I01 (and other "aging waste tanks") has a high level of radioactive
heat generation that requires special design parameters and extra equipment
for agitationof the wastes during storageto maintain conditions within tank
operating specificationsand to monitor tank and waste conditions. The extra
equipment includes airlift circulators,thermocoupleassemblies, sludge
radiationmeasurement dry wells, and a steam coil for use during the initial
filling operations. This in-tank equipmentwill cause interferenceand
special problems during the waste retrievaloperations. Waste retrieval under
these conditions has not been demonstratedat the Hanford Site.

Tank I01-AZ contains approximately3,800 m_ (I million gal) of NCAW,
includingabout 51 cm (20 in.) of settled solids, in addition to solids that
are presently suspended in the supernateby the airlift circulators.

Mixer pumps were chosen as the planned method of sludge mobilizationfor
waste retrieval from DSTs based on the following:

• Engineeringtechnology studies
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• Experiencewith hydraulic sluicing at the Hanford Site

• Experiencewith mixer pumps at the SRS and WVDP.

The operational goal of the tank I01-AZ retrieval system process test is
to achieve gO-percent mobilization (mix sludge with supernate) of approxi-
mately 51 cm (20 in.) of settled solids and to demonstratethat a slurry
suitable for transfer can be maintained within the tank. Instrumentationto
verify sludge mobilizationeffectiveness includesgamma probes, ultrasonics,
and temperature profiles. The informationand experience gained during this
process test is expected to: (I) confirm the mobilizationcharacteristics,
(2) provide bases to optimize the number and location of mixer pumps,
(3) verify data from laboratory models, and (4) suggest design modification
for other retrieval systems. The mobilizationgoal for final retrieval of
waste sent to pretreatmentis being studied. The study does not include final
cleanout for the tank closeout.

Because the rheologicaland physical propertiesof each waste type are
not well known, an assumption has been made that each high- and low-level
waste type will require a different retrieval system or retrieval technique.

Except for NCAW, the differences anticipatedfor retrieval systems
include the type of equipment needed for mobilization,ancillary equipment,
and tank modifications. Retrieval of some waste such as NCRW may require
mobilizationequipment other than mixer pumps because of the high shear
strength of the sludge waste. At this time, the basic retrieval system is
assumed to include a transfer pump, mixer equipment,mixer equipment lowering
or support mechanisms, burial containers, and instrumentationand controls.
Before installationof this equipment can be performed, the following
modifications to the tank may be required: installationof a waste cooling
system, upgrades to the electrical power distributionsystem to the Tank Farms
either by upgrading the Tank Farm power or using portable power, installation
of a portable ventilationsystem or upgrading the current ventilation system,
and removal and replacement of thermocouples.

Equipment requiring cold testing will be tested and modified, as neces-
sary, before it is installed at the double-shellTank Farms. After cold
testing, the retrieval system will be installed in the specified DST and
tested for operability and effectivenessof solids mobilization and suspen-
sion. The retrieval operation will be evaluated and changes made, as neces-
sary, before turning the system over to the Operations staff for full-scale
waste retrieval.

4.2.2.3 Assessments. Complexity--Thesystems for waste mobilization and
retrieval are not complex. In most cases, centrifugalmixing pumps will be
used to mobilize the tank waste. Turbine transfer pumps will be used to
transfer the waste from the waste tanks for treatment. The SRS is using
similar pumps. Automation is limited to microprocessorsfor pump controls.

Maturity--Retrievalinstallationand operations are based on existing pump
technologiesthat are being applied to other nuclear facilities. Similar
mixing pumps are being used at the SRS and WVDP for mobilization of radio-
active sludge. One aspect of the Hanford Site mobilizationand retrieval
operation that may require development is a special impeller to meet the net
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positive suction head requirementsif the tank is operated near boiling. This
special impeller _esign is expected to result in a high equipment cost. There
is limited experience in predicting the effectivenessof the pumps when used
to mobilize waste in the Hanford Site tanks. The effectivenessof the mixing
pumps will vary depending on the type of waste to be mobilized. An assumption
is that if mixing pumps are not able to mobilize gO percent of the sludge,
alternatemixing methods may be required.

Work to date on retrieval methods, other than the 101-AZ NCAW method, is
limited. New technology and development of methods still need to be deter-
mined for post-NCAW operations. Technical data analyzed to date indicate that
mixer pumps may not be suitable for NCRW retrieval because of the high shear
strength of this waste.

Initial reduced-ccaletestinq has been completed by Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) using simulated sludge mixtures. Additional PNL testing will
be completed and an effectivemixing equipmentcleaning radius i-areach waste
type will be established. Scale-up factors to plant unit equipment may not be
as planned.

Mobilizationof waste for small scale tes}s involves mixing approximately
the first foot of sludge to deliver 15 to 26 mJ (4,000 to 7,000 gal) for
pilot-plant operation. Mixing equipment installation,operation, and mobili-
zation verificationstill have to be developed.

Retrievalequipment for tank I01-AZ (NCAW) is currently being developed.
The required number of pumps or other equipment still has to be determined
during process testing. The 90 percent mobilizationgoal may not be met in
the tank I01-AZ process test using two pumps. A parallel project also being
developedwill installtwo additional pumps. The four-pumpconfiguration is
expected to meet the 90 percent goal. Also, sludge mobilization verification
and tank cooling requirementsduring equipment operation have not been
determined. Additional technology and equipmentdevelopment may be required.

Results of sample analyses for each of the wastes will be used to size
pumps and provide a basis for other engineeringdecisions during the detailed
design stage.

Tank and component structural integrity need to be maintained during
mobilizationand retrievaloperations. Corrosion allowance based on
laboratory testing, current tank condition, and effects of pump jet forces on
components will be determined and factored into the design of the systems.
New technology and equipment developmentmay be required to determine the
current tank condition.

Existing ventilation systems are designed to handle particulatesand
small heat loads only. No redundant power supplies are available. Engineer-
ing studies to upgrade ventilation systems and electrical power supply capa-
bilities for supportingretrieval activitieswill be completed. Process tests
cannot be initiatedunless ventilation and electrical power supply systems are
adequate.

Of the 28 DSTs, 8 tanks currently containing various waste types will be
used to store pretreated waste. Removal and pretreatmentof the sludge heels
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in these tanks before adding the pretreated waste may save several millions of
dollars in glass canister costs. Pretreatingthese heels will result in a
small volume of TRU material being sent to the vitrificationfacility and a
much larger volume of low-activitymaterial being sent to the grout facility.

Waste sludge heels remaining in the tanks may also affect the glass
formationprocess and/or vitrificationfacility equipment. High levels of
various glass-forming components in the sludge heels may exceed critical
limits requiring a decrease in waste-oxide loading per glass canister. The
decrease in waste-oxide loading corresponds to an increase in glass canisters
and overall cost. Other components in the sludge, such as chlorides, may
adversely impact some process equipmentmaterial of construction,e.g., the
receipt and lag storage tank (RLST) of the HWVP.

Tank I02-AY has been designated as the first receiver tank for pretreated
NCAW. This tank contains a 25.4-cm (10-in.) sludge heel, which may need to be
removed due to the high chloride content. Removal of the heel may also reduce
the number of canisters made. The full impact of mixing this sludge heel with
pretreated NCAW has not been fully evaluated. The schedule for cleanout of
this heel is optimistic and could result in a delay to the HWVP operations.
If Project W-236, which provide four new DSTs, is complete before the start of
NCAW pretreatment,one of these tanks could replace tank I02-AY. The current
schedule for completion of this project is December 1999.

Compare Proqram--Visitshave been made to the SRS facilities to review
retrieval systems and mixer pump installations. Contacts were made with WVDP
and SRS to discuss pump seal problems. Pumps at the Hanford Site are larger--
300 hp compared with 150 hp at SRS. The Hanford Site and SRS will have
approximatelythe same number of pumps per tank, but pump placement will be
differentdue to variation in riser locations. The WVDP has a greater number
of smaller pumps because the design of its tank bottom includes structural
members. The SRS and the WVDP are resolving problems that include an upper-
seal leak.

Reliable Operation--Facilitiesin the six double-shellTankFarms are similar.
Equipment is installedthrough risers, and equipment controls are located
nearby. There may be some interferencesduring the installationof mobiliza-
tion equipment from other Tank Farm upgrade projects due to limited Tank Farm
space. Once in place, operations will not be a problem. Plant equipment will
be ordered with spare parts.

There m_y be limited tank space to support supernatetransfers during
retrieval operations.

A cold-test facility [Tank Waste Retrieval Equipment,Handling, and
Operation (TWREHO)]will be constructed and used to develop equipment, verify
plant unit hardware and procedures,and train plant operators for Tank Farm
activities. The use of this facility is expected to eliminate most equipment
installationproblems.

Systems that have the most significanteffect on plant availabilityare
the mixer pumps, pump controls, transfer pumps, and equipment disposal
equipment and methods.

f
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In the past, transfer pumps have had limited life--3 to 4 months. A new
transfer pump specificationrequires a minimum of 5,000 h of operational life
for motor bearings.

Safety--The assessment of facility safety is the subject of current SAR
upgrade efforts. An aging waste tank and other DST 'JARswill be completed and
submitted to the DOE for approval. Tank Farm safety issues are discussed in
more detail in Section 4.2.7. A preliminarysafety analysis report (PSAR)
will be written for Project W-211, Double-ShellTank Retrieval Systems.

The improvementsto the ventilationsystem (Project W-030) and aging
waste transfer lines (Project W-028), which replace old piping, are designed
to improve safe operation.

Tank confinementwill be affectedwhen risers are opened for installation
of new equipment and while receivers are installedfor equipment removal.
Equipmentwill be provided to maintain the tank pressure and air-capture
velocity at the top of the riser within allowable limits during these
operations.

Desiqn Definition--Designcriteria have been established for NCAW retrieval
methods, but criteria still need to be developed for the post-NCAW tanks.
Post-NCAW retrieval activities have been limited to engineering studies.
Planning is in place to complete the design in the allotted time, given
adequate funding.

The conceptual design, a conceptual design report (CDR), functional
design criteria (FDC), and a portion of the required developmentwork on
prototypes have been completedon tank I01-AZ (NCAW). The CDRs and FDCs also
have been completed for Projects W-028, Aging Waste Transfer Lines; W-066, AZ
Tank Farm Electrical Upgrade; and W-030, Ventilation Upgrade, which are all
interfacingprojects. A cost account authorizationhas been completed on
capital work order Project W-I06, TWREHO Facility. All projects were started;
however, a hold has been applied to all but Projects W-028 and W-030 due to a
lack of funding.

Planning documents completed on I01-AZ projects include a technology
program plan and an engineeringwork plan.

Documentation--Changingrequirementsfor permits, construction,operation, and
disposal of equipment may increase preparation,review, and approval time
cycles for environmentaldocumentation. The initialResource Conservationand
Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) Part B permit applicationfor DSTs was submitted
to Ecology on June 30, 1991. Future modifications to the tanks and/or
supporting retrieval systems may require a modificationto the permit, which
will take approximatelyI yr for each modification. This time frame will vary
depending on the significanceof the modification and the outcome of permit
modificationnegotiationsconducted during the preparation of the initial
permit.

In addition, permits from the Washington State Department of Health under
the RadioactiveAir Emissions Program (RAEP), and EPA under the National
Emission Standardsfor Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)will be required if
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there is an increase in air emissions, and if the offsite dose is greater than
0.1 mrem using EPA methodology [40 CFR 61, Subpart H and Appendix D
(EPA 1990)]. Under the RAEP, guidance has been given to the DOE that for
sources with offsite doses less than 0.1 mrem, approval to construct is
required; however, the required informationis not as extensive as under full
permitting. Additionally,permits from Ecology under the prevention of
significant deterioration(PSD) regulationsand toxic air pollutant
regulations,for example, the Washington AdministrativeCode (WAC) 173-400
(Ecology 1991a) and WAC 173-460 (Ecology 1991b), may be required for other
pollutants. In addition,future regulationsare expected to be promulgated as
a result of the Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990, which may be appli-
cable.

4.2.3 Pretreatment Technology

4.2.3.1 Definition. High-level and TRU DST wastes are so designated due to
the radioactivecomponents,which are a very small fraction of the total mass.
The Record of Decision (ROD) (DOE 1988a) requires that these wastes will be
converted to glass for disposal. These wastes are designated as hazardous by
EPA designation procedures and as extremelydangerous by Ecology designation
procedures. The current objective of the pretreatmentprocess is to recover
the bulk of the nonradioactivecomponents in an LLW stream that can be
disposed of in grout while leaving the high-level and TRU components in a form
that can be disposed of in a greatly reduced volume of glass. Pretreatment
does not reduce the hazardous property of the waste, but it does separate a
hazardous waste into different streams to facilitatedisposal. As more strin-
gent disposal requirementsemerge, reducing the hazardous components of the
waste may be added to the scope of the pretreatmentmission. Pretreatment
technology is being developed in two parallel programs: one for NCAW and one
for the post-NCAW (NCRW, and PFP and CC waste) types.

The baseline NCAW pretreatmentprocess involves solids settling and
decanting, solids washing with water, filtration of decanted solutions, and
ion exchange of filtered solutions to remove cesium. Several activities are
currently underway or planned to bring NCAW pretreatmenttechnology develop-
ment to completion. Recent plans to use an alternate facility for settling
and decanting has raised questions about the optimum use of flocculants. No
further technology development is planned for filtration. Independentreviews
of the status of pretreatmenttechnology identified numerous positive aspects
of pretreatment, but also raised questions about the reference flowsheet for
ion exchange. Additional ion-exchangetesting has been planned. Three items
also are being developed for process control purposes. These items include a
solid-liquid interfaceand settling rate detector, an on-line TRU monitor for
use on the process LLW stream, and corrosion/passivationprobes (sometimes
referred to as pH control) for controllingchemical additions to the glass
plant feed stream.

The process technology for post-NCAW is evolving as experience with these
wastes is gained in the laboratory and as new pretreatment requirementsare
identified. Treatmentmay entail water washing of caustic sludges to remove
soluble and corrosive species followed by dissolution of the water-washed
solids in acid. Finely divided TRU solids will be filtered out of the wash
water and dissolver liquor, and dissolved TRU species will be recovered in the
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TRUEX process. The CC waste treatment must ensure that the bulk of the cesium
is separated for disposal in glass as well as provide for the destruct"on of
organics in grout feed.

4.2.3.2 Activities. Process development for the extraction of NCAW is fairly
complete;however, informationfor processing post-NCAW is still limited.
Flowsheets for the NCAW process have been developed and refinement of the
process details is in progress.

Neutrali¢e_lCurrent Acid Waste - Engineering Evaluationof Flocculation
Optimization--Willidentifythe optimum injectionmethod and concentrationfor
the ferric nitrate flocculatingagent used in the NCAW process. The iron
additive precipitatesand initiatesflocculation, lt is important that this
process occur uniformly throughoutthe tank or there will be pockets of
suspended solids. Uniformity requires mixing, but mixing (shear)will tend to
break up the flocculatedsolids. There must be a balance--enoughmixing to
achieve uniformity without negating the flocculationof the solids. This work
became necessary with plans to perform settling anddecanting in the large
tanks within the AR Vault or perhaps in the 3,800 me (I million gal) storage
tanks. The quantity of flocculatingagent needs to be minimized without
adversely impacting the process throughput.

Ion-_xChanqeTechnoloav Development--Includeslaboratory tests, pilot-scale
tests, and an engineering evaluationof the test results to recommend the best
applicationof ion exchange at B Plant. The testing consists of batch-
loading tests and continuous-loadingtests for the two resins (CS-lO0 and a
resin developed at SRS) under consideration. Pilot-scaletesting will be
completed to resolve concerns about the physical and mechanical stabilityof
the resins. An engineeringevaluation of the test results will provide the
basis for a final recommendationon how to apply ion exchange at B Plant.

EngineeringEvaluationof pH Control--Includeslaboratory tests and engi-
neering evaluation of the test results. Because the objective of the test
program is to demonstrate a probe that indicateswhen a test metal is
passivated in the presence of process solution, "pH control" is a misnomer.
The value of this probe is that it will permit the operators to add the
minimum amount of chemicalsto the HWVP feed stream to make it passive toward
the carbon steel storage tanks without over-passivating. Over_-passivating
with chemicals results in unnecessaryglass volume.

Transurani.cMonitor Hot PrototypeTest--A continuationof instrument develop-
ment. Previous development advanced the on-line TRU monitor and interface
detector sufficientlythat testing of prototypedesigns is now warranted. The
passivation probes discussed earlier, after appropriatecold testing, will
also be tested in a radiolyticallyhot environment. The interface detector
also has promise for measuring the rate of solids settling;this application
will be explored. An engineeringevaluation of the test results will result
in a final recommendationon the application of these process control devices
for processing NCAW.

Neutralized Current Acid Waste Draft Final Flowsheet--Willfully integrate
AR Vault and B Plant operations for NCAW. The flowsheetwill incorporatethe
results of flocculantoptimization and ion-exchangetesting.
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Post-NeutralizedCurrent Acid Waste--TheTRUEX process development involves
applicationof the TRUEX process to the preCreatmentof NCRW and PFP waste
sludges. The scope of the laboratorywork entails dissolution chemistry that
results in stable dissolver solutionsand the filtration and processing of
those solutions through the TRUEX process. Process optimizationstudies also
will be performed. In addition,extensive corrosion studies are being
conducted to support selection of constructionmaterials for the TRUEX
process.

The CC process development is being pursued independentlybecause the
waste has characteristicsnot found in NCRW and PFP waste. Consequently,
additional pretreatmentrequirementsexist. For example, organic complexants
hold significantamounts of complexedmetals in solution resulting in TRU
supernates. The complexants and their degradation products may also have
adverse effects on grout quality; thus, technology to destroy organics is
being developed. The CC also contains relatively large quantities of fission
products. At the very least, technology to separate cesium will be developed.
These activities are in addition to the applicationof the TRUEX process to CC
waste pretreatment.

TRUEX Pilot Plant--The TRUEX pilot plant also will be designed, fabricated,
and installed in B Plant and theWaste Encapsulationand Storage Facility
(WESF) to verify the TRUEX flowsheetsdeveloped by TRUEX process development
and CC process development. The pilot plant also will provide sample
quantities of treated glass plant feed for melter testing.

Oxidation Pilot Plant--An oxidationpilot plant will be designed, fabricated,
and installedin a to-be-determinedfacility to verify the flowsheet for
organic destruction. Before work on this pilot plant can begin, CC process
developmentmust progress to the point where an oxidation process can be
selected.

4.2.3.3 Assessments--NeutralizedCurrent Acid Waste PretreatmentTechnology.
Complexii_y--Documentationon the flocculent optimizationactivity is not
available and probably will not be available until late FY 1992. (Current
budget guidance has caused the start date for this work to slip from FY 1991
to FY 1992.) Use of flocculants is a common industry practice, and it is
anticipated that the intended applicationfor NCAW processingwill not raise
complexity issues.

Ion exchange is a common industry practice, as weil. However, operating
a two-cycle, ion-exchangeoperationwith the CS-lO0 resin may be unnecessarily
complicated if the alternate SRS resin would permit a one-cycle operation.
The SRS resin, with its higher selectivityfor cesium, may have the potential
to produce an adequately pure cesium product in a single pass. This potential
will be investigatedin the ion-exchangetest program.

Several instrumentsare being developed for process control purposes.
The interfacedetectors, passivationprobes, and on-line TRU monitor add
necessary complexity to the design, but without them, there would be no
control on some parts of the process. In addition, other parts of the process
would be controlled using the method of batch sampling and waiting for wet
chemistry analysis. Without these special instruments,process throughputs
would very likely be reduced. The conceptual flowsheet for the TRU monitor
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hot prototype test is quite simple. Processesof comparable or greater
complexity have been successfullyoperated in the WESF.

Maturity--Flocculationof NCAW solids on the scale envisioned in current
flowsheets has not been studied, although flocculationon a large scale is
certainly a common industrial practice. With current budget guidance, floccu-
lation studies to support the assumptionswill not be completed until mid-
1992. The schedulesfor pretreatmentassume a throughput that must be
maintained by the washing and settling operation. The ability to achieve this
throughput may depend on the optimized use of flocculants.

Independentreviews of the NCAW technology program identified concerns
regarding physical stability reported by some users of the CS-lO0 resin and
that not enough had been done to optimize the ion-exchangeoperation. There-
fore, testing will be conducted on a sufficientlylarge scale to evaluate
these concerns. Based on budget guidance, these results will not be available
until FY 1995. Similar testing of the alternateSRS resin also will be
pursued to provide a fall-back position if a serious problem is identified
with the preferred resin.

The interface/settlingrate detector will be assembled from commercially
available thermal dispersion elements, but the application as a settling rate
detector may be a novel application. This instrumenthas yet to be designed
for a remote installation. The passivationprobes under considerationare a
PNL design and are not commerciallyavailable; however, they are based on
well-understoodelectrochemicalprinciples. The probes have been the subject
of an extended test in DST AN-lO7.

The TRU monitor prototype will be built from commercially available
components. Boron trifluoride tubes are certainly not new, but combining them
with the electronics and shielding to detect alpha particles without
interferencefrom the spontaneousfissions of 2_Cm and from beta-gamma
sources is a novel development in on-line TRU monitor design. The design is
based on promising laboratory results.

Existinq Facilities--Tosupport the TRU monitor prototype test, certain demo-
lition and decontaminationactivities must be completed in cell 39 of B Plant
and in the WESF to prepare cells for equipment installation.

The equipment removed during demolitionmust be packaged and buried.
Regulations and internal requirementspertaining to packaging for burial are
expected to become more stringent. The design and approval of packaging to
satisfy new requirementscould be time consuming and lead to delays in
equipment removal scheduledto begin in early FY 1992. This would impact the
technology developmentschedule. (NOTE: The full assessment of B Plant is
given in Section 4.2.4.)

Reliable Operation--Currentsample load-out practices at the WESF can support
only a few samples per day. Hundreds of sampleswill be taken during the
course of the TRU monitor test and many of them will require analysis.
Improved sample load-out capabilitiesare likely to be required; currently,
they are not within the scope of the test program.
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Experience with the onsite analytical laboratoriesindicates that there
is a very large sample burden and that samples from technology development
activities have a lower priority than samples needed to resolve tank safety
issues or specific Tri-Party Agreement (Ecology 1990) milestones. There are
serious reservationsabout whether the onsite analytical laboratoriescan turn
around test samples in a timely manner without reprioritizationof the work
load.

Safety--lt is unlikely that a safety assessmentwill identify any serious
deficiencies for the TRU monitor test. A recent preliminary safety evaluation
(PSE) for the TRUEX pilot plant did not identify any deficiencies for proces-
sing NCRW and PFP and CC wastes. The WESF has a history of safe operations
with highly radioactiveprocess streams. The weakest area appears to be
radiation exposure during sample handling. As noted earlier, sampling at the
WESF is being reevaluated for other reasons.

Design.Defi.nition--TheTRU monitor design is complete and has been issued for
approval. Support equipment design is also complete and has been issued for
review and comment.

Documentation--Requirementsfor safety and environmentaldocumentation for the
TRU monitor test will be determined during the development of the detailed
test plan, which is currently underway. Safety documentation will be
completed in FY 1992. lt is unlikely that an SAR update will be required, but
a PSE could be mandated. If NEPA documentationis required, the finding is
expected to be of no significantimpact based on experience with the TRUEX
pilot plant.

The permitting status of this activity requires a timely review.
Although this test does not involve treatment of the hazardous wastes that are
already in storage at B Plant, the test plan calls for preparing potentially
hazardous solutions for use in calibrating the test instruments. Some minimal
oversight from Ecology and the EPA can be expected because both agencies have
expressed an interest in research,development,and demonstration (RD&D)
activities.

Introducinga new activity at the WESF also could invoke clean air
permitting if it causes a change in stack emissions.

4.2.3.4 Assessments--Post-NeutralizedCurrent Acid Waste Pretreatment
Technology. Complexity--Preparingfeed for the TRUEX process involves known
chemical processing operations,although there is a potential for increased
complexity as more experience is gained with actual waste sludges. For
example, it now appears that simply dissolving NCRW sludge in acid and clari-
fying the dissolver solutions is an inadequatepreparation. Washing the
water-soluble components from NCRW before acid dissolutionmay be required to
produce stable solutions. Additional chemical adjustmentsmay be required to
prevent complications in solventextraction. Surface active agents in tank
SY-I02, apparently from the T Plant decontaminationoperations, may adversely
affect solvent extraction. The preparation of TRUEX feed from PFP sludge will
undoubtedlyhave to take these surface active agents into consideration. In
addition, criticality limitationsmay need to be addressed in the facility
designs for, and processing of, the post-TRUEXHLW stream from these PFP
wastes.
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The TRUEX process, as developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in
Argonne, Illinois,and as adapted for pretreatment, is a relatively simple
solvent extraction process. The number of feed and discharge streams is
limited. The major process elements (dissolvers,filters, contacting devices)
are familiar equipment. Other waste treatment solvent extraction processes of

J similar complexity have been operated successfullyin B Plant. By comparison,
the PUREX process, mainstay of nuclear fuel reprocessingfor approximately
40 yr, is a much more complicatedprocess.

While the sludge dissolution and TRUEX processes are simple in concept,
they have only been demonstratedin laboratory-scaleexperiments. A number of
problems arising largely from the widely varying composition of the wastes
must be solved. An independentreview of pretreatmenttechnology completed
early in FY 1991 did not identify any significantproblems that would prevent
successfuldevelopment of the processes.

The CC processing is inherentlymore complex than NCRW/PFP waste proces-
sing because of the added requirementsto recover cesium and destroy organics.
Recent technology assessmentssuggest that strontium and technetium recovery,
as well as denitration,may be added as future requirements.

Maturity--Experiencewith NCRW and PFP waste has identified processing
requirementsthat were not anticipated. The solution stability problems men-
tioned earlier are an example. Experiencewith actual waste has shown that
the chemistry of feed preparationis more complicated than originally
anticipatedbut by no means fatal to the process. Some progress has been made
on the filtration of syntheticdissolver solids, but filtw_3tionwill continue
to be a weak spot in the technology until it is demonstratedon a significant
scale in the pilot plant.

The TRUEX process was developed at ANL with synthetic solutions under
ideal laboratory conditions,and it would be highly unusual if the application
to actual waste required no refinementof the chemistry. Laboratory,batch-
contacting experiments have verified the ability of the TRUEX solvent to
adequately decontaminateactual waste solutions, but chemistry adjustments are
needed to demonstrate that interfacialcrud can be eliminated. These adjust-
ments are currently undergoingevaluation. The chemistry of the TRUEX process
may require the specificationof special materials of constructionfor some
parts of the process. Corrosion studies are underway but not sufficiently
advanced to make a final recommendationat this point.

A number of factors could adversely impact the processing rates for post-
NCAW types. Chemistry adjustmentsneeded to eliminate the previously
mentioned interfacialcrud and to eliminate foaming during the dissolution
process could result in a reduced processing rate. Practicallimitations on
the replacement of existing plant piping could reduce the number of cells that
are realisticallyavailable for the TRUEX process installation. The removal
of cesium from CC waste could extend the processing duration. The unavail-
ability of an acid-side ion-exchangeprocess could necessitateneutralization
and storage of TRUEX raffinates for later treatment using the existing basic-
side ion-exchangetechnology. These factors drive the need for process
optimization,particularlywith respect to CC waste, which requires the added
cesium removal and organic destruction pretreatmentprocesses.
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Less progress has been made than scheduledto advance CC pretreatment
technology during the current fiscal year for a variety of reasons [e.g., PNL
had to stop work on pretreatmentwhile revising its environmental impact
statement (EIS), delays to the core-samplingprogram, reprioritizationof work
at WestinghouseHanford Company (WestinghouseHanford)]. The possible imposi-
tion of additional requirementsto remove strontium and technetium, and to
destroy nitrates,would expand the scope of the presently planned technology
effort. The delayed start of laboratorywork and expanded scope would not
necessarily affect the finish date for the overall technology program because
the duration of the activity is long enough to absorb the changes. However,
the activity would have to be funded at a much higher level.

The process equipment for pretreatmentgenerally comprises commercially
available components. Selection of a filter medium is not very far along, but
it is expected to be commercially available. Annular centrifugal contactors
do require custom machine shop work, but they have been made both at
WestinghouseHanford and ANL. Centrifugalcontactors have been used at SRS.
It is likely that some process control sensorswill also be custom-made items.
The ANL has operated a current TRUEX process with minimal annular centrifugal
contractors. The TRUEX process was also operated on a pilot scale in a
glovebox at PFP. The TRUEX pilot plant anticipatedfor the WESF uses the same
size contractorsas the PFP glovebox facility, so there is a reasonable level
of confidence that the WESF pilot plant will be successful.

Use of Existinq Facilities--TheTRUEX pilot-plant project was sited in B Plant
and the WESF under the assumption that certain facility upgrades would be
completed. For example, the old-fashioned,hand-operatedjet gang valves in
several areas in the plant were to be replaced with computer-controlled,
motor-drivenjet gang valves. Upgrades required to support the TRUEX pilot
plant have been included in Project W-207, Major B Plant Upgrades.

The solvent extraction operation in the WESF is expected to generate more
samples than the current sample load-out system can handle. An engineered
solution to this problem is not currently within the scope of the pilot-plant
project.

Compliance--Methodsfor satisfying secondary containment requirementsin the
B Plant canyon and hot-pipe trench are being evaluated. The same issues have
to be addressed during the pilot-plantpermitting process. Ecology has the
authority to require full compliance (Part B permit) or it can issue an RD&D
permit.

Desiqn Definition--TheTRUEX pilot plant has an approved FDC and CDR. An
advanced CDR is in the approval cycle. Definitive design has begun. Schedule
delays have already occurred because of a better workscope definition for the
TRUEX pilot plant and funding redistributionsin FY 1991 to resolve tank
safety issues.

Documentation--AnNEPA determinationof "finding of no significant impact" has
been approved by the U.S. Department of Energy-Headquarters(DOE-HQ)for
pilot-plant operation. The PSE was completed in conjunctionwith the CDR.
Additional safety documentation in conjunctionwith definitive design is
included in the project schedule. A permitting plan was prepared, and the
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requirementsfor hazardouswaste and other permits are currently being
researched within WestinghouseHanford.

4.2.4 Pretreatment Facilities

4.2.4.1 Definition. The B Plant and the 244-AR Vault have been identifiedas
the facilities to be used for pretreatmentof DST wastes. The NCAW operations
will utilize about 20 canyon cells within B Plant. Post-NCAW pretreatment
(TRUEX)operations may use 32 cells, with 12 cells having to be completely
refurbished. This sectionprovides an assessment of the activities required
to prepare these existing facilities for the pretreatmentmission and the
capability of the facilities to pretreat NCAW and the post-NCAW types.

4.2.4.2 Activities. Pretreatmentfacility activities include the activities
required to ensure environmentalcompliance;safe operations; installationof
process equipment and process controls; modernizationof facilities for more
efficient operation; preparationof documentation,including environmental
permits and SARs; training of personnel; operationalreadiness reviews and
preoperationaltesting; and pretreatmentoperations.

The B Plant and the AR Vault are existing operating facilities undergoing
modifications desi_,,___ *o bring the facility into compliance with federal,
state, and local environmentaland safety standards, codes, and regulations.
Additionally,modificationsare being conducted so waste can be processed or
pretreated at B Plant and the AR Vault.

Many of the existing systems at B Plant and the AR Vault are functional
and operating. The systems can be categorized into three types" (I) safety,
(2) environmental,and (3) process. Operationaltesting is a significant
requirement for startup but it is not necessary for all systems. A general
functional test of some systems will be adequate and will ease the task of
operational testing.

The following systemsrequire inspectionand/or modifications because of
some unresolved problems. For the most part, the problems are clearly
resolvable from a technical viewpoint.

• The chemical sewer system is currently undergoing major modifica-
tions by several constructionprojects. Additional unidentified
modificationsmay be required to comply with environmental regula-
tions.

• A design basis fire (DBF) accident analysis for the facility has not
been completed. The extent of new work has not been assessed.

• The condition of the cell drain system was investigatedthrough the
use of a video camera in FY 1990. This is a key component of the
secondarycontainment system. Cleaning, inspection, and integrity
assessmentshave been scheduledbut have not been completed.

• The incell and hot-pipe trench leak detection system components have
failed and require replacement. A program to design new, higher-
reliabilitycomponents is included in Project W-207.
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• The condition of the canyon samplers is unknown. A significant
number of samples may require replacement,which is high-dose-rate
work. As low as reasonably achievable considerationsmay justify a
replacement system or method. New best available technology studies
and a project may be required at a later date.

• The 271-B aqueous makeup unit (AMU) system is undergoing an upgrade
through Project W-O04. Floor replacementand dikes surroundingthe
AMU tanks will be completed by January 1992.

• The ion-exchangesystem upgrade is on hold. Major modifications are
required, but this is not a critical path item.

• The current cell 23 waste evaporator system has equipment problems
that were noted during the last period of operation. Corrective
actions have been identified but not yet implemented.

• The PHP filter system has been installed,but equipment alignment
difficultieshave occurred and corrective actions have not yet been
implemented.

• Environmentalrequirementsfor the process condensate system must be
clarified.

• The vessel ventilationsystem is scheduled for replacement. Normal
constructionproject uncertaintiesand equipment alignment difficul-
ties in cell 22 can be anticipated.

• The B Plant 221-B canyon crane is being evaluated for upgrades or
replacement. This projectwas placed on hold pending resolution of
the Risk Assessment findings.

• Documentation (including"as built" drawings, configurationcontrol
procedures, software verificationand validation,etc.) are
inadequate and will have to be updated to support the facility
operations.

The existing jumpers can be expected to require replacement by the end of
a complete pretreatmentmission due to aging gaskets. The NCAW processing
will require approximately100 new jumpers and the use of 100 to 200 of the
approximately1,500 jumpers presently in place. The number requiring replace-
ment by the end of NCAW operations is unknown, but an adequate plan for spares
should avoid excessive productiondelays.

Processing NCAW only in B Plant does not require extensive new process
equipment in addition to what is now in place. However, storage space for
failed equipment is occupied. The plant may have difficulty storing the old
equipment from cells 18 and 22. A disposal/burialplan for major equipment is
needed to support the pretreatmentoptions being considered.

The installationof the TRUEX pilot p',antand the TRUEX process equipment
in 12 cells in B Plant is a major increase in complexity over that required
for NCAW operation. To complete the processing of all four waste types plus
the pilot plant on schedule requires major constructionactivities comparable
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to the major refit of B Plant in the 1960's. Some canyon constructionactivi-
ties must be coordinated with operabilitytesting for NCAW and possibly be
completedduring NCAW operations. Minor equipment upgrades will not likely be
required at the AR Vault. Transfer lines, as well as instrumentationand
control, will have to be upgraded.

4.2.4.3 Assessments. Exisi;inqF_cilil;ies--(NOTE:This narrative only
addresses the use of existing facilities from a process standpoint. Regula-
tory issues are addressed under Compliance.)

The use of B Plant for pretreatmentprovides ample flexibility. The
plant has approximately 100 embedded lines to each process cell and approxi-
mately 1,600 jumpers in place from the previous mission and for current
operations. The B Plant jumper design and maintenance is well proven and
failure is predictableeven though a new design may be more reliable, lt is
expected that all the (1,600)jumpers used during an extended pretreatment
mission will be replaced at least once. An NCAW-only-missionmay not require
many changes because a typical jumper gasket lasts 3 yr. Maintenance is not
generally constrained by space, and room is available for new process
equipment if the existing unused equipment can be disposed of (burial).

The facility layout is effective for conducting the NCAW process mission
primarilydue to the size and complexity of the original structure and modifi-
cations made for the previous mission. The B Plant operationdoes depend on
routine canyon entry for process sampling and crane operation.

The B Plant canyon crane requires improvementsnot related to regula-
tions, codes, and standards (e.g., installationof new rails, a new rail bed,
and a television system to replace existing optics). A more reliable, easily
controlled crane will enhance process changes and maintenance activities
discussed earlier.

All process lines and tank systems (includingsecondary containment)will
be assessed for integrity before operation. Standard methods for changing
faulty processingequipment have been employed for many years at the plant and
new enhanced methods are being developed for possible future use. Studies are
currently being done on remote replacementof embedded piping and the use of a
portable remote manipulatormodule for use in removing, refurbishing,and
replacing incell equipment.

The use of the AR Vault for pretreatmentof NCAW provides additional
flexibilitybecause the tanks in the AR Vault are larger than those of B
Plant.

Compliancq--Thecompliance assessment for B Plant and the 244-AR Vault was
performed by Science Applications InternationalCorporation (SAIC) to criteria
in DOE Order 6430.1A (dated April 6, 1989). Both facilitieswere assessed
against individualcriteria lists. The B Plant was assessed for compliance to
610 items and the AR Vault was assessed for compliance to 670 items. Of
these, B Plant was found to be noncompliantin 73 items and the AR Vault in
94. An additional 36 items at B Plant and 94 items at the AR Vault were cate-

gorized as "to be determined" for compliance. These noncompliance issues are
being addressed by modification projects at B Plant and AR Vault or by the
performanceof additional studies. The assessment of design definition for
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B Plant and AR Vault (discussedlater in this section) describes the status of
these projects. Those issues that are not being resolved by construction
projects are being addressedadministrativelyor are being studied (e.g.,
secondary containment issues detailed below).

The major noncomplianceitems are basicallythe same for both facilities.
These items include the following.

I. lt is not proven that existing safety class structure and ventila-
tion systems remain operationaland retain confinement during and
after a credible design basis accident/earthquake(DBA/DBE).
Project W-059, Canyon Safety Class Ventilation Upgrades, an FY 1992
line item, will resolve these noncompliance items.

2. The safety class ventilation system and effluent mJnitoring system
do not have adequately qualifiedemergency power. Project W-059,
Canyon Safety Class VentilationUpgrades, an FY 1992 line item, will
resolve these noncompliance items.

3. Fire protection analysis and subsequent facility modification, if
any, must be performed to ensure that both are an "improved risk"
facility.

4. The as low as reasonably achievable objectives can be enhanced in
the areas of canyon sampling,steam system pressure relief, and
operating gallery instrument dip-tube confinement.

5. Modificationsto exhaust stack, filter cells, and exhaust tunnels
may be needed to preclude unacceptableconsequencesduring a DBE.

6. The once-throughprocess cooling system in B Plant may have to be
replaced to meet the requirementof a closed-loop cooling system for
use in high-level radioactive liquid waste facilities. The AR Vault
has already addressed this in a constructionproject upgrade. If
needed, B Plant could also be modified to meet this requirement.

7. Many of the candidate safety class instrumentationand control (I&C)
systems do not meet I&C safety class requirements includingDBA
resistance,redundancy, environmentalqualification,and uninter-
ruptible power supply (UPS) power.

Other issues identified by SAIC include the following:

I. A completed and approved final safety analysis report (FSAR) is
required before initial operation of each facility.

2. A qualified independentorganizationreview of the seismic design is
needed to establish structural adequacy at each facility.

3. Decommissioningissues must be addressed at each facility as
specified in DOE 6430.IA, Section 1300-11.

4. A comprehensivedocumentation system is required to properly facili-
tate quality assurance (QA) and safety audits as well as the mainte-
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nance of operating records required by state and federal regula-
tions. A document control and updating system meeting American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) NQA-1-1989 (ASME 1989)
criteria is necessary to ensure compliance to design criteria, and
safety and environmentalrequirements.

5. The drawings need to be thoroughly reviewed and "as-built" to the
current facility, system, and process configuration.

The adequacy of the B Plant secondary containmentsystem is a major
compliance issue. A tank system ir;tegrityassessmentwill be performedto
assess the structural integrityof the tanks, process equipment, piping, and
se_undary containmentsystem. This assessment is in support of the Part B
permit application. The WAC 173-303-640,"Tank Systems" (Ecology 1991c),
requires secondary containmentof any tank and piping handling dangerous
waste. A recent engineeringdocument, B Plant Secondary ContainmentSystem
Description and Analysis, WHC-SD-HWV-TI-017(Corcoran 1991), was prepared to
compare the B Plant secondarycontainment system design with the requirements
in the WAC. The document supports the WestinghouseHanford position that the
design of the secondarycontainment system meets these requirements. Concur-
rence with this position is being requested from the DOE and Ecology. If it
is determined that the B Plant system does not meet the regulatory require-
ments (eitherdue to the design or physical condition), B Plant could be
further modified at increasedcost and schedule durations.

Summaries of the compliance reviews of B Plant and AR Vault prepared by
SAIC are provided in Appendix B.

Reliable Operation--Facilitylayout is effective for conducting the NCAW
processing mission. Both the 244-AR Vault and B Plant have been used for
similar activities in the past, most recently in the extraction and purifica-
tion of 9°Srand 137Csbefore encapsulation. The B Plant uses a remote process
cell design that is made up of 40 cells arranged linearly. This layout
depends on piping in a covered concrete trench (hot pipe trench) within the
building and embedded piping within concrete to move waste and materials
between the appropriateprocess cells. These pipe routings are further
connected to process equipment by means of jumpers. These jumpers are also
used for electrical connectors,chemical makeup, steam, water, or anything
else that needs to be added to, or moved within, the system. The design,
fabrication, installation,and changeoutof jumpers has been routinely handled
throughout B Plant missions.

The original panel board operatingconfigurationneed for plant capital
was updated by the facility/processmonitor and control system. This system
uses a microprocessor-baseddistributed control system with redundant
communicationloops incorporatingtwo process control units and four operator
interfaceunits and one engineeringworkstation. This system is supported by
a 30-min 15-kVA UPS and two data-archivinqstations. Current projects are
expanding this system in support of environmentaland process monitoring
needs.

The condition of plant equipnlentand spares is good. Expendable parts
(pumps,motors, and critical jumpers) are maintained in s'_aresinventory.
Noncritical spares are availableon short lead-time procurementor can be fab-
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ricated onsite or locally. Spare units for large, one-of-a-kindprocess
equipmentwith expected low failure rates (i.e., cell 18 ion-exchangecolumn)
will not be purchased. In the event of a failure, a replacement can be fabri-
cated onsite. The last mission at B Plant required, on average, the change-
out/replacementof 100 jumpers ptr year. This number would be considerably
less in the 244-AR Vault due to the limited number of tanks.

In 1990, a steam condensate leak occurred, which eventually lead to
leakageof contaminated solutionthrough a building expansion joint into the
plant electrical gallery, a manned area. The source of this leak proved
difficult to identify because of the series of two equipment (a condensate
line failure and an inoperableleak detector) and one administrative(failure
to remove a constructiondrain plug) failure that combined to allow the leak.

The B Plant is staffed for continuous operations, 24 h/day, 7 days/week.
The projected operating efficiency is estimated to be 50 percent. This takes
into account batch and operating inefficienciesas well as planned and
unplannedoutages°

Facility Safety--The B Plant and the AR Vault are generally in compliance with
current codes and safety standards. The B Plant was completed in 1945 and was
extensivelymodified in the mid-lg60's to recover strontiumand cesium from
radioactivewaste streams. Upgrades to instrumentation,controls, and elec-
trical systems have been made to keep pace with continuallyevolving require-
ments. The AR Vault was constructedin 1969. Upgrades to the vessel and
building ventilation systems have been completed recently.

Seismic analyses have indicated survival of B Plant and AR Vault
confinement structures and exhaust filters. Considerableseismic analyses,
includinganalysis of the end walls and safety class systems at B Plant,
remain to be completed. Upgrades to the B Plant exhaust fans and stack are
planned in order to meet seismic requirements. Testing has been, and is
being, conducted to ascertain the condition of the structural concrete and
steel. Analyses have not identifiedany deficienciesthat cannot be
corrected.

The B Plant is a heavily shielded facility, hence most exposure to
workers is associatedwith manned entries into the canyon structure for sam-
pling of process streams or maintenance of equipment. Radiation fields in the
canyon generally range from 20 to 50 mR/h. This arrangementresults in
somewhat higher radiation exposure and contaminationpotential than for a new
facility, but is well within the DOE radiation exposure limits. Planned
upgrades to the sampling systemswill further reduce radiation exposure by
reducing canyon stay-time.

The B Plant and the AR Vault were constructed well before the
implementationof DOE Order 6430.IA, and consequently,the implementationof
redundancy and separation for Safety Class equipment is incomplete. Safety
Class equipment for future processing of DST waste will be primarily related
to confinement of airborne radionuclides. Planned upgrades to canyon/vault
ventilationsystems will provide the required redundancy and separation of
Safety Class equipment. At B Plant, these upgrades will include isolation of
_'_tiP_clhinh-_ffiri_nrv n_rfiroil_t_ _ir (HFPA) filt_P f_riliti_R n_w r_nynn

exhaust fans, Safety Class emergency power, and a new exhaust stack with
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redundant stack monitoring. Similar upgrades at the AR Vault may be needed
for exhaust fans, emergency power, and stack monitoring. The safety of
process systemswill be developed concurrentlywith the process flowsheets and
equipment design.

Desiqn Definition - B Plant Project Status--Themodificationsthat need to be
made to B Plant and AR Vault in order to support pretreatmentfall into one of
three categories: regulatory compliance (environmental),safety, and process
improvements/modifications.To supportNCAW pretreatment,only minor process
modifications (route changes and instrumentationupgrades) are necessary.
Most of the modifications needed for NCAW processing are required to bring the
facility into regulatory compliance and to upgrade safety equipment. These
modificationswill also support post-NCAWtreatment operations. Major process
modificationswill be required for NCRW, and PFP and CC waste types. The
design of these post-NCAW process modifications is still in the very early
stages of development. The only constraint on these designs is the physical
sizing of the equipment to fit into the B Plant cells.

Los Alamos Technical Associates, Inc. (LATA) prepared an independent
safety evaluation of the chemical processing for the pretreatmentmission to
evaluate technical viability and safety of plans. The LATA used the SAIC
evaluation and other reports to evaluate the structural and seismic adequacy
of the B Plant and 244-AR Vault and the compliance of plant systems to DOE
Orders and other codes and standards.

These evaluationsconducted by SAIC and LATA, along with Westinghouse
Hanford-identifiedupgrades, form the basis for most of the B Plant/AR Vault
planned modifications.

The initial engineering for B Plant facility modificationshas been
completed. Definitive design for several environmentalcompliance projects
has been completed. Other environmentalcompliance projects are in the
conceptual design phase. FacilitymodificationJ required for pretreatment
processing are in various stages but are principally in the conceptual design
phase.

_DesignDefinition - AR Vault Status--Anevaluation of 244-AR Vault compliance
to DOE Order 6430.IA and other codes, standards, and regulations (CS&R) was
prepared by SAIC on April 7, 1989 (see Appendix B). This report identified
numerous facility modifications required for use of the 244-AR Vault in
pretreatmentof DST wastes.

Based on these evaluations,preliminaryengineering studies have been
prepared and identify capital improvementsrequired for pretreatmentproces-
sing at the 244-AR Vault. Completionof these engineering studies and initia-
tion of capital improvementprojects have been delayed due to redistribution
of funding. Integratedprogram schedulesthat identify capital as well as
expense-fundedfacility modificationshave been prepared to coordinate 244-AR
Vault modificationswith the overall was+_ pretreatmentmission.

Documentation--TheB Plant SAR is in development. A draft for review by the
U.S. Department of Energy Field Office, Richland (RL) is expected in
August 1994. Following a year of review, an approved SAR is expected in 1995
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provided funding is available. An additional update to the SAR will be
necessary to address the processing of post-NCAWs.

The pretreatmentprocess for DST wastes at B Plant is included in
DOE/EIS-0113,Final EnvironmentalImpact Statement: Disposal of Hanford
Defense High-Level, Transuranic,and Tank Wastes, Hanford Site, Richland,
Washington (DOE 1987a), known as the Hanford Defense Waste-Environmental
Impact Statement (HDW-EIS). As such, no additional formal NEPA documentation
is required. The State EnvironmentalPolicy Act (SEPA) checklist is incorpo-
rated in the Part B Application as required for a permit to operate B Plant.

Preparation of the Part B applicationfor processing of NCAW is underway
and expected to take 2_ yr to complete before submittal to Ecology and the
EPA. State and federal review and approval can take 3 to 5 yr. Approval is
contingent upon acceptanceof current secondarycontainment or modifications
to acceptable secondarycontainment configuration.

The requirementsfor the CAA will be addressed by the B Plant staff in a
PSD program. The individual upgrade projects will prepare clean air permits
as required and modify the PSD. The Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1977 permits
will be prepared by the projects effecting specific discharges.

All support for the determinationof compliance of the 244-AR Vault is on
hold pending an engineeringstudy. The purpose of this study is to evaluate
the possibility of performing sludge washing in a DST thereby eliminating the
need to process the waste in the 244-AR Vault. If the study is successful,
the 244-AR Vault will only be used as pass-throughbetween Tank Farms and
B Plant. The AR Vault SAR and environmentalpermits will reflect these study
results.

4.2.5 Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant

4.2.5.1 Definition. The HWVP will immobilizeHanford Site defense high-level
and TRU wastes in borosilicateglass in a new facility to be located in the
200 East Area of the Hanford Site, approximately40 km (25 mi) north of
Richlard, Washington.

The HWVP will be a canyon facility designed for remote operation and
control, lt will receive pretreated, liquid, HLW feed slurries from Tank
Farms; formate the feed slurries; add glass formers; concentrate process
slurries; and produce a homogenous, vitreous melt in a liquid-fed ceramic
melter. Glass-filledcanisters then will be cooled, decontaminated,sealed,
and stored before shipment to a federal waste repository. The annual produc-
tion of the facility will be about 320 canisters, considering melter
changeout.

4.2.5.2 Activities. Scheduled activitiesfor HWVP can be divided into four
categories: (I) technology development, (2) design and construction,
(3) startup, and (4) operations. Following is a discussion of each activity.

Waste acceptance specificationswere issued for the Defense Waste Proces-
sing Facility (DWPF) as OGR/B-8 (DOE-OCRWM1986). A new Waste Acceptance
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glass specificationsfor the federalwaste repository. These new specifica-
tions will be applicable to all DOE facilities. Until the new WAPS is issued,
technology is being developed to ensure that HWVP can produce glass to meet
the requirementsof OGR/B-8. Final approval may present uncertaintiesthat
impact the production of acceptableglass by the HWVP. A WCP must be produced
to describe testing necessaryto demonstrate compliance with the WAPS.

The WAPS has been revised and will be replaced by the WAPS for vitrifica-
tion of HLW forms. Followingthe testing and technology development, a waste
qualificationreport will detail how the HWVP met the WAPS. Technology must
be developed to handle noble metals in the HWVP feed should this become a
problem. Technology must also be developed to handle excess zirconium in the
feed and hydrogen generation in the slurry receipt and adjustment tank (SRAT)
during the formating reaction. Limited process verificationtesting is
required to ensure that the HWVP NCRW, CC, and PFP feeds can be processed
through HWVP without any operationalor process problems.

The HWVP must be designed to perform according to its FDC, as well as to
comply with all state and federal regulations and DOE Orders. Lessons learned
from the DWPF and West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) must be factored
into the design. The SARs must be produced and approved. Equipmentmust be
procured in a timely fashion. Much of the equipment in the process cells is
long-lead items, often with exotic materials of construction. The HWVP must
be constructed in a quality manner in accordancewith the schedule. Before
HWVP can be turned over to Operations, it must successfullypass acceptance
tests.

The HWVP startup process consists of preoperationaltests, operational
tests, WFQ tests, and readinessreviews. Preoperationaltests are the final
system integrationtests performed before full plant cold operation during the
operational testing phase. During preoperationaltesting, components are
integrated into the final plant operational system configurationsand tested
at design conditions as a systematic verificationof system design and
construction. Operational (cold-startup)testing will be conducted to fully
demonstrate operationalreadiness of all plant systems, including plant admin-
istrative/managementsystems. This testing also demonstratesthe ability of
the personnel to operate the HWVP facility and verifies the operation of
support systems such as rail service, steam, and water. During WFQ testing,
HWVP must be monitored and tested, and the product sampled, to demonstrate
that glass quality is as WFQ models are predicting.

The HWVP must be able to produce an acceptableglass product with a range
of feeds includingNCAW, NCRW, CC, and PFP. Total operating efficiency must
be maintained at 70 percent to process the feed in a reasonable period of
time. Effluentsmust be controlled to permitted levels. In addition, plant
operations must support ALARA concepts.

4.2.5.3 Assessment. Complexity--TheHWVP process is substantiallybased on
existing technologieswell proven in nuclear and commercial facilities, or
thoroughly tested during development at DWPF, WVDP and PNL. Batch chemical
reactors in remotely maintained cells are no different from other plants on
the Hanford Site. Compared to the PUREX Plant, HWVP has few process and dis-
charge streams. The only aspects of the HWVP process that add complexity are
the requirements imposed by WFQ and process waste treatment and recycle. The
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process and process additions must be strictly controlled so the glass product
will be acceptable to the federal repository. There is no identified method
of correcting an off-specificationglass product.

The HWVP will start up in a computer-operatedmanual mode, not as an
automated plant. From the distributedcontrol system, operatorswill start
transfers, begin boildowns, and add chemicals. As experience in plant oper-
ations is gained at HWVP, selected portions of the facility may be automated.

Matqrity--TheHWVP process consists of nine systems: (I) feed receipt and lag
storage (RLST), (2)feed preparation, (3)melter feed, (4)melter, (5)melter
offgas (MOG), (6) aqueous waste processing, (7) process vessel vent,
(8) canister decontamination,and (g) canister handling/closure.

The RLST will use British Nuclear Fuel Corporation's "maintenancefree"
technology and will not be located in the VitrificationBuilding. The British
technology is well demonstratedand commerciallyavailable.

Feed preparation consists of commerciallyavailable atmospheric pressure-
stirred tank reactors with attached agitators and pumps. Because of the
requirementsto certify the waste form without extensivelysampling and
characterizingthe glass in the canisters, the mixing and sampling require-
ments in feed preparation are very restrictive,the design is unique, and
extensive testing is underway to ensure the equipment can perform to its
functional requirements. The materials of constructionand remote maintenance
features similarly make these tanks unique.

The melter feed system must control the flow of an abrasive slurry stream
into the melter. The DWPF has done extensive testing and successfullydemon-
strated the ability to control melter feed, although melter feed line pluggage
does occur on occasion. The PNL continues to work on minimizing erosion due
to abrasive slurries.

Liquid-fedceramic melters have been operated for years, and most prob-
lems identified have been corrected. Potential problems do exist with noble
metal precipitationin certain feed types. This situationcould short-circuit
melter electrodes. The melter may experience capacity problems with high-
phosphate feed because an insulatinglayer of phosphate can form on top of the
melt pool. The HWVP is investigatingminor design enhancementsthat, if
necessary,will mitigate these problems.

All parts of the MOG system have been tested at pilot-plant scale. The
submerged bed scrubber (SBS) has been successfullytested at the WVDP. The
PNL has tested MOG systems with nonradioactivesimulated feed on a pilot
scale. A full-scale integrated MOG system has never been operated with
radioactive feed. Potential problems include foaming, scale buildup, and
corrosion. The HWVP has the capability to add antifoam agents to the MOG.
A mechanical device is included in the design to remove scale buildup at the
point most likely to scale. To overcome the corrosion problem, high-nickel
alloys have been specified where necessary.

All water entering HWVP will be sent back to Tank Farms as grout feed,
which has restrictionson TRU and radionuclidecontent. The HWVP design has
an extensive system of tanks, ion exchange, and filters devoted to processing
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aqueous wastes. While operation of each individualcomponent of the system is
well-demonstratedat the Hanford Site, operation of the entire system has
never been demonstrated. Time-cycle analysis of HWVP indicatesthat the rate-
limiting step is the aqueous waste handling system.

The process vessel vent system has many of the same components as the
MOG, and similar problems are anticipated.

Existinq Facilities--TheHWVP will be a new installationin the 200 East Area.
The only existing facilities that cause uncertaintiesare the utilities that
HWVP will draw upon, such as the steam plant (for building heating, ventila-
tion, and air conditioning),water import lines, and the electrical distribu-
tion system. These systems will be upgraded, as necessary, to supportthe
Hanford Site and HWVP.

Compare Proqram--BothDWPF and HWVP produce borosilicateglass and package
the vitrifiedwaste in identical stainless steel canisters. The similarity
of the waste form will facilitate WFQ activities. The HWVP and the DWPF are
substantiallyalike. Building dimensions are roughly comparable,and glass
production rate is identicalat 100 kg/h (220 Ib/h). There are some notable
differences,however, brought about by differences in feed compositionand
pretreatmentand because DWPF was built in a different state than HWVP and
before issuance of DOE Order 6430.IA (DOE 1989). The DWPF must have process
steps to remove organics and mercury from incoming feed whereas HWVP does not.
The HWVP must have a process for treating internallygenerated liquid wastes
to remove most radioactive components and recycle them to the melter whereas
DWPF does not. The HWVP uses a different MOG system, incorporatingcomponents
from the WVDP design. The HWVP uses shielded coverblocks over the process
cells. The HWVP Canister Storage Building stacks canisters three high, versus
one high for DWPF. The HWVP provides onsite lag storage tanks for feed and
radioactive liquid process waste, which is not required at DWPF. The HWVP
VitrificationBuilding Zone I ventilationand backup power meet DOE Order
6430.IA Safety Class criteria. The DWPF has an onsite storage facility for
refurbished contaminatedequipment and other critical spares not provided at
HWVP. These and other minor differences are continually being monitored by an
HWVP resident manager at DWPF and through routine technical exchange meetings
with DWPF.

Several process problems identified at DWPF may affect the design of
HWVP. These problems include the distributedcontrol system, ventilation
systems, fire protection systems, hydrogen generation in the SRAT, and noble
metals in the melter. The DWPF distributedcontrol system presented problems
during process startup. The experience at DWPF has been factored into the
HWVP control system design. The system has been designed to allow manually
controlled process startup. The ventilationand fire protection systems at
DWPF did not meet some of the DOE Order 6430.IA requirements;however, the
HWVP ventilationand fire protection systemshave been designed to meet the
requirementsof DOE Order 6430.IA.

During the formating reaction in the SRAT, hydrogen gas is generated at
potentially flammable concentrations. The DWPF is currently studying the
problem and should have a resolution long before HWVP startup. Because DWPF
is already built, any modificationsto accommodatehydrogen generation in the
SRAT must fit within the DWPF. The HWVP is patterned after DWPF so any
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modificationsto DWPF should fit within the HWVP design and be relatively easy
to incorporate into the HWVP design. The PNL is studying precipitationof
noble metals in the melter that could short-out the bottom electrodes and
reduce melter life. Again, any modificationsthat DWPF makes to the melter
should be relatively easy to accommodate in the HWVP design.

Compliance--TheHWVP is a new facility and will comply with current DOE Orders
as well as CS&Rs. A summary of the compliance assessment review performed by
SAIC is provided in Appendix B. The non-complianceitems identified in the
review are being addressedduring final facility design.

Reliable Operation--TheHWVP is designed to achieve an average glass produc-
tion rate of 100 kg/h (220 Ib/h) and operate 70 percent of the time (not
includingmelter replacementtime). A study to confirm the effective avail-
ability for each system within HWVP was conducted by the Architect-Engineer
(A-E). This study consideredequipment mean time between failure, mean time
to restore, and the storage effects of those items that allow production to
continue during failure of certain upstream or downstream items. The results
of this study indicatedthat the HWVP is currentlypredicted to achieve an
effective availabilityof 74 percent, provided that maintenance crews are
availableon all shifts, repair material is located onsite, and sufficient
canister storage spaces are available.

The systems that have the most significanteffect on plant availability
are the melter/turntable,the incell waste management system, the remote
handling system (i.e., cranes and transporters),the MOG system, and the feed
preparation system.

SafetY--Informationpresented in WHC-EP-02SO,Hanford Waste Vitrification
Plant Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (Herborn et al. Iggl), indicatesthe
following results.

• Phenomena associatedwith common-causefailure initiators (e.g.,
earthquakes,wind storms, ash fall, aircraft crashes, fires,
external events that incapacitateplant operators, etc.) are
adequately described.

• Plant design criteria based on DOE Order 6430.IA (DOE 1989) and
WHC-SD-CI.2ENG,Hanford Plant Standards and National Codes and
Standards (Jordan 1989) are properly presented with adequate bases
provided, and compliance is properly demonstrated.

• An appropriate safety classificationmethodology is presented, and a
safety equipment list that is reasonable and adequately justified is
provided.

• The dose assessment models and supportin_ input data are appropriate
and adequatelydescribed.

• The accident analyses are systematic and comprehensive [i.e., the
complete spectrum of potential accident initiators is considered
(from high to low probability);the screeningthat selected the
accidents to be analyzed, representingthe major risk contributors,

f
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is appropriate;and the accident analyses are appropriately
conservative].

The following elements are not complete.

• Evaluationsor analyses that give reasonable assurance that Safety
Class I and 2 systems have adequate redundancy and/or diversity
(e.g., single-failureanalyses; failure modes, effects, and criti-
cality analyses;fault trees; event trees; etc.) are not complete.

• There is no evaluation and/or matrix that demonstratesthe accident
analysis assumptions,equipment safety classifications,and opera-
tional safety requirementsare all completely consistent.

• There is no ALARA report that describes the features and evaluations
that ensure ALARA concepts in design and operation.

Desiqn Definition--Preliminarydesign was completed and documented in
September 1990. Detailed design of the HWVP began in January 1990 and current
plans are to complete design by June 1993. However, some delay to that date
is anticipated. Reviews have been performed throughout the preliminary and
detailed design phases. The A-E has prepared project design guides to ensure
consistencythroughout the design. WestinghouseHanford has prepared the HWVP
FDC, supplementedby technicaldata packages. These criteria have been
updated throughout the design as necessary. WestinghouseHanford maintains a
staff of resident engineers at the A-E site to oversee design and to ensure
communicationswith Hanford Site organizations.

Documentation--Thestatus of safety and environmentaldocumentation is as
follows.

The PSAR has been approved by WestinghouseHanford and issued as
Revision 0 (Herborn et al. 1991). The FSAR is scheduled for completion by
December 1999.

No RCRA Part B permits have been issued in Washington State, so HWVP is
setting a precedent throughout the permitting cycle. An RCRA Part B permit is
necessarybefore start of HWVP construction. The followingdocuments have
been published: (1) Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Dangerous Waste Permit
Application,DOE/RL 89-02 (DOE-RL 1989), and (2) Hanford Waste Vitrification
Plant Clean Air Act Permit Application,DOE/RL 89-26 (DOE-RL 1990). The RCRA
Part B permit is scheduled to be issued in April 1992 in support of start of
construction. The initial permit will only allow the site preparation
activities to be conducted because the site preparationdesign is the only
design that is complete and will be included in the permit application. The
initialpermit will contain a compliance schedule identifyingwhen the
remaining design and constructionactivitieswill be conducted. Each phase of
design/constructionwill require a modificationto the initial permit. This
is an innovative permitting approach for the HWVP in an effort to accelerate
the cleanup of the wastes stored at the Hanford Site.

A revised RCRA Part B permit is necessary before operational testing of
HWVP. The revised permit is scheduledto be issued by December 1998.
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The ROD generated from the HDW-EIS required that the need for any addi-
tional NEPA documentationfor the HWVP be evaluated prior to construction. To
satisfy this requirement,an analysis was generated and submittedto the
DOE-HQ for approval. This analysis updates the impacts for the HWVP that were
described in the HDW-EIS published in 1987.

Acceptance of this analysis as completewill serve to meet the commitment
made in the ROD to evaluate the need for any additional NEPA documentation for
the HWVP prior to construction. The analysis indicates that, to date, changes
to the plant design would not cause significantdifferences to the environ-
mental impacts as described in the HDW-EIS.

This analysis will also be used by Ecology to fulfill its requirements
Under the SEPA. The SEPA process must be completed before Ecology can issue
an RCRA permit to allow site preparationand constructionof the HWVP.
Ecology is currently looking at adoptingthose portions of the HDW-EIS that
are pertinent to the HWVP along with this analysis as additional information
and DOE/RL 90-0027, Evaluation and Selection of BorosilicateGlass as the
Waste Form for High-LevelWaste (Peterson 1990), as fulfilling SEPA documen-
tation requirements. Once the SEPA determinationhas been made, the RCRA
permit can be issued and site preparationcan begin.

Acceptance of the analysis by the DOE-HQ is needed by September 30, 1991,
so Ecology can begin the SEPA process in parallel with the RCRA permitting
process, already on a tight schedule, to meet the site preparationdate.

Failure to receive DOE-HQ approval of this analysis will delay Ecology's
completion of the SEPA process and the start of site preparation.

4.2.6 Grout

4.2.6.1 Definition. The GTF provides the capability for disposal of low-
level mixed wastes in accordance with requirementsof the RCRA. Low-level
mixed wastes from DSTs are mixed with cementitioussolids to form a slurry
that is then pumped into near-surfaceconcrete vaults where the grout slurry
hardens. The vaults are then sealed and closed as a landfill.

The schedule for grouting the LLW fraction of the liquid wastes affects
the availabilityof tank space and could impact pretreatmentand vitrification
activities. Grout is therefore included in this Risk Assessment. The scope
is limited to an assessment of tank space and pretreatment impacts resulting
from uncertainties in (I) the waste composition in the DSTs, (2) the feed
specification for grout due to environmentalregulation considerations,and
(3) the schedule for the Grout Program.

4.2.6.2 Activities. The grout activities addressed in this Risk Assessment
are of two types: (I) those associatedwith the safety and environmental
documentation required for approval to begin grouting DST wastes and,
(2) those associatedwith actual processing of the wastes.

Safety and environmentaldocumentationmust be completed and approved
before DST wastes are processed into grout. Required documentsinclude an
SAR; a Part B permit; a performance assessment;documentation for the NEPA,
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CAA, and CWA; and a readinessreview. Each of these documents, except the
NEPA documentationand the CWA permits, has an activity defined for it in the
Risk Assessment model. All are addressed in the assessment itself.

More than 3,800 m3 (I million gal) of phosphate/sulfatewastes (PSW) have
already been processed through the GTF and disposed of _s a grout in a large
vault. It is anticipatedthat an additional 43 5,300-m_ (1.4 million gal)
vaults will be filled with grouted wastes from DSTs. The same basic steps are
planned for each vault filled. First, a candidate tank of waste will be
sampled and the samples analyzed. Based on the results of that sampling and
characterization,a determinationwill be made regarding the suitabilityof
grouting those particularwastes. Second, given a favorable decision at the
first step, testing will be initiatedto verify that a grout meeting
prescribed performancecriteria can be made using existing dry blends
(cementitiousand pozzolanic)materials or to develop a new grout formulation
that will meet the criteria. Third, the wastes will be retrieved and trans-
ferred to the grout feed tank. Fourth, the wastes in the grout feed tank will
be sampled and characterized. Fifth, the appropriatereviews, notifications,
and approvalswill be completed; and sixth, the wastes will be processed into
grout. Finally, the grouted wastes may be sampled and tested to verify grout
quality.

For the Risk Assessment model, specific activities are identified for
waste characterization,grout formulation,and waste retrieval in order to
assess the impacts of uncertaintyin waste compositionon these activities.
The entire seven-step process compriseswaste-specificactivities called grout
operations. A grout operations activity is defined for each waste source to
be grouted (DSS and DSSF, NCAW, NCRW, CC, and PFP).

4.2.6.3 Assessments. The assessment of uncertainties associated with grout-
ing of DST wastes was purposely limited in scope relative to other vitrifica-
tion activities evaluated. The assessment focused on the impacts to tank
space utilization and pretreatmentresulting from uncertainties in the waste
composition in the DSTs and uncertaintiesin the feed specification for grout
due to environmental regulation considerations. The Risk Assessment cate-
gories examined include (1) maturity, (2) compliance [with DOE Order 6430.1A
(DOE 1989)], and (3) documentation. The impacts of grout operation on waste
tank storage utilizationwere also assessed and are discussed in Section 7.0.

Maturity--Operationof the GTF was successfullydemonstrated in 1988 to 1989
with the processing of 3,800 m3 (I million gal) of PSW to form 5,300 m3
(1.4 million gal) of grout. Assessing the maturity of the processing equip-
ment is outside the scope of the grout risk assessment. Because of the
experiencewith the PSW campaign, however, risks associated with the GTF are
expected to be manageable.

Grout is composed of the waste slurry and a blend of dry materials that
may include cement, fly ash, blast furnace slag, and/or clays. Work is
proceeding to develop/verifythe grout Formulationsthat will yield grout with
acceptable processing and product properties. Testing has shown that there
are components of the waste that have an adverse effect on grout properties.
For example, ongoing work indicatesthat certain chemical forms of aluminum in
the waste may lead to excessive heat generation during curing of the grout.
A complete understandingof the impacts of the waste on the grout properties
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is lacking and needs development. The technology for developing acceptable
grout formulationsin response to the waste compositionalso needs develop-
ment. Because the exact compositionof the wastes in all but a few tanks is
not known and because of the need for grout formulationtechnology develop-
ment, it is expected that at least verificationtesting will be required for
each tank of waste to be grouted. Grout schedulesallow I yr for completion
of this verificationactivity for each tank of waste to be processed.
Development of new grout formulationsis expected for each new waste type (DSS
and DSSF, NCAW, NCRW, CC, and PFP). Baseline grout schedules include these
development activities.

Changing regulatory guidance for waste form performancemay require
increasedtime and testing to verify the adequacy of a particular formulation.
One solution to excessive heat generation during grout pouring is to fill the
vault in lifts. These activitiescould prolong the processing of a waste
through the grout facility.

CompliancQ--Anassessment for compliance with design criteria specified in
DOE Order 6430.IA (DOE 1989) was completed in 1990. Deficiencieswere
identified in the fire protection systems, seismic analyses, leak and gaseous
effluent monitoring systems, radiologicalprotectionduring maintenance, and
redundancy of control system. A compliance plan for addressing the deficien-
cies has been developed and the analyses and facility modifications are
underway. Baseline grout schedules include the required activities.
Completion of these activities is required before approval of the grout SAR
and completion of the operationalreadiness review.

A summary of the compliance assessment review performed by SAIC is
provided in Appendix B.

Documentation--Safetyand environmentaldocumentation is being prepared to
comply with federal and Ecology regulations and with DOE Orders.

The NEPA requires that an EIS be prepared for major federal activities
"significantlyaffecting the quality of the human environment." The Final
EnvironmentalImpact Statement: Disposal of Hanford Defense High-Level,
Transuranic, and Tank Wastes, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (DOE 1987a)
fulfills the need for an EIS. The ROD (DOE 1988a) specified that LLWfrom
DSTs "will be solidified as a cement-based grout and disposed of near surface
at Hanford in preconstructed, lined concrete vaults." A C-2 analysis is
underway to determine if there are any significant changes in plans compared
to the HDW-EIS that would require a supplemental EIS. Ecology also requires
an EIS; plans are to use the HDW-EIS. Ecology is currently conducting its
review. Should either review result in an unfavorable decision, project
delays can be expected while the necessary documentation is prepared.

The DOE Order 5820.2A,RadioactiveWaste Management (DOE Ig88b), requires
that "field organizationswith disposal sites shall prepare and maintain a
site-specificradiologicalperformanceassessment for the disposal of waste
for the purpose of demonstratingcompliance with the performance objectives.."
Initial studies have been prepared by PNL. Testing and analyses to confirm
assumptionsand to validate computer codes used in the performance assessment
are underway. The draft performancehas been forwarded to the DOE-HQ for
review and approval by the PerformanceAssessment Peer Review Panel.
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A dangerous waste permit is required by Ecology and the EPA for the
disposal of dangerous wastes. The original Part A permit applicationwas
submittedon September I, 1987, and has been revised three times to reflect
current plans for GTF operations. The Grout Treatment Facility Dangerous
Waste Permit Application (RevisionO, Part A and Part B) was initially sub-
mitted to Ecology and the EPA on November 23, 1988. Revision 2 of the permit
applicationis being prepared for submittalto Ecology and the EPA in 1991.

Permitting activities needed to achieve compliance with the CAA are
nearing completion. Permits were previously approved for the PSW campaign.
Applicationsfor modificationsto the permits for processing of additional DST
wastes have been submitted. A modificationapplicationfor a state implemen-
tation plan was submitted February 15, 1989, to the Benton-Franklin-Walla
Walla Counties Air Pollution Control Authority per General Regulation 80-7.
No response within 30 days implies approval. New Source Performance Standards
are not applicable to the GTF. A National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutantspermit modification applicationwas approved July 1990. A PSD
applicationwas submitted February 1990; approval is expected by April 1992.

Operation of the GTF will not result in the discharge of any liquid
effluentsthat would require a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
permit. Therefore, no permits or reviews pursuant to the CWA are required.

An FSAR is being prepared with completionexpected in 1992. Operational
readiness reviews for the grout disposal activitieswill be initiatedat the
end of FY 1991.

Uncertainties--Oneuncertainty associatedwith grouting of LLW is the lack of
knowledge concerning the exact compositionof the wastes to be grouted. In
particular, it is not known if (I) the wastes contain unacceptablelevels of
organics that would exceed land disposal restrictions, (2) radionuclide
concentrationsexceed limits, or (3) unidentifiedconstituentsof the waste
adversely affect grout properties such that an unacceptablegrout would be
produced. There are two issues with respect to the land disposal restric-
tions. First, will pretreatmentbe required for the DSS and DSSF wastes
currently planned for direct disposal in grout; and second, will the pretreat-
ment processes planned for NCAW, NCRW, and PFP and CC wastes produce an LLW
stream acceptable for grouting. Wastes to be grouted must be classified as
non-TRU (<100 nCi/g TRU elements) and must not contain radionuclideconcen-
trations that would exceed those defined for Class C wastes in 10 CFR 61
(NRC Iggl).

Only three tanks of DST waste for grout processing have been character-
ized. Each waste to be grouted must be chemically and radiochemically
analyzed to ensure that the resultinggrouted wastes will conform to environ-
mental, safety, and design requirements. Testing is then required to verify
that a grout with acceptable properties can be made from the wastes.

For a given tank of wastes to be grouted, a 610-day sequence of activi-
ties is planned leading to the successfulgrouting of the wastes. Activities
include sampling and analyses of the wastes; verificationof the grout formu-
lation; retrieval and transfer of the wastes; additional sampling and
analyses; and completion of the required notifications,reviews, and approvals
before actually processing the wastes. The grout processing schedule weuld be
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delayed 3 to 7 months if the initial characterizationindicatedthat the
wastes were unacceptable. The offending tank of wastes would be tied up for
as much as 2 yr while a treatabilityvariance was pursued. Longer delays
could be expected if it were determined that the offending wastes required
pretreatmentor additional pretreatmentbefore grouting, or if safety and/or
environmentaldocumentationrequired revision.

The current ruling from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
resulted in designatingDSS and DSSF wastes as LLW. However, resolution by
the NRC of a petition submittedby the regulatory agencies to revise their
ruling could result in the need to pretreat some or all of the DSS/DSSF
wastes. If successful,the petition would require that the tank wastes be
treated to remove the largest technicallyachievable amount of radioactivity
before grouting. This would increase the burden on the pretreatmentfacility
and could significantlyincrease the volume of wastes to be processed in the
HWVP. The DST space would be limited until the pretreatmentfacility could be
brought online to handle the additional wastes to be processed.

The availabilityof necessary resources is another source of uncertainty.
Adequate supplies of the raw materials for the dry blend to be added to the
wastes must be identified. Grout, DST and SST characterization,and HWVP will
be competing for limited analytical laboratory resources. Core-sampling
equipment must be available to support tank characterizationand grout quality
verification activities.

4.2.7 Tank Farms

4.2.7.1 Definition. All stored liquid mixed wastes resulting from various
processing operations conducted on the Hanford Site will eventually pass
through double-shellTank Farm facilities on their way to further treatment
and/or final disposal operations. In the future, the operationalneeds of
normal waste storage activitieswill need to be balanced with those of the
waste disposal programs. Recently, increasedemphasis has been placed on
waste management facilities at the Hanford Site due to the discovery of haz-
ardous conditions that exist at these facilities. This added attention has
accelerated efforts aimed at correcting deficienciesand upgrading facilities
to meet current criteria and standards. The task of refurbishingwaste man-
agement practices and 6acilities could be as large in scope as the retrieval,
pretreatment,and vitrificationprograms are themselves.

The approach used in developing the Tank Farm portion of the Risk Assess-
ment consisted of four major steps" (I) determining the ongoing Tank Farm
activities that must be completed in order to support NCAW and post-NCAW
processing; (2) determiningthe near-term (next 2 yr}, long-term (next 2 to
5 yr), and future (greater than 5 yr) activitiesthat affect these processing
plans; (3) modifying the existing base case schedules for NCAW and post-NCAW
processing to include any missing activities identified; and (4) grouping
activities accordingly and performing individualrisk analyses. Using this
approach, 23 Tank Farm activitieswere identified. Of these 23 activities, 12
were already included on the existing base case schedules and 11 new activi-
ties were added as a result of conducting this Risk Assessment. All primary
and ancillary Tank Farm facilities and systems required to support NCAW and
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post-NCAW processing_'ereconsidered in the Tank Farm portion of this Risk
Assessment.

Only DST facilities and systemswere analyzed and included in the Tank
Far_ assessment because remediation of SST wastes is outside the scope of the
Risk Assessment.

4.2.7.2 Activities. Three activities,which only serve to support retrieval
functions and are not required for continuing Tank Farm storage operations,
are addressed in Section4.2.2. The remaining activities have been grouped
accordingly into the seven risk analysis packages. The assessments of sched-
ule activities can be further categorized into the areas of: (I) facility
modifications,(2) facility operations, and (3) tank safety.

Facility Modifications--Thiscategory includes projects and upgrades in
various stages of development. The types of modifications includethe
following categories: waste transfer systems;HVAC systems; I&C systems;
electrical distributionsystems; operationaland maintenance support facili-
ties; and new Tank Farms. The work scope includesproject definition,
preliminarydesign, project validation,definitive design, construction,
permitting, safety documentation,and startup.

The 241-AY/AZTank Farm VentilationProject W-030 and the Cross-Site
Transfer Lines ProjectW-058 are activitiesthat will replace existing systems
that are deficient and cannot meet the long-term and future operationalneeds
of Tank Farms. The Tank Farm Ventilation Project is applicable to the proces-
sing of the NCAW and will require integrationwith retrieval projects occur-
ring near-term. New cross-site transfer lines will be required for the
processing of DSS, CC, and PFP waste slurries and are a long-term operational
need. The two available cross-site transfer lines, and their existing ancil-
lary systems, are sufficient to meet the near-term needs for continued
supernatant transfers. Project W-058 will provide the systems necessaryto
conduct slurry transfer and is scheduledto be in service prior to being
needed for any retrieval- or disposal-relatedactivities. No other uncertain-
ties, other than those already identified for routine transfer activities,are
deemed necessary for cross-site transfers. The piping and electrical projects
for tank I04-AP will serve to provide anothergrout feed tank for added opera-
tional flexibilityand will help alleviate tank storage space limitations
thereby allowing retrieval activities to begin for other waste types. Capital
and major maintenance upgrades are envisioned as part of the program plan for
improvementsto Tank Farm facilities. There are currently 88 individual
projects that comprise the capital and major maintenance upgrade programs,
with an estimated total cost of $543 million.

Facility Operations--Facilityoperations include administrativeand documen-
tation upgrades along with the actual conduct of retrieval/transferopera-
tions. Administrativeand documentationupgrades cover safety, environmental,
and regulatory requirementsnot includedelsewhere; operating procedures;
conduct of operations;training; and configurationcontrol issues encompassing
"as-built" drawings,component labeling, master component index deve!opment,
instrumentationand engineering flow diagra._creation, and contaminationzone
r_.duction
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Operations and administrationupgrades includethe operating procedures,
conductof operations, training, and configurationcontrol and are a portion
of the same strategic program plan mentioned previously. The documentation
upgrades include a diverse listing of safety, environmental,and regulatory
needs. The safety documentation involved includes preparing SARs and addres-
sing Tiger Team assessment findings and TSA concerns. Environmentaldocumen-
tation includes requirementsfrom the NEPA, SEPA, WAC, RCRA, and CAA.
Regulatory needs covering DOE Orders and Tri-Party Agreement (Ecology 1990)
commitmentsare also included in this activity.

Safety--Thisarea includes all DST safety issues. The Waste Tank Safety
Programwill address the activities in resolving safety issues with tanks
I01-SY, I03-SY, and I03/I04/I05-AN,as well as all other safety-driven
upgrades to the Tank Farms. Program elements includeprogram planning, safety
analysis documentation,process safety analysis,waste tank hydrogen stabili-
zation,waste tank sampling and analysis, and waste tank organic stabiliza-
tion.

Resolution of safety issues involvingtanks I01-SY, I03-SY, and 103/
I04/I05-ANis required before any action is taken to retrieve or process the
wastes contained in them. Tl_eseissues affect the processing of DSS and are
near-term needs; CC and PFP wastes are long-term needs. Resolution of these
safety issues will cover the definition of required upgrades, development of
technicaljustification,laboratory and pilot-plantdevelopmentwork, cold-
simulant and radioactive testing, and in-situ process demonstration. Appli-
cable tank safety issues have been integrated into the facility modifications
and facility operations categories (i.e., upgrades and documentation activi-
ties), but the management responsibilityremains with the Waste Tank Safety
Program. To date, the majority of attention and effort has been directed
toward the remediation o_ the most urgent safety concern (i.e., tank I01-SY).
Beginning in late FY 1991, work will begin on the other four DSTs in question.

4.2.7.3 Assessments

Existinq Facilities--Manyuncertaintiesregarding the use of existing Tank
Farm facilities in support of the current storage mission and potential future
missions have been identified. Those uncertaintiesthat do not result in
facility upgrades driven by environmentalor safety regulations have been
placed into the major maintenanceor operations and administrativeupgrades
categories. The major maintenance upgrade activities are intended to be
focusedefforts for achieving facility enhancementsthat will improve the
operating environment in Tank Farms. The activities consist of the following"

• Accelerated special issues pertaining to specialty equipment and
facilities

• Evaluation of deferred/backloggedwork scope including enhancements
previously deemed not critical to continuing operations

• Engineeringstudies concerning specialtyequipment and facility
issues.
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The operations and administrativeupgrades consist of enhancements in
conduct of operations and training; and improvementsin operating procedures,
procedure control systems, and configurationcontrol.

If the above-mentionedactivitiesare completed as planned, there should
be no significantissues dealing with the use of existing Tank Farm facilities
that preclude supporting storage and retrieval programs. However, the amount
of work now envisioned in Tank Farms is so large that there are significant
challenges to ensure (I) sufficientbudget will be available to do all the
work, (2) the resources necessary to accomplish all the work can be obtained,
and (3) the integrationof work can be accomplishedwithout creating resource
or schedule conflicts. If these necessary actions cannot be completed as
planned, current conditions dictate that the retrieval activities be deferred
to a later date.

Compliance--Thecompliance assessment review conducted by SAIC focused on the
aging waste facilities (AWF) where NCAW is being stored. The review addressed
primarily only compliance to DOE Order 6430.IA. The findings are a good indi-
cation of the extent of issues throughout all double-shellTank Farms.

A total of 37 major noncomplianceissues were identified for the AWF as a
result of the DOE Order 6430.IA complianceassessment,mainly due to the age
of some of the facilities in the AWF complex, lt is apparent that the AWF, as
currently configured,was compliant to the codes and standardswhen the AWF
was constructed. However, as the criteria for safety-relatedsystems and
environmentalprotection became more stringent, the AWF was not brot_ghtup to
these same standards. As a result of these non-compliantissues, 13 slgnifi-
cant uncertaintieswere documented for consideration in the risk assessment
model. The applicabilityof the uncertaintieswas expanded, as appropriate,
to include additional double-shellTank Farm facilities. These were then
incorporatedinto the existing risk analysis packages as additional uncertain-
ties. Currently, Tank Farm organizationshave plans in place that address
each of the 13 significant uncertaintiesidentified as a result of the AWF
compliance assessment.

Reliable Operation--Thedesign and configurationof Tank Farm systems attempt
to maintain operational flexibilityto support the needs of waste management
activities and those of various processing facilities at the Hanford Site.
The same approach has been applied to current projects that supportTank Farm
upgrades and future retrieval activities. In the past, the major disadvantage
of maintaining such flexibilityhas been in the frequencyof misrouting occur-
rences. Administrativeimprovementshave decreased the frequencyof misrout-
ings, but this is partly due to a decrease in the total number of transfers
taking place. In the future, the number of retrieval/transferactions will
again increase,but additional engineered barriers and administrativecontrols
will be in place such that facilitydowntime is not expected to be adversely
affected.

The condition and age of facilities and equipment must be taken into
account when evaluating operationalreliability. If the remaining useful life
of existing systems is not sufficientto allow for the completion of their
replacementprojects, operationalreliabilitywill be diminished. Currently,
,li.i,,,., AI.II_',., -,,,,4 ,.,. ,,..,_. ,- ,.,. ,.,._+^ 4.,,.,.._._,,.C,._.,, 1 .;,,_,._,r- .-,v-,._ "l'k,-, 4",.,_ ,-._,,,,4-,_m,., "_,,_ ,,, _ ,,'_.-. 4- ,'_ ,... "1"
LIIq_ /'_IWI 3 (].li'di S..,I U3_--3 I I,,_ LI GIl.=_l I_1 I I III_;,._ Cii _ I,,llC li,fig ..). )r O l,, _;lllO III _JI _QG_,,_l,.
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jeopardy due to their age. Both systemshave upgrade and replacementprojects
scheduled.

Safety--The condition of engineered safety systems in Tank Farms has degraded
due to their age, years of neglect, and inadequatemaintenance. A viable
improvementprogram has been proposed that will compete with other programs
for resources.

Double-shellTank Farm facilities have been identified as non-compliant
with many safety-relatedDOE Order requirements. The condition of radioactive
material confinementbarriers, includingprimary and secondary containment
structures, transfer piping, and pits, has been listed as uncertaintiesdue to
their questionable integrity. Existing deficiencies in the ventilation,emer-
gency power, fire protection, and effluent monitoring systems have also been
documented. During the next several years, correcting these conditionswill
be the top priority of Tank Farm organizations. The safety-relatedissues
have all been incorporatedinto a Tank Farms upgrades program plan, which has
been developed [WHC-EP-O3g2(Henderson 1991)].

A review of Tank Farms' operational safety requirement compliance,Tiger
Team findings, technical safety appraisal concerns, and OSHA findings confirm
that the majority of problems result from either the poor material condition
of existing facilities or the deficienciesin the administrativesystems that
govern them.

Desiqn Definition--TankFarm projects use the standard project management
approach identified in DOE Order 4700.1, Project Management System (DOE Ig87b)
and the implementingproject management procedures used at Westinghouse
Hanford. This should ensure that all projects use the appropriatedesign
criteria, schedules, and planning documents to successfullycomplete the
activities in the allotted time. The integrationof multiple projectactivi-
ties is a serious concern in Tank Farms, however, and has been identified as
an uncertainty in this Risk Assessment.

Defined and validated general plant projects and line item projects for
the double-shellTank Farms are normally integrated into more detailed
facility-specificplans by the planning and scheduling and production control
organizationswithin Tank Farms. As is the case for all near-term work,
resource-loadedschedules are then produced for such activities. With the
exception of some overlappingwaste tank safety upgrades, none of the proposed
projects in the Tank Farm upgrades program plan have been factored into
detailed, integratedworking schedules to identify conflicts. Such an evalua-
tion remains to be completed, as the scope of projects within the program plan
becomes more clearly defined.

Documentation--TheTank Farm SARs presently are being rewritten to meet the
current requirementsof Regulatory Guide 3.26. In the past, upgradingthe
SARs required approximately$6 million per SAR with schedule durations of 3 to
5 yr. All Tank Farm safety documentation is planned to be brought into
compliance with new requirements;however, a need to expedite the process has
been identified.

The current strategy for SAR upgrades includes a consolidationof exist-
ing Tank Farm SARs and other hazard identificationand evaluation reports.
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Three documents will be produced to further clarify the SAR requirements
before initiating the Tank Farm SAR upgrades. The first is a concise listing
_f operations, design, and engineering inputs required from the respective
organizationsto prepare the SARs. The second document will be an expanded
outline that converts the guidance of Regulatory Guide 3.26 into specific
requirementsappropriatefor Tank Farms. The third document will be a set of
review criteria that will guide the reviewer in determining if the material
presented is adequate. In addition to the consolidationof the safety docu-
mentation, the SARs will be annually updated to reflect changes in facilities
or use of new facilitiesas they are constructed in the future. Projects that
are completed before a defined closing date for new informationwill be
described in the SAR upgrade. Projects with completiondates beyond the
closing date will be incorporatedby means of the annual update.

In accordance with the requirementsof the NEPA, environmentaldocumenta-
tion shall be written early in the process for a proposed action such as a
project or program. Most of the planned Tank Farm activities will undergo
some level of NEPA documentation. Existing NEPA documentation for Tank Farms
addressesthe interim storage and final disposal of Hanford Site wastes. The
NEPA documentation for each proposed Tank Farm activity or upgrade will be
prepared as it becomes defined. Tank Farms is operating under RCRA interim
status as of December 1990. An RCRA Part B applicationhas been submitted.

4.3 ACTIVITY/UNCERTAINTIES

The schedule activitiesand the uncertaintiesrelated to these activi-
ties, identified in the Risk Assessment, are listed in Tables 4-3 through 4-9.
The uncertaintydescriptionsare brief summariesof uncertaintiesthat are
fully described on UncertaintyReport Forms [see WHC-EP-0427 (Milleret
al. 1991)]. The referencerefers to the uncertaintycategories listed on the
Summary List of ReferenceUncertainties,Table 4-10. Separate tables are
provided for each of the seven major activities. For completeness,_ uncer-
tainties identified during the Risk Assessment, regardless of significance,
are included on these tables. Significantor key uncertainties,those which
could result in significant impact to the program, are identified in
Section 4.6. Table 4-10 is a consolidationof the detailed uncertaintiesinto
a more generalized list of 41 uncertaintycategories.

4.4 ACTIVITIES, PROBABILITIES, ANDCONSEQUENCES

As discussed in Section 4.1, the risk analysismethodology required that
each activity be assessed as to the probabilitythat the activity could be
successfullycompletedwithin the "most likely" duration. Additionally,the
working teams were required to determine optimistic and pessimistic activity
durations as well as the costs to complete the activitywithin the most
likely, optimistic, and pessimisticdurations. Where possible, the costs were
expressed as fixed and variable costs (dollars per year) to allow the computer
model to calculate cost consequencesas a function of time.

The probability,cost, and schedule data used in this risk analysis are
listed in Appendix A.
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Table 4-10. Summary List of Reference Uncertainties.
(sheet I of 2)

No. Title
ii i

A Acquisition of RCRA Part B Permits

B ' Acquisition of Other Facility or Project Environmental
Permits (CAA, CWA, etc.)

ii i

C Approval of Safety Analysis Reports (PSAR and SAR)

D Preparationand Approval of Other Safety Documentation

E Resolution of Tank Farm Safety issues
m i

F Availabilityof Adequate CharacterizationData

G Adequacy of Sampling and/or Laboratory Resources
| ii i iii

H Analytical Methods Development

I Funding

J Retrieval Technology Development
|.

K Need to Retrieve and/or Pretreat Tank Heels
ii

L DST Space Availability
| ii i

M Structural Integrityof DSTs and Internal Components
- Hl

N Tank Farm Upgrades to Support Retrieval

0 Tank Farm compliance Upgrades

P NCAW PretreatmentProcess Development
iii

Q Post-NCAW PretreatmentProcess Development

R WE'SFSample Loadout Capability
i

S Acceptability of B Plant and AR Vault

T - ImPact of Multitude of B Plant Projects
i i ,

U .Extentof Contamination
-- ,,,,,

V Competition for Resources and Lay-down Space; Construc-
tion Area Congestion

W Solid Waste Disposal

X Jumper FabricationResources
-- j|

Y Corrosion of Equipment and Pipes due to HFL

Z- vo'iumeof Waste for Pretreatmentand Vitrification

AA- Wa'steForm Qualificationand Acceptance

AB Melter Design for Noble Metals
,ii

AC DWPF Lessons.Learned,to be Learned

AD- HW_/PSchedule Adequacy, Design through ORR and Startup

AE HWvP Capability to Operate as Designed

AF Hydrogen Generation during Formating Process
i.|
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Table 4-10. Summary List of Reference Uncertainties.
(sheet 2 of 2)

f

No. Title

AG Melter RePlacement Activity Scope and Duration

AH Acceptabilityof BorosilicateGlass as Waste Form

AI What Happens if HWVP Feed is Out of Specification?

AJ What Happens if HWVP Glass is Out of Specification?
i,

AK Impact of Land Disposal Restrictionson Grout Operations

AL Potential Requirementto Reduce Radionuclides in Grout

AM Dry Materials Availabilityfor Grout Operations

AN Grout Operational ReadinessReview

AO Availabilityof Qualified Staff

CAA = Clean Air Act
CWA = Clean Water Act
DST - Double-shelltank
DWPF - Defense Waste Processing Facility
HWVP - Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant
NCAW = Neutralized current acid waste
ORR - Operational readiness review
PSAR = Preliminarysafety analysis report
RCRA - Resource Conservationand Recovery Act
SAR = Safety analysis report
WESF = Waste Encapsulationand Storage Facility

4.5 RISK ANALYSISMODELING

This section provides an overview of the DST Vitrification Program risk
analysis process and results. A more detailed discussion of the risk analysis
is contained in the SAIC report included in WHC-EP-0427 (Miller et al. 1991).

4.5.1 Summary of Activities

The SAIC, in conjunctionwith WestinghouseHanford, evaluatedthe impact
of identified uncertaintiesto the Hanford Waste VitrificationProgram
(Program). This section is a description of SAIC's applicationof standard
risk management techniques as they were implementedfor the DST Vitrification
Program.

The followingmethodology was followed in performing the risk analysis.

• The SAIC conducted a software review to select the most appropriate
techniques and computer software. The risk analysis technique of
probabilisticnetwork analysis was selected and the software package
VERT was selected as the network analysis tool.
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• In conjunctionwith the WestinghouseHanford DST Working Group, a
DST VitrificationProgram model networkwas defined and the required
data were collected. The data were entered into the VERT program
files.

• The DST VitrificationProgram model logics were verified and the
data were validated.

• The DST VitrificationProgram model was run and the output data were
analyzed to develop various types of results including critical
paths, overall time to completion,total costs, and critical activi-
ties lists. Based on the preliminaryDST model results, some
program changes were evaluated to aid the DST Working Group in
developingmitigating strategies for high-risk activities.

• Finally, conclusionsand recommendationswere developed.

4.5.2 The Double-Shell Tank Risk Analysts Model

The DST VitrificationProgram model portrays all activities associated
with the disposal of waste currently in the DSTs and anticipatedfrom future
PUREX operations and saltwell pumping of SSTs. This includes constructionor
modification of facilities to handle DST waste and the operation of all
necessary facilities for processing the waste. The time frame spans from the
beginning of FY 1991 (October I, 1990) through the completion of the DST
VitrificationProgram excluding final disposal of the vitrified waste to a
geologic repository.

The components of the DST model are the network diagrams and the VERT
computer model. These are discussed further in the following paragraphs.

4.5.2.1 Double-ShellTank Network Oiagrams. Network diagrams are used to
visually illustratesequential (predecessorand successor) and logical rela-
tionships between activities. The network diagrams and relationshipswere
developed from the top-level schedule as discussed in Section 4.1 (see
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 in pouches located at the back of this document).

Two network diagrams were used to illustrateall program activities. The
first includes the preparationfor, and processing of, NCAW. The second
diagram illustratesthe activities associatedwith preparations for, and
processing of, the NCRW, and PFP and CC wastes. The two diagrams maintain
consistencywith the top-level schedule developed by the DST Working Group.
Copies of the network diagrams are included as Figures 4-7 and 4-8 in pouches
located at the back of this document. The initialnode on each diagram is the
state of the program on October I, 1990.

The terminal nodes on the two diagrams are different. The NCAW terminal
node represents the end of NCAW activities and the completion of NCAW proces-
sing. This includesgrout and vitrification activities associated with NCAW.
The terminal node on the post-NCAW network diagram represents the end of
processing of all the remaining DST waste types.
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The two networks have four activities in common: the grouting operations
for the low-level fraction of NCAW, melter replacementafter vitrificationof
NCAW, and two precedence activities. The first precedence activity requires
that AR Vault and B Plant facilitiesbe availableto process NCRW. The second
requires that grouting operations make tank space available for PFP and CC
waste transfers from the 200 West Area to the 200 East Area.

4.5.2.2 The Computer Model. The VERT is a management tool used to model
program cost, schedule, and performance risk. The VERT is a computer-
supported, network modeling and simulation technique, similar in concept to
the Program Evaluation and Review Technique, but with greater modeling and
analysis capabilities. Since its development in 1973, VERT has been employed
on numerous projects throughout the U.S. Department of Defense.

AVERT network consists of arcs and nodes. The arcs are used to depict
activities or to convey status from one point in the network to another.
Nodes represent decision logic rules that direct flow through the network.
Decision logics within a node may evaluate the status of incoming activities
and/or may determine the method for executing outgoing activities.

Once an accurate network has been developed, it is input to a computer-
ized model, which simulatesthe program. The simulation is a Monte Carlo-
based iterative process; that is, the VERT program simulatesthe actual
program a number of times. On each iterationof the simulation,cost, time,
and performancedata for each activity are generated randomly based on the
user-provideddistributions. Activity cost, time, and performancedata are
then aggregated into total project cost, time, and performance values for that
iteration. At the conclusion of the simulation,these data are transformed
into summary statistics and histograms for time, cost, and performance
measures for the program. Additional data on internal activities of the
network, such as individual activity start and completion dates and completion
costs, may also be generated.

4.5.2.3 Verificationand Validation. Because the use of the VERT software in
the Risk Assessment risk analysis is the first known use of this software
within the DOE complex, appropriateverification/validationsteps were
considered essential. The VERT model was tested to validate the results
produced by the program, i.e., to ensure that reasonable,reproducibleresults
were produced. These tests included (I) a manual calculationcheck, (2) a
baseline verificationrun, and (3) a management review of the program logic
network and model input data. For additional discussion of the model verifi-
cation and validation, refer to WHC-EP-0427,Hanford Waste Vitrification
Systems Risk Assessment - Final Report Supporting Information (Miller et
al. 1991).

The manual calculation check involved manually calculating the overall
network probabilitiesof success for a demonstrationnetwork and comparing
that result to the one produced by VERT for the same network. In the baseline
verificationrun, the DST Vitrification Program schedule baseline time frames
were input into the VERT model and the resultingmodel run program duration
results were compared to the program baseline schedule. Both tests produced
positive results.
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The final check conductedwas a management review of both the model
network diagram as final verificationthat the depicted logical relationships
were appropriateand that the model input,probability,cost, and schedule data
provided by WestinghouseHanford and PNL were reasonable. Inconsistencies
identified in these reviews were addressed and corrected.

4.5.3 Risk Analysis Modeling Results

A summary of the analysis results produced by the VERTmodel of the DST
Waste Vitrification Program is presented in this section. For a more detailed
explanation of the VERT software, the modeling process, and the results, refer
to WHC-EP-0427 (Miller et al. 1991).

4.5.3.1 Program Completlon Schedule Risks. The VERT software produces proba-
bilistic assessmentsof the schedule duration and cost total for the program
or project being analyzed. In the case of the Vitrification Program, these
risks were measured as probabilisticdeviations from the FY 1991 budget Case 2
used as the baseline. The mean values of the VERT estimated DST Waste Vitri-
fication Program cost and schedule are presented in Figures 4-9 and 4-10.

The model estimates that the DST Vitrification Program completion date
could potentiallyslip about 7 yr to 2016, if actions are not undertaken to
reduce the program uncertaintiesquantified by this Risk Assessment and
discussed in Section 4.3.

This estimated schedule increase is the result of the aggregation of
individual activity schedule ranges which, for the most part, had pessimistic
and most likely values that were longer than the baseline values. Generally,
the Risk Assessment Team and its direct management assessed the baseline dura-
tions as optimistic estimates for the activities. Additionally, the differ-
ence between the pessimistic and most likely durations were frequently greater
than the difference between the most likely and optimistic durations. In this
case, the Monte Carlo analysis technique used by the VERT software tends to
produce a mean value for an activityduration somewhat longer than the most
likely duration input value.

The probabilistic program completion time distributionprofile is shown
in Figure 4-9. This figure shows the cumulative probability of program
completion by the indicateddate. The completion dates depicted include the
vitrificationof all DST wastes but not the grouting of the low-level frac-
tions of these wastes. The informationis depicted based on fiscal years
rather than calendar years.

The results show that without implementationof mitigating actions, the
DST activities:

• Have minimal probabilityof being completed before the year 2014
(a very optimistic estimate of completion if mitigati,qgactions are
not undertaken)

• Have a 100 percent probabilityof being completed in the year 2019
(a pessimisticdate for completion)
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Figure 4-9. Program Completion Time.
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• Have a 50 percent probabilityof being completed on or before
February 2016 (consideredto be the most likely time of completion
without mitigation).

A discussion of the program elements that are the major contributorsto
the potential for schedule slippage is provided in Section 4.5.3.3.

In addition to analyzingthe program completion schedule,the model was
used to evaluate a selected group of intermediateprogram milestones. These
included the start and completion dates for B Plant, HWVP, and GTF operations
for each of the four DST waste types that require vitrification. The results
of these analyses are presented in Table 4-11.

4.5.3.2 Program Completion Cost Risks.* A potential cost increase of
$2.1 billion in 1991 dollars was estimated for the DST Waste Vitrification
Program. This figure was derived through comparison of baseline model
verificationruns with fully distributedmodel runs. A baseline cost analysis
run of the model produced a cost of $4.2 billion in 1991 dollars. The fully
distributedmodel run, which includes all cost and schedule range data devel-
oped by the program experts, produced a cost of $6.3 billion.

The above cost and risk figures should be consideredwithin the context
of the methodology that produced the actual input costs. No budget baselines
exist beyond 5 yr. The risk analysis that produced the potential cost overrun
estimate quoted earlier was based on order-of-magnitudecost estimates for
activities beyond 1996, i.e., for more than two-thirdsof the total program
duration. Other than costs for the HWVP, for which formal estimated cost

Table 4-11. Potential Processing Start and Complete Dates by
Waste Type Without Mitigation.

Pret reatment -
O PLant ol)erat|or_ HWVPcq3erat|orm GTF ofwDrat|orm

Start Coed)Lcre Start Coaq_Lete Start Conq)Lete

NCAW BaseL|he 1997.3 1999.8 2000.3 2002.2 2000.7 2001.8

ModeL 2001.7. 2003.8 2004.4 2006.8 2003.8 2008.2
ii

NCRW Basel ine 2001.0 2002.9 2004.4 2005.5 2003.0 2005.0

Model 2006.2 2008.2 2009.7 2011.2 2008.2 2009.6

PFP BaseLine 2003.3 2004.4 2005.9 2006.2 2005.3 2006.4
pill

Model 2008.5 2009.6 2011.2 2011.6 2009.6 2012.7
i

CC Basel |ne 2004.7 2007.5 2007.2 2009.3 2006.6 2009.5

Model 2010.0 2015.5 2013.0 2016.5 2012.?' 2016.5

NOTE: Dates shown are ftscaL year dates, i.e., 2005.5 s March 31 2005.

CC = Comptexant cofw:entrate
GTF = Grout Treatment Fac||ity
HW_/P= Hanford Waste VJtrJfJcat|or_ PLant
NCAW = NeutraLized current acid t,aste
NCRW = NeutraLized cladding removal waste
PFP ,_ PLutonium Finishing PLant

*All cost figures are in constant FY 1991 dollars.
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documentationexists, the costs are rough-order-of-magnitudevalues. No
attempt should be made to construe the costs in this Risk Assessment as true
estimatesof the total VitrificationProgram. Rather, cost estimates quoted
here should be considered as indicationsof relative costs for comparative
purposes only.

Roughly $3/4 to I billion* of this potential $2 billion cost increase is
the result of the 7-yr schedule extensionrisk identified in Section 4.5.3.1,
i.e., increased overhead cost durations and creation of operating facility
downtimes. The remaining $1 billion to 1_ billion dollar increase is the
result of uncertaintiesin the costs of individualprogram activities.

Figure 4-10 depicts the estimated cost to complete the DST Waste Vitrifi-
cation Program as a function of probability. This figure shows the cumulative
probabilityof completion at or below the indicated cost. The completion
costs depicted in Figure 4-10 include both the vitrificationand grouting of
all DST wastes.

These results indicate that without implementationof mitigating actions.

• The total cost will be greater than $5.7 billion.*

• The total cost will not exceed $6.9 billion.*

• There is a 50 percent probabilitythat the cost will be less than
$6.3 billion.*

The model accounts for direct costs of performing the included activi-
ties. Facility standby time costs, or costs associated with idle time at
facilities waiting for operations to begin, are also included. The facilities
addressed include those for vitrification,pretreatment,and grout.

Cost Distributionand SDendinq Growth Analysis--Analysisof the annual distri-
bution of these costs shown in Figure 4-11 identified the following concerns.

The first is the significantnear-termgrowth in program spending
required to support the DST program. The current annual program costs are on
the order of $100 million excludingTank Farm costs. A series of cost distri-
bution analyses (shown in Figure 4-11) developed from the distributed run of
the program model show annual expendituresin the $500 plus million/yr range,
includingTank Farm costs. The substantial increase in annual program costs
representedby these figures may be difficult to support due to pressures to
reduce government deficits. Future analysis of the program spending profile
is warranted after the program redefinitionchanges are identified. This
analysis may provide early identificationof unsupportablelevels of program
activity that can be either expediting or deferring the selected work scope
from critical years.

4.5.3.3 Program Critical Path Analyses. The VERT program has the capability
of estimating the probability that an activity will fall on the program

*All cost figures are in constant FY 1991 dollars.
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Figure 4-11. Average Costs Normally Distributed
During Duration of Activity.
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critical path. The results of the critical path analysis of the DST Vitrifi-
cation Program are shown in Figure 4-12. The results show the primary program
schedule critical path passing through tank retrieval activities and the post-
NCAW pretreatmentoptions. Activity "lag links," e.g., LAG602, used in the
VERT model to maintain appropriate activity precedence relationships,have
been omitted from this figure, if trivial. Non-trivial lag links have been
retained to clarify activity flow logic.

The percentage figures shown for each of the activities in Figure 4-12
represent the percentage of the time that the VERT model determined that the
critical path passed through that activity. The schedule values of the final
model network elements for grout operations have been suppressed (i.e., set
equal to zero), to determine the critical path for the vitrificationprogram.
Special-casecritical paths (baselinecase and cases for estimates of only
optimistic,most likely, and pessimisticdurations) are depicted in
Appendix A.

An analysis of the critical path shown in Figure 4-12 indicatesthe
following.

• There are two main areas of the network through which the critical
path may pass.
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Figure 4-IZ. DistributedModel Critical Path.
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• The critical path at the beginning of the program ,.villmost likely
be made up of retrieval activities. The probability that this will
occur is 76 percent.

• There is a 24 percentprobability that activities leading to TRUEX
pilot-plant redesign and modificationwill be on the critical path
at the beginning of the program.

• The critical path passes through post-NCAW pretreatmentactivities
with a 40 to 100 percent probabilitydependingon the waste type.

4.5.4 Estimates of Probability of Success

Estimates of probabilityof success were developed for each activity
using a set of descriptive statements and related percentages as shown in
Table 4-I. As noted earlier, the probabilitieswere assigned to each state-
ment based on the judgment of the Risk Assessment management team. The
percentages are therefore subjective,yet consistent,relative measures of
uncertaintyfor each individualactivity.

The probabilities of success were accumulatedfor related activities to
ascertain the relative probabilitiesof success for major program activities.
Figure 4-13 shows the distributionof the relative probabilitiesof success by
major activity for each waste type. The probabilityvalues shown in the boxes
wlth the activities titles are the relative, incrementalprobability of
success for that activity.

Figure 4-13 identifies the major activitiesof the baseline program with
the most uncertainty. However, caution must be exercised in interpreting
these results as "absolute"measures of success. There is no known method to
accurately assign "true" probabilitiesof success to the varied activities,
both present and future, that must be performed to complete the program.
Therefore, the value of this figure is in comparing one major activity against
another, but not in comparing against an absolute measure such as 100 percent
probability of success.

Furthermore,these estimates take no credit for future actions that will
improve th_ probability of success, includingthe following-

• Management actions to correct problems encountered during the execu-
tion of the program plan

• Improvementsin probabilitiesdue to the completion of supporting
development activities

• Additional knowledgeand experience gained in developing processes
for and processing operations of each subsequent waste type.

Even though the probabilitiesof success are relative values, the cumula-
tive ,,_-_-_ _.,,_, _.-, _, major _,_,vities ,,,,ch-_",,,_j_-_"_,_ ,re
reevaluation. Near-term activities with a relatively low probability of
success should receive immediate attention.
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Figure 4-13. Relative Probabilitiesof Success (%) for Major
Double-Shell Tank Program Activities by Waste Type.
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4.5.4.1 Ranking of Program Risks. The program risks resulting from uncer-
tainties impactingthe cost, schedule,and/or probability of success of each
of the program activitieswere developedby the Risk Assessment. These cost,
schedule, and probability risks were then aggregated to produce an integrated
activity program risk using a relative risk factor (RRF) calculation. The RRF
calculation (see Appendix A) relates the risks introduced by cost, schedule,
and probabilityof success uncertaintiesby establishing index values for
cost, schedule,and probability impacts. The RRF calculation also sums the
values from each of these elements to produce an integrated RRF value by which
the activitieswere then rankad. A summaryof the relative risk represented
by the seven major activities (characterization,grout, pretreatmentfacili-
ties, etc.), is presented in Table 4-12. The table presents the major activi-
ties in descending order of total program risk. lt also documents the
schedule, cost, and probability of success RRFs contributingto the total risk
for each major activity. These summary RRF values are relative and should not
be construed as absolute values for the activity risks. Table A-5 provides a
complete listing of ranked activities used to develop Table 4-12. Separate
listings ranking activities by the cost, schedule, and probabilityof success
RRFs are provided in _,_pendixA. These lists were used as input in developing
Section 4.6.

An RRF analysis was also performedon the activities leading to the hot
startup of HWVP. This analysis uses the same data as the above analysis but
substitutes the HWVP hot startup critical path for that used in the above
analysis. A summary of the relative risks represented by the seven major
activities is presented in Table 4-13. As in Table 4-12, the major activity
risks are presented in descending order and the schedule,cost, and probabil-
ity of success values for each are documented. Table A-6 provides a listing
of the ranked risks used to develop Table 4-13.

4.5.5 Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant Startup Analyses

Because of the importance of the hot startup of the HWVP facility, a
subset of the DST model was created to analyze that portion of the DST Program
leading up to the initiation of vitrificationof NCAW. This HWVP startup
model did not include any activities that were solely involved in follow-on
waste processing. For example, retrieval activities required to transfer
waste from the first NCAW tank are included,but subsequent NCAW, NCRW, and
PFP and CC waste retrieval activities are not. The intent of the HWVP startup
model analysiswas to focus on those requirementsinvolved in preparing for
vitrificationof NCAW.

Additional discussion of this special analysis is provided in WHC-EP-
0427, Hanford Waste VitrificationSystems Risk Assessment - Final Report
Supporting Information (Miller et al. 1991).

4.5.5.1 Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant $tartup Timing. The HWVP startup
model was stochasticallyquantified to determine the probability distribution
for the time span within which startupwould be expected to occur. This
distributionwas compared with the results from the point value cases (the

_,_ +ho _+_ ._+_ mast likely, ........ ,h_ooline, ........ _.ss.....s c .... ses_.............. t,_,ml C,

with the results shown in Figure 4-14.
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Table 4-12. IntegratedRelative Risk Factor Summary.

Activity Schedule Cost Success Total

Waste retrieval 9.5 1.3 6.1 16.9

Pretreatmentfacilities 5.0 1.1 9.7 15.8

Pretreatmenttechnology 0.7 0.5 7.0 8.2

Hanford Waste 0.4 4.2 3.2 7.8
Vitrification Plant

Tank Farm upgrades 0.5 0.7 1.8 2.9

Waste sampling ar)d 0.9* 0.2 1.7" 2.8*
characterization

Grout 0.0 0.1 1.5 1.6"*

*Impacts from waste sampling and characterizationare
reflected in affected activities (e.g., retrieval) and are
greater than indicatedby the relative risk factor.

**Risk quantificationfor grout is incompletebecause the Risk
Assessment did not include a full technical program review.

Table 4-13. Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant Startup Relative
Risk Factor Summary.

Activity Schedule Cost Success Total
i

Waste retrieval 8.6 0.2 2.3 11.1

Pretreatmentfacilities 0.6 0.8 8.9 10.2

Hanford Waste 1.4 2.1 2.6 6.0
Vitrification Plant

Tank Farms 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.8

Pretreatmenttechnology 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6

Waste sampling and 0.0 0.0 0.2* 0.2*
characterization

Grout** 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0"*

*Impacts from waste sampling and characteri;ationare
reflected in affected activities (e.g., retrieval) and are
greater than indicated by the relative risk factor.

**Grout is not a risk to HWVP startup because it has no inter-
facing activitieswith HWVP startup.

From Figure 4-14, the following conclusionsare drawn. First, the HWVP
startup model predicts a 0.5 probability of startup on or before FY 2004.
This represents an increase in duration of 4 yr from the baseline case. The
increases in duration are correspondinglysmaller for the optimistic estimate
only and most likely estimate only cases. The pessimisticestimate only case
results in an increase of about 2_ yr beyond the expected value for the
distributed case.
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Figure 4-14. Cumulative Probabilityof Hanford Waste Vitrification
Plant Startup InitiationTime (Date).
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4.5.5.2 Program Costs to Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant Startup. The DST
Program costs in unescalated FY 1991 dollars were aggregated for the activi-
ties leading up to the hot startup of HWVP. Figure 4-15 provides a graph of
the probability of HWVPmodel cost to startup. For comparison purposes, the
point value results for the baseline, and the optimistic, most likely, and
pessimistic estimate only cases are also presented.

From inspection of the figure, the following conclusions are drawn.
First, projected mean value for the distributed case is about $2.8 billion.
This exceeds the baseline case by about $1.1 billion. The optimistic case
also exceeds the baseline case by about $0.7 billion. Second, the range of
costs projected by the distributed case is about $2.7 billion to $3.0 billion,
or about a 10 percent spread. The equivalent spread for the total program was
about 18 percent. This difference in relative range of cost reflects greater
certainty regarding the initialphase of the program leading up to initiation
of vitrificationof NCAW and greater uncertainty associatedwith maintenance
of an NCAW feedstock to the HWVP and the subsequent wastes to be retrieved,
pretreated,and processed.

4.5.5.3 Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Startup Critical Path Analysis.
Figure 4-16 illustrates the time-based critical path obtained by quanti-
fication of the HWVP startup model. The model had a single critical path.
The critical elements on the path are all related to obtaining NCAW feedstock
for the HWVP. The HWVP startup model does not show either the B Plant modifi-
cations or the design and constructionof HWVP as critical path items.
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Figure 4-15. Cumulative Probability of Hanford Waste
Vitrification Plant Startup Initiation Cost.
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Figure 4-16. Time Critical Path for Hanford
Waste Vitrification Plant Startup.
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4.5.6 Sensitivity Analyses

4.5.6.1 Overview of SensitivityAnalyses. A powerful application of network
modeling is the capability to vary the parameters and assumptions built into
the model to test hypothesis and evaluate alternativescenarios. The DST
model and the subsidiarymodel for HWVP startupwere utilized to examine a set
of general strategies for mitigating those uncertaintieshaving the greatest
influenceon cost and schedule. Three general strategieswere evaluated.
Because specific alternativesto some of the present program elements are
being developed, only general assumptionscould be made regarding activities.
The first general strategy was assumed to shorten the durations of selected
activities in the DST Program. The second general strategy involvedexamining
a subset of activities with shortened durations for the HWVP startup. A third
evaluation looked at the constructiontime for the HWVP.

Additional discussion of this subject is provided in WHC-EP-0427,Hanford
Waste VitrificationSystems Risk Assessment - Final Report Supporting Informa-
tion (Miller et al. 1991).

4.5.6.2 Double-ShellTank Program Mitigation Analysis. The intent of the
mitigation analysis for the DST Programwas to examine the effects of shorten-
ing the duration of selected activities on the cost and schedule of completing
the DST Program. The mean value for the distributedcase, as was previously
discussed, projects a potential slippage of the program completion date from
FY 2009 (top-levelschedule) to FY 2016.

Evaluation of the preceding DST model results provided groupings of those
activities most affecting the DST Program completion due either to uncertain-
ties associated with durations or delays associatedwith funding constraints
precluding activity initiation. Those groups of activities that potentially
could, by mitigation, result in significantreduction in the DST Program
schedule, in order of significance,are as follows:

• CC pretreatmentoperations

• Retrieval operations

• Waste char_.cterizationactivities

• Pretreatment technology development

• Tank Farms activities

• B Plant and HWVP activities.

New durations were developed for these groups of activities by the DST
Working Group. The assumptionwas made that sufficient resources were to be
made available. Table 4-14 lists the input data generated for the DST model.
An optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic value was provided for each
activity. These values were then used as input data for a series of model
simulations.

The results of the runs are given in Table 4-15. The results for the
v,_,,u,_,j ,,_,_, ,,_, ,uu_u _ are provi_-_ _--u_u ,u,-purposes u, _u,,,pd,-i_u,,.
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Table 4-14. Double-ShellTank Program Group Mitigation Data.
(sheet I of 2)

ii

Group mitigation data

Activity group activity (duration)
0 ML P

Concentratedcomplexant pretreatmentoperations

ANIO2TI, CC PretreatmentOpns - B Plant 1.83 1.83 1.83
ANIO6T2, CC Operations (Continued) 1.09 1.09 1.09

Retrieval Activities

213A, W-151 I01AZ Retr Sys. Proc. Test 4.00 5.50 6.50

213B, W-148 4-Pump Retr Sys. Eng. & Proc. 6.10 6.10 7.10

213C, I02-AY Solids Wash or Retrieve 6.00 7.00 9.00

213D, NCRW Retrieval ProcessTest Prep 3.50 4.00 6.00

213D0024, CC Process Test West Area 0.60 0.75 2.25

213E, CC East Retr ProcessTest Prep Chg to Start FY93

213E0024, CC Process Test East Area 0.75 0.75 1.80

213F, CC West Retr ProcessTest Prep 5.50 6.50 8.50

213F0024, CC Process Test West Area 0.80 1.30 3.30

215HOA, Small-Scale NCRW Retr System 5.10 5.60 7.60

215HOC, Small-Scale CC Solids Retr 7.00 8.00 10.0

215HOE, Small-ScalePFP Solids Retr 5.80 6.80 8.80

ANIO2RSA, CC East Retr System 3.50 4.20 6.20

ANIO2RSB, CC East Petr System (Cont) 3.26 3.26 4.30

ANIO3RSA, NCRW Retr System 3.50 4.00 6.00

ANIO3RSB, NCRW Retr System (Cont) 3.00 3.25 5.25

SYIOIRSA, CC West Retr System 3.00 3.57 5.50

SYIOIRSB, CC West Retr System (Cont) 2.80 3.26 5.30i

Waste characterizationactivities

212CE01C, Core and Characterization(CC) FY91 0.92 1.42 2.42

212CE02C, CharacterizeRemainingCores (CC) 4.50 5.00 6.00

212CEO6N, CharacterizeRemaining Cores (NCRW) 4.59 4.59 5.59

Pretreatmenttechnology
- Pilot-plant relative activities

215C0011, TRUEX Pilot Plant NCRW Scale Test 0.70 0.76 2.00

215C0013, TRUEX Pilot Plant CC Scale Test 0.60 0.75 1.00

215C0015, TRUEX Pilot Plant PFP Scale Test 0.60 0.77 1.00

215D0013, Pilot Plant Redesign and Minor Mods
- PFP Solids 0.25 0.25 0.50

215D0015, Pilot Plant Redesign and Minor Mods
- CC TRUEX 0.50 0.50 1.00
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Table 4-14. Double-ShellTank Program Group Mitigation Data.
(sheet 2 of 2)

Group mitigation data
Activity group activity (duration)

0 ML P

Tank Farm Activities

75TF04, Tank Farm DocumentationUpgrades 5.00 6.00 8.00

75TF01, Tank Farm Capital Upgrades 5.00 6.00 8.00

75TF02, Tank Farm Major Maint Upgrades 4.00 5.00 7.00

75TF03, Tank Farm Opns and Admin Upgrades 4.00 5.00 7.00

75030, 3-030 DST Vent Upgrades 2.75 3.08 5.0_

75SYI01S, I01SY Safety Issue Resolution 2.00 3.00 6.0{}

75SYI035, I03SY Safety Issue Resolution 1.00 1.50 6.00
i

HWVP and B Plant Activities

134161,W-161 TRU Monitor 2.81 2.81 4.81

134700,NCAW Jumper Const 3.76 3.76 5.67

412231A, Waste Form Development 6.00 6.00 7.00

1373001, PFP Process Mods (Cont) 3.17 3.82 5.00

0 = Optimistic ML - Most likely P = Pessimistic

CC = Complexant concentrate
DST - Double-shelltank
FY = Fiscal year
NCAW = Neutralized current acid waste
NCRW - Neutralized cladding removalwaste
PFP = Plutonium Finishing Plant
TRUEX = Transuranic extraction

Table 4-15. Double-ShellTank Program Group Mitigation Results.
i ,

Program Cost
Model run description completion date ($billions)

Fully distributedrun February 2016 6.26

CC pretreatmentoperations mitigated August 2014 6.08

Retrieval activities mitigated August 2013 5.98

Characterizationactivities mitigated July 2012 5.'82

Pretreatmenttechnology (pilot plant) May 2012 5.78
activitiesmitigated

Tank Farm activities mitigated March 2012 5.72

HWVP and B Plant activitiesmitigated February 2012 5.72

Optimistic case February 2011 5.12

CC = Complexant concentrate
HWVP = Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant
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For each group of activitiesmitigated, a resultant schedule and cost reduc-
tion is listed. If all groups of activitiesare mitigated, a schedule reduc-
tion of about 4 yr is projected. An associated cost reductionof almost
$I billion is projected. However, the input cost data were not altered to
reflect the costs, if any, of mitigation. When such cost adjustmentsbecome
possible as a result of the current DST Program redefinitioneffort, inclusion
of costs of mitigation would permit trade-off analyses. One valuable result
would be the capability to evaluate incrementalincreases in funding for
specific activities against the resultant reductions, if any, in DST Program
cost due to reduction in program duration. Another valuable result would be
the capability to simulate the DST Programwith a number of alternate strate-
gies built-in to the model. This would provide a means of comparingthe rela-
tive impacts of the alternativesin terms of program cost, program duration,
and likelihood of program success.

4.5.6.3 Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Startup Mitigation Analysis.
Activity groupings and reduced activitydurations were also developed as input
for the HWVP startup model. The revised activity duration data are presented
in Table 4-16. As discussed previously,a mean value of FY 2004 was projected
for the HWVP startup. This is compared to the mitigation run results in
Table 4-17. Mitigation of retrieval activitiesprovides the maximum projected
benefit. The projected incrementalbenefits from subsequentlymitigating
Tank Farm activitiesand then, in addition,HWVP and B Plant, are small.

Table 4-15. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Startup Mitigation Data.

l Group mitigation data

Activity group activity (duration)
0 ML P

,,,m iii r

Retrieval Activities

213A, W-151 IOIAZ Retr Sys Proc. Test 4.00 5.50 6.50

213B, W-141_4-Pump Retr Sys Eng & Proc 6.10 6.10 7.10

213C, I02-_Y Solids Wash or Retr 6.00 7.00 g.o0
i .mi ,

Tank Farm Activities

75TF04, Tank Farm DocumentationUpgrades 5.00 6.00 8.00

75TF01, Tank Farm Capital Upgrades 5.00 6.00 8.00

75TF02, Tank Farm Major Maint Upgrades 4.00 5.00 7.00

751F03, Tank Farm Opns and Admin Upgrades 4.00 5.00 7.00

75030, 3-030 DST Vent Upgrades 2.75 3.08 5.08

HWVP and B Plant Activities

134161,W-161 TRU Monitor 2.81 2.81 4.81

134700, NCAW Jumper Const 3.76 3.76 5.67

412231A, Waste Form Development 6.00 6.00 7.00

0 - Optimistic ML = Most likely P = Pessimistlc

DST - Double-shelltank
HWVP = Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant
NCAW = Neutralizedcurrent acid waste
TRU = Transuranicextraction
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Table 4-17. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Startup
Mitigation Results.

i ill

Program Cost
Model run description completiondate ($ billions)

Fully distributed run March 2004 3.26 ....

Retrieval activities April 2002 3.14
mitigated

Tank Farm activities January 2002 3.08
mitigated

HWVP and B Plant December 2001 3.07
activitiesmitigated

Baseline December 1999 2.13

HWVP - Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant

Again, for comparison purposes, the DST Program base case value is provided.
As was mentioned earlier, no incrementalcost was included for mitigating the
groups of activities.

4.6 SIGNIFICANT RISKS ANDMITIGATING STRATEGIES

The following activitiesor groups of activities represent areas of
significant risk to the DSTWD program. These results reflect the findings
from the computer modelling, as well as the judgments of the Risk Assessment
Team. The activities are listed from highest to lowest risk based on the RRF
developed in Section 4.5.

4.6.1 Retrieval

Relative Risk Factor: 16.9

Potential Program Impact: Delay in program completion.

Key Uncertainties: Development and implementationof waste
retrieval systems consistentlyfall on the critical path schedule.
The substantialvariation in physical properties of the four waste
types and lack of detailed characterizationdata ,)nthese physical
properties; the uncertain conditionof tank components; extensive
equipment removal, and replacement in retrieval tanks; time required
for laboratory developmentwork; competition for construction
resources and lay-down space; and questions regarding mixer pump
effectiveness all add to the potentialdelay of retrieval activi-
ties.
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Mitigating Strategies:

, • Expedite funding and resources for retrieval activities
necessary to support the startup of HWVP.

• Expedite activities required to support retrieval process
testing. Of particular importance is the timely acquisitionof
permits for installation,operation, and disposal of required
equipment, assessmentof in-tank componentconditions, and
waste characterization.

• Reassess constraintsto the retrieval system design to identify
those that might be eliminated.

• Revise the program approach and/or priorities such that
retrieval is removed from the program critical path for follow-
on waste types after the initial feed to HWVP.

4.6.2 PretreatmentFacllltles

Relative Risk Factor: 15.8

Potential Program Impact: The currently defined program does not
succeed, resulting in need for new facility with substantial
schedule delay and cost increase.

Key Uncertainties:

• ,The B Plant may not comply with current DOE Orders and environ-
mental requirements,including, but not limited to, those
associated with double containment. Compliance has not been
demonstratedto the satisfactionof the DOE or regulatory
authoritiesand will not be finalized until Ecology approves
the RCRA Part B permit.

• The B Plant may not accommodateTRUEX and oxidation process
equipmentwith sufficient capacity to ensure that post-NCAW can
be processed at a rate that will support program schedule
milestones.

• The cost and schedule impacts from disposal of large amounts of
radioactive solid waste (i.e., old or replaced equipment) from
B Plant could be substantial.

• Required studies must be completed to demonstrate compliance
with DOE Orders and regulatory requirements. These studies
(for example, a B Plant structural and emergency power require-
ments analysis,closed-loopcooling, etc.) may result in the
need for additional,currently undefined, modificationsof
B Plant.
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• The B Plant piping may not be compatible with corrosive solu-
tions generated during pretreatmentwith the TRUEX process,
requiring embedded pipe replacement.

Mitigating Strategies:

• Expedite DOE and Ecology review and determinationon a study to
demonstrate B Plant compliance with "double-containment"
requirements.

• Expedite studies and activitiesneeded to update the B Plant
SAR and obtain required permits.

• Modify B Plant as necessary to comply with current regulatory
requirements,based on the results of B Plant compliance
reviews.

• Develop pretreatmentoptions that do not require the use of
B Plant or AR Vault as a fall-backposition.

• Evaluate modificationor replacementof selected B Plant piping
with corrosion-resistantmaterial.

• Investigatemethods of avoiding the generation of corrosive
solutionsduring pretreatmentoperations.

• Expedite the developmentof disposal/burialplans for radio-
active solid waste (old equipment) generated by B Plant
upgrades and modification.

4.6.3 Pretreatment Process Technology Developmnt

Relative Risk Factor: 8.2

Potential Program Impacts: Delay in program completion.

Key Uncertainties:

• Acid dissolution and TRUEX process have only been demonstrated
in laboratory-scaletests. Scaling to pilot- or full-scale
could result in changes in the design and delays in implement-
ing the processes.

• Organic destruction process development is in its infancy;
process.'and facility requirementsare not well defined.

• There is a lack of waste characterizationdata.

• The schedule for implementingTRUEX in B Plant may be overly
optimistic.

• Processing rates for CC wastes may be substantiallylonger than
previously assumed.
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Mitigating Strategies:

• Develop a contingency plan for pretreatmentprocesses that
includes the followlng:

- Alternate approaches to test the TRUEX process

- Investigationof alternate, full-backtechniques for
TRUEX

- Beginningdevelopment of alternateprocesses.

• Reassess the schedule for the TRUEX pilot plant based on the
results of the contingency plan for development of pretreatment
processes.

• Investigatepermitting issues relating to installationof the
TRUEX pilot plant in the HESF and selected B Plant processing
cells.

• ReexaminateCC waste processing rates and process requirements
to minimize the schedule duration for pretreating this waste.

4.6.4 Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant

Relative Risk Factor: 7.8

Potential Program Impact: Delay in program completion. Increased
program cost. Failure of the HWVP to achieve hot operations by
December 1999.

Key Uncertainties:

• Continuity of feed to HWVP

• Construction,cost, and schedule concerns associated with a
large nuclear facility

• Timely resolution of startup and operations' problems
identifiedby DWPF, such as hydrogen generation in the waste
feed formatingprocess

• Timely identificationof feed composition for the post-NCAWs

• Timely identificationof repository and waste form acceptance
requirements

• Timely identificationof solid waste handling requirements

• Lack of acceptance of the supplementalenvironmental analysis
for the facility.
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Mitigating Strategies:

• Evaluate alternatewastes that require only simple pretreatment
processes, such as sludge washing and ion exchange, to minimize
HWVP downtime caused by lack of feed.

• Place an increasedemphasis on obtaining an approved WAPS for
HWVP.

• Accelerate activities required to support current HWVP design,
construction,and hot operations' schedules.

• Delay HWVP design, construction,and hot operation.

4.6.5 Tank Farm Upgrades and Resolution of Tank Safety Issues

Relative Risk Factor: 2.9

Potential Program Impacts:

• Delay of sampling and characterization activities

• Delay of retrieval activities

• Potential lack of required tank space.

Key Uncertai nti es:

• Flammable gas generation in the DSTs

• Ability to resolve safety-related material and design
deficiencies

• Availability of resources for timely completion of required
upgrades

• Adequacy of current Tank Farm systems and components to support
the program without upgrade

• Conflicts with other Tank Farm activities

• Additional modificationsthat may be required to comply with as
yet unidentifiedrequirements (undc;finedscope).

Mitigating Strategies:

• Expeditiouslyresolve tank safety issues. Coordinate issue
resolution with plans to retrieve and pr°treat the wastes.

• Accelerate currently defined tank sampling and characterization

activities. 0

z

"I'-- _liJ
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* Develop a detailed integrated Tank Farm and DST processing
schedule that identifies all significant interfaces.

• Proceed with construction of new tanks.

• Accelerate implementation of a Tank Farm upgrade program plan.

4.6.6 Waste Sampllng and Characterization

Relative Risk Factor: 2.8

NOTE: The method used to quantify risks understates the magnitude
of the risk related to characterization. The impacts of delays in
sampling and analysis and the resultant uncertainties in the treat-
ment process designs due to waste compositional uncertainties are
measured mostly with the affected activities, such as retrieval, and
not as a risk to characterization.

Potential Program Impact: Delay in program completion.

Key Uncertainties:

• Uncertain waste compositional variability for post-NCAWs

• Availability of adequate sampling and laboratory resources

• Timely resolution oi" tank safety issues

• Competing priorities for sampling.

Mitigating Strategies"

• Establish estimates of the waste composition variability for
each waste type using process flowsheets and existing sample
data. Correlate process and sample data to establish a range
of variability.

• Review each of the process designs for retrieval, pretreatment,
and vitrification against the waste composition uncertainties
to revise sampling needs and update process design require-
ments.

• Provide funding and resources required to ensure rapid resolu-
tion of tank safety issues, such as flammable gas generation.

, Complete the efforts to prioritize sampling and analysis of all
Hanford Site tank wastes.

• Assess analytical needs and construct new capabilities at the
Hanford Site, or pursue the use of alternate analytical
facilities. This may be a possible target for privatization.

4-9!
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• Add additional sampling capability, specifically, accelerate
acquisition of a third sample truck (currently not planned
until FY 1994).

• Consider buying an entire spare truck. Experience has shown
high failure rates for sampling equipment. Therefore, adequate
spare parts and a trained maintenance staff must be available
to support an aggressive sample schedule.

J

• Develop more effective designs for weather screens and provide
additional weather screens to allow sampling during inclement
weather.

4.6.7 6rout

Relative Risk Factor: 1.6

Potential Program Impact: Delay in grout activities and the
possible need to pretreat selected tanks may result in a lack of
required tank space and subsequent delay of the program.

Key Uncertainties:

• Lack of waste characterization data

• Establishment of a grout formulation that meets performance
requirements with acceptably low heat of hydration

• Structural and leachability performance of the asphalt concrete
diffusion barrier added to the vault

• Timely completion of grout-supporting activities (FSAR and
environmental permits)

• The need to pretreat DSS and DSSF so that hazardous wastes do
not violate land disposal restrictions

• Acceptance of the performance assessment

• Results of a petition by Washington and Oregon States to the
NRCthat would require tank wastes to be treated to remove the
largest technically achievable amount of radioactivity before
grouting.

Mitigating Strategies:

• Accelerate resolution of issues related to grout formulation
and performance assessment.

• Accelerate waste characterization.

• Pretreat DSS and DSSF tanks.

i,
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• Lower waste loading in grout vaults (at the expense of
additionalvaults).

• Build additionalDSTs.
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5.0 SINGLE-SHELLTANKPROGRANASSESSHENT

The final disposal of the Hanford Site double-shelltank (DST) and
single-shelltank (SST) waste and the ultimate closure of the single-shell
Tank Farms was addressed in DOE/EIS-0113,Final Environmental Impact State-
ment: Disposal of Hanford Defense High-Level,Transuranic, and Tank Wastes,
Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (HDW-EIS) (DOE 1987), and the resulting
Record of Decision (ROD) (DOE 1988). The ROD identified vitrificationand
grout as the preferredalternativesfor the DST waste but recommended
continued storage of the SST waste until additionaldevelopment and evaluation
associated with the SSTs can be performed as follows.

• Radioactive and hazardous waste constituentswill be characterized.

• Barrier performancewill be demonstratedby both instrumentedfield
tests and modeling.

• The need and methods to improve the stability of the waste form will
be determined, and destruction or stabilizationalternativesfor
hazardous constituentswill be evaluated.

• Methods for retrieving,processing,and disposing of this waste will
be evaluated.

lt was further stated in the ROD that the development and evaluation
activities are to be completedbefore developr,_entof a supplementalenviron-
mental impact statement (SEIS),which will determine the preferred alternative
for final disposition of the SST systems. Furthermore,the ROD states that
the Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP), in addition to vitrifying the
DST waste, will be designed with sufficient flexibilityto accommodateall SST
waste should the decision be made to recover this waste. Thus, the purpose of
the SST assessment,as part of the Risk Assessment, is to review candidate
HWVP processing scenarios for the SST wastes and identify any significant
uncertaintiesthat could impact the HWVP design or schedule if the decision is
made to use HWVP for vitrificationof the SST wastes.

5.1 METHODOLOGY

The objective of the SST assessment for this Risk Assessment was to
identify any significant uncertainties in the HWVPdesign or schedule that
could potentially limit the ability of the HWVP to vitrify a portion, or all,
of the SST wastes should this decision be made.

The approach taken in this assessment is outlined below.

I. A reference schedule that considers the availabilityof the HWVP and
closure of the SSTs within the schedule defined in the Hanford
Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (also known as the Tri-
Party Agreement) (Ecology 1990) was established for processing the
SST wastes in the HWVP.

e,
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2. Three SST waste retrieval scenarios and two pretreatmentscenarios
were evaluated to define bounding cases in terms of the waste
volumes and waste compositionsto be vitrifiedfrom the SST wastes.

3. Key technical issues associatedwith the potential vitrificationof
the SST wastes were identified and evaluated. These technical
issues were identifiedbased on chemical and radiochemical
differences between the DST and SST wastes.

Existing informationand studies have been used to the extent possible to
complete this assessment. A significantamount of informationhas been
obtained from analyses for the closure of the SSTs.

5.2 MAJORACTIVITY ASSESSMENT

5.2.1 Process Bases for Assessment

The process bases for the SST risk assessment considered three tank
retrieval cases and two waste pretreatment approaches to establish bounding
cases for HWVPprocessing and remediation of the SSTs. The three tank
retrieval cases considered the retrieval of 22, 75, and 149 tanks. The two
cases for pretreatment of the SST wastes included a sludge-wash only process
(referred to as sludge wash) and a solids dissolution and transuranic
extraction (TRUEX) process (referred to as TRUEX). Table 5-1 summarizes the
bounding cases evaluated in terms of number of SSTs retrieved, estimated
number of glass canisters to be produced in the HWVP, and estimated HWVP
vitrification campaign length. Figure 5-1 summarizes the major process steps
involved in pretreating the SST wastes in the sludge wash and TRUEXprocessing
options.

The sludge wash and TRUEXoptions selected for the purpose of this study
provide bounding cases in terms of the number of glass canisters produced.
The sludge-wash pretreatment process involves dissolution of the water-soluble
chemical and radiochemical component_fro_the waste Radionuclides present
in the wash solutions, principally '_'Cs, "Tc, and soluble 9°Sr and plutonium,
are removed in sorption processes. The wash solution is solidified, after
treatment, as a low-level waste (LLW). The TRUEXpretreatment process
involves the same initial sludge-washing processes. In addition, the water-
insoluble sludge is dissolved in acid, and the "vSr, 137Cs, plutonium, and
uranium are then removed from the dissolver solution. This approach results
in a minimum of solids being transferred to the HWVPand will therefore result
in a minimum number of canisters being produced. The LLW streams produced
from these two pretreatment cases will have similar radiochemical inventories.

The HWVPProject feed compositions from the sludge wash and TRUEXprocess
flowsheets for the three SST retrievaZ cases are summarized in Table 5-2.
This table compares (for the major chemical components) the major differences
between the current HWVP feed specificationlimit and the estimated HWVP feed
composition resulting from the specified SST waste pretreatmentscenarios.
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Table 5-I. Bounding Cases for Single-ShellTank Waste Retrieval
and Vitrificationin the Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant.

Volume of Numberof
Percent s|r_le-shelt retrieved, glass Years ofHWVP

Single-shell tank transurenic waste a in m_ canisters operation
tanks retri eved inventory (Ngal) produced

22 75 ' 3,800 (10) '10,000b 30
2,000 c 6

i

75 95 9,100 (26) 20,000 b 60
5,000c 15

|

149 i00 1,400,000 (37) 34,000 b 100
10,000c 30 H H

b_sOlUlaeof waste currently stored in single-shell tanks.
tudge waste pretreatmnt.

CTr=msuran|c extraction waste pi-etreat_t.

HWVP = Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant

5.2.20efinition of Reference Schedule

The development of the options to complete the remediation of the SSTs is
being studied by WestinghouseHanford Company (WestinghouseHanford). The SST
closure options will be evaluated and a preferred approach identified in an
SEIS. For the purpose of this Risk Assessment, a reference schedule that
incorporatedtwo major assumptionswas developed.

I. The closure of the SSTs will be completedwithin the schedule
establishedby the Tri-PartyAgreement.

2. The range of process options, selected for vitrificationof the SST
wastes, will correspond to the bounding process bases established by
an SST systems engineering study and listed in Figure 5-I.

The Risk Assessment referenceschedule for remediationof the SSTs is
shown in Figure 5-2. This schedule was developed for the Risk Assessment and
does not necessarily representthe baseline SST remediation schedule. The
schedule demonstrates an approach to integrate the DST and SST remediation
scheduies and assumes the following.

1. The initiationof the SEIS for the SSTs begins in 1991 and proceeds
in pa-allel with SST waste characterizationactivities. Complete
characterizationof each of the 149 tanks is not required for
completion of the SEIS. An approach will be developed in the EIS to
determine the specific remedial action for each of the 149 tanks
based on its radiochemicaland hazardousmaterial content.

2. The SEIS and closure plan for the S_f will be completed before the
design of the retrieval and pretreatmentfacilities needed for the
remediation of the SSTs. Retrieval and pretreatmentof at least
22 SSTs is assumed. Approval of the closure plan is not required to
initiate retrieval operations.
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Figure 5-I. PretreatmentProcess Options for
Single-ShellTank Waste Processing.
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3. Permitting actions by the Washington State Department of Ecology
(Ecology),in compliance with the Resource Conservationand Recovery
Act of 1976 (RCRA),can be completed in parallel with the design of
facilities needed for retrieval and pretreatmentas is the approach
used for the HWVP Project.

4. Constructionof retrieval and pretreatment facilitiescan begin with
issuance of the RCRA permit.

The reference schedule also ensures the completion of key Tri-Party
Agreement milestones associated with the remediationof the SSTs as follows.

• Initiate a full-scale demonstrationof waste retrieval technology
(October 1997).

• Complete the analyses of at least two complete core samples from
each SST (September 1998).

• Initiate a full-scale Tank Farm demonstration project (June 2004).

• Complete the closure of all 149 SSTs (June 2018).
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Table 5-2. EstimatedHanford Waste Vitrification Plant Waste
Compositions from the Single-Shell Tank Processing Flowsheets. a

Partitioning f towsheet

HW_/P Transuranlc extraction tanks
Oxides (wtX) limitX Sludge wmshtanks retrieved re*,rleved

(wtX)
149 ?5 22 149 75 22

_ mmm,nmm,w,lmmmwm _ mmm_m_, _ _mem,mm _

8.2 a.6 10.3 11.0 9.s
,................, ..,. -.. ...-...,...,.......,........, ,..-.....

CeO_ ,_,__ "- 2.0 1.7 1.5 0.7 0.6 0.8

2 0.9 1.7 1.2 0.3 0.5 0.6wm,mmmmmmmm _ __

CdO 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0

Fe_ 60 7.2 11.2 11.1 5.1 8.0 6.2
SrO '- 0.3 0.4 0.4 1.0 1.4 2.3

_ mmmmmmmmmmm. _ mmmmmmmmm,mmmm,m _ _ _ _

-- 1.7 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.3 0.6
CaO 20 1.6 2.1 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.1

_ mmmwmm,mm,amm _ _ maw, _ _ _

ThO -- 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4

.__ --...-----32 11.4 8.0 4.6 4.8 5.4
HgO -- 7.001 7.001 7.001 7.001 7.00t 7.001

..----------.20 1.3 2.2 3.5 0.4 0.7 1.9

40 2.3 4.1 6.9 0.8 1.3 3.7jmjmimm,mJ,i /ai_wmw _ ___

WiO 8 1.6 2.7 0.1 5.4 8.8 0.6

-- 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1

TiO 4 0.9 1.4 1.4 • 3.2 4.7 7.5mm_,mmmm,mmmu _ _mmm _ _ _a_wm_, _

0.6 1.6 3.7

4 23.5 10.8 8.0lamwmmm, emmm _ _

-- 6.8 23.3 19.2

CL" 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

F" 6.9 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2

TOC -- 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1
_ ..mmm,mmmmmmm __

(CW)C -- 0.8 1.3 0.1 2.7 4.3 0.3

TCO+CWIC -- 0.9 1.5 0.3 2.7 4.4 0.4

Mt Oxides ] --

RadionucI ides 382 356
plutonium (kg) 8 8
ameri c ium (kg) 1.2E+07 6. OE+06 5.9E+06 J 8.8E+08 6. OS+06 5.9E+06

strontium-QOcesium'137(Ci)(Ci) 4.7E+07 4.0E+07 3.6E+07 _ 4.1E.09 4.0E+07 3.5E+07
"--'-_Based on HDW-EIS inventory and track radioactive con_)or_nts distri_tion.

Shaded areas represent estimated chemical conTw)sitions that exceed current Hanford Waste
Vitrification Plant glass specification limits.

HDW-EIS = Hanford Defense Waste-Envirornefltal Impact Statenwmt
H;NP = Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant
TOC = Total organic carbon
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Figure5-2. ReferenceSingle-ShellTank ClosureSchedulefor the
HanfordWasteVitrificationPlantRisk Assessment.
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5.2.3 Environmental and Regulatory Documentation Requirements

The environmentalrequirementsand schedule for the potential integration
of the SST and DST remediation scheduleswere identified in Section 5.2.2.
The implementationof the required environmentaldocumentationfor the closure
of SSTs will follow this sequence:

• National EnvironmentalPolicy Act of 1969 (NEPA)

• Design/permitapplicationand closure plan preparation/State
EnvironmentalPolicy Act (SEPA)

• Final permit issuance

• Construction/procurement

• Operating permit issuance

• Operation

• Post-closurepermit.

The NEPA documentationmust be prepared to determine the environmental
impactsof reasonable alternativesfor the final disposal of the SST waste and
closure of the tanks, ancillaryequipment, and contaminatedsoils. A proposed
accelerated schedule for the NEPA documentation,from the preparation of a
Notice of Intent (NOI) in fiscal year 1992 through issuance of a final ROD at
the end of calendar year 1996, is shown in Figure 5-3. This proposed schedule
has been acceleratedto fulfill the Tri-Party Agreement milestone for closure
of the SSTs and reflects parallel efforts for preparation of the NOI coin-
ciding with the technical support document.

Because of efforts to accelerate the SST SEIS, the proposed scope of the
SEIS will need to change from the original scope identified in the HDW-EIS
ROD. The proposed scope now includes treatment, storage, and final disposal
of the waste contained within the SSTs instead of a closure decision on a
tank-by-tankbasis. Resources and technical activities will require acceler-
ation to support this acceleratedschedule.

Design, permit, closure plan preparation,and SEPA checklists can be ini-
tiated once an ROD has been published. The approach for obtaining the permits
will depend on the magnitude of effort for the closure of the SSTs. If the
efforts conclude with leaving the SST waste in place or simple retrieval, as
part of closure, interim status expansion should be requested from Ecology.
This would allow the closure of the SSTs without the generation of a Part B
permit. A closure plan and post-closurepermit then would be pursued.
A generic schedule for the dangerouswaste permit is shown in Figure 5-4. The
post-closurepermit applicationwould require full characterizationof any
waste that is to be left in place after closure.

Treatment of the retrievedwaste or in-situtreatment would require a
dangerous waste permit (Part B) and full characterizationof the waste that is
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Figure 5-3. Proposed Single-ShellTank--Supplemental
EnvironmentalImpact StatementAccelerated Schedule

for ,Tri-PartyAgreementCompliance.
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Figure5-4. GenericDangerousWastePermitProcess
for a New Facility. (sheetI of 3)
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Figure 5-4. Generic DangerousWaste Permit Process
for a New Facility. (sheet 2 of 3)
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to be treated. For retrieval, this would be different from the original SST
waste depending on the method of retrieval (i.e., sluicing or slurping will
dilute the waste).

Recent discussionswith Ecology have identifiedan approach for the RCRA
permit where Ecology would be involved at the conceptual design stage of a new
facility. This would allow the resolution of environmental issues during the
definitive design stage. With this approach,submittal of a revised permit
application at the completion of definitive design should result in a permit
applicationwith little or no outstanding issues. Approximately 12 to
15 months (after completion of definitive,design) still would be required to
obtain the final permit. This amount of time would be required for the
drafting of the final permit and the required public review and comment
period. This approach shortens the design and permit cycle from more than
10 yr to 6 yr.

Construction,and in some cases, procurement,cannot start until the
final permits are issuedwith the exception of interim status expansion and/or
specific agency approval to construct. A complete design is normally required
to be submitted with the final permit applications. Once the final permits
are issued, constructioncan begin within any negotiated bounds set forth in
the permits. The involvementof the federal and state agencies during
constructionwill depend on the negotiationsconducted during the permit prep-
aration. Review of any changes, assessments,certifications,and validations
may be used as "hold pointsH for agency involvementduring construction.

The operating permits may require updating of the final permits to incor-
porate any unforeseen design changes made during construction. The method and
extent of the changes will vary for the specific permit involved and will be
subject to negotiationswith the appropriateregulating agency. Demonstratio_-_
testing and/or reports may be required before actual operation begins.

Operation can begin once any prerequisitesidentified in the permit have
been fulfilled. Periodic operating reports will be required and identified in
the permits. All the environmentalpermits will require periodic renewal for
long-term operation.

The post-closurepermit will identify any requirementsto be conducted
during the post-closureperiod,which is 30 yr. The time frame and require-
ments for the closure period will be negotiated with Ecology based on the
final waste form that is remaining after closure.

All environmentalregulationsare subject to change. This assessment is
an accurate interpretationof environmentalregulations in effect at the time
this report is being prepared. Long-term activities,such as SST retrieval,
will be affected by the changing regulatory environment. Environmentalstat-
ute regulations are reauthorizedapproximatelyevery 4 yr. During reauthori-
zation, Congress may substantiallymodify the statute. For example, major
changes to air pollution control and permitting are expected as a result of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Both RCRA and the Clean Water Act of
1977 are expected to undergo reauthorizationin the next Congressionalses-
sion, and they are expected to undergo significantmodification and result in
more stringent standardsbeing imposed on industry.
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5.2.4 Technical Assessment of Potential Impacts
to the Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant

Characterizationof the SSTs is ongoing. Informationused from the track
radioactivecomponents (TRAC), informationprepared for the HDW-EIS, and core
samples were used to establish a waste composition baseline for the SSTs for
the purpose of this Risk Assessment.

The technical uncertaintiesassociatedwith processing of the SST wastes
in the HWVP result from chemicaland radiochemicaldifferencesthat exist
between the SST and DST wastes. These chemical differences are displayed in
Table 5-2. Although there are several chemical components in the SST wastes
that exceed the current concentrationlimits of the HWVP, the components that

have potentiallythe greatest impact on the vitrificationsystem are
phosphorus pentoxide (PzOs),cyanide, mercury, and total organic carbon (TOC).
The remaining components, such as aluminum,which exceed HWVP specifications,
will not unfavorably impact the vitrificationprocess. Phosphate can unfavor-
ably affect the processibilityand durability of the glass waste form.
Cyanides and organic materials are potential safety concerns. Cyanide and
mercury can unfavorablyaffect process performance and impact theMoffgas
system design. The relatively high fissile material content and "Tc of the
SST wastes can potentially impact process safety and emission abatement
performance,respectively. Thus, technical assessmentswere completed that
focused on identificationand assessmentof the following issues:

• Fissile material content of the SST wastes, particularlyfor the
TRUEX flowsheet

• Vitrification of ferrocyanide-containingfeeds

• Vitrificationof high phosphate-containingfeeds and the potential
issues with acceptance of a phosphate glass waste form

• _iTtcr.ificationoffgas abatement for mercury, hydrogen, cyanide, and

The assessment of those technical issues are summarizedin the following
sections.

5.2.4.1 Fissile Raterlal Content of the Single-ShellTanks. The original
criticality assessment for the HWVP PreliminarySafety Analysis Report (PSAR)
(Herbornet al. 1991) evaluatedthe criticality safety for processing a blend
of neutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW) and neutralizedcladding removal
waste (NCRW) in HWVP. This analysis showed that a plutonium concentrationof
approximately4 g plutonium/L settled solids [equivalentto a plutonium to
total feed oxides ratio of 0.65 (would be K-infinity - 0.93)] could be safely
processed. However, this limit was based on an assumed "worst case" chemical
concentrationfor the NCAW/NCRW mixture in which neutron capture in iron,
nickel, and chromium was accounted for. As such, this limit is valid for only
specific concentration ranges of iron, nickel, and chromium, and it is not
applicable to other waste types such as complexant concentrate,Plutonium
FinishingPlant, or SST solids.
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In 1990, work was initiatedto recalculatea limiting-plutoniumconcen-
tration value for criticality safety in HWVP. The objective in this reanaly-
sis was to find a plutonium limit value applicable to all waste feed types,
whereas before, the limit value was specificallybased on a single composition
for NCAW. This recent analysis proposes a safe concentration limit of
0.7 g plutonium/L,applicable to slurriesor solids anywhere in the HWVP
process with no limitationson accumulatedmass or geometry. This limit
correspondsto a K-infinity value of 0.95 for the simplifiedworst-case stream
composition--fissilematerial, sand [silicon dioxide (SiOz)] spheres at
75 percent of theoretical density), and water. In the derivation of this
limit, neutron capture in inert waste solids is modeled as though the solids
were SiOz--amaterial having the lowest thermal absorption cross-section of
all the expected major waste oxides. Thus, the choice of SiO2 to represent
all waste solids depicts a conservativebasis that is applicable to all waste
feed types.

The projectedconcentration values for plutonium in pretreated SST waste
solids as an HWVP feed for the 22-tank retrieval case are 0.031 wt% on the
average and 0.11 wt% at a maximum. These plu_tonium/oxidesratios can be used
to estimate the plutonium concentration (g _'Pu/L) in the settled slurry
receipt and adjustment tank (SRAT) solids or in the melter cold cap. lt is
assumed in this analysis that all plutonium is Z39Pu. lt is necessary to
apply a density factor for settled solids or cold cap solids to estimate these
concentrations. Experimentallymeasured density values will be "waste-type
specific." Therefore, the followingbounding assumptionshave been made:

• The bulk density of settled sludges in the SRAT cannot exceed
75 percent of the most dense major single hydroxide component,
FeO(OH)--O.75x 4.28 - 3.21 g/mL

• The bulk density of cold-cap oxides (without frit addition) cannot
exceed 75 percent of zirconium oxide (Zr02),the most dense major
single oxide component--O.75x 5.6 = 4.2 g/mL

• The bulk density of cold-cap oxides (with frit addition)cannot
exceed that of typical glass (2.8 g/mL).

Using these density values and concentrationvalues for plutonium in
pretreated solids, several possible concentrationsfor plutonium in settled
sludges and cold-cap solids have been calculated and are summarized in
Table 5-3. Note that for plutonium concentrationsin the melter, two assump-
tions are considered: (I) waste feed is transferred and concentratedto near
dryness in the melter without the normal addition of frit (frit omission
error), and (2) a normal waste-frit mixture (25 wt% waste oxides) is trans-
ferred and concentrated in the melter.

The resulting estimates (Table 5-3) for the concentrationof plutonium in
settled solids or melter cold cap when processing "average,"SST waste range
from 0.22 to 1.3 g (Z39pu/L)--valuesthat exceed the conservativelimit of
0.7 g Pu/L but that would not likely exceed an SST waste-specificlimit, which
is based on the guaranteed presence of neutron absorbers such as iron, nickel,
chromium, or uranium. Table 5-3 also provides estimated values for maximum
feed plutonium levels ranging from 0.77 to 4.6 g 239pu/_. Comparison of these
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Table 5-3. PlutoniumConcentrationValues in Hanford Waste
VitrificationPlant Solids Derived from Single-Shell

,TankWaste (22.TankCase).a
iii,

- Calculated plutonium

Assumed settled concentration in

Solids type and location solids maximum _._ttledsolids
density (g/mL) (g _'Pu/L of solids)

Average Maximum
i ii

Hydroxide solids settled in 1.4b 0.43 1.5
slurry receipt and adjustment 3.2c O.gg 3.5
tank

i iii

Oxide solids in melter cold 2.8 d 0.87 3.1
cap if frit omission error is 4.2" 1.3 4.6
made

i i

Oxide solids in melter cold
cap with normal frit 2.8d 0.22 0.77
additions{

"Basis" Average _SgPuin pretreated solids - 0.00031 g _gPu/g
total oxides
Maximum _gPu in pretreated solids - 0.0011 g _gPu/g
total oxides.

bMeasured on sample of washed solids slurry (but not necessarilytypical
of single-shelltank solids).
c75 percent of theoreticaldensity of FeOOH.
dCap density assumed equal to typical glass.
"75 percent of theoretical density of ZrO2.
g25 wt% waste oxides loading in glass.

maximum settled plutonium concentrationvalues to the concentrationlimit of
4 g Pu/L for NCAW calculated in the original PSAR suggests that even with the
development of an SST waste-specificplutoniumlimit, enough margin of safety
may not exist to permit pretreatmentand HWVP operations as planned. The
problem predicted here is the result of four separate and possibly overly
conservative assumptions.

I. The density of cold-cap solids (without frit addition) could be as
great as 4.2 g/mL.

2. The neutron absorption of all solids is characterizedby the low
cross-sectionof silica.

3. The maximum plutonium concentrationin pretreated SST feed varies
from the average proportionateto the plutonium inventory variance
among the 22 tanks before pretreatment.

4. The addition of frit to melter feed (at proper ratio) cannot be
guaranteed in routine operation.
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To increase the margin between the predictedmaximum plutonium concentra-
tion and the limit concentration,test data need to be examined that would
allow the solids density assumption to be lowered to something less than
4.2 g/mL. However, it is doubtful that this approach could improve the margin
of safety by more than a factor of two, if even that much. lt is likely the
second assumption (i.e., the characterizationof all solids as silica) also
will need to be reconsidered. Perhaps the neutron absorption properties of
iron could be accounted for in future criticalityanalyses (iron having about
15 times greater cross-sectionthan silicon); then cJncentration control could
be specified on the basis of a maximum plutonium/iron_,_tio. For waste types
low in iron, an alternate system based on a plutonium/_"U ratio may be
workable.

Further improvementsin the margin of safety also could be gained during
pretreatmentoperations. Here, the separated and concentratedtransuranic
stream, if of low enough volume, could be accumulatedas nec_zsary to blend
its plutonium content evenly with the undissolvedSST solids, thereby main-
taining a nearly constant plutonium to total oxide ratio in each tank of HWVP
feed (i.e.,maximum values from assumption Number 3 above could be signifi-
cantly reduced). Finally, the safety margin can be improved by a factor of
two if HWVP controls were put in place to guarantee the addition of frit to
each melter feed batch.

Considering the adjustmentsto assumptions and relatively simple modifi-
cations to pretreatmentand HWVP operations that can be made, it should be
possible to create a criticality safety system and philosophy for HWVP that
will permit SST waste to be vitrifiedwithout significantimpact. A margin of
safety of five or greater (ratio of criticality plutoniumconcentration limit
in settled solids or cold cap to the expected plutonium concentration)should
be attainable. Thus, the "risk" to the HWVP design due to the issue of
fissile material content in SST wastes is judged to be very low.

5.2.4.2 Vitrification of Ferrocyanide-Containlng Feeds. There are signifi-
cant quantities of ferrocyanidein 24 of the 149 SSTs. Pure mixtures of
molten nitrite/nitrateand ferrocyanidesalts are known to react exothermally
above 230 °C (446 °F) and explosively at temperaturesabove 340 °C (644 °F)
(Burgeret al. 1991). The cesium nickel ferrocyanidechemical form is
extremely stable and expected to remain in the high-levelwaste (HLW) fraction
during TRUEX processing and sludge-washprocessing. Thus, the ferrocyanide is
anticipatedto be a component of the HWVP feed. Thus, the possibility that
ferrocyanideintroduced with the SST HLW could react rapidly and in sufficient
quantities to have adverse effects in the HWVP must be evaluated.

The nitrate/nitrite:ferrocyanidereactior.sof concern (Burger et
al. 1991) are of the type shown in Eqs. I and 2:

Cs2NiFe(CN)6 + 6NANO3 + 6H20 = 2CsOH + 6NaOH + Ni(OH)2+ Fe(OH)2
+ 6C02 + 6N2. (I)

Cs2NiFe(CN)6 + IONaNO2 + BH20 = 2CsOH + IONaOH + Ni(OH)z
+ Fe(eH)z + 6C02 + 6N2. (2)
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The calculated enthall)iesof reaction are -2490 and -2925 kJ,respectively. The maximu|,efficiency af the reactionsshould occur at the
stoichiometricratio of the reactants,which is 1 mol of nitrate or 5/3-moi of
nitrite per mole of CN'. Explosiontest results reported by Burger et
al. (1991) tended to confirm that the maximum force reactions occur at
stoichiometry.

The melter is the first location in the HWVP where temperaturescan
conceivablyapproach the temperaturesrequired for the reaction of nitrite/
nitrate and ferrocyanide;thus, the analysis emphasized behavior in the
melter, particularlythe cold cap, which offers the potential for ferrocyanide
accumulations. Using very conservativeassumptions (i.e.,waste from tank
I04-BY vitrified without blending and a 16-cm (6.3 in.) depth of cold cap
containing unreacted ferrocyanide),the maximum amount of ferrocyanide
possible in the melter is 254 g-tool,or 54 kg. For a maximum reaction
potential, it must be assumed that the cold cap also contains 254(6) =
1,524 g-toolnitrate.

Analyses were performed that showed that an explosive reaction of the
maximum credible inventoryof 254 and 1,524 mol of ferrocyanideand nitrate,
respectively,in the cold cap, can be accommodatedby the design of the HWVP
melter. The maximum energy released if the 254 g-mol of ferrocyanidereacted
stoichiometricallywith NO_ compoundswould be about 2 x I0s kcal. This is
equivalent to 0.16 kg (0.30 Ib) of trinitrotoluene (TNT). The maximum
incident pressLlreon the melter lid from a 0.16 kg (0._}6Ib)_TNT charge
centered on the molten glass would be about 200 Ibf/in= (Grelecki 1983). This
pressure has been shown in a previous explosion hazards analysis (Hutcherson
et al. 1983) to be well within the stress limits of the melter shell. The
previous analysis also indicatedthe pressure would cause expulsion of glass
from the overflow but the quantity would not be expected to overflow the
canister. The quantity of glass would probably be less than 0.057 me (2 ft3)
because of the short duration of the pressurizationand the high viscosity of
the glass.

A deflagrationof the ferrocyanidecould theoreticallyproduce
3,053 g-mol of combustion gas. If this quantity of gas is generated in a_

short time (seconds),the pressure increase in the plenum could exceed
400 Ibf/io2. The differentialvolume of gas would be greater than 85.5 m3
(3,000 ft_). The free v_!lumein the _elter plenum is about 2.8.5me (100 ft3).
A pressure of 400 Ibf/iF,_ would exceed typical safety factors for design but
would not exceed the yield strength of the vessel. This pressure could only
exist under stoichiometricconditions and without significantquantities of
gas leaving the vessel. The maximum pressure calculated from deflagration is
very conservative,and a typical safety factor for material stress would be
unnecessary for this evaluation. The vessel should nnt yield even under a
worst-case evaluation of potential pressure.

Furthermore,dilution and the thermal gradient in the cold cap will act
to ensure that the effects of ferrocyanidereactions in the cold cap are
inconsequentialduring normal HkVVPoperation. The amount of diluents (non-
nitrate portions of the waste plus the glass frit) always will be at least

_m_ four times larger than the amount of ferrocyanideto nitrite/nitratereactantsin the cold cap and usually orders of maqnitude larger. Dilution alone will
_ usually preclude explosions. The thermai gradient in the cold cap, from
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100 °C (212 °F) at the top to approximately1000 °C (1832 °F) at the bottom,
will prevent accumulationsof ferrocyanidebecause the ferrocyanidewill react

, continuouslyas it reaches approximately230 °C (446 °F).

Preliminaryevaluations indicate that the risk associatedwith processing
the ferrocyanide in SST HLW through the HWVP is low. However, this should be
reexamined if vitrificationof the SST waste occurs.

5.2.4.3 Vitrification of Phosphate-Containing Feeds. The maximum limit for

P20sin HWVP glasses has been set at I wt%, or 4 wt% in the HLW assuming a25 wt% waste loading in the glass_ This avoids the accumulationof phosphate
containing second phase, which tends to collect at the melt surface and
severely lower the processing rate in the melter. Although estimates of the

PzO5 concentration in SST HLW vary depending on the waste-handlingscenario
(I.e., combination of number of tanks retrieved and pretreatmentsthat are
assumed), in almost all cases the concentrationis well above that currently
acceptable for the HWVP.

The HWVP criterion could be Met by dilution, i.e., reductionof the waste
loading of SST HLW, but that would increasethe number of canisters going to
the repository by as ;_uchas a factor of six. Alternativesto this undesir-
able solutionmust be sought.

The magnitude of the phosphate concentrationproblem is shown in
Table 5-4. Two possible methods of solving the problem were considered in
this assessment: (I) determine if the HWVP Pz05limit can be relaxed, and
(2) examine the impact of converting the HWVP to the production of lead-iron-
phosphate (LIP) glass, which would have no PzOslimit.

Even small amounts of P_Os (less than 0.5 wt%) are apparently immiscible
in silicate melts on the molecular scale, lt is coalescence of the immiscible
phases into droplets that creates the problem of a mass transfer limiting
"scum" in the melter. The presence of calcium and, to a lesser extent, rare
earths, promotes droplet formation.

There is a possibilitythat the I wt% HWVP limit is unduly conservative
and that glasses containing considerablyhigher concentrationsof P205can be
processed through the HWVP, if the calcium oxide (CaO) concentratiohsare
carefully controlled. For example, glasses containing 4.58, 3.8, and 3.14 wt%
PzOs,but no CaO, have been successfullyprocessed in Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) test melters, lt is unlikely that rare earth concentrations
can reach significant concentrationsin SST HLW, so they should be of no
concern.

The LIP glasses were invented at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in
1984, but their testing has not progressed beyond the laboratory. However,
there is considerableexperiencewith other kinds of phosphate glass,
including 13 months of processing actual radioactivewaste in the U.S.S.R,
that is pertinent to the assessment. From the processing standpoint, it may
be concluded that there is a moderate risk involved in shifting to LIP glass
in the HWVP. Process control requirementswould probably be at least as
stringent as for borosilicateglass, possibly more so, hut should be manage-
able. A new melter, with tin dioxide or molybdenum electrodes, and perhaps
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Table 5-4. Anticipated Phosphorus Pentoxide Concentrations
in Single-ShellTank High-Level Waste Feed to the

Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant.
.....

Phosphorus
Tanks Partitioning pentoxide Canisters to

retrieved flowsheet concentration repository*
in glass (wt%)

i

149 Sludge wash 5.8 34,000

75 Sludge wash 2.7 ...... 20,000
i

22 Sl udge wash 3.5 10,000

149 TRUEX 2.2 .......10,000
.m

75 TRUEX 0.97 5,000
i

22 TRUEX 2.0 2,000

*Waste loading = 25 wt%.

TRUEX - Transuranic extraction

different refractories,would be required. A different glass-pouringsystem
that guaranteed fast cooling of the glass to minimize secondary phase forma-
tion would almost certainlybe necessary.

Obtaining repository acceptance may be expected to be the more risky and
time-consumingaspect of shifting to LIP glass. The risk can be reduced by
ensuring that the LIP glass sent to the repository is not devitrified.
Adoption of an alternatewaste form in which glass beads are formed and
incorporated in a matrix would be one way of providing such assurance,but
that approach would require major modificationsto the HWVP, or a new
facility. There is little doubt that vitrifiedLIP glass could meet all the
specificationsbeing established for borosilicateglass. Nevertheless,there
is a concern that the repository acceptance process may be very time consuming
and costly. There is a risk, probably slight but not discountable, that
acceptance of LIP glass would not be obtained even after a major effort of
many years, lt may be concluded that while it is conceptuallypossible to
convert the HWVP to the production of a phosphate glass, e.g., LIP glass, such
a conversion should be considered only as a last resort.

Raising the P20slimits in the glass to 2.5 wt%, or preferably to
3.5 wt%, should make it possible to process TRUEX-pretreatedSST HLW in the
existing HWVP without modificationof the referenceTRUEX pretreatmentflow-
sheets. The HWVP P20slimit can be raised to 2 5 wt% with low to moderate
risk, and up to about 3.5 wt% with moderate to "highrisk. There is a small
risk that the quality of the glass product would be compromised, but almost
all concerns are associatedwith potential adverseeffects on melter opera-
tion. Fortunately,the concentrationsof calcium and rare earths in SST
wastes are very low. lt will be necessary to establish that the concentration
of these constituents,and perhaps some others, can be controlled at the

required levels in the SST HLW going to the HWVP.
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5.2.4 4 VitrificationOffgas Assessment. The projectedHWVP feeds from the
SSTs will have concentrationsof mercury, cyanide, --Tc,and organic materials
that may exceed the concentrationsof the DST wastes. Thus, the presence of
these components in the HWVP feed preparation and offgas systems was reviewed
to identify any significantimpact.

The components of mercury, _Tc, and cyanide are listed as "HazardousAir
Pollutants"under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Section 112. However,
the release limits for these components have not been determined by the
U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency or the states but will most likely exist
before the HWVP begins vitrifyingthe SST wastes.

The total quantity of mercury in the SSTs is approximately3,600 kg
(7,940 Ib). The mercury coming to the HWVP will be reduced to the elemental
form by formic acid addition to the SRAT. Previous feed preparation testing
has shown the majority of the mercury is suspended in the slurry as small
droplets. This is why the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) refluxes
the condensate from the SRAT after formic acid addition. The mercury is
removed by boiling the tank and condensing the Overheads in a mercury separa-
tor tank. The HWVP design does not have a separatortank. However, the HWVP
has two operating options to process the mercury-containingfeeds. The first
would return the SRAT condensate to the SRAT, which may promote mercury
settling. The second option would be to direct the condensate to the slurry
mix evaporator condensate tank (SMECT). The SMECT solutionwould be rela-
tively free of suspended solids, acidic, and normally unagitated. This condi-
tion would cause some of the mercury to dissolve and allow large quantities of
the mercury to settle to the bottom. The mercury could be allowed to collect
in the tank or be suspendedby agitation and sent to a recycle system. Even
if a separatortank or modificationto the SRAT were required, this still does
not represent a significant impact to the HWVP design.

The first operating option for the SRAT would return the mercury to the
tank. Because the SRAT is agitated,most of the mercury would be carried on
the slurry mix evaporator (SME). The SME is also boiled for a significant
period of time to reduce the water volume. If there are significant quanti-
ties of mercury in the waste, the boiling of the contents would reduce the
mercury content significantly. The overheads from the SME are normally
condensed and routed to the SMECT. Therefore, for the first or second option,
the majority of the mercury will eventually end up in the SMECT.

Some mercury will remain in the feed preparationequipment and eventually
be fed to the melter. The mercury that is fed to the melter will volatilize
from the melter, and the majority will flow to the submerged bed scrubber
(SBS). The mercury entering the SBS could collect in the receiver tank, be
pumped to the recycle system, and a small quantity would leave in the vent
exhaust. The majority of mercury collected in the SBS would be insolubleand
in the form of mercuric chloride. The redox state and temperature in the
melter plenum can change the ratio of soluble to insolublemercury from 0.1
to 3. Under typical operating conditions,the ratio would be 0.2. lt also
should be noted that the mercury compounds Comprise the majority of the
suspended solids in the melter condensate for previous small-scale tests.
This addition to the recycle system may affect the operation of the filtration
recycle system. However, it is not expected to change the equipment require-
ments.
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The air leaving the SBS has a design outlet temperatureof 51.7 °C
(125 °F). Tests on similar scrubbingdevices indicatethe exhaust air will be
saturatedwith mercury vapor. To meet emission requirementsfrom the plant,
the melter exhaust air probably will have to be cooled below 7.2 °C (45 *F)
before it is mixed with other offgas systems. These requirementswould be
similar to DWPF requirements,and equipmentcould be added at a later date to
ensure adequate emission abatementperformance. The HWVP would need to
maintain the SBS outlet temperature below 7.2 °C (45 *F) or add a condenser as
in the DWPF flowsheet, which operateswith a refrigeratedcoolant to ensure
emission requirementscan be met.

The chemistryof technetium in high-temperaturesolidificationprocesses
is found to be quite similar to that of ruthenium [ORNL-5562,Lammertz et al.
(1985)]. This element can be volatilizedas either a heptaoxide or oxy-acid.
The volatile oxide melts at 120 °C (248 °F), boils at 310 °C (5go °F), and
exerts a vapor pressure of 0.1 torr at 100 °C (212 °F). Consequently,volati-
lization of technetiumduring vitrificationcan be appreciable. Technetium
was found to be the most penetratingof the effluents generated at the PAMELA
VitrificationPlant in Belgium. This fact suggests some degree of gas-phase
transport of technetium effluent through the offgas system of the plant.

However, the waste processed at the PAMELA VitrificationPlant was highly
oxidizing, which is conducive as well as necessary for forming the +7 oxida-
tion state of technetium that is characteristicof all its volatile compounds.
Reductant added to calciner feed has been shown to significantlyreduce
technetium volatility (Lammertzet al. 1985). Because the reference HWVP
process utilizes a formated feed stream, no significanttechnetium volatility
is expected to accompany vitrification. This expectation has not been veri-
fied experimentally. However, because technetium is adjacent to ruthenium in
the same transition series of the periodic table, the chemical behavior of
these elements should be stronglylinked. Because rutheniumvolatility has
been shown to be effectively suppressedby the formate in the reference HWVP
feed, no process volatility losses for technetium have been projected for the
HWVP. Indeed, plant emission calculationsperformed in support of the HWVP
permit applicationshave assumed all process sources of technetium effluent to
be primarily aerosol generators.

Because the emission abatementcapabilitiesat the HWVP are more t_,_n
adequate for dealing with highly penetratingaerosols, the only significant
impact of increasedtechnetium content in HWVP feeds will be on the secondary
waste streams generated by the plant. Because these waste streams are to be
solidified as an LLW, a significantenvironmental impact is not anticipated.

The speciesof organic compounds in the SSTs are not well known, and the
effects of radiation and chemical interactionmay have altered their chemical
form. Therefore, it is not possible to estimate the specific releases of
controlled organic compounds. Concentrationsof organic material as TOC are
presented in Table 5-2. However, data from melter tests with plenum heat as
proposed in HWVP operations indicatethe majority of organic materials that
are fed to the melter are destroyed in the plenum because of the high temper-
ature. Specific organic materialsmay survive in small quantities and may be

an emission problem if they have very low release limits. This is unlikelybased on typical organic materials expected in the tanks. In addition, the
organic materials remaining in the tanks and making it through the pretreat-
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ment process are not likely to have high vapor pressures. The most likely
release of organic materials may be in the waste concentratingprocess where
organic materials with high vapor pressurescould escape. These releases
could be controlled by the existing SBS. The operating temperatureof the SBS
could be controlled to a lower temperatureto minimize releases of organic
materials. The lower temperature also may be a requirement to control mercury
emissions.

The cyanide compoundsin the feed coming from SSTs may create gaseous
cyanide compounds in the melter offgas (MOG). Cyanide compounds are listed as
hazardous air pollutants. However, no emissions guidelines have been set.
The conservative assumption isto express all the cyanide in the form of
hydrogen cyanide (HCN). The National Institutefor OccupationalSafe)y and
Health has set ambient air-qualitystandards for HCN of 5 p/M (4 mg/m_).
Assuming there is no cyanide o_fgas abatementcapability in the HWVP and the
HWVP stack air flow is 3,400 m_/min (120,000 ft_/min),the maximum quantity of
HCN that could be in the melter feed stream would be I wt%.

The maximum quantity of cyanide as HCN that could be delivered to the
melter after pretreatmentis about 3 wt%. This is based on the pretreatment
options that would yield the highest cyanide concentrationsfrom tank 104-BY
and allow vitrifying with a 25 wt% waste loading in the glass. The cyanide is
expected to quantitativelyoxidize in the melter due to the high temperatures
of the glass and in the plenum. This oxidation would occur similar to the
organic compounds that have oxidized during simulatedmelter tests at the
Savannah River Site and PNL. Significantoxidation is probable and would mean
that 3 wt% HCN could probably be processed in the HWVP without affecting air
emissions.

In summary, there does not appear to be any significant emission
abatement issues with the potential vitrificationof the SST waste. Some
process modifications,such as operating the SBS and offgas chillers at lower
temperatures,may be required to mitigate any potential abnormal release of
aerosols from the HWVP MOG system.

5.3 RISK ANALYSISAPPROACH

The approach to quantify risks for the SST assessment involves the use of
a risk matrix. "Risk" is defined as a function of the probabilitythe
uncertaintywill occur, and the consequencethat would result from realization
of the uncertainty. The risk matrix is shown in Table 5-5. The probability
ranges are high, medium, and low and are summarized as follows:

High probability- Substantial expectationthe uncertaintywill occur
(greaterthan 75 percent)

Medium probability- Uncertain or moderate expectation the uncertainty
will occur (25 to 75 percent)

Low probability - Limited expectationthat the uncertaintywill occur
(less than 25 percent).
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Table S-S. Risk Matrix.

Consequences

Probability Major Moderate Minor

.........'s llModerate Lowrisk
High H!gh rli!k i| riski! ........ . .......

Medium iilHighi_i!rii.ski:i::l Moderate Low risk

Low Moderate IILow risk Low risk
risk I

The consequencesassociatedwith the uncertaintyare manifested as
schedule and cost impactsto the HWVP Program and are divided into major,
moderate, and minor categories, as follows:

Major consequence- Schedule delay in program greater than I yr or cost
increase greater than $100 million

Moderate consequence- Schedule delay in program of 3 to 12 months or
cost increase of $20 million to $100 million

Minor consequence - Schedule delay less than 3 months or cost increase
less than $20 million.

The process for ranking the risk associatedwith the identified uncer-
tainties used a group review and evaluation process. The results Of this
semi-quantitativeranking were then subjected to interval reviews by
WestinghouseHanford and PNL management.

5.4 ASSESSMENTOF RISKS TO THE HANFORDWASTE
VITRIFICATION PLANTFROMTHE SINGLE-SHELL
TANKREMEDIATIONPROGRAM

The uncertaintiesfrom the potential vitrificationof the SST wastes have
been aggregated into four basic categories as follows:

I. DST/SST feed continuity to the HWVP

2. Availabilityof DST space to support SST retrieval and processing
(see Section 7.0)

3. Ability to produce acceptable borosilicateglass from the SST wastes

4. Potentialdesign impactsto the HWVP to vitrify the SST wastes.

e Those uncertaintiesand their associated risks are summarized in thefollowing subsections.
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5.4.1 Double-Shell Tank/Single-Shell Tank Feed
Continuity to the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant

UncertaintyDescription--TheSST closure schedule under the current Tri-
Party Agreement approach assumes that the SEIS will be completed after the SST
wastes have been characterized and technology has been developed and demon-
strated for SST barrier performance,waste-form stability, destruction or
stabilizationof hazardous constituents,and methods developed for retrieval,
processing,and disposal of the SST wastes. Furthermore,the current environ-
mental and regulatory approach assumes the following:

• The SSTs are completely characterizedbefore the SEIS can be
initiated

• Design of new SST pretreatmentand retrieval facilities is initiated
only after the EIS/closureplan are approved

• The RCRA permitting process is initiated at 80 percent design
completion

• Construction of the pretreatmentand retrieval facilities is allowed
only after approval of the RCRA permit.

With these constraints,the closure of the SST would not be complete
until the year 2030 (as shown in Figure 5-5), and feed to the HWVP would not
be available until 2022 to 2024. This situation then would result in a poten-
tial feed gap to the HWVP of 10 to 15 yr between the DST and SST programs
based on completing vitrificationof DST wastes by approximately2009.

Consequence--Theconsequencesfrom a potential 10- to 15-yr gap between
the Double-Shelland Single-ShellTank Vitrification Program are judged major.
The HWVP standby costs are estimated to be approximately$50 million to
$70 million/yr in current year program dollars; HWVP restart costs also will
be high after this significantshut-down period. In addition,the potential
to vitrify the SST wastes in the HWVP may be jeopardizedbecause the design
life of the HWVP may be significantlyexceeded.

Probability--Thereis a high probabilitythat there will be a significant
gap in feed continuity between the completion of the Double-ShellTank Vitri-
fication Program and the start of SST vitrificationoperations under the
current SST Program approach.

Risk--There is a high risk that there will be a significant interruption
in HWVP operations between the DST and SST Programs under the current program
approach.

Mitiqatinq Strategies--Thethree basic strategies for mitigating the risk
associated with the potential HWVP feed gap between the DST and SST
vitrificationcampaign are as follows.

I. Accelerate the activitiesfor completion for remediation of the SSTs
by initiatingthe SEIS before completing SST characterization.
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Figure 5-5. Single-ShellTank Closure--ConservativePlanning
Case Assuming Current Program Approach.
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Complete the design and constructionof facilities needed for
remediationof the SST wastes in parallel with the EIS/closure plan
and RCRA permitting process.

2. Accept the potential consequencesof an extended outage in the HWVP.

3. Delay the operationof the HWVP for up to 10 yr.

The second two options are unacceptablefrom an HWVP Project perspective.
Therefore, an approach needs to be dewloped both from the standpoint of
ensuring an efficient DST and SST vitrificatimimission and completing SST
closure by the year 2018 to accelerate the SEIS for the SST closure, lt is
recommended that the SST SEIS be acceleratedfrom its original schedule to
support issuance of an ROD by 1996.

5.4.2 Availabilityof Double-ShellTank to
Support Single-ShellTank Retrieval

Uncertainty Description--Basedon DST volume projections summarized in
Section 7.0, additional DSTs will be needed to support the retrieval and
pretreatmentof the SSTs. The number of additionalDSTs will depend on the
following:

• The number of SSTs retrieved

• limely completion of the DST program

• The capacity of the SST waste pretreatmentfacility

• The retrieval schedule for the SSTs.

Consequence--Theconsequencesfor the unavailabilityof additionalDSTs
to support SST closure are that the closure of the SSTs by the year 2018 as
stated in the SEIS may not be possible. In addition,feed availabilityto the
HWVP from the SSTs may be interruptedfor severalyears depending on the SST
waste pretreatmentapproach. These consequencesare considered major.

Probability--Thereis a high probabilitythat there will be an insuffi-
cient number of DSTs to support the retrieval and processing of the SSTs. Up
to a total of 53 DSTs will be needed to support the 2018 closure of the SST
assuming that all 14g SSTs are to be retrieved. The funding, design, permit-
ting, and constructionof additional DSTs within a schedule to support
continuous HWVP operations and closure of the single-shellTank Farms will be
difficult to achieve.

Risk--There is a high risk that closure of the SSTs by the year 2018 is
not possible.

Mitiqatinq Strateqies--Thereis a potential that up to a total of 53 DSTs
will be required to support the retrieval and immobilizationof the SSTs. The
number of DST tanks is dependent on the following" the number of SSTs
retrieved; the rate at which the SST waste is pretreated, vitrified, and
grouted; and the schedule for waste retrieval and closure date for the single-
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shell Tank Farms. A trade-off study that considers these factors and others
to achieve an optimum schedule for the remediationof the SSTs should be con-
ducted. Plans should be put in place to construct a limited number of addi-
tional DSTs. At this time, four additional DSTs are planned and four more are
under consideration. In addition,reuse of the aging waste tanks after
retrieval should be studied.

5.4.3 Production of Borosilicate Glass From
Single-Shell Tank Wastes

UncertaintyDescription--TheHWVP has establisheda phosphate concentra-
tion limit of I wt% in the HWVP borosilicateglass. This concentrationlimit
is based on experience with borosilicateglasses that showed high phosphate
concentrationscan unfavorablyaffect the performanceof the HWVP melter and
durability of the borosilicateglass waste form.

Consequence@--Theconsequencesfrom an unfavorable impact to HWVP
operations and waste form qualificationare major. The HWVP melter processing
rate may be substantiallyreduced due to high phosphate levels that will
significantlyincrease the SST vitrificationcampaign and the number of glass
canisters produced. The high phosphate concentrationcould result in borosil-
icate glass that does not meet durability requirementsas defined in the waste
acceptance specifications(WAS). The consequencesare potentiallymanifested
as both a schedule increase in operations and cost increase in waste form
development and qualification.

ProbabilitY--Theprobability is low that there will be a significant
impact to HWVP operations from the phosphate concentrationin the SST wastes.
The TRUEX processing of the SST wastes will yield a P_O5 concentrationof I to
2.2 wt% depending on the number of SSTs retrieved. T_e HWVP limit for PR05.
can be increasedbeyond its I wt% limit to potentially2.5 wt% with no slgnl-
ficant unfavorable impact to the HWVP provided that the calcium and rare-earth
concentrationsin the glass are limited.

Ris___kk--Therisk is moderate that the phosphateconcentration in the SSTs
can unfavorably impact the HWVP production schedule.

Mitiqatinq Strateqies--;omitigate the unfavorableeffects of the SST
vitrificationprogram on the HWVP due to a relativelyhigh phosphate
concentration,the followingwork should be completed.

• Complete a developmentprogram for the potential SST borosilicate
glass waste form to test and evaluate glass formulationswith
relatively high P20sconcentrationto ensure that revised HWVP WAS's
can be met.

• Develop a modified HWVP melter that can process borosilicateglasses
at a higher rate should the glass-melting rate be limited by
phosphate concentrationsin the HWVP feed.
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5.4.4 Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Design Impacts
to Process Single-Shell Tank Wastes

Uncertainty Qescrlotion--The chemical and radiochemical differences
between the DST and SST wastes and pretreatment approaches may impact the
current HWVP process or facility design.

Con_eouence--Theconsequencesto the HWVP in terms of needed additional
equipment to process the mST wastes or HWVP facility changes to support this
equipment is considered moderate. These modifications,if required, appear to
result in a moderate impact to the HWVP.

Erobabilitv--Theprobabilitythat significant technical issues exist that
cannot be resolved and that are associatedwith the processing of the mST
wastes, which impact the HWVP design, is considered low. Key chemical and
radiochemicaldifferences between the DST and mST wastes have been identified
and evaluated. These include the following:

• Fissilematerial concentrationand its impact on HWVP operations

• Ferrocyanideconcentrationand its impact on the safety of
operations

• Offgas abatement issues associatedwith mercury, _Tc, and organic
materials in the mST wastes.

A review of these issues showed that the impacts to the HWVP from these
components are minor. However, additionalengineering work and development
testing will be required to verify these conclusions.

Ri_i_J_--Thereis a low risk that the processing of the SST wastes will
result in a significant design change to the HWVP. There does not appear to
be a significantconsequence associatedwith the HWVP design.

Mitigatinq Strateqies--Althoughthe risk to the HWVP design is low in
terms of processing the SST wastes, the potential impacts should be reassessed
as the SST wastes are more fully characterizedand a decision is made
concerning the retrieval of the SST wastes.

5.5 SUMMARY OF RISKS TO THE HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PLANT

The risks to the HWVP design configuration and operations schedule from
the potential vitrification processingof the SSTs are summarized in
Table 5-6. During the conduct of this assessment, no significanttechnical
risks that impact the HWVP design were identified. Risks associated with the
production of a borosilicateglass containing significantconcentrationsof
phosphate are judged to be moderate. The risks to the HWVP associated with
the ability to programmaticallyintegratethe DST and SST programs because of
the current programmaticand regulatory approach are judged high. In
addition,the unavailabilityof additionalDSTs to support remediation of the
SSTs is programmaticand determined to be high; although there is adequate
time to build additional DSTs.
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Table 5-6. Summary of Risks to the Hanford Waste
VitrificationPlant.

Risk

Uncertainty Classification category
iii

DST/SST feed continuity to Programmatic/ High
HWVP regulatory

i

Availabilityof DSTs to Programmatic High
support SST retrieval and
pretreatmentschedul•

Production of borosilicate Technical/ Moderate
glass from SST wastes regulatory

HWVP design impacts to Technical Low
process SST wastes

DST - Double-shelltank
HWVP - Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant
SST - Single-shelltan
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6.0 VITRIFICATION OF CESIUMANDSTRONTIUMCAPSULES

6.1 BACKGROUND

The Record of Decision (ROD) (DOE 1988) on the final Environmental Impact
Statement, Hanford Defense Waste-Environmental Impact Statement (DOE 1987a),
states:

"Encapsulatedcesium and strontiumwastes will continue to be stored
safely until such time as a geologic repository is ready to receive
this waste for disposal. Prior to shipment to a geologic reposi-
tory, these wastes will be packaged in accordancewith repository
waste acceptance specifications."

The overpackingconcept will not comply with the statutory requirements
for chemical and phase stabilitydefined by Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Section 60.135(a)(2),or chemical compatibilitydefined by
10 CFR 60.135(a)(I)(NRC 1991). Thus, it will not be possible to dispose of
the overpacked cesium and strontium capsules without obtaining a waiver for at
least these two repositorydisposal requirements. Uncertainty about the
acceptabilityof overpacked capsules and the high cost of repository disposal
per canister (496 canisters would be required at a repository cost of
$174 million) suggest that other disposal alternativesbe considered.

Recently, the vitrificationof cesium and strontium salts in the Hanford
Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP) was identifiedas a possible alternativeto
overpacking. As a result of these events, and before the initiationof this
Risk Assessment, the ProjectsTechnical SupportOffice performed a feasibility
study to determine if any significanttechnical issues preclude vitrification.
Further, the study compared this vitrificationscenario with alternativesof
indefinite storage and the ROD position of overpackingthe capsules for
disposal in a geologic repository. Recently,the HWVP Project reevaluatedthe
cell wall shieldingcriteria and determinedthat the current degree of
shielding is sufficientfor processing cesium and strontium containedwithin
the capsules.

A feasibilitystudy for the processing of the Hanford Site's cesium and
strontium isotopic resources in HWVP concludedthat it was technically
feasible to blend the cesium chloride and strontium fluoride (SrF2)
encapsulatedsalts with neutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW) or complexant
concentrate (CC) waste feed streams and process the waste through the HWVP.
Similarly, the study determined that it was technically feasible to remove the
halides (chlorineand fluorine) and blend the resulting cesium nitrate (CsNO3)
and strontium carbonate (SRC03)with the NCAW or CC waste feed streams
Treating the cesium and strontiumsalts to remove halides results in the
generation of a hazardouswaste (silverchloride) for disposal and would
require the installationof an offgas treatment system for hydrogen fluoride
resulting in higher costs than the direct-blendingconcept. Rough-order-of-
magnitude cost estimates showed that blending the cesium and strontiumsalts
with the waste or removing the halides before blending with NCAW or CC waste
are the least-cost alternatives.
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The study also considered the feasibilityof vitrifying capsule contents
as a standalone HWVP mission. While technicallyfeasible, the production and
repositorydisposal costs for approximately133 additional canisters make this
option less attractive than the blending options. Nonetheless,all vitrifica-
tion scenarios resulted in lower estimated costs than either the long-term
storage option or overpackingthe capsules for disposal in a geologic
repository.

6.2 CESIUMANDSTRONTIUNVITRIFICATION SCENARIOS

Beginningwith the informationin the aforementionedfeasibility study,
the risk assessment team identifiedthe uncertaintiesand evaluated the risks
related to dismantling the capsules and vitrifying the contents under the
following scenarios:

• Blending with NCAW

• Blending with CC waste

• Standalone HWVP mission.

[NOTE: The NCAW and CC wastes are first-cycleraffinates from the
plutonium-uraniumextraction (PUREX)process. Although CC
waste has been reprocessedto remove cesium and strontium, both
wastes are high-level wastes (HLW) by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission definition. The neutralizedcladding removalwaste
(NCRW) and PlutoniumFinishing Plant (PFP) waste are trans-
uranic (TRU) wastes and as such may be acceptable for disposal
in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). Considerationwas
not given to blending cesium and strontiumwith TRU wastes
because doing so would preclude disposal in the WIPP. Addi-
tional National EnvironmentalPolicy Act of 1969 (NEPA) docu-
mentation may be required before NCRW and PFP wastes can be
sent to WIPP.]

A discuss;on of uncertaintiestogether with strategies for mitigating the
potentialconsequencesfollows the scenario descriptions.

6.2.1 Blending with NeutralizedCurrent Acid Waste

In this scenario,the cesium and strontium capsules would be dismantled
in the Waste Encapsulationand Storage Facility (WESF),which is adjacent,and
connected by pipeline, to B Plant. Cesium chloride will be dissolved in water
and the solution blendedwith the high-level fraction of pretreated NCAW in
B Plant for transfer to the HWVP feed tank(s). Strontium fluoride, which is
almost insoluble in water, will be crushed and mixed with sufficient water to
permit transfer to B Plant for blending with pretreatedNCAW as a slurry. The
capsules will be processedconcurrentlywith the pretreatmentof NCAW
(scheduledfrom January 1997 to July 1999) to minimize the potential for a
"tank bump." [The double-shelltanks (DST) are normally maintained at a nega-
tive pressure to minimize the potential for radionucliderelease. Heat of
ue_d_ iS _,,eurileal=_ ye,,e"''_r=_i,,_pu=_e_ u, vapor-u,-'-_==,,,i,,settled sl"'_---.uug_
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A "tank bump" occurs when a pocket of vapor is vented to the void space in the
tank resulting in a momentary positive tank pressure.] In addition,the
dismantlingof the capsules and blendingof the salts must be completed in a
timely manner so as not to delay the characterizationof pretreatedwaste as
the basis for frit procurement.

6.2.2 Blending with Complexant Concentrate Waste

This scenario differs from the first scenario only in that cesium and
strontium salts will be dissolvedor crushed and slurried and then trans-
ferred to tanks containing the high-level/TRUfraction of pretreated CC waste.
The baseline schedule shows CC waste pretreatmentoccurring from May 2004 to
April 2007, and the capsule processingwould be accomplishedconcurrently.

6.2.3 Standalone Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant Mission

This scenario differs from the first scenario only in that capsule pro-
cessing would be accomplishedto allow vitrificationas a standaloneHWVP
mission. This could occur in an effort to minimize HWVP standbytime while
awaiting pretreated feed (i.e., between vitrificationof NCAW and NCRW or
between PFP and CC wastes) or if circumstancespreclude blending with either
NCAW or CC waste. For instance,priorityWESF missions such as the trans-
uranic extraction pilot-plantand melter bench-scaletesting could preclude
processing capsules for blendingwith NCAW or CC waste.

6.3 UNCERTAINTIES,CONSEQUENCES,ANDMITI_TING STRATEGIES

This subsection identifies the uncertainties associated with the
previously described scenarios. Each uncertainty presents a potential
consequence with some probability of occurrence. The product of consequence
and probability is the risk associated with a given uncertainty. For the
purpose of discussion in this subsection, the magnitude of risk was determined
using the risk analysis approach presented in Section 5.3.

6.3.1 Uncertainties Commonto all Scenarios

6.3.1.1 Uncertainty. The WESFstores only HLWand as such is not currently
permitted as a dangerous waste treatment, storage, and/or disposal unit. The
WESFis dependent on the adjacent B Plant for liquid radioactive waste
transfer, liquid effluent treatment and disposal, solid-waste handling, and
lag storage for processed capsule contents. There is an uncertainty as to
whether the cesium and strontium salts would be classified as a mixed
(radioactive and hazardous) waste when removed from the capsules. It is
thought that salts may contain some impurities (i.e., lead and cadmium), which
are regulated under the DangerousWaste Regulations [WashingtonAdministrative
Code 173-303 (Ecology 1991)]. lt is not known if the concentrationof these
metals is sufficient to trigger the regulations. Further testing will
determinethe status of the capsules under the regulations.
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When Congress enacted the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
(RCRA), there was recognition that certain radioactive materials were already
regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA). Consequently, these
materials were excluded from regulation as solid waste, and hence hazardous
waste, under the provisions of the RCRA. The AEA (Chapter 2, Section 11.e)
defines by-product material as "(I) any radioactive material (except special
nuclear material) yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation
incident to the process of producing or utilizing special nuclear material,
and ... " Cesium and strontium that are yielded in the process of producing
special nuclear materials both qualify as by-product material under the AEA.
Although by-product material is excluded from regulation under the RCRA[see
40 CFR 261 (EPA 1990)], mixtures consisting of by-product m_teria] [as defined
in the AEA, Chapter 2, Section 11.e (1)] and hazardous wastes are not. Such
radioactive mixed waste is subject to regulation under both the AEA and the
RCRA. The Federal Register, Vol. 52 (84) (DOE 1987b), states "[f]or purposes
of determining the applicability of RCRAto any radioactive waste substance
owned or produced by DOE...the words "any radioactive material".., refer only
to the actual radionuclides dispersed or suspended in the waste substance.
The nonradioactive hazardous component of the waste substance will be subject
to regulation under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act."

The current position on cesium and strontium capsules is that source,
• special nuclear, or by-product material as defined by the AEA, including
stable decay products existing solely from the transformation of such
material, is not subject to regulation by the RCRA, but rather is subject to
AEA authority. The issue of potential regulatory authority over stable decay
products is being addressed at a national level by a tank group for
government-owned, contractor-operated issues. Given the unfavorable
determination that the cesium and strontium salts are a mixed waste, there is
an uncertainty regarding the permitting of the WESFas a dangerous waste
facility.

Consequences: A determinationthat the cesium and strontium salts are a
mixed waste and the inabilityto obtain a permit for the WESF and/or B Plant
would require a new facility be identifiedfor dismantling capsules.

Mitigating Strategy: The removal of cesium and strontium salts from the
capsule, and if necessarythe processing of the capsule wastes, could be
accomplished in the HWVP. ORe of the lay-down areas would have to be modified
to provide the necessary capabilities. Lay-down space would have to be
identifiedelsewhere in the facility or the HWVP would have to be extended.
To duplicate facilities and equipment available in the WESF, modificationto
the HWVP would have to include the following: shielded windows (two), remote
camera, cell lining and cover blocks, in-cell lighting, process steam water
and air services, sump jet and regulateddrain to the decontamination
treatment tank, double-encasedprocess lines (two) to the slurry receipt and
adjustment tank (SRAT),and stainless steel vessels (three) together with
necessary agitators, transfer jets, and piping. In addition, changes to the
plant ventilationand filtration systems may be needed to prevent dispersion
of cesium chloride and to address cesium volatility in the melter.

In using the HWVP for capsule processing,the blending of processed
capsule wastes with pretreated waste feed streams would be accomplishedin the
SRAT, bypassing B Plant, the HWVP feed storage tanks, and the receipt and lag
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storage tank (RLST). Bypassingthe HWVP feed storage tank avoids increasingthe probabilityof a "tank bump."

The processing of capsulewastes would be concurrent with the processing
of the waste type selected for blending to minimize the quantity of cesium and
strontium stored in the HWVP. Characterizationdata from the pretreated HWVP
feed stream would have to be adjusted to account for the subsequent addition
of cesium and/or strontiumsalts. The specificationfor frit procurement
would have to be similarlyadjusted.

Impact: The minimum cost for modifying the HWVP to process cesium and
strontiumcapsules is $13 million. If the VitrificationBuilding is
lengthened to provide additionallay-down area, the cost is estimated to be
$3.9 million/m ($1.2 million/ft)o Total costs will exceed $20 million.

Probability: There is a low probabilitythat the capsules will be
classified as a mixed waste.

Risk: The low probabilitythat the capsules will be classified as a
mixed waste, combined with a moderate consequence,identifiesthis uncertainty
as a low risk.

6.3.1.2 Uncertainty. As presently planned, the RLST in the HWVP is not
maintainableand is to be fabricatedof American Iron and Steel Institute
(AISl) 316 stainless steel, which is known to be subjectto stress corrosion
cracking in the presence of halides. The uncertainty is whether the cesium
and strontium salts can be processedwithout damage to the RLST or the
internal tank components.

Consequences: There is a possibility of premature failure of the RLST.
Replacementcosts would be in the range of $10 million to $50 million and
would result in a 2-yr HWVP standby at a cost of $150 million.

Mitigating Strategy I: Dismantle the capsules in the HWVP and blend the
contents with NCAW in the SRAT as described in Subsection b.3.1.1.

Mitigating Strategy 2: Change the material of constructionfrom AISI 316
stainless steel to Hastelloy"or similar alloy, which is better suited to the
processing of halides.

Impact: Substitutionof Hastelloy could increase RLST costs by as much
as $10 million.

Probability: There is a medium probabilitythat dissolved cesium salts
would have an adverse impact on the RLST fabricated from stainless steel. The
SrF2 salts which are in slurry form rather than solubilized,are not likely
to affect the RLST.

"Hastelloy is a trademark of the Cabot Corporation.
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Risk: The medium probabilityof an adverse impact to the RLST, combined
with consequencesof premature RLST failure, suggests the basis for a substan-
tial risk. The low to moderate costs to implementa mitigating strategy
result in a low to moderate risk determinationfor this uncertainty.

6.3.1.3 Uncertainty. Strontiumfluoride is practicallyinsoluble in water.
As such, the compound has to be crushed into a powder and mixed with a
sufficient volume of water to be transferred as a slurry. There is an
uncertaintyas to whether the slurry transfer will result in increased
potential for transfer line plugging.

Consequence: Plugging of a transfe_ line between the WESF and HWVP could
result in HWVP standby while the line is either cleared or possibly replaced.
The HWVP standby costs are estimatedto be $6 million/month. The time
required to clear or replace a plugged transfer line could range from I to
12 months.

Mitigating Strategy: Installa dedicated transfer line from the WESF/
B Plant complex to the HWVP for handling the waste from the cesium and
strontium capsules.

Impact: Transfer line constructioncosts are estimated to be
$5.5 million (approximately$3,300/m or $1,000/ft).

Probability: Virtually all transfers of DST wastes will be slurries.
The transfer of slurries is a standard operating procedure at the Hanford
Site. Some plugging of the long [i.e., 11-km (7-mi)l,cross-site transfer
lines has occurred during past operations. Relatively short transfers between
B Plant and HWVP, however, present a low probability. As a general rule, it
is advisable to have a redundanttransfer line (which is relatively low cost)
to ensure continuous operationof a relatively high-cost facility like the
HWVP.

Risk: Low probabilityand the availabilityof a relatively low-cost
mitigating strategy result in this uncertainty being considered a low risk.

6.3.2 Uncertainty to Blending with
Neutralized Current Acid Waste

Uncertainty: The NCAW is stored in aging waste tanks equipped with air-
lift circulators to minimize heat build-up in settled solids due to radio-
nuclide decay. The uncertaintyis whether the additionalheat of decay due to
blending of capsule contents would significantlyincrease the risk of a "tank
bump."

Consequence: Capsule contents cannot be blendedwi_h NCAW resulting in 4
to 8 yr of additional storage.

Mitigating Strategy: The capsule contents could be blended with CC waste
or vitrified as a standalone HWVP mission.
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Impact: There may be additionalstorage costs of $26 million to
$52 million. Canister vitrificationand disposal costs are estimatedto be
$66.5 million in 1991 dollars.

Probability: This is a moderate probability,pending the results of
ongoing studies.

Risk: This is a moderate probabilitycombined with a moderate conse-
quence resulting in a moderate risk.

6.3.3 Uncertainty Related to Blending with
Complexant Concentrate Waste

Uncertainty: The CC waste has not been fully characterized. There is
concern that someunknown constituent could preclude blending of cesium and
strontium salts with CC waste.

Consequence: There may be a deferral of capsule processing.

Mitigating Strategy: The capsules could be processed as a standalone
HWVP mission.

Impact: There may be 4 yr of added storage costs for the capsules at a
cost of $26 million, and a 2-yr extensionof the B Plant mission at a cost of
$60 million.

Probability: The probability is low--the CC waste results from proces-
sing of PUREX first-cycleraffinates to remove the cesium and strontium that
are presently encapsuled.

Risk: The low probability,combined with moderate consequences,results
in a low to moderate risk.

6.3.4 Uncertainties Related to Capsule Vitrification as a
StandaloneHanford Waste VitrificationPlant Mission

No uncertaintieshave been identifiedother than those listed in
Subsection 6.3.I.

6.4 DISCUSSIONOF SUBSTANTIALRISKS

Within the risk assessment criteria described in Section 6.3, none of the
uncertainties associated with the vitrification of capsule wastes were
determined to be high risks to the baseline program. The two most significant
risks to the base scenarios (program baseline alternatives are described in
Section 6.2) are as follows"

(I) The increasedpossibilityof a "tank bump" occurring as a result of
blending cesium and strontiumwith pretreated NCAW in the HWVP feed
tanks (aging waste DSTs)
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(2) The potentialadverse impact of halides on the RLST.

Both of these risks could be mitigated by modifying the HWVP to receive
and dismantle the capsules.

6.4.1 Recommendal:tons

The development of a supplementalenvironmentalimpact statement should
be initiated to reassessdisposal methods for the cesium and strontium
capsules. Given a decision to vitrify the capsule contents, a possible
location for dismantlingoperations is the WESF where the capsules are
currently stored. Regulatoryconsiderationscould require the use of another
facility, such as the HWVP, for this function. There is need for a focused
effort to determine the regulatory status of the capsule contents.

In light of some potential advantages in processing capsule wastes in the
HWVP, more detailed studies should be performedto accomplish the following.

• Define the extent of required HWVP modifications,including a
determinationof the impact of halides on equipment. Develop a
recommendationas to the need to remove halides from capsule wastes.

• Identifythe potential impactsof blending capsule waste with the
pretreated waste feed stream in the SRAT. The current premise is
that the total contents of an HWVP feed tank be characterizedas the
basis for frit procurement. The study should determine if the
addition of capsule waste would impact the frit procurementspecifi-
cation. If the frit procurementspecificationrequires adjustm__nt,
the study must determine if the unavailabilityof capsule waste for
blending would impact HWVP operations (i.e., if the frit specifica-
tion has to be adjusted because of the addition of capsule wastes,
will the frit be adequate for HWVP operations if capsule processing
is interrupted?).

• Evaluate the impact of heat of decay on the total number of canis-
ters required to vitrify capsule wastes as a standalonemission.
The feasibilitystudy for processing capsule waste identified rates
of heat generation in the range of 2,000 W/canister. This study
should develop a recommendedlimit for heat generation based on the
potential for extended storage in the HWVP.

• Given a determinationthat capsule wastes should be blended with the
•pretreated waste stream in the HWVP feed tank, determine the impact
of capsule wastes on the probabilityof a "tank bump."

Other topics that should be studied include dispersabilityof cesium
chloride and the potential impacts on the plant ventilation and high-
efficiency particulate air filtration systems. Cesium volatility in the
melter, and the impacts resulting therefrom, also should be studied.
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7.0 DOUBLE-SHELLTANKSPACEUTILIZATION ASSESSMENT

Pretreatmentoperations associatedwith the existing double-shelltank
(DST) wastes and the potentialretrieval and pretreatmentoperations associ-
ated with single-shelltanks (SST) suggest that there may be inadequateDST
space to support Waste Management Operations. Thus, waste volume projections
were examined for several retrieval and pretreatmentscenarios involvingboth
the DSTs and SSTs td identifyany impactsto the currentDST waste Tank Farm
capacity.

7.1 DOUBLE-SHELLTANKPROGRAMREQUIREMENTS

The availability of DST space is impacted by the potential future opera-
tions of the Plutonium-Uranium Extraction (PUREX) Plant to process the
remainingN Reactor fuel, and the potential delays in completion of the grout
campaignsto solidify the double-shellslurry (DSS) and double-shellslurry
feed (DSSF) wastes. These potential impacts are assessed below.

The DST waste volume projections for the baseline schedule are summarized
in Figure 7-I for two cases. The first case assumes PUREX is restartedto
process the remainder of the N Reactor fuel during the time period 1995-1999;
in a second case, PUREX operations are not resumed. As can be observed from
Figura 7-I, the potentialoperation of PUREX does not significantlyaffect the
availabilityof the DSTs to support the baseline schedule for pretreatmentand
vitrification. The increase in DST space needs in 2006 is due to the
pretreatmentof the complexant concentrate (CC) waste. The CC waste will be
diluted from its _tored volume of approximately1,800 m3 (4.8 million gal) to
more than 5,670 mJ (15 million gal) during the pretreatmentcampaign for
transuranicextraction (TRUEX)operations. Furthermore,it is assumed that
once the waste from the aging waste tanks is retrieved,these tanks will be
retired from service.

The impact to DST space availabilitywas also examined for two different
grout processing campaign schedules. The first case considered a 19-month
delay in the start of DSS/DSSF grouting operation from 1991 to January 1993.
The second case considered an indefinitedelay in the grouting of the DSS/DSSF
wastes The projection also assumed that a third Liquid Effluent Retention
Facilitymodule would be ready by fiscal year (FY) 1994; four 3,800-m_ (four
l-milliongal) tanks would be available in September 1999; and B Plant
pretreatmentoperationswould be initiated in FY 1999. The 19-month grout
delay case assumes that seven grout vaults will be fille_ through 1994 and 20
grout vaults will be filled between 1994 and 1998.

The tank volume projectionresults for the 19-monthgrout campaign delay
case are summarized in Figure 7-2. As is shown in Figure 7-2, at least a
22,BOO-m3 (6-milliongal) capacity is availablein the double-shellTank Farms
at all times. These results show that the DST baseline schedule will not be
impacted.
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Figure 7-I. Hanford Site Double-ShellTank Waste Volume Projection for the
Case 2 Double-ShellTank Baseline Schedule.

A
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Figure 7-2. Double-ShellTank Volume ProjectionAssuming a
Nineteen-MonthDelay in Grouting the Double-ShellSlurry/

Double-ShellSlurry Feed Wastes.
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The case in which grouting operations are delayed indefinitelyhas a
substantialimpact on the baseline vitrificationschedule. Pretreatment
operations associated with the neutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW),neutra-
lized cladding removal waste, Plutonium FinishingPlant, and CC wastes cannot
be conducted because of limited tank space availability(Figure 7-3).
Contingencymeasures to allow partial pretreatmentoperations are not accept-
able alternatives. These includeoperation of the Tank Farm without a spare
or contingencytank and the postponementof SST solids retrieval efforts until
additionalDSTs are constructed. The completion of seven grout vaults by the
year FY 1996 would provide sufficient space to match tank space needs through
the year 2002. Completion of the DST pretreatmentand vitrificationmission
is therefore not possible on a timely schedule unless the DSS/DSSF wastes can
be grouted or a greater number of additional DSTs constructed beyond the four
DSTs already planned.

7.2 SINGLE-SHELLTANKREMEDIATIONPROGRAIq

Retrieval and pretreatment of the SSTs before disposal are being examined
as part of an SST systems engineering study. A decision to retrieve the SSTs,
other than tank 106-C, has not been made at this time. Thus, the potential
need for DSTs to support remediation of the SSTs is based on potential
retrieval scenarios for the SSTs. In order to establish bounding cases for
additional tank space requirements, the following assumptions are used.

• Schedule and process integration

- Pretreatment of DST waste will be complete by 2004.

- Vitrification of DST wastes in the Hanford Waste Vitrification
Plant (HWVP) will be complete by 2009.

• Retrieval operations

- SST waste is retrievedduring a 10-yr period (2006 to 2016).

- Waste is diluted by three parts water, one part waste during
retrievaloperations.

- Cross-sitetransfer will requireone DST in the 200 West Area
to collect and stage waste for transfer.

• Waste pretreatmentoperations

- Waste partitioningwill require two DSTs to serve as retrieval
and lag storage tanks.

- Pretreatmentof the SST wastes will be completed using a TRUEX
process over a 10-yr period.

• Low-level waste treatment

_ I_w_l,',la_,l _,_,ei-,,_li I I,l_ 'l'v,,-_'i'm,-n'i"_'111 h_ h_ _ n_,nma'l"nv,nr_,_,_
iL_ I_V_ l _ _nL--U--IFW_ _l _lll_ll_ _ l I l V_ _ _ _1 V_ _l v_qul_

_ sized to remain current with the waste partitioningoperation.
=
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Figure7-3. Double-ShellTank VolumeProjectionAssumingan
IndefiniteDelayin Groutingof the Double-ShellSlurry/

Double-ShellSlurryFeedWastes.
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- Feed to the LLW treatment facility will be from a set of
3,800 m3 (I million gal) DSTs that are dedicated to grout feed
characterization. Characterizationof the feed and validation

of the grout formulationrequires 6 months to complete. _hus,
two characterizationtanks are required for every 7,200 m
(2 million gal) of feed to be grouted in a year. The charac-
terization tanks are devoted to grout characterization. One
additionaltank is needed to serve as a process feed tank.

• High-level waste treatment

- The HWVP glass formulationassumes the following.

• The HWVP referenceglass formulation (derived from the
NCAW formulation)is 25 wt% waste oxide [i.e., 21,300 Mt
(46,860ton) glass].

• Phosphate limited glass--The HWVP borosilicateglass
formulation is limited to I wt% phosphorus pentoxide
being in the HWVP feed [i.e., 33,100 Mt (72,820ton) of
glass would be made].

- The HWVP will produce 2.4 Mt (2.64 ton) of glass per operating
day and will operate 256 days/yr.

- Each vitrificationcampaign will last 24 months; at the end of
each vitrificationcampaign, a 6-month maintenance outage will
be performed to replace the melter.

- Lag storage is required to sample HWVP feed and to order frit.

• For the first $ST feed batch, the HWVP feed storage
- volumes assume a 30-month storage time.

- Twelve months lead time for sampling a full tank and
obtaining results.

- Eighteen months lead time for ordering frit once
sample results are available.

• For subsequent tanks of SST feed, the tanks are sampled
and analyzed such that there is no schedule impact to
HWVP operations.

The estimates of the number of DSTs needed to support the potential
remediation of the SSTs are summarized in Table 7-I. These results consider
two retrieval cases and two schedulecases, which illustrate sensitivity to
tank volume needs. The retrieval cases consider the retrieval of 22 and 149
tanks. The schedule cases assume an acceleratedenvironmentalimpact
statement (EIS),which allows retrievaland pretreatmentoperations to
commence simultaneouslyin the year 2006, and a second case also assumes an
accelerated EIS in which retrieval begins in 2006 and pretreatmentbegins in
2008.
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Table 7-I. Estimationof Double-ShellTank Requirementsfor
Single-ShellTank Waste RetrievalCases.

Case 1 schedule Case 2 schedute
AcceLerated EIS, retrievaL, AcceLerated EIS, retrieval begins

and pretreatment begin in in 2006; pretrestment begins in
Tank funct i on 2006 2008

22 tanks 149 tanks 22 tanks 149 tanks*
retrieved retrieved retrieved retrieved

Retrievat 2 2 2 2
m

Receipt/tag storage 2 2 2 2
ii

Retrievat/tag storage 0 0 11 24
ii

H'JVP tag storage 2 12 2 12
i

HWVP feed 2 2 2 2
lm i iml

LLW receipt 1 3 3 3
i i i i ii, iii i

LLW character i zat i on 6 7 6 7

Grout feed 1 1 1 1
i

DST torsi 16 29 29 53

*Adapted from WHC-EP-0405-1, TabLe 2./. (Boomer 1991).
DST = DoubLe-sheLL tank
EIS = Envirorawntat Impact Statemeflt
H',JVP • Hanford Waste Vitrification Ptant
LLU • Low-reveL waste

These results show that the number of additional DSTs depends on the
schedule for completion of the EIS assuming SST closure by the year 2018.
Only cases in which the EIS is acceleratedare considered because the tank
needs to comply with the Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order
(also known as the Tri-Party Agreement) (Ecology 1990) milestone closure date
of 2018, and the Record of Decision (DOE 1988) date of 2004 on DOE/EIS-0113,
Final Environmental Impact Statement: Disposal of Hanford Defense High-Level,
Transuranic, and Tank Wastes, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington (HDW-EIS)
(DOE 1987), results in the need for an unreasonable volume of DST storage
capacity. The double-shell Tank Farms currently have 28 tanks.

At the time of initiationof retrievalof the SSTs (assumed to be 2006),
only three of the DSTs may be availablefor reuse because of the age of the
existing tanks. However, four other DSTs planned for constructionin the late
1990's will be available,bringing the total of potentially availableDSTs to
seven. Assuming these seven tanks will be available for use, at least 22
additional DSTs could be required to support complete retrieval of all 149
SSTs under the Case I assumptions,and 46 additionalDSTs under Case 2. For
the retrieval of 22 SSTs, nine additional DSTs are projected to be needed
under Case I assumptions,and 22 additionalDSTs are projected to be needed
under Case 2 assumptions. The need for additionalDSTs to support the
potential retrievalof the SSTs is dependent on the retrieval and pretreatment
schedules for the SSTs.

The number of additional DSTs to support retrievalof the SSTs can be
minimized if the schedule for completion of the SST closure EIS is accelerated
and SST retrieval and pretreatmentfacilities are constructed at an earlier
date than that currentlyplanned. In addition,considerationcould be given
to delaying the closure date for the SSTs beyond 2018 if a decision is made to
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retrieve all 149 SSTs. The impactsto the HWVP also should be considered in
this examination.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTALRISK ANALYSIS RESULTS

This appendix presents a discussionof the risk analysis details not

included in the main document and the results of several supplementalrisk

analyses performed to support the Risk Assessment.
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APPENDIXA

SUPPLEMENTALRISK ANALYSISRESULTS

A. 1 RISK ASSESSMENTMODELINPUT DATA

Each of the 210 activities listed in Table A-1 represents a task or
grouping of tasks from the top-level schedule (Figure 4-4). The listing is a
condensation of data taken from the Risk Assessment Report Forms [WHC-EP-0427
(Milleret al. 1991)]. The data resulted from the double-shelltank team
assessment of the probability,time, and cost uncertaintiesassociated with
each activity. This informationwas the basis for the Venture Evaluation and
Review Technique (VERT) analysis of the program.

The table is sorted on the fac.ility/functioncolumn,which groups the
activities into the followingcategories- characterization,grout, Hanford
Waste VitrificationPlant, pretreatmentfacilities,retrieval, pretreatment
technology,and Tank Farms.

The "MDL#" column provides the activity number for the task that can be
referencedback to the top-level schedule. The time (in years) and cost (in
thousa_idsof dollars) required to complete the task is specified in terms of
optimistic,pessimistic,most likely, and baseline estimates. A zero in the
baseline column indicatedthat no formal estimate had been prepared for that
scope of work. Delta calculationsfor the cost and schedule parameters are
included in the listing for comparison purposes. These delta values were used
in the calculationof the cost and schedule relative risk factors (RRF)
discussed in Section A.g of this appendix.

The "Funding Constr't FY Start" column identifiesactivities that have
funding-constrainedstart dates or are constrained for other reasons. The
start of the activity will be delayed to the fiscal year indicated.

A.2 CRITICAL COST ACTIVITY RISK RANKING LIST

Table A-2 lists program activitiesthat have non-zero value cost RRFs.
The activities are listed in descending cost relative risk factor (RRF:)
order. Discussion of the methodology used in establishingthe RRF: values is
provided in Section A.9.

A.3 SCHEDULE/TIMERELATIVE RISK FACTOR RANKING LIST

Table A-3 lists the program activities that have non-zero value schedule
RRFs. The activities are listed in descending schedule relative risk factor
(RRFs)order. Discussion of the methodology used in establishingthe RRFs
values is provided in SectionA.9.
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Table A-2. Cost Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet I of 3)

COST
FAC./ DELTA RRF

ACTIVITY TITLE FUNCT. COST RANKING

I PERFORMCONSTRUCTION/ATP/CAT HWVP 182529 0.91
2 WASTE FORM DEVELOPMENT HWVP 88986 0.44
3 REPLACEMELTER #1/TEST & STARTUP HWVP 77334 0.39
4 I02-AY NCAW SOLIDS TRANS/VITRIFYAT HWVP HWVP 77334 0.39
5 REPLACEMELTER #2/TEST & STARTUP HWVP 77334 0.39
6 W-153 TRUEX PILOT PLANT TECH 65000 0.33
7 TANK FARMS CAPITAL UPGRD TKFRM 55200 0.28
8 DSSF RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS RTRVL 48240 0.24
9 101-AZ PNCAW SOLIDS TRANS/VITRIFYAT HWVP HWVP 44660 0.22
10 PERFORMOPERATIONAL TESTING HWVP 39194 0.20
11 W-024 B PLANT RAD EFFLUENTAND CONTAINMENTUPG PTFAC 39000 0.20
12 W-128 B PLANT CELL CLEANOUT PTFAC 39000 0.20
13 CC EAST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CONT) RTRVL 32680 0.16
14 NCRW OPERATIONS-HWVP HWVP 32480 0.16
15 PERFORM PREOPERATIONALTESTING HWVP 31746 0.16
16 PROCURE EQUIPMENT IN TIME HWVP 31337 0.16
17 AR VLT SYSTEM OPERABILITYTESTING PTFAC 27300 0.14
18 WASTE FORM DEVELOPMENT HWVP 25856 0.13
19 SMALL SCALE PFP SOLIDS RETRIEVALSYSTEM RTRVL 23950 0.12
20 HWVP DETAILED DESIGN TITLE II HWVP 23922 0.12
21W-30 DST STORAGE VENT UPGRD TKFRM 23150 0.12
22 PFP OPERATIONS-HWVP HWVP 23100 0.12
23 W-058 CROSS SITE TRANSFER LINE TKFRM 22975 0.11
24 W-059 CAT I VENTILATIONUPGRD PTFAC 22459 0.11
25 CC WEST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CONT) RTRVL 20640 0.10
26 PERFORM WFQTESTING HWVP 20623 0.10
27 PFP RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 17820 0.09
28 _CRW RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CONT) RTRVL 16340 0.08
29 I02-AZ NCAW RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 16320 0.08
30 I01-SY SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRM 16000 0.08
31 W-028 AGING WASTE TRANSFER LINES RTRVL 13885 0.07
32 W-O07 B PLANT PROCESS CONDENSATE FAC PTFAC 13245 0.07
33 INITIATEHWVP HOT OPERATIONS HWVP 13147 0.07
34 CC EAST RETRIEVAL PROCESSTEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 12033 0.06
35 GROUT DSS/DSSF OPERATIONS GRT 11000 0.06
36 ISSUE/APPROVEWQR HWVP 10950 0.05
37 CC WEST RETRIEVAL PROCESSTEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 10337 0.05
38 W-O02 CANYON CRANE REPLACEMENT PTFAC 10159 0.05
39 NCRW RETRIEVAL PROCESS TEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 9923 0.05
40 I02-AY SOLIDS-WASHOR RETRIEVE RTRVL 9528 0.05
41 SMALL SCALE NCRW RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 9260 0.05
42 CHARACTERIZATIONOF REMAININGCORES (CC) CHAR 8704 0.04
43 CORE SAMPLE AND CHARACTERIZEREMAINING CORES N CHAR 8118 0.04
44 TANK FARMS OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVEUPGRD TKFRM 8114 0.04
45 I03-SY SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRM 8000 0.04
46 CHARACTERIZATIONOF REMAININGCORES (NCRW) CHAR 7710 0.04
48 CC OPERATIONS - HWVP (CONT) HWVP 7672 0.04
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A
Table A-2.

Cost Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet 2 of 3)

COST
FAC./ DELTA RRF

ACTIVITY TITLE FUNCT. COST RANKING

49 GROUT CC OPERATIUNS GRT 7500 0.04
50 OXIDATION PILOT PLANT TECH 7115 0.04
51 CC PRETREATMENTOPERATIONS-BPLANT PTFAC 7000 0.04
52 CC PRETREAMENTOPERATIONS (CONT) PTFAC 7000 0.04
53 TANK FARMS MAJOR MAINTENANCEUPGRD TKFRM 6856 0.03
54 TRUEX PROCESS DEVELOPEMENT TECH 4425 0.02
55 W-151 I01AZ RETRIEVAL SYS PROCESSTEST RTRVL 4100 0.02
56 CHARACTERIZATIONOF REMAININGCORES (PFP) CHAR 4000 0.02
57 NCRW PRETREATMENTOPERATIONS-BPLANT PTFAC 4000 0.02
58 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION-EXCHANGE HWVP 3954 0.02
59 ECOLOGY ISSUE RCRA PART B/CAA PERMIT HWVP 3862 0.02
60 W-108 BCE TREATMENT FACILITY PTFAC 3800 0.02
61NCRW PROCESSTEST RTRVL 3700 0°02
62 CC PROCESS TEST WEST AREA RTRVL 3700 0.02
63 CC PROCESSTEST EAST AREA PROCESSTEST RTRVL 3700 0.02
64 SMALL SCALE CC SUPERNATE TRANSFER SYSTEM RTRVL 3200 0.02
65 PFP PRETREATMENTOPERATIONS-BPLANT PTFAC 3000 0.02
66 W-I03 ON DECK SAMPLING IMPROVEMENT PTFAC 3000 0.02
67 ANALYZE AND INTEGRATETECHNOLOGY HWVP 2963 0.01
68 W-027 271B HVAC UPGRD PTFAC 2837 0.01
69 B PLANT FACILITY SAR PTFAC 2597 0.01
70 I01-AZ NCAW TRANS/PRETREATAT AR VLT/B PLANT PTFAC 2400 0.01
71 TANK FARMS DOCUMENTATIONUPGRD TKFRM 2400 0.01
72 W-010 B PLANT ENVIRONMENTALCOMPLIANCE PTFAC 2234 0.01
73 CC PROCESS DEVELOPMENT-PHASE II TECH 2225 0.01
74 W-111 AR VLT SEAL POT AND VESSEL VENT PTFAC 2200 0.01
75 CORE & CHARACTERIZATION(CC) FY91 CHAR 2124 0.0i
76 W-135 AR VLT SLUDGE WASHING PROCESSMODS PTFAC 2000 0.01
77 W-110 AR VLT TRANSFER LINE AND DIESEL FUEL PTFAC 2000 0.01
78 W-148 NCAW 4 PUMP RETRIEVAL SYSTEM INSTALLATIO RTRVL 2000 0.01
79 PILOT PLANT REDESIGN & MINOR MODS-PFP SOLIDS TECH 2000 0.01
80 PILOT PLANT REDESIGN AND MINOR MODS-CC SOLIDS TECH 2000 0.01
81 PILOT PLANT REDESIGN & MINOR MODS-CCTRUEX TECH 2000 0.01
82 TRANSFER TECH TO DESIGN HWVP 1977 0.01
83 CC ORGANIC DEST PILOT PLANT HOT TESTS TECH 1962 0.01
84 AR VLT ENVIRONMENTALPERMITTING PTFAC 1951 0.01
85 W-I07 BCS TREATMENT CENRIC PTFAC 1866 0.01
86 AR VLT READINESS REVIEW (WHC & DOE) PTFAC 1845 0.01
87 W-136 AR VLT SLUDGE WASHING CONTROL ROOM MODS PTFAC 1800 0.01
88 TRU MONITOR-HOT PROTOTYPE TECH 1769 0.01
89 B-PLANT PART B APPLICATION PTFAC 1590 0.01
90 DOE RL APPROVE PSAR HWVP 1549 0.01
91 GROUT NCAW OPERATIONS GRT 1500 0.01
92 I02-AZ NCAW TRANS/PRETREATAT AR VLT/B PLANT PTFAC 1500 0.01
93 SMALL SCALE CC SOLIDS RETRIEVALSYSTEM RTRVL 1500 0.01
94 INPUT COMPOSITION REQUIREMENT-NCAWFRIT PRO HWVP 1465 0.01
95 NCAW TANK I01-AZ PROCESS TEST RTRVL 1400 0.01
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Table A-2. Cost Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet 3 of 3)

COST
FAC./ DELTA RRF

ACTIVITY TITLE FUNCT. COST RANKING

96 B-PLANT CANYON EXHAUST FILTER SYSTEMS PTFAC 1344 0.01
97 PERFORM HOT OPS READINESS REVIEW HWVP 1149 0.01
98 CHARACTERIZEGROUT DSSF & DSS CHAR 1137 0.01
99 AR VLT SAR PTFAC 1112 0.01
100 ION EXCHANGE TECHNOLOGY TECH 1018 0.01
101 CORE SAMPLE AND CHARACTERIZENCAW FYgl CHAR 1014 0.01
102 W-O08 B PLANT CHEM SEWER NEUTRALIZATION PTFAC 1007 0.01
103 GROUT PERFORMANCEASSESSMENT GRT 1000 0.01
104 GROUT NCRW OPERATIONS GRT 1000 0.01
105 COMPLETE POST NCAW PROCESS DEVELOPMENT HWVP 1000 0.01
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Table A-3. Schedule/TimeRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
CRITICAL TIME

FAC./ PATH DELTA RRF
ACTIVITY TITLE FUNCT. FREG TIME RANKING
........................................................-.....---.-.--------------------------

1 CC PRETREAMENT OPERATIONS (CONT) PTFAC 0.9990 1.41 2.82
2 NCRW RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CONT) RTRVL 0.3890 2.00 1.56
3 NCRWRETRIEVAL PROCESS TEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 0.3790 2.00 1.52
4 NCRWPROCESS TEST RTRVL 0,3790 2.00 1,52
5 CC EAST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CONT) RTRVL 0,3399 2.00 1.36
6 CC PRETREATMENTOPERATIONS-B PLJ_NT PTFAC 0,9640 0.70 1.35
7 CC EAST RETRIEVAL PROCESS TEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 0.3020 2.00 _.21
8 CC PROCESS TEST EAST AREA PROCESSTEST RTRVL 0.3020 2.00 1.21
9 CORE & CHARACTERIZATION (CC) FY91 CHAR 0.1580 1.99 0.63

10 SMALL SCALE NCRWRETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 0.0730 3.97 0.58
11 101-SY SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRM 0.0270 8.00 0.43
12 CC OPERATIONS - ItWVP (CONT) HWVP 1.0000 0.20 0.40
13 PFP PROCESS MOOIFI('J_TIOtlS-B PLANT PTFAC 0.1440 1.25 0.36
14 CHARACTERIZATION OF REMAINING CORES (CC) CHAR 0.1580 1.00 0.32
15 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH NCRW TECH 0.0730 1.50 0.22
16 PFP PRETREATMENTOPERATIONS-B PLANT PTFAC 0.5320 0,16 0.17
17 NCRW PRETREATMENTOPERATIONS-B PLANT PTFAC 0.3890 0.21 0.16
18 PILOT PLANT REDESIGN & MINOR M(30S-CC TRUEX TECH 0.15a0 0,49 0.15
19 CC EAST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 0.0370 2.00 0.15
20 CC WEST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CONT) RTRVL 0.0350 2.00 0.14
21 PILOT PL.ANT REDESIGN & MINOR MOOS-PFP SOLIDS TECH 0.0900 0.76 0.14
22 CC WEST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 0.0330 2.00 0.13
23 W-OgwSCC/OXIDATION MOOIFICATIONS (CONT)/STARTU PTFAC 0,0930 0,65 0,12
24 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH PFP WASTE TECH 0.2320 0,23 0,11
25 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH CC WASTE TECH 0,1420 0.26 0,07
26 SMALL SCALE CC SOLIDS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 0.0050 6.33 0.06
27 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH CC SOLIDS TECH 0°0930 0.25 0.05
28 NCRWRETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 0.0100 2.00 0,04
29 AVAILABLE FJ_ST AREA HOLDING TANK-CC TRANSFER TKFRM 0.0350 0.22 0.02
30 CC WEST RETRIEVAL PROCESSTEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 0.0020 2.00 0.01
31 CC PROCESS TEST WEST AREA RTRVL 0.0020 2.00 0.01
32 103/10&/105-AN SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRM 0.0060 0.50 0.01
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e A.4 PROBABILITYRELATIVE RISK FACTOR RANKING LIST

Table A-4 lists the program activities that have non-zero value proba-
bility RRFs. The activitiesare listed in descending probabilityrelative

- risk factor (RRFp) order. Discussion of the methodology used in establishing
the RRFp values Is provided in Section A.9.

A.5 ANTEGRATEDRELATIVERISK FACTORRANKINGLIST

Table A-5 groups program activities into major program activities
(characterization,retrieval,etc.) and sums the integrated RRFs for each of
these areas. The major activities are listed in decreasing RRF order. The
activities within each major activity are also listed in decreasing RRF order.

A.6 HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATIONPLANT HOT STARTUP
INTEGRATED RELATIVE RISK FACTOR RANKING LIST

Table A-6 lists the program activities that have non-zero value inte-
grated RRFs that support the hot startupof H_VP. The table lists activities
in descending RRF order.

A.7 PROGRAMFUNCTIONALAREACOSTBREAKDOWN
tm

Table A-7 provides a breakdown of the mean program costs by functional
area to provide a perspective of how the probable costs are spread across the
entire program.

Ao8 SPECIAL CASE CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS

- In addition to the primary critical path analysis discussed in
Section 4.5.3.3, several special case time critical path analyses were
performed. These supplementarycritical path analyses included" (I) the
baseline schedule, (2) the optimistic estimate schedule case, (3) the most
likely estimate schedule case, and (4) the pessimistice::timateschedule case.
In each of these specialcritical path analyses,the schedule _urationrange
for each activity was replaced with a single duration equal t_ the baseline
optimistic,most likely,or pessimisticduration estimates, respectively.

: Because only a single duration is provided in these special critical path
analyses, a single 100 percent probable critical path through the model
_etwork results. These four special case critical paths are depicted in
igures A-I through A-4, respectively.

=
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Table A-4. ProbabilityRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet I of 3)

ACTIVITY PROS. PROB.
FAC./ START OF RRF

ACTI Vl TY T I TLE FUNCT. YEAR SUCCESS RANKING

1 PREPARE FINAL WASTEC01PLIANCE PLAN HWVP 1991.00 0.70 1.50
2 W-024 B PLANT RAD EFFLUENT AND CONTAINMENT UPG PTFAC 1991.00 0.70 1.50
3 SMALL SCALE NCRWRETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 1991.00 0.70 1.50
4 S-PLANT PART S APPLICATION PTFAC 1992.00 0.70 1.45
5 W-161 TRU MONITOR PTFAC 1992.00 0.70 1.45
6 AR VLT ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING PTFAC 1992.7'1 0.70 1.41
7 CC ORGANIC DESTRUCTION PILOT PLANT COLD TESTS TECH 19_M_.38 0.70 1.05
8 TRU MONITOR-HOT PROTOTYPE TECH 1991.00 0.80 1.00
9 TRUEX PROCES3 OEVELOPENEHT TECH 1991. O0 O. 80 1. O0

10 CHARACTERIZATION OF REMAINING CORES (CC) CHAR 1993.54 0.80 0.91
11 CC PROCESSTEST EAST AREA PROCESS TEST RTRVL 2002.37 0.70 0.89
12 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH NCRW TECH 199_.93 0.80 0.72
13 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCJ_LETEST WITH CC WASTE TECH 2000.97 0.80 0.6/*
14 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH PFP WASTE TECH 2001.93 0.80 0.61
15 TRUEX PILOT PLANT SCALE TEST WITH CC SOLIDS TECH 2002.91 0.80 0.57
16 GROUTDSS/DSSF OPERATIONS GRT 1996.5§ 0.87 0.52
17 CC PROCESSDEVELOPMENT'PHASE I TECH 1991.00 0.90 0.50
18 ION EXCHANGE TECHNOLOGY TECH 1991.00 0.90 0.50
19 103/106/105-AN SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRM 1991.00 0.90 0.50
20 101"SY SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRN 1991.00 0.90 0.50
21 103"SY SAFETY ISSUE RESOLUTION TKFRN 1991.00 0.90 0.50
22 GROUTNCAW OPERATIONS GRT 2003.83 0.87 0.35
23 NCRWPROCESS TEST RTRVL 1999.39 0.90 0.35
24 _ROIJT NCRW OPERATIONS GRT 2008.19 0.87 0.25
25 102"AY SOLIDS'WASH OR RETRIEVE RTRVL 1991.00 0.95 0.25
26 DSSF RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS RTRVL 1991.00 0.95 0.25
27 GROUTPFP OPERATIONS GRT 2009.58 0.87' 0.22
28 PFP RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 2002.30 0.95 0.15
29 GROUT CC OPERATIONS GRT 2012.72 0.87' 0.15
30 NCRWPRETREATMENTOPERATIONS'B PLANT PTFAC 2006.17 0.95 O. 11
31 CORE SAI_PLE AND CHARACTERIZE NCAW FY91 CHAR 1991.00 0.98 0.10
32 2HD CORE ANl) CHAPJ_CTERIZATION MCRW(FY92) CHAR 1991.00 0.98 0.10
33 CORE & CHARACTERIZATION (Ct) FY91 CHAR 1991.00 0.98 0.10

CLEAN WATER ACT'BCP PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 O. 10
35 PFP PROCESSM(X)IFICATIONS'B PLANT PT;AC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
36 CLEANWATER ACT'BCE PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
37 W'136 AR VLT SLUDGE WASHING CONTROL ROOMMOOS PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
38 CLEAN AIR ACT'NCAW PROCESSING PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
39 S PLANT FACILIT _" SAR PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
40 W-110 AR VLT TR_NSFER LINE AND DIESEL FUEL PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
41 W°102 GALLERY |_(HAUST VENT PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
42 W-111 AR VLT S_:AL POT AND VESSEL VENT PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
43 CLEAN WATER N f-CEC PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10

W-135 AR VLT SLUDGE WASHING PROCESSHODS PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
45 S PLANT TANK INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
66 W-128 S PLANT CELL CLEAHOUT PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
67 W-O02 CANYON CRANE REPLACEMENT PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
68 B PLANT SYSTEM OPEPJ_BILITY TESTING PTFAC 1991.00 0.98 0.10
49 SMALL SCALE CC SOLIDS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 1991.00 0.98 0.10
50 SMALL SCALE PFP SOLIDS RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 1991.00 0.98 0.10
51 TANK FARMS CAPITAL UPGRD TKFRN 1991.00 0.98 0.10
52 CHARACTERIZATION OF REMAINING CORES (NCRW) CHAR 1991.54 0.98 0.10
53 CORE SAMPLE AND CHARACTERIZE REMAINING CORES N CHAR 1991.58 0.98 0.10
54 CHARACTERIZE GROUTDSSF & DSS CHAR 1992.00 0.98 0.10
55 CLEAN WATER-PROJECT W-098 PTFAC 1992.00 0.98 0.10
56 AR VLT CANYON CRANE INSPECTION/UPGRD PTFAC 1992.00 0.98 0.10
57' CLEAN WATER ACT-BCS PTFAC 1992.00 0.98 O. 10
58 CLEAN WATER ACT-PROJECT W-lOT PTFAC 1992.00 0.98 0.10
59 WHC INSPECT AND ACCEPT CONSTRUCTION HWVP 1992.56 0.98 0.09
60 PFP PRETREATMENTOPEPJ_TIONS-B PLANT PTFAC 2008.46 0.95 0.09
61 CORE SAMPLE AND CHARACTERIZATION (PFP) FY91 CHAR 1993.00 0.98 0.09
62 W-095 NCRWPROCESS MODIFICATIONS-B PLANT PTFAC 1993.00 0.98 0.09
63 NCRWRETRIEVAL PROCESS TEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 1993.00 0.98 0.09

z
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Table A-4. ProbabilityRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet 2 of 3)

ACTIVITY PROB. PROB.
FAC./ START OF RRF

ACTIVITY TITLE FUNCT. YEAR SUCCESS RANKING
..............................................-....-...--...--...---.---..-----------------

64 CHARACTERIZATION OF REMAINING CORES (PFP) CHAR 1993.58 0.98 0.09
65 W-096 CC/OXIDATION NOOIFICATIONS-B PLANT PTFAC 1996.00 0.98 0.09
66 NCRWOPERATIONS- HWVP HWVP 2009.71 0.95 0.08
67 CC PRETREATMEMTOPERATIONS-B PLANT PTFAC 2010.01 0.95 0.08
68 a PLANT READINESS REVIEW-WHC/DOE PTFAC 1996.88 0.98 0.08
69 PFP OPERATIONS-HWVP HWVP 2011.22 0.95 0.07
70 CC PROCESS TEST WEST AREA RTRVL 2000.48 0.98 0.07
71 W-095 NCRWPROCESSMODIFICATIONS (CONT) PTFAC 2000.8/, 0.98 0.06
72 PFP PROCESSMOOIFICATIONS (CONT)/STARTUP PTFAC 200:3.35 0.98 0.06
73 CC OPERATIONS - HWVP HWVP 2013.07 0.95 0.05
7/, W-D96 CC/OXIDATION le])IFICATIONS (CONT)/STARTU PTFAC 2006.32 0.98 0.05
75 102-AY NCAW SOLIDS TRANS/VITRIFY AT HWVP HWVP 2004.40 0.98 0.05
7'6 DOE RL APPROVE PSAR HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
77 ANALYZE AND INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY HWVP 1991. O0 O. 99 O. 05
78 PROCURE EQUIPMENT IN IIM£ HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
79 DESI GN AND CONSTRUCTI ON- EXCHANGE HWVP 1991. O0 O. 99 0.05
80 TRANSFER TECH TO DESIGN HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
81 MONITOR DWPF LESSONS LEARNED HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
82 APPROVE FSAR HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
83 PERFORM COLD TEST READINESS REVIEW HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
84 ISSUE REVISED RCRA PART B PERMIT HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
85 ECOLOGY ISSUE RCRA PART B/CJU_ PERMIT HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
86 HWVP DETAILED DESIGN TITLE II HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
87 WASTE FORMDEVELOPMENT Ht_VP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
88 WASTE FORMDEVELOPMENT HWVP 1991.00 0.99 0.05
89 W-159 CT/CS INSTRUMENT UPGRD PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
90 W-l(_B a PLANT FILTER SYSTEM TIE-lM PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
91 W-lO0 IN CELL AND HPT LEAK DETECTION PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
92 W-103 ON DECK SAMPLING IMPROVEMENT PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
93 W-162 IX MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT UPGRD PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
9/, SEISMIC ANALYSIS-B PLANT PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
95 W-O05 MH/IX/SD PROCESS CONTRL VALVE PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
96 W-004 B PLANT _ UPGRD PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
97 W-059 CAT I VENTILATION UPGRD PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
98 AR VLT SEISMIC ANALYSIS PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
99 W-108 BCE TREATMENT FACILITY PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05

100 M-056 IIWC/PHPF PC VALVE PH I PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
101 W-010 B PLANT ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
102 W-106 B PLANT OPS SUPPORT BUILDING PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
103 W-027 27'1B HVAC UPGRD PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
10/, W-O01' B PLANT PROCESS CONDENSATEFAC PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
105 M-OT,' CT/CS PROCESS CONTROLVALVE UPGRD PTFAC 1991.00 0.99 0.05
106 102-_Z NCAWRETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 1991.00 0.99 0.05
107 W-028 AGING WASTE TRANSFER LINES RTRVL 1991.00 0.99 0.05
108 W-168 NCAW6 PUMP RETRIEVAL SYSTEM EWG & PROC RTRVL 1991.00 0.99 0.05
109 W-151 101AZ RETRIEVAL SYS PROCESS TEST RTRVL 1991.00 0.99 0.05
110 W-O06 kZ TANK FARM ELECTRICAL UPGRADE RTRVL 1991.00 0.99 0.05
111 W-15._ TRUEX PILOT PLANT TECH 1991.00 0.99 0.05
112 TANK FARMS DOCUMENTATIONUPGRD TKFRM 1991.00 0.99 0.05
113 TANK FARMS OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE UPGRD TKFRM 1991.00 0.99 0.05
114 TANK FARMSMAJOR MAINTENANCE UPGRO TKFRM 1991.00 0.99 0.05
115 AR VLT SYSTEM OPERABILITY TESTING PTFAC 1992.00 0.99 0.05
116 AR VLT SAR PTFAC 1992.00 0.99 0.05
117 AR VLT ENVIRONMENTALANALYSIS PTFAC 1992.00 0.99 0.05
118 AR VLT NEWCAMYO_ EQUIPMENT PTFAC 1992.00 0.99 0.05
119 B PLANT TRAINING PTFAC 1992.00 0.99 0.05
120 AR VLT TANK INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT PTFAC 1992.00 0.99 0.05
121 ENG EVAL OF FLOC OPT TEST TECH 1992.00 0.99 0.05
122 ENG EVAL FOR PH CONTROL TECH 1992.00 0.99 0.05
123 DOE HO KEY DECISION #3 APPROVAL TO START CONST HI_/P 1992.20 0.99 0.05
124 PERFORMWFQ TESTING HWVP 1992.56 0.99 0.05
125 PERFORMCONSTRUCTI ON/ATP/CAT HtWP 1992.57 0.99 0.05
126 AR VLT-FACILITY DESCRIPTION MANUAL PTFAC 1993.00 0.99 0.05
127 CC WEST RETRIEVAL PROCESS TEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 1993.00 0.99 0.05
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Table A-4. ProbabilityRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet 3 of 3)

ACTIVITY PROB. PROB.
FAC./ START oF RRF

ACTIVITY TITLE FUNCT. YEAR SUCCESS RANKING

128 DRAFT FINAL FLC)qJSHEETFOR AR VAULT/B PLANT TECH 1993.20 0.99 0.05
129 OXIDATION PILOT PLANT TECH 1993.54 0.99 0.05
130 /tR VLT TRAINING PTFAC 1994.00 0.99 0.04
131 CC EAST RETRIEVAL PROCESSTEST PREPARATIONS RTRVL 1994.00 0.99 0.04
132 SMALL SCALE CC SUPERNATETPJtNSFER SYSTE!4 RTRVL 1995.00 0.99 0.04
133 NCRWRETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 1995.00 0.99 0.04
134 PERFORM PREOPERATIONALTESTING HWVP 1995.27 0.99 0.04
135 COMPLETE POST NCAW PROCESS DEVELOPMENT HWVP 1996.65 0.99 0.04
136 CC EAST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 1998.00 0.99 0.04
137 W-148 NrAW 4 PUMP RETRIEVAL SYSTEM INSTALLATIO RTRVL 1999.14 0.99 0.04
138 INPUT COMPOSITION REQUIREMENT-NCRWFRIT PROC HWVP 2000.31 0.99 0.93
139 FINAL FLOWSHEETNCRWTRUEX TECH 2000.32 0.99 0.03
160 CC ORCANIC DEST PILOT PIJUIT HOT TESTS TECH 2000.34 0.99 0.03
161 AR VLT OPS/WFG SOLIDS WASHING PTFAC 2000.52 0.99 0.03
162 PERFORM OPERATIONAL TESTING HWVP 2001.12 0.99 0.03
143 INPUT COMPOSITION REQUIREMENT-NCAWFRIT PRO HI4VP 2001.12 0.99 0.03
146 FINAL FLOWSHEETCC ORGANIC D_=TRUCTION TECH 2001.13 0.99 0.03
165 101-AZ NCAW TRANS/PRETRE_T AT ,k'R VLT/B PLANT PTFAC 2001.16 0.99 0.03
1/,6 RECEIVE ACCEPTABLE FRIT FOR HOT STARTUP HWVP 2001.77 0.99 0.03
147 RECEIVE ACCEPTABLE FRIT FOR TESTING HWVP 2001.79 0.99 0.03
1_ FINAL FLOWSHEETCC TRUEX TECH 2001.89 0.99 0.03
169 102-AY CHAR/FRIT PROC NrAW HWVP 2002.76 0.99 0.03
150 102-AZ NCAW TRANS/PRETREAT AT _ VLT/B PLANT PTFAC 2002.76 0.99 0.03
151 INPUT COMPOSITION REQUIREMENT-PFP FRIT PR(3(: HI4VP 2002.85 0.99 0.03
152 FINAL FLOWSHEETPFP TRUEX TECH 2002.86 0.99 0.03
153 CC WEST RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RTRVL 2003.13 0.99 0.03
156 ISSUE/APPROVE WQR HWVP 2003.31 0.99 0.03
155 INPUT COMPOSITION REQUIREMENT-CC FRIT PROC HWVP 2003.82 0.99 0.03
156 FINAL CC DISSOLUTION FLOWSHEET TECH 2003.82 0.99 0.03
157 101-AZ CHAR/FRIT PROC NRA&/ HWVP 2003.83 0.99 0.03
158 INITIATE HMVP HOT OPERATIONS HWVP 2004.26 0.99 0.03
159 101-AZ PNCAWSOLIDS TRANS/VITRIFY AT Hk'VP HMVP 2005.98 0.99 0.02
160 REPLACE MELTER #1/TEST & STARTUP HI,'VP 2006.82 0.99 0.02
161 NCRWFRIT-Ht,'VP HWVP 2008.18 0.99 0.02
162 PFP FRIT-HWVP HWVP 2009.58 "0.99 0.02
163 CC FRIT-HWVP HWVP 2010.00 0.99 0.02
166 REPLACE MELTER #2/TFST & STARTUP HWVP 2011.62 0.99 0.01
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Table A-5. IntegratedRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet 1 of 8)
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TableA-5. IntegratedRelativeRisk FactorRankingList.
(sheet2 of 8)
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Table A-5. IntegratedRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet3 of 8)
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Table A-5. IntegratedRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet 4 of 8)
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Table A-5. IntegratedRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet5 of 8)
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Table A-5. Integrated Relative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet 6 of 8)
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Table A-5. IntegratedRelative Risk Factor Ranking List.
(sheet 7 o_"8)
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TableA-5. IntegratedRelativeRisk FactorRankingList.
(sheet8 of 8)
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Table A-6. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Hot Startup Integrated
Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet I of 5)
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Table A-6. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Hot Startup Integrated
Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet 2 of 5)
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Table A-6. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Hot Startup Integrated
Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet 3 of 5)
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Table A-6. Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant Hot Startup Integrated
Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet 4 of 5)
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Table A-6. HanfordWaste VitrificationPlant Hot Startup Integrated
Relative Risk Factor Ranking List. (sheet 5 of 5)
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Table A-7. DistributedModel Results--
Program FunctionalArea EstimatedCost

Breakdown.

Total cost (SM)
Activity (FY 1991 dollars

Characterization 45.3 ,,,ii

Grout 4B9.8
ii ,,,,

HWVP 2,746.7
i ,,

Pretreatment 1,223.I

Retrieval 453.9

Pretreatmenttechnology 86.0

Tank Farms 752.5

P_'ogrammanagement 434.6

Program Total 6,231.8 ,,,

FY - Fiscal year
HWVP I Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant

A.9 RELATIVE RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS

The analysis of the program risk resultingfrom an activity or grouping
of activities must include all three risk factors (cost, schedule, and proba-
bility of success) to correctly assess the total programmaticrisk. Review of
only the cost, schedule, or probabilityrisks individuallycan be a valuable
analysis tool. Drawing programmaticconclusionsbased on these individual
risk factors can, however, produce erroneous results and should be avoided.

The aggregationof cost, schedule, and probabilityof success risks for
individual activities and major activity groupings utilized in this assessment
was accomplishedusing the integrated RRF equation discussed in the following
paragraphs. The purpose of the integrated RRF is to sum the three risk
factors incorporatingappropriateweighting and adjustment factors to produce
a numeric evaluation of the relative risk representedby the activity or
grouping of activities by which they can be ranked.

Examples of the RRF values resulting from severalcost, schedule, and
probability uncertaintiesare presented in Table A-8. A complete integrated
RRF calculation is provided in this section.

lt should be noted that an activity with a significantprojected delay in
its completion schedule does not necessarilyhave a significant schedule RRF.
Only if the activity in question has some probabilityof being on the program
critical path will it receive a schedule RRF rating. This can result in
masking significant schedule uncertainties. If a program has the potential
for a substantial scheduledelay, sensitivityanalyses like those discussed in
Sections 4.5.6.2 and 4.5.6.3 are necessary to ensure significantschedule
uncertaintiesare not masked.
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Figure A-I. Time Critical Path Baseline Case.
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CC : Complexant Concentrate
HWVP : Hanford Waste Vitrlficstlon Plant

NCRW = Neutmll_d CluMIng Removal Waste
PFP = Plutonium Finishing Plant 7910e12o.1

Figure A-2. Time Critical Path Optimistic Case.
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SPlent S Plain (cont) (cont)
(Cont)

CC : Complexant Concentrate
DSS = Double-Shell Slurry

DSSF : Double-Shell Slurry Feed
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Figure A-3. Time Critical Path Most Likely Case.
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Table A-8. Exampleof Relative Risk Factor Values.
....

ProbabilityofSuccessRisk (sensitiveto start date) RRF value
,

.....• Activity startingnow with 80% probabilityof 1.0
success

" • Same activity beginning 5 yr'later ' 0.8

"'ScheduleRisk (sensitiveto'critical path) "

• Activity with potential 1-yr delay and 50% on 1.0
critical path

, ,,

" • Same activi'ty1o% on critical path I 0.2
" Cost Risk ......

, ,

• Activity with potential $200 million cost 1.0
increase

,, ,, ,

• With $I00 million cost increase 0.5

RRF = Relative risk factor

The RRF calculation equation (Eq. I) is used to normalize the values of
risk originatingfrom the three types of uncertainty: (I) cost, (2) schedule
duration, and (3) probabilityof success affectingprogram activities. The
normalizationof these three uncertaintytypes used the relationships similar
to those established during the preparationof preliminary findings in
December 1990. The lower limit values used in establishinga major conse-
quence (cost and scheduleduration) and a high probability activity (proba-
bility) used in developing the preliminaryfindings were used as the points in
the uncertaintyranges at which the values were set equal. The actual values
at which the uncertaintieswere equalized were: (I) cost = $100 million cost
increase, (2) schedule = 1-yr schedule delay, and (3) probability = 80 percent
probability of success for the activity.

Additional factors warrant consideration in establishingthe ranking of
risks of an activity. These include the following: (I) the potential impact
an activity delay has on overhead costs and processing plant outages; (2) the
frequencythat the activity falls on the program's schedule critical path; and
(3) the near- or long-termnature of a probabilityuncertainty, (i.e., the
near-term probabilityproblem is more significantthan the long-term problem
with the same probabilityrating because there is more time available to
resolvethe long-termprobability uncertainty).

Considerationof these three additionalfactors has therefore been
incorporatedinto the RRF calculationequation as discussed in the following
paragraphs.

I. Schedule Extension Impacts Factor--Theextension or delay of any
program activity has the potentialto extend the duration of the
program.
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Equation I. IntegratedRisk Ranking Factor Calculation.

The programmaticor integratedRRF (RRF,)is calculated using the following
equation:

RRFI = RRFS + RRFC + RRFp

where
RRFl is the total programmatic,integratedRRF

RRFs is the schedule RRF calculated as

RRFS = Ks .Fcp •Schedule Delta

where

dK_is the constant 2.0 (see Item 1--Schedule Extension Factorscussion that follows)

_Piis the critical path frequencyof the activity (see Item 2--tical Path FrequencyFactor that follows)

Schedule delta is the larger of the following:

1. Pessimistic- most likely schedule duration
2. Most likely - baseline schedule duration*

RRFc is the cost RRF calculated as

RRFC = Kc •CostDelta

where
K. is the constant 0.5 x 10"s. [The 10"s element of the constant
e_uates $100 million (high consequence cost) to 1 yr (high conse-
quence schedule). The 0.5 element is included to compensate for
the lack of a percentage factor in the RRF_ calculation similar

to the Fopin the RRF. calculation and the _s" in theaR_calculatlon. The 0._ was selected as equivalent to percent
or mid-point of the possible RRFs and RRFp percentage factors.]

Cost delta is the larger of the following:

I. Pessimistic- most likely activity cost
2. Most likely- baseline activity cost*

*This factor was not consideredwhen a baseline value had not been
established.
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Equation I. IntegratedRisk Ranking Factor Calculation. (cont)

RRFp is the probabilityRRF calculated as follows

RRFp = Kp • [1-P(s)] • PSO

where

Kp is the constant 5. This factor is required to numerically
equate a high-risk probabilityto a high-consequencecost ($100
million) or schedule (I yr).

Ps is the probabilityof successof the activity.

P_o is the probability schedule occurrence factor calculated as
s_own below (see Item 3--Near-TermVersus Long-TermFactor that
follows).

. " Pso= I- Years to activity start
Program duration (years).

Extensionof the program could cause the program to incur the
additionalprogram operatingcosts for the duration of the
extension.

Annual costs for the total program excluding capital expenditures
are in the $125-millionto $150-millionrange.

Because a 1-yr extension of the duration of an activity (a]ready
defined as a major consequence)could have cost impactsto other
program activitiesof the magnitudediscussed above, additional
weighing of the schedule RRF was deemed appropriate. A factor of
2 multiplier was selected to address the combined schedule delay
impact and cost impact to other activities (potentially$100 million
plus/yr).

2. The Critical Path FrequencyFactor--Forschedule impact activities,
the frequency (percentageof the VERT model iterativecalculations)
with which the activity would fall on the program'scritical path
was included in the schedule RRF calculation. This factor addresses
the fact that schedule extensionsof non-criticalpath activities
would be absorbed in float periodspresent in the program schedule.

3. Near-Term Versus Lonq-TermFactor--Forprobability impact activi-
ties, the near-term versus long-term factor is a factor that
consideredthe time availableto the program to take actions to
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A

Relative Risk Factor Sample Calculation g

The following sample calculetionis provided to demonstrate the process.
The calculationwill be made on the "Test Activity" described below.

Test Activity Data

• Critical path frequency (Fcp) - 20 percent or 0.20 (The activity is on
the program critical path this percent-
age of the time as determined by the
VERT analysis.)

• Schedule delta

- Pessimisticminus most = 1.5 yr*
likely scheduleduration

- Most likely minus base- = 2.0 yr*
line schedule duration

• Cost delta

- Pessimisticminus most = $I00,000K*
likely activity cost

- Most likely minus base- = $2,000K*
line activity cost

• Probabilityof success - 80 percentor 0.80

• Years to activity start = 5 yr

• Program duration = 25.1 yr

Sample Calculation

RRFz = RRFs + RRFc + RRFp= 0.6 + 0.5 + 0.8 = 1.9

where

RRFs - Ks • Fcp • Schedule delta

= 2 • (0.20) • 2.0 =_0._66

RRFc = Kc • Cost delta

= 0.5 • 10.8 • (100,000,000)= 0.5

RRFp = Kp • [1 - P(s)] " [1 - Yr to activity start/Program duration]

= 5 • [1- 0.80]. [1- 5/25.1]

= 5. [0.20]. [z- o.20] = o.8____Q

• The calculation uses the larger of these two values.
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improve the probabilityof success of an activity. This was accom-
plished by adding a multiplier to the probabilityRRF, which
progressivelyreduced its weighing throughoutthe duration of the
program.

A. IO PLANTSTANDBYANALYSIS

Data from the distributedmodel run and the critical path activity
duration reduction sensitivityruns were further analyzed to determine B Plant
and HWVP standby time during the total program duration. Table A-9 shows the
results of this analysis.

Table A-g. Plant Standby Durations.

Standby time

Schedule durations
• Plant Distributed mitigated- sensitivity

run analysis run

HWVP 3.75 yr 2.64 yr

B Plant 3.05 yr 1.69 yr

HWVP - Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant
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APPENDIXB
ASSESSMENTREVIEWS

B.1 B PLANTCOMPLIANCEASSESSMENTREVIEW

The B Plant Compliance Assessment Review was conducted to document any
uncertaintiescaused by facility design deficiencies,which were identified
during the DOE Order 6430.IA, General Design Criteria (DOE 1989), compliance
assessment of this facility.

The results of this review were issued in April 1989, and documented the
evaluation of B Plant compliance to DOE Order 6430.IA (draft dated 12/25/87)
and to codes, standards, and regulations (CS&R) pertaining to radioactive
waste management.

The goal of this review was to identify B Plant areas of noncomplianceto
DOE Orders and CS&Rs to permit reactivationof B Plant for a 20-yr mission.
At the onset, it was determined that a detailed assessment of B Plant systems
to DOE Order 6430.IA criteria would provide a sound basis for initialB Plant
decisions, thus the review initially concentratedon DOE Order 6430.IA
comparisons.

The compliance assessmentwas based on a B Plant classificationas a
radioactive liquid waste facility as defined by DOE 6430.1A, Section 1323.
Furthermore,it is assumed that B Plant will not be a plutonium-handling
facility based on DOE Order 6430.1A. The B Plant staff will install
transuranic extractionequipment to reduce waste volumes sent to the Hanford
Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP) and to clean up waste streams--notfor
recovery of plutonium. An additional assumption initiallymade in the
assessmentwas that the canyon ventilationand canyon building are the only
safety class items required for B Plant operation. During the preparationof
a final accident analysis and the resultingsafety system selectionby
WestinghouseHanford Company (WestinghouseHanford), other candidate safety
systems were identified. Although no final decision on safety class items was
available, the comparison tables attemptedto address safety class item issues
on a case-by-casebasis. Selection of safety class items has major impact on
B Plant compliance to applicableCS&Rs.

In general, effort concentratedon assessmentsof the 221-B canyon
building. Often the ass-.ssmentwas expanded to include surroundingB Plant
facilities. For example, the heating, ventilating,and air conditioning
(HVAC) assessment included the 291-B stack and associated facilities.

Summary--Thisreport addressed approximately610 selected criterion items, of
which 73 were determined to be noncompliant. The compliance status of 36
issues is to be determined.

The major noncomplianceissues identifiedare as Follows.

I. lt is not clear whether existing safety class structures,including
the canyon (secondaryconfinement)and ventilation components,
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retain confinementcapability during and after a design basis
earthquake (DBE).

2. The safety class stack ventilation and effluent monitoring systems
do not have adequatelyqualified emergency power.

3. Modificationto the exhaust stack, filter cells, and exl,austair
tunnels may be needed to preclude unacceptableconsequencesduring a
DBE.

4. A fire protection analysis and subsequent facility modifications,if
any, must be performedto ensure that B Plant is an "improvedrisk"
facility.

5. The as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)objectives can be
enhanced in the areas of canyon sampling,steam system pressure
relief, and operatinggallery instrumentdip-tube confinement.

6. The existing once-throughprocess cooling system should be replaced
to meet the requirementsof closed-loopcooling systems specifiedby
DOE Order 6430.IA for use in high-level radioactive liquid waste
facilities.

7. Many of the candidate safety class instrumentationand control (I&C)
systems do not meet the requirementsof I&C safety class items
including DBA resistance,redundancy,environmentalqualification,
and uninterruptiblepower supply (UPS) power.

Other Issues Identified--Otherissues identifiedduring the co,lpliance
assessment review included the following.

• The compliance assessment review concentratedon design issues to
identify the necessaryengineering projects and possible facility
modificationsto bring B Plant into compliancewith the codes.
Therefore, no detailed assessmenttable for administrativecodes was
prepared. However, there are administrativerequirementsthat may
directly affect the scope of engineeringprojects, including the
folIowing.

- The final safety analysis report (FSAR)must be completed and
approved before initial operation. Safety class items
identifiedby the FSAR have a major impact on system design.

- Seismic design shall be reviewed by a qualified, independent
organization. Considerableseismic analysis is required to
establish B Plant structural confinementadequacy.

- Decommissioningissues F,_ustbe addressedas specified in
Section 1300-11 of DOE Order 6430.IA. These issues include

design details consistentwith program requirementsof
DOE Order 5820.2A, RadioactiveWaste Management (DOE 1988a).

- A comprehensivedocumentationsystem is required to properly
facilitatequality assurance and future safety audits.
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A document control and updating system approachingthe
requirementof ASME NQA-I-1989 (ASME 1989a) is necessary to
ensure complianceto design criteria and safety requirements.

• The assessment of B Plant compliance to structuraldesign criteria
concentratedon canyon building 221-B because this was an area of
potentialmajor impact. The structurewas built in the early 1940's
so assessment of complianceto modern standardswas made by compar-
ison of modern standardsto the Uniform Building Code of 1940
(ICBO 1940), the assumed code of record for original construction.
Several items, such as proper concrete pouring and forming proce-
dures, could not be accuratelyassessed because aoequate records do
not exist to supportthis "after-the-fact"analysis.

• This compliance assessmentwas performed to DOE Order 6430.IA (draft
dated 12/25/87),which has been superseded by DOE Order 6430.IA
(dated 04/06/89)with some revision.

• Facility upgrade projects have been completed or planned since the
compliance assessmentwas performed in 1989 and may require future
assessment to meet DOE Order 6430.IA criteria for compliance.

In addition, independentSafety Evaluation Review of B Plant Viability
Study (Sprouse 1991), prepared by the Los Alamos Technical Associates,
identifiedthe following concerns.

• The B Plant final high-efficiencyparticulateair (HEPA) filters do
not have the capability for inplace testing of each bank
independentlyand without personnel entry into the plenum.

• Single-failurecriterionfor instrumentationand electrical power
supply needs further evaluation.

• An additional evaluation of nonradioactivehazardouswaste is
recommended.

Significant UncertaintiesDocumented--Thesignificantuncertaintiesdocumented
for considerationin the risk assessmentmodel as a result of this review are
summarizedbelow.

• The B Plant structure and confinementsystems may not withstand a
DBE.

• The B Plant once-throughprocess cooling water system is less than
adequate.

• The B Plant safety class systems are less than adequate.

• The B Plant FSAR for this operation has not been completed.

• The B Plant structuralconcrete integrity has not been verified.
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• The B Plant compliance assessmentdid not address nonradioactive
hazardous materials.

• The B Plant final HEPA filtersdo not have capability for inplace
testing of individual banks.
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B.2 244-AR VAULT COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT REVIEW

The 244-AR Vault ComplianceAssessment Review was conducted to document
any uncertaintiescaused by facility design deficiencies,which were
identifiedduring the DOE Order 6430.IA complianceassessment of this
facility.

The results of this review were issued in April 1989 and documented the
evaluation of 244-AR Vault compliance to DOE Order 6430.1A (draft dated
12/25/87) and to CS&Rs pertaining to radioactivewaste management.

The goal of this review was to identify 244-AR Vault areas of noncompli-
ance to DOE Orders and CS&Rs to permit reactivationof 244-AR Vault for a
20-yr mission. At the onset, it was determined that a detailed assessment of
244-AR Vault systems to DOE Order 6430.IA criteria would provide a sound basis
for initial 244-AR Vault decisions. Thus, this task initiallyconcentratedon
DOE Order 6430.IA comparisons.

The compliance assessmentwas based on a 244-AR Vault classificationas a
radioactiveliquid waste facility as defined by DOE Order 6430.IA, Section
1323. Furthermore,it was assumed that the 244-AR Vault would not be a
plutonium-handlingfacility. An additional assumption initially used in the
assessment was that the ventilationsystems and the 244-AR Vault structures
are the only safety class items required for the 244-AR Vault operation.
A final accident analysis and the resultingsafety system selectionwas still
being prepared by WestinghouseHanford, and during the course of this work,
other candidate safety systems were identified. Although no final decision on
safety class items was available, the comparison tables attempted to address
safety class item issues on a case-by-casebasis. Selection of safety class
items has major impact on 244-AR Vault co_iplianceto applicable CS&Rs.

Summary--Thisreport addressedapproximately670 selected criterion items, of
which 95 were determined to be noncompliant. The compliance status of 94
issues is to be determined.

The major noncomplianceissues identifiedare as follows.

1. lt is not clear that the existing safety class structure and venti-
lation systems remain operationaland retain confinementduring and
after credible DBAs.

2. The safety class ventilation systemsand effluent monitoring systems
do not have adequately qualifiedemergency power.

3. Fire protection analysis and subsequentfacility modifications,if
any, must be performed to ensure that the 244-AR Vault is an
"improvedrisk" facility.

: 4. The ALARA objectives can be enhanced in the area of the control
room/operatinggallery due to the limited unallocated space and the
contaminationpotential from the instrumenttubes, jet gang valves,
and chemical addition lines routed directly to incell tanks.
Additional measures, such as providingfloor drains, also should be
considered.
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5. Several areas concerningconfinement issues require corrective
action. The undergroundtanks, the offgas prefilter vault, and the
buried offgas ventilationline prior to HEPA filtration need to be
upgradedfor additionalcontainment and leak-detectioncapability.

6. A risk assessment should be performedwith respect to the environ-
mental impact associatedwith the concrete-encased,high-levelwaste
transfer line. The concrete-encasedtransfer line should be
upgraded with double-walledpipe with provisions for leak detection,
collection, and transfer capabilities (if this assessment results in
an unacceptablefinding).

7. Many of the candidate safety class I&C systems do not meet the
requirementsof I&C safety class items includingDBA resistance,
redundancy,environmentalqualification,and UPS power.

Other Issqe$ Identified--Otherissues identifiedduring the compliance
assessment review includedthe following.

• This task concentratedon design issues in order to identify the
necessary engineeringprojects and possible facility modifications
to bring the 244-AR Vault into compliancewith the codes. There-
fore, no detailed assessment table for administrativecodes was
prepared. However, there are administrativerequirementsthat may
directly affect the scope of engineeringprojects and these include
the following.

- The FSAR must be completedand approved before initial
operation. Safety class items identifiedby the FSAR have a
major impact on system design.

- Seismic design shall be reviewed by a qualified, independent
organization. Considerableseismic analysis is required to
establish 244-AR Vault structuraladequacy.

- Decommissioningissues must be addressed as specified in
Section 1300-11 of DOE Order 6430.IA. These issues include
design details consistent with program requirementsof
DOE Order 5820.2A (DOE Ig88a).

p

- The drawings for the 244-AR Vault facility should be thoroughly
reviewed and "as-built"for the current facility and system
configurations.

• This compliance assessmentwas performed to DOE Order 6430.IA (draft
dated 12/25/87),which has been supersededby DOE Order 6430.IA
(dated 04/06/89)with some revision.

SignificantUncertaintiesDocumented--Thesignificantuncertaintiesdocumented
for consideration in the risk assessment model as a result of this review are
summarized below.

• The AR Vault structureand confinement systemsmay not withstand a
DBE.
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• The AR Vault emergency power system is less than adequate.

• The AR Vault confinementsystems are less than adequate.

• The AR Vault concrete-encase_transfer lines are less than adequate.

• The AR Vault safety class systems are less than adequate.

• The AR Vault FSAR for this operation has not been completed.

• The AR Vault facility drawings are not up to date.
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B.3 HANFORDWASTEVITRIFICATION PLANTCOMPLIANCEASSESSMENTREVIEW

The ' anford Waste Vitrification Plant Compliance Assessment Review was
conduct_ to document any uncertaintiescaused by facility design
deficiencies,_hich were identifiedduring the DOE Order 6430.IA compliance
assessment of this facility.

This report compares design criteria, specifications,and preliminary
design for the HWVP with applicable,safety-relatedcriteria from
DOE Order 6430.1A.

This report was i'ssuedin February 1991, and it documents the
DOE Order 6430.IA compliance assessment by identifying,safety-relatedcriteria
from the DOE Order 6430.IA applicable to HWVP, comparlng these safety-related
criteria with the preliminaryHWVP design, and identifyingspecific areas of
HWVP compliance and noncompliance.

The bases used in selecting criteria for the HWVP were identifiedfrom
the HWVP preliminarydesign technical descriptionreport, other supporting
documents, and the followingtechnical assumptions.

• The HWVP is classified as a DOE "high" hazard facility.

• The HWVP is designated as a DOE "critical" facility.

• The HWVP operations are designated as a DOE "vital" program.

• The HWVP will not be a plutonium-handlingfacility.

• The HWVP is designated a "limited control facility" pertaining to
criticality considerations.

• The HWVP will not include a safety-classcooling water system.

• The HWVP will not be a "LimitedAccess" area pertaining to security
and will not store special nuclearmaterials.

The compliance assessment is based on the classificationof the HWVP
complex as a radioactiveliquid waste facility (DOE Order 6430.1A,
Section 1323), a radioactive solid waste facility (Section 1324), and a
laboratory facility (includinga hot laboratory)(Section 1325).

Summary--An overall assessment of the design of HWVP facilities indicatessub-
stantial compliance to DOE Order 6430.IA. The report addressed approximately
1,225 selected criterion items from DOE Order 6430.IA, of which only 86 were
determined noncompliant. The compliance status of 258 issues is to be
determined.

The major noncomplianceissues identifiedare as follows.

I. Primary access to the DBE-qualifiedVitrificationBuilding is via
non-qualifiedsupport facilities,which may not facilitate emergency
response.
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2. The HVAC design does not address removal of corrosive gases or
particles from the analytical sample cells or the process cells. An
additional study is recommended.

3. There are many noncompliancesregardingfire protection systems.
Significantareas of concern include the following:

a. Fire barrierdesign is less than adequate

b. Fire-suppressionsystem coverage is less than adequate

c. Fire-detectionsystem coverage is less than adequate

d. The DBE failureof SC-3 suppressionsystemsmay impact the SC-I
water supply

e. Essentially,the fire protection design analysis appears less
than adequate.

4. Command response times for cathode ray tubes are slower than
required (i.e., 3 s versus 2 s).

5. Compressed gas cylinders are not properly isolated and ventilated as
required.

6. The sanitary water system has cross-connectionsand piping tie-ins
that are not permitted.

7. The sanitary sewer is not provided with the necessary sampling or
monitoring capabilities.

8. The instrumentair compressors are not appropriatelyspecified as
"non-lubricated"type.

9. Safety class electricalpower is not specificallyprovided in
compliance with DOE Order 6430.IA and IEEE 308-1980 (IEEE 1980).

10. Several rooms containing hazardousmaterials are not provided with
the required multiple exits.

11. No provisions have been made for additionalshielding, if required.

12. Only one personneldecontaminationarea is provided. This may be
considered less than adequate.

13. Potential DBA failureof cell walls and cover blocks could impair
safe shutdown capabilities.

14. The Canister Storage Building design does not provide for decontami-
nation of the storage vault.

15. A human factors task analysis has not been performed and documented
as required.
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16. The provision and locations of change room facilities appear less
than adequate.

17. Water collection systems are not adequately sized to contain fire-
fighting runoff.

18. Life-cycle cost analyses have not been performed and documented as
required.

19. The ALARA considerationsand assessmentshave not been adequately
documented.

20. A human factors engineeringprogram plan has not been prepared,
documented,or used as required.

21. A systems requirementsanalysis has not been prepared,documented,
or used as required.

22. A communicationsystem user requirementsanalysis has not been
prepared or documented as required.

OtherIssue_I_en_ified--Otherissues identifiedduring the compliance
assessment review included the following.

• The melter, offgas system, and associated feed systems are
classified as miscellaneousunits as identified in WAC 173-303-680,
"MiscellaneousUnits" (Ecology 1991). As such, the Washington State
Department of Ecology (Ecology)and the U.S. Environmental
ProtectionAgency (EPA) will impose incineratorregulations,where
applicable.

• Liquid discharges from HWVP are to be routed to an effluent treat-
ment facility that does not currently exist.

SiqnificantUncertaintiesDocumented--Thesignificant uncertaintiesdocumented
for considerationin the risk assessmentmodel as result of this review and
additional design evaluation are summarized below:

I. Glass melter, offgas system, and associated feed systems may be
subjectto incineratorregulations

2. Potentiallyradioactiveliquid discharges from HWVP are routed to
the 200 East Area effluent treatment facility,which does not
currentlyexist

3. Labor strike during construction

4. Foundation constructiondelay due to unusual conditions

5. Weather-causedconstructiondelays

6. Major construction accident

7. Major engineeringerrors
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8. Major constructionerrors

9. Long-leadequipmentdelays

10. Steel dust from frit-blastingequipmentmay change glass
characteristics

11. Production rate of facility does not meet functionaldesign
requirements

12. Melter feed nozzles plug with moltea material

13. MOG line fills with foam and plugs

14. Melter drain nozzles plug with molten material

15. Life expectancy of lining material in melter

16. Line 112 between the slurry mix evaporator and melter feed tank may
plug with frit

17. The slurry feed line may plug with solid glass frit

18. Melter drops contents on floor of melter cell

Ig. Receipt and lag storage tank agitator pump may not be large enoughfor receipt and lag storagetank

20. Pumps not.being designed for proper head-losses in pipes

21. Pumps not being designed for the correct specific-gravitysolution.
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B.4 GROUTTREATMENTFACILITY COMPLIANCEASSESSMENTREVIEW

The Grout Treatment Facility Compliance Assessment Review was conducted
to document any uncertainties caused by facility design deficiencies, which
were identified during the DOEOrder 6430.1A compliance assessment of this
facility.

This compliance review was issued in July 1990 and encompassedthose
facilities included in the Grout Treatment Facility (GTF). The GTF is
designed to treat the low-level fraction of double-shelltank wastes from
current and future Hanford Site operations and the low-level fraction of
liquid wastes from future pretreatmentof waste feed streams destined for the
HWVP. The GTF comprisesthe following:

• Dry Materials Facility

• Liquid waste feed transfer system (FTS)

• Grout ProcessingFacility (GPF)

• Grout Waste Disposal Facility (GDF)

• Portable instrument house (PIH).

Design data of the GTF were reviewed for compliance with the requirements
of DOE Order 6430.IA. The compliance review effort included the examination
of design and procurementdocume_itationin order to identify specific refer-
ences to those codes and standards prescribed in DOE Order 6430.IA. In those
instanceswhere design documentationclearly indicatedthat the codes and
standards required by DOE Order 6430.IA were specified in the design of the
facility, thereview noted that the facility complies with the DOE Order
requirement. It should be noted that a detailed review of design documents to
determine if the provisions of the required codes and standards were satisfied
was not within the scope of this effort. In addition, the compliance review
effort did not includedesign review or design verification. Compliance
review is based on "as-specified"and not "as-built" component and structure
data. Verificationof as-built versus as-designedconditions was not within
the scope of this effort.

SummarY--Thenoncompliancesby sub-facilityare summarized below.

Noncomplianceitems for the GDF (vault)are as follows.

I. The vault ventilation system design does not maintain 7.6-mm
(O.3-in.)water gauge negative pressure at all times. Currently,
justificationfor this deviation is being pursued based on
negligible dose consequences.

2. The vault seismic analysis does not fully address all applicable
requirementsof UCRL-15910 (Kennedy et al. 1989).

3. Shielding and environmentalmonitoring has not been adequately
considered for protection of personnelduring some maintenance and
operations activities, Developmentof decontaminationsolutions is_
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in process to significantlylower exposure and dose consequences.
Preliminaryindicationsare that additionaldesign modificationsmay
be required.

4. Compliance with IEEE 242-1986 (IEEE 1986) has not been ascertained.

5. Effluent sampling systemsmust comply with ANSI N13.1-1969
(ANSI 1969). This standard was not referenced in the design.

Noncompliance items for the PIH are as follows.

I. The UPS provides both SC-2 and SC-3 loads. Electrical separation,
isolation, and redundancy are not provided. Also, the UPS does not
meet single-failurecriteria, safe shutdown,environmental
qualification,separation,etc.

Noncompliance items for the GPF are as follows.

I. The seismic design of the GPF is specifiedto conform to the Uniform
Building Code rather than to the requirementsof UCRL-15910,
SectiQn 4.2.3. One out of two confinementboundaries should be
designed to maintain its integrity during and following an
earthquake event unless otherwisedemonstratedto be acceptable.

2. Ventilation exhaust outlets require two radiation monitoring
systems, which should be classified as Safety Class 2, unless an
analysis has been performed to justify a Safety Class 3 designation.

3. Shielding and environmentalmonitoring has not been adequately
considered for protection of personnelduring some maintenance and
operations activities. Preliminary indicationsare that additional
design modificationswill be required.

4. Compliancewith IEEE 242-1986 has not been ascertained.

5. The GPF computer control system does not comply with the single-
failure criteria of DOE Order 6430.IA.

Noncompliance items for the FTS are as follows.

I. The FTS Safety Class I instrumentationsystems do not comply with
emergency power requirements;seismic, single-failurecriteria;
environmentalqualification;separation;etc.

2. The FTS structurehousing Safety Class I instrumentationis not
designed to withstanddesign basis natural phenomena hazards.

General noncomplianceitems for the I&C system (safety and nonsafety) are
as follows.

1. Air monitoring must comply with ANSI N13.1-1969. This standardwas
not referenced in the design.
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2. Central readout of monitoring systems following a DBA is not
ensured.

3. Remote manual initiationand control of safety functions is not
achievable from the control room.

General noncomplianceitems for fire protection are as follows"

I. Use of less than 2-h fire-rated walls

2. Human factors do not meet recommendationsof NFPA 80A-1987
(NFPA 1987)

3. Need two hydrants serving each building

4. Need primary and backup fire suppression capability (not all areas
have even a single primary system).

Other Issues.Identified--Other issues identified during the compliance
assessment review include the following.

• Programmatic issues such as facility siting, ALARA, environmental
(pollution control), human factors, and emergency preparedness were
not addressed by this compliance assessment.

Components such as process tanks, pumps, and heat exchangers were
not addressed in this compliance assessment.

• The assessment of fire protection criteria is incomplete because an
excessive numbe_ of the items were not evaluated due to a lack of
design documentation. A reassessment of this section appears
prudent.

• Many equipment items and components are not Underwriters Laboratory-
listed, including Safety Class 1 seismic detection and monitoring
components.

Siqnificant Uncertainties Documented--The significant uncertainties documented
for consideration in the risk assessment model as a result of this review are
summarized as follows.

I. The GDF vault seismic analysis does not fully address all applicable
portions of UCRL-15910.

2. The GDF vault shielding and environmentalmonitoring is less than
adequate for specific maintenance and operations activities.

3. The GDF vault effluent sampling system is not designed in accordance
with ANSI N13.1-1969.

4. The Grout Facility PIH electrical system is less than adequate.
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5. The GPF was designed to Uniform Building Code criteria rather than
to the seismic requirementsof UCRL-15910.

6. The GPF gaseous effluent monitoring systems are less than adequate.

7. The GPF radiation shieldingdesign is less than adequate for
specificmaintenance and operationsactivities.

8. The GPF computer control systemdoes not comply with single-failure
criteria.

g. The grout FTS SC-I instrumentationsystem is less than adequate.

10. The grout FTS structure housing SC-I instrumentationis not designed
to withstanddesign basis natural phenomena hazards.

11. The fire protection systemsof the grout facilities are less than
adequate.

0
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B.5 AGINGWASTEFACILITY COMPLIANCEASSESSMENTREVIEW

The Aging Waste Facility Compliance Assessment Review was conducted to
document any uncertaintiescaused by facility design deficiencies,which were
identifiedduring the DOE Order 6430.IA compliance assessment of this
facility.

The report was prepared to evaluate the Aging Waste Facility (AWF)
safety-relatedstructures,systems, equipment, and components for either
compliance or noncomplianceto selected portions of DOE Order 6430.IA in
support of the developmentof an AWF safety analysis report (SAR).

The report was issued in April 1990, and contains pertinent safety-
related design criteria from DOE Order 6430.IA that are applicable to the AWF.

This draft final report was submitted to WestinghouseHanford for review
and comments. A final report incorporatingWestinghouseHanford comments was
not prepared due to funding considerationsand still needs to be issued.

The compliance assessment is based on the classificationof the AWF
complex as a radioactiveliquid waste facility as defined by Section 1323 of
DOE Order 6430.IA.

Summary--Almostall the AWF assessmenttables reflect a high degree of
noncomplianceto the selecteddesign criteria from DOE Order 6430.IA. This is
due to a large degree to the age of some of the facilities that are used in
the AWF complex that were designed and constructed in the 1950's, 60's, and
70's. lt is apparent that the AWFs, as currentlyconfigured,were compliant
to the codes and standardsof the time. However, as the criteria for safety-
related system and environmentalprotection became more stringent over the
past 10 yr or so, the AWF more or less stayed the same.

This report contains approximately965 selectedcriterion items from
DOE Order 6430.IA. Of this number, 401 were determined to be in complete
compliance,327 were in noncompliance,211 were not applicable, and 118 were
listed as to be determined, requiring additionaldocumentation for evaluation.

The major noncomplianceissues identifiedare as follows.

I. Wind analysis for abovegroundstructures is not documented.

2. Explosionprotection/isolationfor gasoline-poweredequipment is not
provided.

3. No seismic analysis for support/auxiliarysystem or structures was
documented, including secondarytanks and transfer lines.

4. An independentreview of seismic design was notdocumented.

5. Vibration analysis of foundationswas not performed/documented.

6. Confinement systemswere not designed to maintain integrity
following all DBAs.

i,
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7. Adequate liquid effluentmonitoring, retention, and diversion is not
provided for all streams.

B. Facility transfer lines (i.e., pump-out lines and condensate tanks
and lines) are not provided secondary confinement,leak detection,
and inspection capabilities.

9. Valve, jumper, and pump "pits" are not adequatelydesigned as
enclosures to maintain confinementduring normal operations.

10. None of the AWF safety class items are designed to the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME 198gb).

11. The primary tank ventilationsystem design does not incorporatethe
capability to remove volatile radionuclidesor hazardous chemical
vapors.

12. Support/auxiliarybuildings are not provided with forced-air venti-
lation systems for contaminationcontrol or temperature control.

13. The primary tank ventilationsystem will not function after DBAs.

14. Confinementbarriers do not incorporatedecontaminationcapabilities
for confinementbarriers.

15. Solid-wastehandling and storage areas are not provided confinement
or ventilation.

16. Safety class systems and components were not typically designed as
DBE-qualifiedor provided redundancy.

17. Direct-buriedcondensateand pump tanks are not permitted by
DOE Order 5400.1, General EnvironmentalProtection Program
(DOE 1988b).

18. The potentiallycontaminatedsteam condensate and cooling water
streams discharge to the soil column, a process that is no longer
permitted.

19. A qualified source of emergency power is not provided. The UPS
systems are not used.

20. The HEPA filters are not provided on primary tank or annulus inlet
air pathways.

21. The HEPA filter systemsdo not comply with the requirementsof
ANSI N5Og-lg8g (ANSI/ASME1989).

22. The reliability and redundancy of the effluent monitoring system is
less than adequate. Stacks are only provided with a single monitor.

23. The discharge stack for the ventilation system appears less than
adequate in structuraldesign and height.
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24. Fire protection design analyses have not been performed for AWFs in
accordancewith DOE Order 5480.7 (DOE 1987).

25. The ventilationbuilding structuremay not maintain confinement
during a design basis fire.

26. Fire hydrant coverage and water supply is less than adequate.

27. There are no fire detection or suppression systems provided for
enclosures.

28. Safety class utility systemsdo not meet DBE qualifications.

29. Safety class cooling water is not provided.

30. Retention systems for industrialwaste water are not provided.

31. The ALARA concepts are not uniformly imposed for routine activities
or followingDBAs.

32. Fixed shielding for personnelexposure reduction is less than
adequate.

33. Personneldecontaminationfacilitiesare not provided at the AWF.

34. Separate men and women's change facilities are not provided at the
AWF. The change facilitydoes not provide adequate segregationof
clothing or laundry.

35. The AWF SAR must be updated.

36. Asbestos materials were used in original design and construction.

37. The AWF was not designed with considerationsfor decontamination and
decommissioning.

Other Issues Identified--Otherissues identifiedduring the compliance
assessment review included the following.

• This is a draft report. The final report was not prepared.

° The SAR preparation has been postponed.

SiqnificantUncertaintiesDocumented--Thesignificantuncertaintiesdocumented
for considerationin the risk assessmentmodel as a result of this review are
summarized as follows.

I. The AWF FSAR for this operation has not been completed.

2. The AWF seismic analyses are incomplete or nonexistent.

3. The AWF confinement systems may not survive DBAs.
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4, The AWF liquid effluent retention,monitoring, and diversion
capabilitiesare less than adequate.

5. The AWF support system transfer lines are less than adequate.

6. The AWF "pits" are not adequate as confinementenclosures.

7. The AWF primarytank ventilationwill not survive DBAs.

8. The AWF emergencypower system is less than adequate.

9. The AWF liquid effluent discharge to the soil column may not be
alIowed.

10. The AWF safety class systems and components are not seismically
qualified.

11. The AWF HVAC stack monitor is less than adequate.

12. The AWF fire protection systems are less than adequate.

13. The AWF used asbestos materials in original design and construction.
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B.7 GLOSSARY

ABBREVIMIONS, ACRONYMS, AND INITIALISMS

ALARA as low as reasonablyachievable
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
AWF aging waste facility
CS&R codes, standards, and regulations
DBA design basis accident
DBE design basis earthquake
DOE U.S. Department of Energy
Ecology Washington State Department of Ecology
EPA U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
FSAR final safety analysis report
FTS feed transfer system
GDF Grout Waste Disposal Facility
GPF Grout Processing Facility
GTF Grout Treatment Facility
HEPA high-efficiencyparticulateair
HVAC heating, ventilating,and air conditioning
HWVP Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant
I&C instrumentationand control
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IEEE Instituteof Electricaland ElectronicsEngineers
MOG melter offgas
NFPA National Fire ProtectionAssociation
PIH portable instrumenthouse
SAR safety analysis report
UPS uninterruptiblepower supply
Westinghouse WestinghouseHanford Company
Hanford
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APPENDIX C

CHARACTERIZATIONDATA

C.I CURRENT CONCENTRATIONPROJECTIONS
FOR WASTE TYPES TO BE VITRIFIED

Raw waste types that are slated to be pretreated and subsequentlyvitri-
fied are neutralizedcurrent acid waste (NCAW),neutralizedcladding removal
waste (NCRW), PlutoniumFinishing Plant (PFP), and complexant concentrate
(CC). A general summary of the source, accumulationperiod, and characteris-
tics for these four waste types is given in Table C-I. Current projectionsof
the composition of these waste types for major and critical components are
given in units of moles per liter or curies per liter in Table C-2. The
following sections describe the sources and degree of uncertainty for these
data.

C.I.I Neutralized Current Acid Waste

The NCAW type, having been accumulatedin two double-shelltanks with
very little cross contaminationfrom previous waste types, is the best charac-
terized of the four waste types. The cation and anion data shown in Table C-2
are based on core samples of settled solids and associated supernatantliquids
from tank I01-AZ. The range of concentrationsaccounts for- (I) variations
in certain core sample results, and (2) the uncertain quantity of total solids
in the tank. (Note that the uncertainty in tank solids volume is not unique
to Hanford Site tanks. Other U.S. Department of Energy sites also suffer the
same problem in their waste characterization.) For certain minor components
such as the noble metals (palladium,rhodium, ruthenium),accurate analytical
methods are not yet available. For the noble metal components, the composi-
tion has been derived from knowledgeof N Reactor operating _istory and
ORIGEN2 code calculations. There is no known mercury present in the NCAW.
However, there is the potential that trace amountsof mercury could exist in
the sludge heel in tank I02-AY, the presentlyplanned feed tank for the HWVP.
An analytical method for mercury is under development.

Curie-per-literdata for the listed critical radionuclideshave been
similarlyderived from ORIGEN2 code calculationsrather than from direct core
sample measurementsbecause accurate methods for counting 1291are not yet
available. In this case, a detailed composite of "ORIGEN2 calculations"has
been made, accounting for the variations in fuel exposure and aging on every
batch of N Reactor fuel processed through the plutonium-uraniumextraction
(PUREX)plant (1984 to present). The use of these detailed ORIGEN2 calcula-
tions for the definition of radionuclidesin the NCAW tanks is further justi-
fied by the fact that comparisonsto tank sample data check weil. For
example, the measured inventoryof 137Csin tank I01-AZ agrees with the
ORIGEN2 code predictionwithin 17 percent.

Similar core sample data and ORIGEN2 code projections are available for
the second tank of accumulatedNCAW (I02-AZ) as it currently exists, partially
filled. Future PUREX plant processing of the remaining N Reactor fuel backlog

- could add NCAW to tank !02-AZ,which may alter current compositions,depending
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Table C-2. Concentrationof Major/CriticalComponents in Untreated
Waste Types. (sheet I of 2)

(g-mol/L)

Component Waste type .

NCAW (tank I01-AZ) NCRW PFP r CC
i

Al 0.48- 0 54 0.18 1.5 1.1

Ba 0.0003 - 01'0005 0 001 NM NM

Ca 0.003 - 0.006 0.01 0.15 0.0i

Cd O.007 - O.01 NM O.008 NM

Cr 0.02 0.03 0.4 0.03

Fe 0.10- 0.17 0.008 0.4 0.04

Hg NM NM NM NM

La 0.0009 - 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.002
i

Mn 0.006- 0.01 0.0003 0.15 0.01

Mo O.001 O.0001 O.001 O.003

Na 4.56- 4.6 5.3 6.00 8.2

Nd 0.0008 - 0.001 0.001 (I) (1)

Ni 0.004 - 0.007 0.002 0.01 0.005

-Pd O.0001 NM NM NMRh O.0001 NM NM NM

Ru O.0005 NM NM NM

Si 0.02 - 0.04 0.15 0.08 0.06

Ti 0.002 - 0.003 0.001 0.003 NM

U O.004 O.02 O.01 NM

Zr 0.02 - 0.04 0.99 0.004 0.001

NH3 NM O.05 NM NM

C03"3 0.35- 0.36 0.07 NM NM
Cl 0.005 0.02 0.15 0.16

F" 0.08 3.6 0.3 0.11

NO2"+ NO3" 2.4 0.61 3.8 4.4

po4"3 0.02 -- 0.60 0.06

S04"z 0.16 0.002 0.10 0.08
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Table C-2. Concentrationof Major/CriticalComponents
in UntreatedWaste Types. (sheet 2 of 2)

• (g-mol/L)

Component Waste type
NCAW NcRW PFP CC

i

(Ci/L)

I_C 3 E-5 3 E-6 NM NM

9°Sr 2 E-O 1.1 E-2 1.6 E-I 4.3 E-I

1291 6 E-8 4.6 E-8 NM 4 E-7

137Cs 2.4 E-O 6.6 E-2 1.3 E-1 3.4 E-1 '"
ii,,,

Z39pu 5 E-4 4.7 E-4 1.1 E-2 1.3 E-4

Z41Am 1 E-2 1 E-5 1.8 E-2 8.3 E-4

NOTE" Nd re)orted as La + Nd sum.

CC = Complexantconcentrate
NCAW = Neutralizedcurrent acid waste
NCRW - Neutralizedcladding removal waste
NM - Not measured
PFP - Plutonium Finishing Plant

on the mode of future PUREX operation. Fortunately,the ORIGEN2 code method-
ology permits such a future adjustment to tank radionuclideinventoriesto be
accurately projected. The effect of future waste addition on tank chemical
compositions is less easily predicted, but can be estimated from flowsheet
calculationsfor the future PUREX operations.

C.I.2 NeutralizedCladding Removal Waste

Compositionsof NCRW given in Table C-2 are derived from core samples of
tank I03-AW, one of two tanks that have been used alternately to accumulate
this cladding waste sludge. No ORIGEN2 code calculationshave been used to
augment the direct core sample data because it is difficult to accurately
estimate the small fraction of fission products that have exited the PUREX
process in the cladding waste stream. Thus, certainminor components,such as
the noble metals, remain "not measured" pending the availabilityof analytical
methods scheduled for completion in late 1991. This lack of noble metal data
is not considered critical to the ongoing process development and plant design
for HWVP because noble metal levels projected for NCAW are expected to be
controlIing.

Radionuclideconcentrationsare all derived from core sample analyses or
analytical work done during the course of pretreatmentprocess development
testingwith actual waste.

These data represent the average of five core segments taken to charac-
terize the NCRW solids. Inspectionof the zirconium, lanthanum, and plutonium
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concentrationsin individual sections compares well with the known history of
tank filling and PUREX plant operation,giving further confidence in the
sampling technique and analyticaldata. For example, as shown in Figure C-1,
the dramatic increase in lanthanum in the third core segment agrees in posi-
tion and time with the beginning of rare earth additionsto cladding waste in
the PUREX process. "Similarly,the temporary increase in the isotopic level of
24°Puseen in core segment Number 2 agrees exactlywith the period during
which a block of high exposure fuel was processed in PUREX (August to
December 1985).

C.I.3 Plutonium FinishingPlant

The PFP waste type is mostly settled solids originatingfrom PFP
(Z Plant) operations and from equipmentdecontaminationoperations at T Plant.
The cation, anion, and radionuclidecompositionslisted in Table C-2 have been
derived from core samples (two), supplementedby data from previous dip
samples and Z Plant material balance calculations. As is the case with the
definition of the NCRW, noble metals have not been measured, pending
availabilityof an accurate analyticalmethod.

C.1.4 Complexant Concentrate

Cation, anion, and radionuclide concentrations listed for the CC waste
type have been derived from limited core samples (two out of a total of five
tanks), supplementedby earlier dip samples. Noble metals, if any are
present, remain to be analyzed. Also, additionalwork will be required to
characterizethe speciation of organic complexants and decompositionproducts
present in the CC waste. The CC waste is the least well characterizedof the
four types to be pretreated and vitrified. However, because the CC waste is
to be processed last, more time is available to complete the needed character-
izationwork.
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._ 9004878B

• _ Department of Energy

Richland Opera(mons Offic_ I"$*"'-'-_

P.o.Bo,sso ..: ,_. I I/_,._-,.

90 VDB 060 OCT 2,6 "'_ , \

Mr. R. C. Nichols, President ,".3"_..... /._/
WestinghouseHanford Company _ COR__- " • ,c/.-,:_"
Richland, Washington _ C_',. ../_-

Dear Mr. Nichols:

HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PROGRAM RISK ASSESSMENT

The currently incomplete knowledge regarding the contents of the high-level
waste tanks indicates 'to DOE the need to conduct an assessment of the risks
for proceeding with the planned Hanford vitrification program activities. By
this letter, WHC is directed to immediately initiate a systemsengineering
risk analysis to evaluate the technical, safety, and regulatory uncertainties
of all related elements of the vitrification program. WHC should target
completion of this assessment in the May-June 1991 timeframe. To ensure that
staff and management commitment is maintalne_-tor-theduration of this _/_
assessment,WHC is strongly encouraged to establish a dedicated project team )Q-'_'_'_"
for this activity. Detailed guidance for this assessment is provided in the.
attached Purpose/Scope Statement. Any changes or modificationsto the
Statement, resulting from the ongoing DOE-HQ review, will be forwarded for
your immediate attention.

I have "informedthe Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology)of DOE's
intentions to conduct the subject assessment and have requested their active

participationin the technical review of the assessment'sfindings. In your
planning for the conduct of this assessment,please include appropriate lines
of communicationwith Ecology through DOE to allow for exchange of information

regarding interim/finalassessment findings and overall assessment progress.

If you have any questions or comments regarding this transmittal,please
contact Mr. Tom Davies of the Vitrification Project Office on 376-7924.

cerely,

/"/_ofiri %7.Wagoner

VPO:TLD // Manager
L/

Attachment

cc w/attach: C. M. Cox, WHC
R. A. Smith, WHC
S. P. Cowan, EM-30
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Attachment

PURPOSE/SCOPESTATEMENT FOR

HANFORD WASTE VITRIFICATION PROGRAM RISK ASSESSMENT

A study will be performed to evaluate the uncertainties associated with the
Hanford Waste Vitrification Program (Program) to quantify potential
consequences and programmaticrisks if construction of the Hanford Waste
Vitrification Plant (HWVP) proceeds on the current schedule (July 1991).
Technical, safety, and regulatory/environmentaluncertainties will be
assessed. The risks will address the viability of successfullycompleting the
Program mission, including production performance,cost, and schedule
implications. The results of the study will be the basis for a re-evaluation
of the current Program planning.

SCOPE

All elements of the Program will be considered in this assessment, including
waste characterization,retrieval from the storage tanks, pretreatmentto
separate the high and low level components of the waste, and vitrification of
the high level waste fraction. Risks associated with the use of existing
facilities for key elements of the Program will be included. Uncertainties
will be identified separately for all Hanford tank waste inventories (Double
Shell Tank wastes and Single Shell Tank wastes). The study will identify any
decrease in risk related to the constructionof HWVP as a result of increased
experience from the startup and operation of other vitrification facilities,
as well as from the progression of the Hanford Program. The study will also
address risks associatedwith storage tank utilization as a function of time.

The study will examine the bases, planning, and status for waste
characterizationactivities as a basis for pretreatment capabilitiesto meet
HWVP feed requirements. Emphasis will be provided on how uncertainties (or
unknowns) related to the waste content could potentially affect the viability
"of pretreatmentprocesses. In addition, the complexity,of the chemical
processes, the maturity of the technology, the compliance of the current
design criteria to existing DOE, national, and state requirements, the level
of design definition, the capability to support safe and reliable facility
operations, and the state of development of safety and environmental
documentation (e.g., safety analyses reports, environmental permit
applications, and NEPA documeni_s)will be addressed.

The study will include a comparison of the high level waste vitrification
programs and facilities at the Savannah River and Hanford Sites to assess
impacts of uncertaintieson the Hanford Program from problems identified at -
the Savannah River facilities. Program activities and facility design and
operational featureswhich have been or could be implemented to reduce
uncertainties and risks will be identified. Areas where the Program should be
examined for optimizationwill be defined for further evaluation.
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To the maximum extent possible, the study will make use of existing
documentation and previous or current assessments. For example, DOE's
independent review team assessmentof the pretreatmentactivities to be
performed in October-November,1990 will be used as a key element in the
evaluation of the pretreatmentprogram.
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